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Preface 

Since its inception in the early days of quantum mechanics, molecular 
orbital theory has become a powerful method for studying the electronic struc
ture of molecules, illuminating many areas of chemistry. In quantitative 
form, it has developed both as an ab initio method for computing molecular 
wavefunctions directly from the fundamental equations of quantum mechanics 
and also as a semiempirical technique for interrelating various physical proper
ties of atoms and molecules using a simplified formalism as a framework for 
parameterization. Until recently, ab initio calculations dealt mainly with 
very small systems while the semiempirical methods were oriented toward 
the 7r electrons of larger planar molecules. In the last few years, however, 
both approaches have become more concerned with general polyatomic mole
cules and they now overlap somewhat in their areas of application. 

This book has the limited objective of presenting the background of 
self-consistent molecular orbital theory and following this with a description 
of certain elementary semiempirical schemes which use the general theory 
as a basic framework. These are methods based on zero-differential overlap 
(complete neglect of differential overlap, or CNDO, and intermediate neglect 
of differential overlap, or INDO) which are simple enough to be applied to a 
wide range of chemical problems without major computational effort. The 
necessary general theory is covered in Chaps. 1 and 2 leading up to simple 
examples of molecular orbital calculations for diatomics. In Chap. 3, the 
approximations involved in the semiempirical schemes and the corresponding 
parameterizations are discussed in detail. In Chap. 4 we survey applications 
of the methods which have been made to date, including studies of electronic 
charge distributions in molecules, dipole moments, equilibrium geometries, 
nuclear hyperfine structure in the electron spin resonance spectroscopy of 
organic free radicals and the spin coupling constants measured by nuclear 
magnetic resonance. 

Many of the conclusions based on the simple methods described in this 
book will undoubtedly be modified by larger and more sophisticated calcula
tions which are rapidly becoming possible. Nevertheless, we believe that 
theoretical studies at this simple level do provide a first approximation which 
is realistic, informative, and direct enough to allow widespread application. 
11- is to facilitate such applications that we have collected the material in this 
volume. 

Much of the work described herein has been the result of a collaborative 
rITort with a number of colleagues at Carnegie-Mellon University. These 
include David P. Santry, Gerald Segal, Mark S. Gordon, Paul A. Dobosh, 
Neil S. Ostlund, and James W. Mclver, Jr. Helpful discussions with Herbert 
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Fischer and Keith Miller are also acknowledged. The efforts of Kathryn 
Severn in preparing the typescript are greatly appreciated. Permission to 
reproduce material has been granted by the Journal of Chemical Physics and 
the Journal of the American Chemical Society. 

The support of the U.S. Public Health Service, Grant 1-F2-CA-21,281-01 
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1 
Quantum-mechanical 
Background 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The main objective of any theory of molecular structure is to provide 
some insight into the various physical laws governing the chemical 
constitution of molecules in terms of the more fundamental universal 
physical laws governing the motions and interactions of the constituent 
atomic nuclei and electrons. In principle such theories can aim at a 
precise quantitative description of the structure of molecules and 
their chemical properties, since the underlying physical laws are now 
well understood in terms of quantum theory based on the Schroedinger 
equation. However, in practice mathematical and computational 
complexities make this goal difficult to attain, and one must usually 
resort to approximate methods. 

The principal approximate methods considered in molecular 
quantum mechanics are valence bond theory and molecular orbital 
theory [1]. Valence bond theory originated in the work of Heitler 
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2 APPROXIMATE MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 

and London and was developed extensively by Pauling. Molecular 
orbital theory has its origins in the early research work in band spec
troscopy of diatomic molecules and has been widely used to describe 
many aspects of molecular structure and diverse molecular properties 
such as electronic dipole moments, optical absorption spectra, and 
electron and nuclear magnetic resonance. Among those involved in 
the original works were Hund, Mulliken, Lennard-Jones, and Slater. 
We are concerned herein exclusively with molecular orbital theory, 
and particularly with the theories and problems encountered in carry
ing out the calculation of molecular orbitals for large molecules. 

Molecular orbital theory provides a precise description of molec
ular electronic structure only for one-electron molecules, but for 
many-electron molecules it provides a sufficiently good approximate 
description to be generally useful. The full analytical calculation of 
the molecular orbitals for most systems of interest may be reduced to a 
purely mathematical problem [2], the central feature of which is the 
calculation and diagonalization of an effective interaction energy 
matrix for the system. The digital computer programs that have 
been prepared to carry out these calculations have been mostly the 
result of extensive work by highly coordinated research groups. A 
number of these groups have generously made their programs available 
to the scientific community at large [3], but even with the programs 
in hand the computer time involved in carrying out sufficiently accurate 
calculations is often prohibitively large, even for diatomic molecules. 
On the other hand, many applications of molecular orbital theory do 
not necessarily require accurate molecular orbitals for the system. 
In many chemical and physical problems, a qualitative or semi
quantitative knowledge of the form of the molecular orbitals is suffi
cient to extract the necessary information. Thus there is considerable 
interest in the development of good approximate molecular orbital 
theories to serve this purpose, and this constitutes the subject of the 
present book. 

Approximate molecular orbital theories are based on schemes 
developed within the mathematical framework of molecular orbital 
theory, but with a number of simplifications introduced in the compu
tational procedure. Often experimental data on atoms and prototype 
molecular systems are used to estimate values for quantities entering 
into the calculations as parameters, and for this reason the procedures 
are widely known as semiempirical methods. 

Approximate molecular orbital theory may be approached from 
two basically different points of view. One approach involves choosing 
appropriate values for the elements of the aforementioned interaction 
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energy matrix from essentially empirical considerations, and is char
acteristic of the so-called Huckel [4] and extended Huckel [5] methods. 
The other approach is based explicitly on the mathematical formalism, 
and involves introducing approximations for the atomic and molecular 
integrals entering the expression for the elements of the energy inter
action matrix. The latter approach is referred to as approximate 
self-consistent field theory [6]. Both Huckel theory and approximate 
self-consistent field theory were originally developed within the frame
work of the 7r electron approximation, treating the w electrons of planar 
unsaturated organic molecules explicitly with the remaining a electrons 
and atomic nuclei considered as part of a nonpolarizable core. Huckel 
T electron theory has been given a most definitive treatment by 
Streitweiser [4], and likewise ir electron self-consistent field theory is 
developed in considerable detail in the recent books by Salem [7] and 
Murrell [8]. We thus restrict our consideration to more recent approxi
mate molecular orbital theories applicable to all valence electrons of a 
general three-dimensional molecule. 

In the following presentation, we have attempted to give the 
essentials of quantum mechanics and molecular orbital theory pertinent 
to the understanding and application of approximate molecular orbital 
calculations to chemical problems. The remainder of this chapter is 
a cursory and informal discussion of certain quantum-mechanical 
principles and an introduction to the orbital description of electronic 
structure. In Chap. 2, the methods of molecular orbital theory are 
introduced and illustrated in some detail. Chapters 3 and 4 are 
concerned with approximate molecular orbital theory, presenting first 
the formalism of acceptable approximation schemes followed by a 
discussion of applications reported to date. Appendix A contains a 
description and listing of a digital computer program for carrying out 
calculations by some of the more extensively tested approximate 
molecular orbital methods. 

1.2 THE SCHROEDINGER EQUATION [9] 

According to classical mechanics, the energy E of a system of inter
acting particles is the sum of a kinetic-energy contribution T and a 
potential-energy function V, 

T + V = E (1.1) 

Hchroedinger suggested that the proper way to describe the wave char
acter of particles was to replace the classical kinetic- and potential-
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energy functions T, V with linear operators^ T, V and set up a wave 
equation of the form 

{T + V } * = E* (1.2) 

The solution to Eq. (1.2), the so-called wavefunction >£, would describe 
the spatial motion of all the particles of the system moving in the field 
of force specified by the potential-energy operator V. 

In simple one-electron systems, such as the hydrogen atom, the 
problem is essentially to describe the motion of the electron in the 
coulombic force field of the nucleus. In this case the classical poten
tial-energy function and the quantum-mechanical potential-energy 
operator are identical, and for an electron moving in the field of a 
nucleus of charge Ze, 

V = - Z e V " 1 (1.3) 

where r is the distance of the electron from the nucleus and e is the 
unit of electronic charge. With the coordinate system centered on 
the atomic nucleus, one need consider only the kinetic energy of the 
electron. Schroedinger's prescription required that the classical 
kinetic-energy expression for a single particle, T = t ^ 
where p and m are the momentum and mass of the particle, respec
tively, be replaced by the linear differential operator 

where h is Planck's constant, m the electronic mass, and 

<92 d2 d2 

in cartesian coordinates. Thus the Schroedinger equation for the 
hydrogen atom takes the form 

' k% v 2 ~ ^ r ) *(1) = E*Q) ( L 7 ) 8ir2m 

In this one-electron system, the wavefunction SE l̂) contains only the 
coordinates of the single electron, and the 1 in parentheses signifies 

f A linear operator M, considered with functions f and y, obeys the equations 

(1) M(f + n) = Mf + Mil 
(2) M(Cf) = CMf where C is a constant 
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a functional dependence on all the coordinates of an electron arbi
trarily labeled electron 1. I t is a useful convention for later con
siderations to denote wavefunctions depending on the coordinates of 
only one electron by lowercase psi, ^(1). Such functions are called 
orbitals and are the quantum-mechanical counterpart of planetary 
orbits in classical mechanics. Similarly, one-electron energies will be 
denoted by e. The linear operator in braces in Eq. (1.7) is known as 
the hamiltonian operator for the system under consideration, and is 
denoted by 3C. Thus the Schroedinger equation for the hydrogen 
atom may be written in the form 

3C(l)iKl) = S*(l) (1.8) 

The Schroedinger equation for a larger system consisting of a 
set of interacting electrons and nuclei is formulated in a similar 
manner. This first requires specification of the full hamiltonian for 
the system. The hamiltonian is again the sum of kinetic-energy oper
ators for the nuclei and for the electrons together with the potential-
energy terms representing the various coulombic interactions. These 
are repulsive for electron-electron and nucleus-nucleus pairs, but 
attractive between electrons and nuclei. If there are N nuclei and 
n electrons, the many-particle hamiltonian operator JCtotal is 

3Ctotal(l,2, . . . ,tf;l,2, . . . ,n) = - A - 2 A f A - i v A » 

+ £ ^ A Z B r A B - - g ^ I V " E 2 M«A9-* 
A<B p A p 

+ I eVp9-i (1.9) 
P<Q 

Here MA is the mass of nucleus A; m and e are the electronic mass 
and charge, respectively; ZAe is the charge on nucleus A; and r# is the 
distance between particles i and j . Summations involving indices A 
and B are over atomic nuclei and those involving p and q are over 
electrons. 

The Schroedinger equation for the entire system is thus 

3 6 ^ ( 1 , 2 , . . . ,AT;1,2, . . . ,n)¥(l,2, . . . ,JV;1,2, . . . ,n) 
= E*(l,2, . . . ,N;1,2, . . . ,n) (1.10) 

whore \F is now a complete wavefunction for all particles in the mole
cule and E is the total energy of the system. Since each particle is 
described by three cartesian coordinates, this is a partial differential 
oq nation in SN + 3n variables. 
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The full Schroedinger equation for any molecular system will 
have an infinite number of solutions, only certain of which are accept
able. If we are concerned with stationary or bound states of the 
system, the wavefunction >F, to be physically reasonable, must be 
continuous, single-valued, and vanish at infinity. Just as the wave 
equation for the vibrating string with fixed ends yields a discrete set 
of acceptable standing wave solutions, acceptable solutions of the 
Schroedinger equation occur only for certain values of the energy. 
The discrete energies may be labeled Eh E2, . . . and the corre
sponding wavefunctions ^ i , ^ 2 , . . . so that 

actotai^. = E&i (1.11) 

In accordance with usual nomenclature for differential equations of 
this type, the energies Ei are called the eigenvalues of the operator 
3Ctotal and the corresponding wavefunctions St̂  are known as the eigen-
functions. I t may happen that two or more wavefunctions arise with 
identical energies, and such solutions are said to be degenerate. 

In practice, rather than attempt to find a wavefunction describ
ing both electronic and nuclear motion together, it is usually sufficient 
to break the problem down into two parts and consider first the motion 
of electrons in the field of stationary nuclei. There is then a separate, 
purely electronic problem for each set of nuclear positions. This is a 
reasonable procedure because the masses of the nuclei are several 
thousand times larger than the masses of the electrons, so that the 
nuclei move much more slowly, and we may reasonably suppose the 
electrons to adjust themselves to new nuclear positions so rapidly 
that at any one instant their motion is just as it would be if the nuclei 
were at rest at the positions they occupy at that same instant. This 
simplification is referred to as the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 
[10]. In more quantitative terms, the Born-Oppenheimer approxima
tion amounts to separating off the nuclear kinetic energy and nuclear-
nuclear repulsion terms from 3Ctotal, and considering only the part of 
the hamiltonian which depends on the positions but not the momenta 
of the nuclei. This is the electronic hamiltonian operator Kel. 

K°l = 8 ^ X V " II e^Ap-1 + I e%,-i (1.12) 
p A p p<q 

The electronic hamiltonian may be used in a modified Schroedinger 
equation, 

3^(1,2, . . . ,n)*e l(l,2, . . . >n) = S*el(l,2, . . . >n) (1.13) 

the solutions of which are purely electronic wavefunctions ^e l , describ-
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ing the motion of the electrons in the field of the fixed nuclei. The 
total energy E of the system of a given internuclear distance is then 
given as 

E = 8 + V e*ZAZBrAB-i (1.14) 
A < B i 

where 8 is the electronic energy and the second term is the electro
static internuclear repulsion energy. Molecular orbital theory is 
concerned with electronic wavefunctions only, and we henceforth drop 
the superscript el on the hamiltonian operator and the wavefunctions 
without ambiguity. 

In dealing with the equations of quantum mechanics, it is con
venient to introduce new units which are appropriate to atomic 
dimensions and which eliminate some of the constants from the wave-
function. These are referred to as atomic units. The atomic unit 
of length is defined as the quantity 

a0 = 7-̂ —i> = 0.529167 X 10"8 cm (1.15) 

and is the radius of the first orbit in the original Bohr theory of the 
hydrogen atom. I t is frequently referred to as the Bohr radius. The 
atomic unit of electric charge is the protonic charge, 

e = 4.80298 X 10"10 esu (1.16) 

The atomic unit of energy is the energy of interaction of two units 
of charge separated by one Bohr radius 

So = - = 4.35942 X 10"11 erg (1.17) 

and is called a Hartree. The atomic unit of mass is the electron mass, 

m = 9.0191 X 10~28g (1.18) 

In this system, nuclear masses are measured as the number of electron 
masses. We shall use these units throughout the remainder of the 
book, unless otherwise specified. The electronic hamiltonian operator 
of Eq. (1.12) reduces in atomic units to 

5C = - I W,* ~llZAfA,-1 + I r„-» (1.19) 
V A p p<q 

1.3 GENERAL PROPERTIES OF OPERATORS AND WAVEFUNCTIONS 

In this section, we shall enumerate a number of general properties of 
the Schroedinger equation and related operators which will be of 
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some value in developing orbital theories in later chapters. We 
begin by noting that the Schroedinger equation itself leaves the 
solution undetermined to the extent of a multiplicative constant [if \I> 
satisfies Eq. (1.10), so does c^r} where c is any number]. To fix the 
magnitude of this constant, it is convenient to impose a normalization 
condition. For a one-electron wavefunction satisfying (1.8), we require 

J>t-
2(1) d*i = 1 (1.20) 

where d* is the volume element for the electron. ^ t
2 dz is interpreted 

in quantum mechanics as the probability of finding the electron in a 
small volume element dx. The normalization condition then ensures 
the total probability of the electron being anywhere is unity. For a 
many-particle wavefunction ^riy the corresponding normalization con
dition is 

/ • • • J ^ 2 ( l , 2 , . . .)dxidxt • • • = 1 (1.21) 

where d*i, cta2, . • . are the volume elements for the individual par
ticles. Again ^ 2 (1 ,2 , . . .) cfai, d*2 * • • (sometimes shortened to 
^»2 dx) is the probability of particle 1 being in the volume element dxh 

particle 2 in d*2, and so forth. 
I t is also a property of the wave equation that two different 

solutions, ^» and >£„ are mutually orthogonal, i.e., 

f*&id* = 0 (1.22) 

This condition may be combined with normalization in the single 
statement 

f*i%d* = 8{j (1.23) 

for all if j . Here 5# is the Kronecker delta symbol: unity if i = j 
and zero otherwise. 

In general a wavefunction SF may be complex, in which case the 
probability density is more properly written |^2 | or SF*^, where the 
asterisk denotes complex conjugation. However, the actual use of 
complex wavef unctions can normally be avoided in the absence of 
external electromagnetic perturbations, but the asterisk notation is 
often retained for generality. 

We have already seen that in Schroedinger treatment, the classi
cal kinetic- and potential-energy functions are replaced by linear oper
ators. In fact, every physical observable M (and many quantities 
closely related to observables) may be characterized by a linear oper
ator M. The operators encountered herein are listed in Table 1.1. 
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Table 1.1 Quantum-mechanical operators in terms of cartesian 
coordinates 

Observable 

Position 
Linear momentum 

Orbital angular momentum 

Spin angular momentum 

Kinetic energy 

Potential energy 
Dipole moment 
Charge density 
Spin density 

Operator 

r = xi -f 2/j -+- zk 
p = Pxi + pvj + Pzb 

h d 
where px = 

2wi dx 

h d 
Pv ~ 2ridy 

h d 
Vz ~ 2wi dz 1 = U + U + IM 

where lx = -—-. [ y 
2TI \ d* 

* / a 
ty = — . \Z 

2irl \ dx 
h ( d 

l* = ̂ —: I x 

2-KI \ dy s = sxi + «vj + s*k 

P2 

2m 
V = r"1 

V = er 
»0L) = 3(R - r) 
9«pin(R) = 2s, a(R - r) 

*y) 

±\ X dz) 

d \ -yvx) 

The quantum-mechanical expectation value of the observable M is 
given by 

f*?M.*i d* (1.24) 

where the integration extends over all variables. Thus the energy of 
the system is the expectation value of the hamiltonian operator, 

6t = f**K*i dr (1.25) 

and the dipole moment of the system is the expectation value of the 
dipole-moment operator, etc. 

At this point it is convenient to introduce the alternative matrix 
notation used for integrals of the type of Eq. (1.24), sometimes referred 
to as Dirac notation [11]. Given any set of functions involving the 
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coordinates of all the particles, and any operator M, we may define a 
set of matrix elements ( t̂-|M|SE7) 

<¥<|M|¥y> = j¥?M¥yck (1.26) 

The symbols M{j and (i|M|i) are also frequently encountered in the 
literature for the same quantities. Note that complex conjugation is 
implied for the left-hand element enclosed in brackets. The vertical 
bars are inserted only for clarity and have no mathematical significance. 

Since experimental measurements invariably result in real and 
not complex numbers, an additional restriction must be imposed on 
the linear operators to assure that expectation values as in Eq. (1.24) 
are real. This will be so if the operator M is hermitian, i.e., if the 
operator M has the property 

<¥y|M|¥t-> = <¥,-|M|¥y> (1.27) 

Thus linear operators associated with observables must be hermitian. 
Other important features of wavefunctions follow from the com

mutation properties of various operators with the hamiltonian. Two 
operators L and M are said to commute if 

LM = ML (1.28) 

that is, if the order of operations on any function is immaterial. I t 
should be noted that commutation often fails with differential oper
ators. Thus d/dx(xyp) j* x(d/dx)yp. 

I t can be shown quite generally that if the operators L and M 
commute, then there exists a complete set of functions which are 
simultaneously eigenfunctions of both operators. (A complete set of 
functions has the property that any function can be expressed as a 
linear combination of members of the set.) If this set of functions is 
At, then 

LAt- = UAi and MA; = m^A; (1.29) 

where U and rat are eigenvalues. 
We shall be particularly concerned with operators which com

mute with the hamiltonian 3C. The eigenfunctions of 3C are the 
stationary wavefunctions \f\-. Hence, if M commutes with JC, then 
we may expect that 

M*; = m*i (1.30) 

so that the observable M has a definite value rat in each state; Eq. 
(1.30) must be true for nondegenerate wavefunctions, and for degen-
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erate wavefunctions we may adopt appropriate linear combinations 
so that Eq. (1.30) is always satisfied. Another important consequence 
is that the off-diagonal matrix elements of M are zero, 

<¥<|M|¥y) = 0 (1.31) 

again provided that the operator M commutes with the hamiltonian. 
This follows from Eq. (1.30) and the orthogonality of \E\- and >Py. 
Important examples of operators which commute with the hamiltonian 
are angular-momentum operators and certain symmetry operators. 
According to the above analysis, we may classify states according to 
the values mt of these other operators. Further, we shall often find 
it possible and useful to construct eigenfunctions of these operators 
for use as trial wavefunctions, knowing in advance that the final 
solution must be of this form. 

1.4 THE VARIATIONAL METHOD 

The complete treatment of a quantum-mechanical problem involving 
electronic structure is equivalent to the complete solution of the 
appropriate Schroedinger equation. A direct approach in terms of a 
mathematical treatment of the partial differential equation is practi
cable only for one-electron systems, and for many-electron systems 
solutions are usually obtained by the variational method. This 
method in its full form is completely equivalent to the differential 
equations, but it has many advantages in the ways it can be adapted 
to approximate wavefunctions. 

Solutions of the Schroedinger equation give stationary values of 
the energy. That is, if SF is a solution to Eq. (1.13), for any small 
change 5^, 

56 = «<¥|je|¥> = 0 (1.32) 

If this criterion is applied to a completely flexible function ^ (in the 
appropriate number of dimensions), all wavefunctions ^ for the 
hamiltonian JC will be obtained. The great advantage of the varia
tional method in approximate quantum mechanics is that the same 
criteria can be applied to incompletely flexible functions to obtain 
approximations to correct wavefunctions. Thus, if the only flexibility 
allowed in a particular type of calculation is the variation of a finite 
number of numerical parameters Ci, c2, . . .so that ^ = \P(ci,c2, . . .), 
then the estimate of the energy according to Eq. (1.25) will be a 
function of these parameters, 8(ci,c2, . . .), and the stationary values 
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of E will satisfy 

SS(ci,c2, . . .) = p ia + p dc2 + • • • = 0 (1.33) 
0C\ 0C2 

Solution of these algebraic equations will then lead to approximations 
to the energies 8* and the wavefunctions SF* for the stationary states. 
As the flexibility of the variation function V increases (e.g., by increas
ing the number of adjustable parameters), the calculated energies and 
wavefunctions will become closer approximations to the correct values. 
From the variation theorem, the lowest energy calculated from any 
incompletely flexible variation function represents an upper bound 
for the true energy for the lowest state of the system. 

A very common use of the variational method is with a linear 
combination of fixed functions $1, $2, . . . 

*(ci,c2, . . .) = CiSi + c2<f>2 + • • • (1.34) 

The given functions 3>t are often referred to as a basis or as basis func
tions. If the basis functions are linearly independent (that is, if no 
one can be written as a linear combination of the others), the varia
tional method then leads directly to a set of approximate energies 
and wavefunctions. As will be seen in the following chapter, this 
approach is the basis of the systematic calculation of approximate 
electronic wavefunctions via molecular orbital theory. 

1.5 THE ORBITAL APPROXIMATION [12, 13] 

The orbital approach to approximate solutions of the many-electron 
Schroedinger equation is an attempt to construct a satisfactory approx
imate many-electron wavefunction from a combination of functions, 
each dependent upon the coordinates of one electron only. For an 
n electron system, the simplest way to do this is to associate the n 
electrons with n one-electron functions fa, fa, . . . , fa and write the 
total wavefunction ^(1,2, . . . ,n) as a product of the one-electron 
functions, 

*(1,2, . . . ,n) = fa(l)fa(2) • ' • fa(n) (1.35) 

Such one-electron functions fa are called orbitals and the product 
function as such is known as a Hartree product [13]. The probability 
density function V2 computed from Eq. (1.35) is, of course, just the 
product of one-electron probability densities fa2. From elementary 
probability theory, this situation arises only when the events associated 
with each of the probabilities fa2 occur independently of one another. 
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Thus the physical model involved in the approximation of many-
electron wavefunctions by products of orbitals is an independent 
electron model. 

If the many-electron hamiltonian operator 3C(1,2,3, . . . ,n) 
could be written as a sum of one-electron operators H(t), it would be 
possible to obtain solutions for the Schroedinger equation by a straight
forward separation of variables, and the solutions would indeed be in 
the form of a product of one-electron functions such as Eq. (1.35). 
In fact, the many-electron hamiltonian operator can not be written 
simply as a sum of one-electron operators, since it contains inter-
electron repulsion operators of the form rty

-1, which depend on the 
instantaneous relative coordinates of the two electrons i and j . Never
theless, orbital theories attempt to develop approximate many-electron 
wavefunctions from product functions. I t is useful in this regard 
to consider for the moment the many-electron hamiltonian operator 
as being approximated by a modified many-electron hamiltonian-type 
operator 3^1,2, . . . ,n) which can be written as a sum of "effective" 
one-electron hamiltonian operators F(t), 

*(1,2, . . . ,n) = £F(p) = I [ - K V + V(p)] (1.36) 
v v 

Here V(p) is an unspecified one-electron potential-energy function 
based on the potential field of the atomic nuclei and the average of 
the instantaneous fields presented by the other n — 1 electrons. The 
operator ^(1,2, . . . ,ri) may be employed in a Schroedinger-type 
equation for the system under consideration, 

<F(1,2, . . . ,n)¥(l,2, . . . ,n) = S¥(l,2, . . . ,n) (1.37) 

for which the solutions now factor into a product of orbitals such as 
Eq. (1.35) with each of the individual orbitals fa satisfying a one-
electron Schroedinger equation of the form 

F(l)fc(D = e^,(D (1.38) 

where £»• is the orbital energy. 
The effective potential V(p) in a one-electron hamiltonian should 

include the average field due to the other electrons. This potential 
must therefore depend on the location or spatial distribution of these 
electrons, which in fact is determined by the molecular orbitals. 
In other words, it is really necessary to know the molecular orbitals 
\pi before it is possible to construct an effective one-electron potential 
to use in a one-electron orbital equation. If the molecular orbitals 
that are obtained by solving the one-electron equation turn out to be 
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identical to those used in constructing the potential V(p), these orbitals 
are described as self-consistent y that is, consistent with their own 
potential field. This is a central concept which will be developed later 
in quantitative detail. I t is sufficient for present purposes to state 
that determination of self-consistent orbitals depends on the varia
tional principle, these same orbitals being those which will minimize 
the calculated energy (^SC^), 3C being the correct many-electron 
hamiltonian. Use of the variational principle, in fact, permits us to 
develop a precise orbital theory leading to one-electron eigenvalue 
equations of the form of Eq. (1.38) without making the approximation 
of Eq. (1.36). 

1.6 ELECTRON SPIN [14] 

Although an orbital as such gives a complete specification of the 
spatial distribution of an electron, it is still incomplete in that it 
does not specify the state of electron spin. In addition to spatial 
motion, reflected in orbital angular momentum, an electron may 
possess an additional intrinsic angular momentum identified with 
electron spin. The spin angular momentum is represented by the 
vector operator s and has components sx, syy and s2 which satisfy the 
basic commutation relations characteristic of general angular-momen
tum operators. The spin operators all commute with the general 
hamiltonian operator, which contains no spin coordinates, so that 
one may hope to gain simplification by constructing approximate 
wavefunctions which are already eigenfunctions of appropriate spin-
angular-momentum operators. The components sx, s ,̂ and s2 all 
commute with the spin-squared operator s2 but not with each other. 
Thus the most one can hope for is a function which is simultaneously 
an eigenstate of s2 and one of the components of s, usually taken 
arbitrarily as s«. 

The spin angular momentum is quantized such that the z com
ponent may assume only two possible values, ± h/kir. These two spin 
states may be represented by two mutually orthogonal spin wave-
functions a ( 0 and /?(£)> where £ is the spin coordinate. The quantiza
tion condition is thus 

s V O = s(s + 1)^(0 (1.39) 

where r?(0 may be «(£) or /3(£) and m8 may take the value +% m 

units of h/2w, with + J ^ resulting from operation of s2 on a(%) and 
— Y2 resulting from operation on /3(£). In accord with the general 
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quantum-mechanical theory of angular momentum, ms takes the 
values s, s — 1, . . . , — s, and in the case of one electron s = 3^, 
again in units of h/2w. 

The complete wavefunction for a single electron is a product of 
a spatial function and a spin function ^ ( r ) ^ ) , called a spin orbital. 
A given spatial orbital ^ ( r ) may be associated with either a o r / 3 spin 
functions, giving rise to the two spin orbitals ^(r)a(^) and &(r)/3(£). 

A product wavefunction including electron spin is obtained 
directly as a Hartree product of spin orbitals, 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = *i(l)a(l)*,(2)j8(2) • • • *B(n)j8(n) (1.41) 

where the 1 signifies the appropriate spatial or spin coordinates of 
electron 1, etc. Wavefunctions of the form of Eq. (1.40) are often 
written in the contracted notation 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = *i(l)fr(2) • • • *._i(n - l)$n(n) (1.42) 

where the barred orbitals & have 0 spin functions and an a spin func
tion is implied for the unbarred orbitals. 

Just as the spin orbitals are taken to be eigenfunctions of the 
one-electron spin-angular-momentum operators s2 and sz, it is for the 
same reason desirable for the many-electron wavefunction ¥ to be an 
eigenfunction of the many-electron spin operators S2 and Sz, 

S* = S,2 + Sy
2 + Sz

2 (1.43) 
and 

S. = 2s„ ' (1.44) 
V 

where the summation runs over all electrons in the system. The 
eigenrelations for the many-electron wavefunctions are 

S2¥ = S(S + 1)¥ (1.45) 

where S takes positive integral or half-integral values 0, J^, 1, ^ , . . . 
and 

S*¥ = Ms* (1.46) 

where M8 takes the 2S + 1 values S, (S - 1), . . . , -(S - 1), -S. 
Thus a state of the system is characterized in part by the pair of spin 
quantum numbers (S,MS), with S being a measure of the resultant 
npin magnitude and Ms being a measure of the orientation. By appli
cation of the operator Sz to a product wavefunction of the form of 
Kq. (1.41), it is seen that the Ms for the many-electron system is a 
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sum of the ms for the individual spin orbitals, 

M. = £ ( m , ) , (1.47) 
P-

Of the various types of states commonly encountered in the study of 
molecules, the simplest states are those with zero resultant spin, so 
that S = 0 and Ms = 0. The multiplicity of a state is denned as the 
number of different Ms components possible, and in this case the 
multiplicity is 1 and the state is known as a singlet. For S = 3̂ > 
there will be two components Ms = +}i and Ms = —%, and such 
states are known as doublets. For S = l, there are three components, 
Ms = 1, Ms = 0, and Ms = — 1, and the state is a triplet. States 
of higher multiplicity are, of course, also possible. 

1.7 THE ANTISYMMETRY PRINCIPLE AND DETERMINANTAL 

WAVEFUNCTIONS 

One very important feature of many-electron wavefunctions which 
has not been discussed so far concerns their symmetry under inter
change of electron coordinates. Since electrons are essentially indis
tinguishable particles, no physical property of the system can be 
affected if we simply rename or renumber the electrons. If we con
sider the many-electron density function p(l,2, . . . ,n), 

P(l ,2, . . . ,n) = ¥2(1,2, . . . ,n) (1.48) 

this must be unaffected if we interchange the coordinates of any two 
electrons. For this to be so, ¥ itself must be changed only by a factor 
of + 1 or —1 under such an interchange, 

¥(1,2, . . . ,t,i, . . . ,n) = ±¥(1,2, . . . ,i,i, . . . ,n) (1.49) 

In the former case ¥ is said to be symmetric with respect to the inter
change, and in the latter case ¥ is antisymmetric, and these are the 
only two possibilities compatible with the invariance of ¥2 . In fact, 
the antisymmetric property is appropriate for electrons, since it leads 
naturally to the Pauli exclusion principle [15] in orbital theory which 
states that no two electrons may be assigned to identical spin orbitals. 
This will become clear shortly. 

The antisymmetry principle may be formulated as 

P,y¥(l,2, . . . ,n) = - ¥ ( 1 , 2 , . . . ,n) (1.50) 

where P»y is a permutation operator which interchanges all the coordi
nates (including spin coordinates) of electrons i and j . 
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A single-product wavefunction 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = *i(l)a(l)*i(2)j8(2) • • • *,(n)|8(n) (1.51) 

does not satisfy the antisymmetry principle and is therefore not a 
suitable approximate form to use. For example, the two-electron 
function ¥(1,2), 

¥(1,2) = ^( l)a( l)^(2)/3(2) (1.52) 

is transformed by application of a two-electron permutation operator 
according to the equation 

P12¥(l,2) = ^1(2)a(2)^1(l)/3(l) (1.53) 

from which it is clear that Pi2¥(l,2) is not the negative of ¥(1,2). 
However, a combination of Hartree products may be constructed 
which is antisymmetric. Consider 

¥(1,2) = ^ l(l)a(l)^1(2)j8(2) - ^i(2)a(2)^1(l) i8(l) (1.54) 

Now 

Pi2¥(l,2) = ^(2)a(2)^(l) /3(l) - ^( l)a( l)^(2)/3(2) (1.55) 

which by comparison with Eq. (1.50) is seen to be just —¥(1,2) as 
desired. Thus for the two-electron system under consideration, the 
correct form for an orbital approximation to the wavefunction would 
be given by Eq. (1.54). 

With the general form of the orbital approximation to the two-
electron wavefunction thus established, it remains only to multiply 
the right-hand side of Eq. (1.54) by a constant factor 91 such that 
the combination of Hartree products is normalized to unity. This 
will be considered for the general case in the following chapter. 

I t should be noted at this point that the properly antisymmetrized 
form of the orbital approximation to the two-electron wavefunction 
may be generated from the original Hartree product by operating on 
the Hartree product with a linear combination of permutation opera
tors P* each resulting in one of the 2! distinct permutations of i and j 
possible, in the example under consideration, 

¥(1,2) = 9 1 1 (- l)^P^1(l)a(l)^1(2)/3(2) (1.56) 
k 

where ( — l ) p is + 1 for an even permutation and — 1 for an odd permu
tation. This is just the same process as one encounters in the defini
tion of a determinant of elements of a square matrix, and indeed it 
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is found that the combination of Hartree products necessary for a 
properly antisymmetrized function may be found by writing the spin 
orbitals as elements of a square matrix, with the electron label as the 
column index and the orbital label as the row index, and forming the 
determinant of this matrix. For the two-electron examples under 
consideration, 

¥(1,2) - SI . ,0v ,«x . /oN/i/oN (1-57) 

This is the simplest example of a general method of constructing 
approximate wavefunctions from products of one-electron spin orbitals. 
The many-electron wavefunction for a 2n electron system, with two 
electrons per spatial orbital as a determinant of the 2n spin orbitals 
involved, is 

*i(l)«(l) iMl)0(l) ifc(l)«(l) • • • *»(l)|8(l) 
*i(2)«(2) *i(2)«2) 

*i(2n)a(2n) • • • ^»(2n)0(2n) | 
(1.58) 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = 91 

with the normalization constant appropriately adjusted. Equation 
(1.58) is often abbreviated as the product of the diagonal elements 
of the matrix enclosed in bars 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = |*i(l)«(l)^i(2)^(2) • • • *,(2n)j8(2n)| (1.59) 

where the appropriate normalization is implied. Such determinants 
of spin orbitals are known as Slater determinants [16]. A single 
Slater determinant is the simplest orbital wavefunction which satisfies 
the antisymmetry principle. Slater determinants in the literature 
to molecular orbital theory are often written in the contracted nota
tion introduced in Eq. (1.42), in which Eq. (1.59) would be written 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = |*i(l)fc(2) • • • *n(2n - l)*»(2n)| (1.60) 

or, even more simply, 

¥(1,2, . . . ,n) = I M i • • • tnM (1.61) 

A number of well-known theorems concerning determinants have 
important consequences for orbital wavefunctions. For example, the 
antisymmetry property itself follows directly from the theorem that 
the interchange of two rows changes the sign of the determinant. The 
Pauli exclusion principle corresponds to the theorem that a determinant 
with two identical columns vanishes, so that a nonzero function cannot 
be constructed if two electrons are assigned to the same spin orbital. 
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A theorem of determinants which will prove useful in the interpreta
tion of orbital wavefunctions allows that the n spin orbitals of the 
determinant may be subjected to any orthogonal transformation 
without essentially changing the determinantal product function. 
This latter property sometimes allows transformation of molecular 
orbitals delocalized over an entire molecule into orbitals localized in 
regions associated with classical chemical bonds [17]. 

1.8 ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATIONS AND ELECTRONIC STATES 

Having dealt with some of the general features of the orbital approach 
to approximate solutions of the Schroedinger equation, we consider 
now the manner in which the orbitals obtained describe the electronic 
structure of the system. For a molecule with 2n electrons, a solution 
of the Schroedinger equation in the orbital approximation results in 
2n molecular spin orbitals, each associated with a discrete orbital 
energy. In a spin-restricted orbital wavefunction, a given spatial 
orbital may be associated with both an electron of a spin and an elec
tron of P spin, with the orbital energies of the two resulting spin orbitals 
being, of course, degenerate. For the ground state of the 2n electron 
system, the n spatial orbitals will be occupied. Such a system is said 
to have an electronic configuration \f/i2\f/22 * * • ^n2. 

Electronic configurations may be represented schematically by 
orbital energy-level diagrams as shown in Fig. 1.1. In Fig. 1.1a the 
orbital energy-level diagram for a four-electron system is given. A 
configuration such as this with all occupied orbitals containing their 
maximum of two electrons is known as a closed-shell configuration. 
Since there are an identical number of a and P electrons, it follows that 
S = 0 and the closed-shell configuration gives rise to a singlet state. 

In constructing orbital wavefunctions for a given state of the 
system, it is advantageous to choose a form which is an eigenfunction 
of S2 and Sz for the state. In general, this may be done by choosing 
an appropriate linear combination of Slater determinants. In the case 
of closed-shell singlet states, it turns out that a single determinant as 
such is an eigenfunction of S2 and Sz. Thus the spin-correct form for 
an orbital wavefunction for a closed-shell singlet with 2n electrons is, 
in contracted notation, 

^ ( 1 , 2, . . . , 2n - 1, 2n) = |*i(l)fr(2) • • • *n(2n - l)fc.(2n)| 
(1.62) 

If the number of electrons is odd, 2n + 1, the ground-state elec
tronic configuration will be \pi2fa2 ' ' ' fnVn+i and may be repre-
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( a ) (b) 
Fig. 1.1 Orbital energy-level diagram for ground 
electronic configuration of (a) closed-shell and (b) 
open-shell system. 

sented by the orbital energy-level diagram such as that given in Fig. 
1.1b. A configuration of this sort is a type of open-shell configuration 
and is characteristic of free radicals. With an odd number of elec
trons, M8 = + 3 ^ or Mt = — }/2 and this open-shell configuration gives 
rise to a doublet state. The spin-correct form of orbital wavefunc-
tions for the two components of the doublet state are 

*¥ = |*i(l)#i(2) • • - +n{2n - l)#n(2n)^+ 1(2tt + 1)| 
(M8 = V2) 

** = |*i(l)*i(2) • • • +n(2n - l)M2n)$n+l(2n + 1)| KlM) 

(Ma= - 2) 

In determining the orbitals for such a state, it is sufficient to consider 
explicitly only one or the other of the M8 components, since they are 
energetically degenerate. 

Electronic configurations with more than one unpaired electron 
arise when systems with ground-state configurations such as those 
shown in Fig. 1.1 are exposed to electromagnetic radiation, usually in 
the form of visible or ultraviolet light. Electronic transitions are 
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induced, resulting in the promotion of an electron from occupied orbital 
\pi to a previously unoccupied orbital \pk. This electronic excitation 
gives rise to excited configurations as shown in Fig. 1.2. From Fig. 
1.2a four possible values of M8 may result. The contribution to Ma 

from any doubly occupied orbitals is of course zero, and it is sufficient 
to consider only the unpaired electrons. With both unpaired elec
trons of parallel spin, we have the aa combination giving M8 = + 1 
and the 0/3 combination giving M8 = — 1. The antiparallel combi
nations are a0 and /fo, both giving M8 = 0 components. The M8 = 1, 
M8 = —1, and one of the M8 = 0 belong to a triplet state, and the 
remaining M8 = 0 component is a singlet state. Thus the configu
ration with two open shells gives rise to two states, a triplet and a 
singlet. These two states have different energies, even though the 
electronic configuration is the same. This is because the relative dis
tribution of electrons with parallel spin differs from those with anti-
parallel spin, and so the electron-electron repulsion differs. In general, 
states of higher multiplicity are found at lower energies since electrons 
of parallel spins are kept apart by the antisymmetry condition. The 
spin-correct orbital wavefunctions for the singlet and triplet arising 

«4 

* 3 - | — 

e2 

(a) (b) 
Fig. 1.2 Orbital energy-level diagrams for excited 
electronic configurations. 
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from two open shells are 

i * ( l , 2 , . . . , i , l , . . . , 2 n - l , 2 n ) 
= (2)-»{|*i(D*i(2) • • • fc(i)fr(0 • • • +n(2n - l )&(2n) | 
- |*i(l)*i(2) • • • UJ)MD ' ' • *»(2n - l)*.(2n)|} (1.64) 

•¥(1, 2, . . . , j , I, . . . , 2n - 1, 2n) 
= |*i(l)*i(2) • • • UJ)MD ' ' ' M2n - l)fc(2n)| 

(M8 = 1) 
»¥(1, 2, . . . , y, /, . . . , 2n - 1, 2n) 

. = (2)-»{|*i(D*i(2) • • • Hj)MD * ' * *n(2n - l)*»(2n)| 
+ |*i(l)*i(2) • • • HMk(D • ' ' ^n(2n - l)*«(2ri)|} (1.65) 

(M. = 0) 
•¥(1, 2, . . . , j , Z, . . . , 2n - 1, 2n) 

= |*i(l)*i(2) • • • MJ)MQ ' ' ' 4>n(2n - l)*»(2n)| 
(M. = - 1 ) 

The excited open-shell configuration shown in Fig. 1.2b has 
three unpaired electrons. We know from the previous paragraph that 
two unpaired spins may be combined to give two M8 = 0 components, 
an M8 = 1 and an M8 = — 1 component. Combining a third unpaired 
spin with these two results in three M8 = ^ components, three 
M8 = — y<z components and one each with M8 = % and M, = — %. 
The M8 = %, %, —}4, and — ̂  components comprise the four 
components of a quartet state, and the remaining components form 
two doublet states. Thus the open-shell configuration with three 
unpaired electrons gives rise to two doublets and a quartet state, all 
generally of different energy, with the quartet state usually having 
the lowest energy of the three. 

In concluding this section, it should be carefully noted that 
electronic configurations as such are constructs arising from the orbital 
approximation. The observables of a system are always referred to 
states of the system and not to configurations. 

1.9 ATOMIC ORBITALS IN MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 

For a molecular system, the precise form of the molecular orbitals 
may in principle be found by solution of certain differential equations 
to be derived in Chap. 2. However, the nature of chemical problems 
makes it profitable to relate the molecular orbitals to the corresponding 
atomic orbitals of the constituent atoms. The most rewarding 
approach to date has been to seek combinations of atomic orbitals 
which will be good approximations to the molecular orbitals of the 
system, the simplest such approximation being a simple sum with 
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appropriate linear weighting coefficients. Considering a set of atomic 
functions </>M, y. = 1, 2, . . . , associated with the various atoms of 
the molecule, one can try to represent any particular molecular orbital 
\pi as 

$i = Cii</>i + C2ifa + Czi<t>s + ' ' ' (1.66) 

where the cMt are numerical coefficients which may be of either sign 
and may be real or complex numbers. This type of expansion is 
known as a linear combination of atomic orbitals [2], abbreviated 
henceforth as LCAO. Expansions of the LCAO type thus provide a 
mathematical framework for detailed calculations, with the actual 
computation of the molecular wavefunction for the system reduced 
to the determination of the linear expansion coefficients cMl for each 
of the orbitals. 

In carrying out numerical calculations of molecular orbitals, it 
is necessary to have a convenient analytical form for the atomic 
orbitals of each type of atom in the molecule. The solutions of the 
Schroedinger equation for one-electron atomic systems can be written 
in the form [18] 

*(r,0,*) = Rni(r)Ylm(e,4>) (1.67) 

where r, 0, and <t> are the spherical polar coordinates centered on the 
atom. The angular parts F/m(0,<£) are the well-known spherical 
harmonics, defined as 

Yim(d,4>) = ®Ue)*m(<t>) (1.68) 

where, in real space 

««-{<#:).—• :;J a.™> 
$m(<*>) = to"* sin m<t> 

with the Pim (cos <£) being associated Legendre polynomials. 
The spherical harmonics depend on the angular-momentum 

quantum numbers I and m, which arise in the course of the solution 
of the differential equations involving angular coordinates 6 and <t> 
to insure that the total wavefunction will be unchanged if 6 is replaced 
by 6 + 2w or if <f> is replaced by 0 + 2w. The angular properties of 
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Table 1.2 Real angular parts of s, p, and d atomic orbitals, referred to spherical 
polar coordinates (r,0,<f>) 

s functions, 1 = 0 p functions, 1 = 1 d functions, 1 = 2 

s: (i)H ^ {ifcos e d^: ( i s ) M (3 cos2 •" 0 
Pv : l T~ I s m * c o s 0 "« : I — I s i n ^ c o s * c o s 0 

\4V \4V 
pz: I — ) sin 0 sin <£ dyg: I — I sin 8 cos 0 sin </> 

\4v V«/ 
( 15 \W 

dX2-V2\ I J sin2 0 cos 2</> 
\ 1 6 T T / 

/ 15 \W 
rfxs/: I -— ) sin2 6 sin 2<f> 

\ 1 6 V 

the atomic orbitals may be classified according to their characteristic 
values of I and m, and this classification is of great importance both 
in regard to electron distribution in atoms and the nature of directed 
valency of atoms in molecules. The quantum number I, known as 
the azimuthal quantum number, takes the integral values 0, 1, 2, . . . 
and is a measure of the total orbital angular momentum of the electron 
about the nucleus, the absolute magnitude of which is 1(1 + 1) in 
units of h/2w. The second quantum number m takes the 21 + 1 
different integral values I, I — 1, . . . , — (I — 1), — I and is the 
magnitude, again in units of h/2w, of the component of angular momen
tum along the polar axis. The quantum number m is known as the 
magnetic quantum number, and specifies the orientation of the orbital 
angular-momentum vector. 

Atomic orbitals are labeled by letters according to the value 
of the quantum number I; s, p, d, a n d / a r e used for I = 0, 1, 2, 3, etc. 
The analytical forms for the angular parts of the atomic orbitals 
commonly encountered in molecular problems are listed in Table 1.2. 
I t is frequently convenient to refer the different kinds of angular 
functions to cartesian-coordinate axes. If these axes are chosen so 
that z is the polar axis 8 = 0 and x corresponds to 6 = 90°, 0 = 0 
(Fig. 1.3), then 

x = r sin 0 cos <f> 
y = r sin 6 sin <t> (1.71) 
z = r cos 6 
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Fig. 1.3 Relation of spherical polar coordinates (r,d,<f>) to 
cartesian coordinates (x,y,z). 

The s function in Table 1.2 is independent of angle and needs no further 
suffix. The three p functions have the same angular dependence as the 
coordinates x, yy and z and are usually referred to as px, py, and pz. 
The d functions have the same angular dependence as quadratic 
expressions in x, y, and z and are labeled tt3z2_r2, dZXy dzyy dx2—y2, SiUCi dXy. 

All of these angular functions have characteristic nodes (surfaces 
where the function changes sign and therefore vanishes). The s func
tions are independent of angle and have no angular nodes, although 
they may have radial nodes on spherical surfaces where the wavefunc-
tion vanishes for a particular value of r. The three p functions 
Px, py, Pz have nodes in the planes x = 0, y = 0, and z = 0, respec
tively. Each will have opposite signs on opposite sides of the nodal 
plane so that they maybe represented diagrammatically by positive and 
negative lobes as shown in Fig. 1.4. The four d functions dzx, dzy, 
dxt-yt, dXVf also shown in Fig. 1.4, have two nodal planes each and can 
be represented by four lobes. The remaining linearly independent 
d function is zero on the cone defined by cos 6 = 0^)**. The signs 
associated with the lobes of atomic functions do not affect the observ
able properties of an electron, since these depend not on \p but on ^2. 
The signs are significant in the case of overlapping atomic functions 
in molecules, for the relative signs of the lobes involved determine 
whether the interaction will be constructive or destructive. 
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Z 

Fig. 1.4 Schematic representation of s, p, and d atomic orbitals. 
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Table 1.3 Radial parts of hydrogenic atomic orbitals 

n I Rni(r) 

1 
2 

3 

0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
2 

2f^exp (-fr) 
2j*(l -rr)exp(-fr) 
(%)>*& r exp (-j-r) 
(%)f^(3 - 6fr + 2fV) e x p (_fr) 
(%)^K2-rr)rexp(-fr) 
(%5)^r'exp(-fr) 

The radial part of the atomic functions Rni(r) are polynomials 
in the radial distance r multiplied by a decaying exponential e~~tr, 
where f is the orbital exponent. The normalized radial parts of the 
wavefunctions for the hydrogen atom are given in Table 1.3, where 
f = Z/n, Z being the nuclear charge and n being the principal quantum 
number of the shell. In choosing analytical forms for atomic functions 
of many-electron atoms, it is possible to use radial functions of the 
general form given in Table 1.3, with the orbital exponent adjusted 
to reflect the electrostatic screening of the nucleus by inner-shell 
electrons. With these so-called hydrogenic functions, many of the 
integrals required in the calculation of molecular orbitals are rather 
difficult to evaluate, partially due to the complicated polynomial in r. 
The complicated form of the polynomial arises in establishing the 
radial nodes in the function. Slater [19] proposed a much simpler 
analytical form for Rni(r): 

Rm(r) = (2f)»+*[(2n) !J-*r- 1 exp ( - f r ) (1.72) 

These are nodeless functions, now widely known as Slater-type orbitals 
(STO). The orbital exponent f is given as 

f = ̂ A d-73) 

where s is a screening constant and n* is an effective principal quantum 
number. The parameters s and n* could be determined so as to give 
Kood values for, e.g., energy levels of atoms, atomic and ionic radii, 
rtc. Slater gave the following empirical rules for choosing s and n* 
to give good approximations to the best atomic orbitals of this type: 

I. The parameter n* is identical with the principal quantum number 
n up to the value 3. For higher n, values of n* are as in Table 
1.4. 
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TaMe 1.4 Values 
off the effective 
principal quantum 
number n* in 
Slater atomic 
orbitals 

n 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

n* 

1.0 
2.0 
3.0 
3.7 
4.0 
4.2 

2. The numerator of Eq. (1.73) may be considered an effective 
nuclear charge, with s being a measure of the shielding effect 
of other electrons. I t is determined by dividing electrons into 
the shells (Is), (2s, 2p), (3s, 3p), (3d), (4s, 4p), (4d, 4/), (5s, 5p), 
(5d), each having a different shielding constant s. The shells 
are considered to be arranged from inside out in the order 
named and the total value of s is built up from the follow
ing contributions: 
(a) Nothing from any shell outside the one considered 
(6) 0.35 from each other electron in the same shell (except for 
Is, where 0.30 is used instead) 
(c) If the shell is an s, p shell, 0.85 from each electron with 
principal quantum number less by one, and an additional 1.00 
for each electron further in 
(d) If the shell is d o r / , 1.00 from each electron inside it 

The effective nuclear charges calculated according to these rules for 
neutral atoms up to krypton are given in Table 1.5. 

As Slater orbitals are frequently used in molecular calculations, 
it is useful to give explicit forms for the radial functions for n = 1, 2, 3 
to be used in association with the angular functions of Table 1.2. 
These are 

Ru(r) = 2f 3 ^exp(- f r ) 

- H r e x p ( - f r ) 
(1.74) 

Rzs(r) = Rip(r) = RUr) = ( ^ Y * r » cxp ( - f r ) 
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One limitation of the simple form of Slater atomic orbitals is 
that they are not at all orthogonal to each other (as no allowance 
is made for radial nodes). This may be corrected by using a set of 
orthogonalized Slater orbitals. These are constructed by leaving the Is 
function <f>u unaltered, but replacing the simple Slater 2s function fa* 
by a linear combination 

4>'u = (1 - Su,2s2)-»(<t>2s - Su,u4>u) (1.75) 

where Su,2* is the overlap integral /<t>u(l)4>2*(1) d%\. Then <£2« is 
normalized and orthogonal to <£i„. Similarly, 038 can be made orthog
onal to both <f>u and </>2« by subtracting an appropriate linear combina
tion of both. The p and d series of orbitals can be treated in the same 
way, 02j> and <t>zd being unaltered and <t>zP and <t>u. being modified. 

Although Slater orbitals are the most popular analytical forms 
for radial parts of atomic orbitals in molecular orbital calculations, 
they are by no means the only possibility. Alternatively, one may 
consider gaussian functions [20], wherein the radial functions are similar 
to Slater functions except that the exponent of the decaying exponential 

Table 1.5 Values of the parameter Z* in Slater atomic orbitals 

z 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

Atom 

H 
He 
Li 
Be 
B 
C 
N 
0 
F 
Ne 
Na 
Mg 
Al 
Si 
P 
S 
CI 
A 

Effective nuclear 
charge Z* 

Is 

1.00 
1.70 
2.70 
3.70 
4.70 
5.70 
6.70 
7.70 
8.70 
9.70 

10.70 
11.70 
12.70 
13.70 
14.70 
15.70 
16.70 
17.70 

2s, p 

1.30 
1.95 
2.60 
3.25 
3.90 
4.55 
5.20 
5.85 
6.85 
7.85 
8.85 
9.85 

10.85 
11.85 
12.85 
13.85 

3s, p 

2.20 
2.85 
3.50 
4.15 
4.80 
5.45 
6.10 
6.75 

Z 

19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

Atom 

K 
Ca 
Sc 
Ti 
V 
Cr 
Mn 
Fe 
Co 
Ni 
Cu 
Zn 
Ga 
Ge 
As 
Se 
Br 
Kr 

Effective nuclear 
charge Z* 

Is 

18.70 
19.70 
20.70 
21.70 
22.70 
23.70 
24.70 
25.70 
26.70 
27.70 
28.70 
29.70 
30.70 
31.70 
32.70 
33.70 
34.70 
35.70 

2s, p 

14.85 
15.85 
16.85 
17.85 
18.85 
19.85 
20.85 
21.85 
22.85 
23.85 
24.85 
25.85 
26.85 
27.85 
28.85 
29.85 
30.85 
31.85 

3s, p 

7.75 
8.75 
9.75 

10.75 
11.75 
12.75 
13.75 
14.75 
15.75 
16.75 
17.75 
18.75 
19.75 
20.75 
21.75 
22.75 
23.75 
24.75 

Sd 

3.00 
3.65 
4 .30 
5.60 
5.60 
6.25 
6.90 
7.55 
8.85 
8.85 
9.85 

10.85 
11.85 
12.85 
13.85 
14.85 

4s, p 

2.20 
2.85 
3.00 
3.15 
3.30 
2.95 
3.60 
3.75 
3.90 
4.05 
3.70 
4.35 
5.00 
5.65 
6.30 
6.95 
7.60 
8.25 
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depends on r2 rather than r. The gaussian radial functions fall off 
more sharply with distance than Slater orbitals and also round off 
rather than peak in the region of the cusp. Despite these deficiencies 
in the shapes, it is much easier to carry out the integrations involved 
in molecular calculations using gaussian functions, and for this reason 
they are quite often used for calculations of molecular orbitals for 
polyatomic molecules. Another possibility is the so-called lobe func
tion [21], wherein spherical or elliptical functions, usually of gaussian 
form, are distributed so as to reproduce the conventional shapes of 
atomic orbitals. For example, an atomic px function could be con
structed by two spherical gaussians located on either side of the 
atomic nucleus. 
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2 
Self-consistent Field 
Molecular Orbital Theory 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Having considered some general aspects of the orbital description of 
electronic structure, we turn now to a more detailed discussion of the 
actual calculation of orbitals for a many-electron system. The general 
approach is based on the variational method introduced in Sec. 1.4 
and involves a systematic determination of the stationary values of 
the energy of the system. In the following presentation, an analyti
cal expression for the energy expectation value of a closed-shell system 
Hiiitable for use in a variational approach is derived in Sec. 2.2, and the 
Ilartree-Fock equations for the orbitals are derived in the following 
action. The LCAO approximation to Hartree-Fock orbitals, leading 
to the Roothaan equations, is presented in Sec. 2.4, followed by an 
illustrative example. Analogous considerations on open-shell systems 
conclude the chapter. This material serves as the theoretical basis 
for the approximate molecular orbital theories presented and discussed 
in the remainder of the book. 

31 
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2.2 THE ENERGY EXPRESSION FOR A CLOSED-SHELL CONFIGURATION 

The variational approach to approximate solutions of the Schroedinger 
equation involves working with the energy expectation value (\fr|3C|\fr), 
and for algebraic manipulation it is necessary to have a convenient 
expression for this quantity in terms of the orbitals involved. Gener
alizing Eq. (1.55) to a closed-shell form with 2n electrons, the orbital 
wavefunction ^ may be written in the form 

¥ = a i ^ ( - l ) ^ P { ^ ( l ) a ( l ) ^ ( 2 ) ^ ( 2 ) • • • *n(2n)0(2n)} (2.1) 
p 

where P is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , 2n and ( — l ) p is + 1 or —1 
for even or odd permutations, respectively. The orbitals fr may be 
considered orthonormal without loss of generality, i.e., 

S* = IUDUD dri = By (2.2) 

The operator P permutes the coordinates of the electrons (not the 
suffixes of the molecular orbitals). For example, if P is the (odd) 
permutation 3421 of the numbers 1234, then 

Pi4ii{*i(l)«(l)*i(2)j8(2)^(3)a(3)^(4)i8(4)} 
= ^i(3)a(3)^i(4)/3(4)^(2)a(2)^(l)i8(l) (2.3) 

To find the normalization constant 91, we must first evaluate the 
many-electron integral 

/ ¥ * ¥ dn • ' • dr2n 

= tt222(-l)P(-l)P7 • * • J P { * I ( 1 ) « ( 1 ) ' • * +2n(2n)P(2n)} 
p P' 

X P'{*i(D«(l) • • • iM2n)0(2n)} dxi • • • d^n (2.4) 

The integration, of course, is over the spin and spatial coordinates of 
all the electrons. There is a double summation over all permutations 
P and P' . Now the multiple integral in Eq. (2.4) associated with a 
particular pair of permutations P and P ' will vanish unless P and P ' 
are identical, since integration over the coordinates of at least one 
electron will involve two spin orbitals differing either in space or spin 
parts, giving zero by virtue of the orthogonality condition, Eq. (2.2). 
If P and P ; are identical, the multiple integral is unity since all the 
orbitals are normalized. The right-hand side of Eq. (2.4) is therefore 
equal to 9l2 multiplied by the number of permutations, which is 
(2n)!. For the total wave to be normalized, therefore, we must have 

91 = [(2n)!]-* (2.5) 
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We can now proceed to the evaluation of the energy expectation 
value (^iJCl^), where SF is the determinantal wavefunction of Eq. (2.4). 
The hamiltonian operator may be separated into one- and two-electron 
parts, 

3C = 3Ci + 3C2 (2.6) 

where 

3d = £Hcore(p) (2.7) 
v 

with 
Hoore(p) = _ ^ V p * - I Z ^ J T 1 (2 .8) 

A 

and 

« . -22 r «~ 1 (2-9) 

The quantity Hcore is the one-electron hamiltonian corresponding to 
motion of an electron in the field of the bare nuclei, the charge of 
nucleus A being ZA. Substituting Eq. (2.6) into the energy expec
tation value allows a corresponding separation of the electronic energy 
into one-electron and two-electron parts, 

<¥|3e|¥> = <*|3Ci|*> + <*|3C2|*> (2.10) 

which are conveniently treated separately. For the one-electron part, 
using Eq. (2.7), 

2n 

<¥|3Ci|tf> = X <*|Hcore(p)|*> (2.11) 
v 

Now since the electrons are indistinguishable and are treated on an 
equal footing in SF, the expectation value of Hcore(p) must be the same 
for all 2n values of p. Thus we need only consider Hcore(l), noting that 

<¥|3Ci|¥> = 2n(*|Hcore(l)|#> (2.12) 

Substituting the full expansion for SF, we obtain 

<*|Ki|*> = l(2n - I)!]-* Y l ( - i y ( - i y 
p P' 

X / • • • J P { * I ( 1 ) « ( 1 ) * I ( 2 ) | S ( 2 ) • • -}H«™(1) 
X P'{*i(l)«(D*i(2)0(2) • . •} driefc, - • • d<c2n (2.13) 

Again it is possible to eliminate all terms with P ^ P ' in this double 
expansion by integration over the full coordinates of electrons 2, 3, 
. . . , 2n. Because of the orthogonality of the orbitals, the spatial 
and spin functions associated with all of these electrons must match 
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in the products P{ } and P'{ }, otherwise integration would give 
a factor of zero. However, if any permutation of the numbers 1, 2, 
. . . , 2n leaves all symbols but one unchanged, the last symbol must 
be unchanged also. Hence, only terms with P = P ' survive in Eq. 
(2.13), which now becomes 

<¥|3Ci|*> = [(2n - l)!]"1 

X £ J * ' " JP{*i(l)«(l)*i(2)0(2) • • -}H-e( l ) 
p 

X P{*i(l)«(l)*i(2)j8(2) • • •} dt idv, • • • dt,» (2.14) 

Integration over electrons 2, 3, 4, .-'. . , 2n in Eq. (2.14) gives unity 
in each term, so that the full expression becomes a sum of one-electron 
integrals over the space and spin coordinates of electron 1. Since 
jjcore i s independent of spin, integration over the spin coordinates of 
electron 1 gives another factor of unity and the final result is 

<¥|3Ci|¥> = 2 £ Ha (2.15) 

where Ha is the expectation value of the one-electron core hamiltonian 
corresponding to the molecular orbital 

Ha = Jfc(l)*H«»V<(l) <fci (2.16) 

The factor 2 in Eq. (2.15) corresponds to the fact that there are two 
electrons in each of the molecular orbitals ^-. 

The expectation value of the two-electron hamiltonian 3C2 can 
be evaluated in a similar manner. There are %(2ri)(2n — 1) electron-
electron repulsion terms, and again because of the indistinguishability 
of electrons, each will give the same contribution. Thus, 

<¥|3C«|¥> = y2(2n)(2n - l){^\n2~^) = y2[{2n - 2)!]-* 

X V V ( - l K ( - i n • • • JP{*l(l)a(l)*l(2)i9(2) • • -Jm-1 

p P' 

X P'{*i(l)«(D*i(2)0(2) • • •} dcidvs • • • d*2n (2.17) 

Again, orthogonality of the molecular orbitals leads to zero terms in 
Eq. (2.17) unless the permutations P and P ' are identical in all but 
the spin orbitals to which electrons 1 and 2 are assigned. For each 
permutation, this leaves two possibilities for P : 

1. P ' is identical to P. 
2. P ' differs from P by interchanging the assignation of electrons 1 

and 2. 
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These two parts can be considered separately. If P and P ' are identi
cal, there will be (2n — 2)! permutations for each assignation of elec
trons 1 and 2 to spin orbitals. This cancels the factor [(2n — 2)!]_1 in 
Eq. (2.17). If electrons 1 and 2 are assigned to different spatial molec
ular orbitals ^* and ^y, both may have a or fi spin and there will be 
four contributions each equal to ^«/#, where 

J* = JJ*?(1W(2) ^ fc(l)fc(2) dm d*2 (2.18) 
' 1 2 

this being a six-dimensional integral over space coordinates only. If 
electrons 1 and 2 are assigned to the same molecular orbital \f/, they 
must have opposite spins and there are only two terms }iJu. The 
total contribution is thus 

2 I 1 J« + lJ« (2-19) 

There remain the contributions in which the permutation P ' dif
fers from P by interchanging the assignation of 1 and 2. If 1 and 2 
are assigned to different spatial orbitals fa and \f/j} there are the four 
following possibilities: 

P P ' 
fc(l)«(l) fc(2)0(2) fc(l)a(l) fc(2)a(2) 
fc(l)a(l) *y(2)0(2) fc(l)j8(l) fc(2)a(2) 
fcUWD *i(2)«(2) fc(l)a(l) fc(2)0(2) 
fc(l)0(l) fc(2)0(2) fc(l)0(l) fc(2)0(2) 

Of these, the second and third give vanishing terms by integration 
over the spin coordinates. The first and fourth both give —%!£& 
where 

K* = J / * ? ( D * ; (2) i - fc(l)fc(2) drx dr2 (2.20) 
' 1 2 

The negative sign arises because P and P ' are of different parity, 
hi nee P ' can be obtained from P by a single interchange. Thus 
( l)p( — l ) p ' = —1. If electrons 1 and 2 are assigned to the same 
Mpatial orbital, they must have different spin, and the corresponding 
integral vanishes by integration over spin coordinates. 

Collecting terms, the final expression for the electronic energy is 

6 = 2 | f f « + | V « + ! ; I QJa-Ki,) (2.21) 
i i i j'(^t') 
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Alternately, noting that Ku = J a, this may be rearranged into the 
more compact form 

8 = 2 | H» + | | (2J(i - Ki}) (2.22) 
i i j 

This important formula has reduced the many-electron integration to 
the set of three- and six-dimensional integrals Ha, Jiiy and Ki3. J{j and 
Kij are known as coulomb integrals and exchange integrals, respectively. 

The various terms in Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) can readily be given 
a rough physical significance. The one-electron integral Ha represents 
the energy of an electron in a molecular orbital fa in the field of the 
bare nuclei, and this is multiplied by 2 since there are two electrons 
in each orbital. The two-electron integral «/# represents the inter
action of the smoothed-out charge distributions rf^f^i and ^*^y. I t 
is associated with a factor 4 for each pair of different orbitals since 
there are two electrons in each. For the two electrons in the same 
orbital, there is clearly only one such term. These coulomb integrals 
in Eq. (2.21) give the value that the total electron-electron repulsion 
would have if all electrons moved independently in the orbitals to 
which they are assigned. The exchange integrals K^ enter with a 
negative sign and reduce the energy of interaction between electrons 
with parallel spins in different orbitals ^ and \pj. This is a result of 
the antisymmetry principle and reflects the energy stabilization due 
to the partial correlation of electrons of parallel spin. 

I t is useful to define a set of one-electron orbital energies et, 

6, = Ha + J [2Ja - Kij} (2.23) 

This is essentially the energy of an electron in \pi interacting with the 
core and the other 2n — 1 electrons. With the assumption that there 
is no reorganization of the other 2n — 1 electrons on ionization, 
— e» may be associated with the ionization potential of an electron in fa. 
This is sometimes referred to as a Koopmans [1], or vertical, ionization 
potential. Using orbital energies, the total electronic energy can then 
be written in the useful alternative forms 

8 = 2 | e, - | | (2J« - Ka) (2.24) 
% i j 

or 
8 = J (Si + Ha) (2.25) 

i 

I t should be noted that the total electronic energy 8 is not equal 
to the sum of the one-electron energies. This is because the sum of 
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one-electron energies includes each electron-electron interaction twice 
(the repulsion between electrons 1 and 2 contributes to the one-electron 
energies associated with both electrons). The second term in Eq. 
(2.24) corrects for this. 

2.3 THE HARTREE-FOCK EQUATIONS FOR MOLECULAR ORBITALS 

Having established the proper form for the many-electron wave-
function for closed shells as a single determinant of spin orbitals 
and developed a convenient expression for the electronic energy, we 
proceed now to the details of the actual determination of the spatial 
orbitals »̂ for a closed-shell system. If no restriction (other than 
orthonormality) is imposed on these functions (that is, if they are com
pletely flexible functions of the coordinates of one electron), then 
we can deduce differential equations for the optimum forms of the 
molecular orbitals by appealing to the variational method. These 
differential equations were first derived by Fock [2] based on earlier 
work by Hartree [3], and are now generally known as the Hartree-
Fock equations. 

According to the variational principle, if we adjust an approxi
mate many-electron wavefunction such as Eq. (2.1) to lower the 
energy, then the accurate solution of the many-electron wave equation 
will be approached. The best molecular orbitals, therefore, are 
obtained by varying all the contributing one-electron functions 
lAi, ^2, . . . , \pn in the determinant until the energy achieves its 
minimum value. This will not, of course, give the correct many-
electron \F for a closed-shell system, but rather the closest possible 
approach in the form of a single determinant of orbitals. Such orbitals 
are referred to as self-consistent, or Hartree-Fock, molecular orbitals. 
Thus the central mathematical problem is the determination of the 
orbitals giving a stationary value of (S^I^Cl^), with ^ being a many-
electron orbital wavefunction. In addition, we impose the constraint 
that the orbitals remain orthonormal, that is, Eq. (2.2) is satisfied 
throughout. If this stationary point does in fact correspond to the 
energy minimum, the corresponding wavefunction ^ is the self-
consistent solution for the electronic ground state. 

Constrained variational problems of this type are handled mathe
matically by the calculus of variations, using the method of undeter
mined multipliers. This involves minimizing the function 

G = 8 ~ 2 2 X SijSii = 2 2 Hii 

+ 11 W« - K«) ~ 2 J I ^ (2.26) 
• 3 i 3 
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where the energy expression is just that developed in the previous 
section and the S»y are as yet undetermined constants. (The factor 2 
in the last term on the left-hand side is introduced for convenience.) 

A stationary point of the function G is such that the variation 
in G, 5G, is zero to first order, 

&G = 0 (2.27) 

The variation in G consequent on changing all orbitals ^ by an infini
tesimal amount to \pi + Hi is, in full, 

8G = 2 X 5#u + X X (2 6 J* ~ 8Ki^ ~ 2 X X ** SS* (2-28) 
i i j i j 

where 

BHa = J ty*(l)H c o r e( l )^( l ) d*! + complex conjugate (2.29) 

5^y = J*tf (l)Jy(l)fc(l) dri + 16^(1)1,(1)^(1) dn 
+ complex conjugate (2.30) 

8K{j = J^*(l)K,-(l)fc(l) d* + J>*(l)K t(l)*y(l) dji 
+ complex conjugate (2.31) 

tSv = /5^f (l)^-(l) fax + complex conjugate (2.32) 

Here the coulomb operator Jy is defined by 

J,(l) = J ^ ( 2 ) l ^ ( 2 ) ^ (2.33) 

The exchange operator Ky cannot be written as a simple function but 
has the property that 

Ky(l)iMl) = [ J t f (2 ) ± fc(2) d*i] fc(l) (2.34) 

Since the orbitals and their complex conjugates can be varied inde
pendently, exactly the same equations follow if we restrict our con
sideration to real functions and real variations. The condition for a 
stationary point is thus 

8G = 2 J J«**[H«™fc + X (2Jy - K,)fc - X etffc] ^ = 0 
t y y 

(2.35) 

and since the variation 8\f/ is arbitrary, Eq. (2.35) is satisfied only if 
the quantity in square brackets is equal to zero for each and every i. 
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This leads directly to the differential equations 

[Hcore + I ( 2 j y _ K,-)]fc = X e*fc i = 1, . . . , n (2.36) 

These are n one-electron wave equations for the orbitals \f/i, \f/2, . . . , 
\l/n. The quantity in square brackets is known as the Fock hamil-
tonian operator F, and the wave equations may be written in the form 

Ffc = X taPi z = 1, . . . , rc (2.37) 
i 

Here F may be considered an effective one-electron hamiltonian for 
the electron in the molecular environment, and its various terms have 
a simple physical interpretation. Hcore is the one-electron hamiltonian 
for an electron moving in the field of bare nuclei. J* ( = K») is the 
potential due to the other electron occupying the same molecular 
orbital \pi. Similarly 2Jy, where j is not equal to i, is the averaged 
electrostatic potential of the two electrons in the orbital ^y. The 
exchange potential Ky is somewhat more complicated, but it arises 
from the effect of the antisymmetry of the total wavefunction on the 
correlation between electrons of parallel spin. 

The differential equations of Eq. (2.37) differ from ordinary one-
electron wave equations in that they each have a whole set of con
stants Bij on the right-hand sides instead of a single eigenvalue, and 
this arises because the solutions to the set of wave equations are not 
unique. To appreciate the reasons for this, it is necessary to return 
to the general properties of determinants. We have already noted in 
Sec. 2.4 that any multiple of one column may be added to another 
without altering the value of the determinant. This is actually a 
special case of a more general theorem which states that any unitary 
transformation (or just an orthogonal transformation if only real 
quantities are involved) of the elements leaves the value of the deter
minant unchanged. In the case considered herein, this means that 
the orbitals »̂ may be replaced by a new set ^ , where 

ti = X T^i (2.38) 
3 

as long as the elements 7\y form a unitary matrix, 

I T*kTkj = in (2.39) 
k 

where 5»y is the Kronecker delta. A simple example of an orthogonal 
transformation of this type is the replacement of a pair of orbitals 
\pi and \p2 by new orbitals \f/[ and ^ proportional to their sum and 
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difference, 

*I - * ^ (2.40) 

*S - ^ ^ ( 2 . 4 D 
V 2 

If we substitute a transformation of the form of Eq. (2.38) into 
the differential equations, Eq. (2.37), it is found that a similar set 
results (with appropriate redefinition of the coulomb and exchange 
operators), the only real difference being that the constants £# are 
replaced by a new set £Ai, given by 

e« = X TH^TJ, (2.42) 

I t is clearly desirable to remove this indeterminacy from the 
problem and to fix the molecular orbitals uniquely. Since the 6»y form 
a hermitian matrix, there exists a unitary transformation of the form 
of Eq. (2.38) which will bring the matrix of lagrangian multipliers to 
diagonal form, that is, all 6;y = 0 unless i — j . Applying that trans
formation to the orbitals, the differential equations are brought into 
the form analogous to a standard eigenvalue problem, 

Ffr = e^i i = 1, n (2.43) 

These are commonly known as the Hartree-Fock equations and 
state that the best molecular orbitals are all eigenfunctions of the 
Hartree-Fock hamiltonian operator F, which is in turn is defined in 
terms of these orbitals through the coulomb and exchange operators 
Jy and Ky. The general procedure for solving the Hartree-Fock equa
tions is essentially a trial-and-error process, first assuming a set of 
trial solutions \l/[, ^J, . . . which allows computation of the coulomb 
and exchange operators and thus the calculation of a first approxi
mation to the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian operator. The eigenfunc
tions \l/['y $2, . . . of this operator constitute a second set of trial 
functions, and the entire procedure is continued until the orbital no 
longer changes (within a certain tolerance) on further iteration. These 
orbitals are then said to be self-consistent with the potential field they 
generate, and the whole procedure is called the self-consistent field 
method. In addition to the n occupied orbitals, there will be other 
eigenfunctions of F corresponding to higher eigenvalues e,-. Such 
unoccupied orbitals are sometimes called virtual orbitals. 

The general expression for the eigenvalues of the Hartree-Fock 
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hamiltonian operator is 

* = Hi*™ + £ (2Ja - K<s) (2.44) 
3 

which are just those quantities associated with the energy of an elec
tron in orbital & (Sec. 2.2) and are thus known as orbital energies. 

The molecular orbitals corresponding to a diagonal e# matrix 
are in general spatially delocalized over all the atoms in the molecule. 
This description of the motion of electrons in molecules provides a 
good basis for electronic excitation and ionization but has the dis
advantage that a chemical bond in the classical sense must be described 
by a superposition of occupied, delocalized molecular orbitals. The 
sets of orbitals for the system which do not correspond to completely 
diagonal e# matrices, of course, still give rise to the same many-electron 
wavefunction, and certain of these sets provide a useful alternative way 
of interpreting ground-state electronic structure in detail. Orbitals 
associated with nonvanishing off-diagonal lagrangian multipliers are 
no longer completely delocalized but may be localized in some region 
or other of the molecule. Judicious choice of a transformation Ty 
can lead to orbitals which are localized in the regions of classical 
chemical bonds. This can provide an illuminating physical interpre
tation of the orbital wavefunction. 

The usual way of obtaining such orbitals, proposed by Lennard-
Jones [5], is to first determine the molecular orbitals for the system 
and then to apply a unitary transformation to the new set of func
tions, known as equivalent orbitals. The problem of determining such 
orbitals directly in a Hartree-Fock procedure and choosing appropriate 
criteria for localization is an ai^a of current active research, notably 
by Edmiston and Ruedenberg [6]. 

2.4 LCAO MOLECULAR ORBITALS FOR CLOSED-SHELL SYSTEMS 

[n the previous section, we have seen how optimum molecular orbitals 
may be defined as solutions of a set of coupled nonlinear differential 
equations. For molecular systems of any size, however, direct solu
tion of these equations is impractical and more approximate methods 
are required. The most rewarding approach to date has been to 
approximate Hartree-Fock orbitals with linear combinations of atomic 
orbitals as introduced in Sec. 1.9. This method has the further advan
tage that it aids the interpretability of the results, since the nature of 
chemical problems frequently involves relating properties of molecules 
to those of the constituent atoms. 
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In this approach, each molecular orbital is considered in the form 

where the </>M are real atomic functions. This form is used within the 
determinantal wavefunction, Eq. (2.1). We shall adopt the conven
tion of using Greek letters as suffixes for atomic orbitals in expansions 
such as Eq. (2.45), retaining Roman letters as suffixes for molecular 
orbitals. We shall again require that the orbitals &• form an ortho-
normal set, and for this to be possible it is necessary that the number 
of atomic orbitals in the basis is .greater than or equal to the number 
of occupied molecular orbitals. The requirement that the molecular 
orbitals be orthonormal in the LCAO approximation demands that 

I cZfi^S,, = 6* (2.46) 

where 5*y is the Kronecker delta and S^ is the overlap integral for 
atomic functions <f>n and <£„ 

S,v = J>M(1)*,(1) dn (2.47) 

Molecular orbitals may be obtained to essentially any accuracy 
desired by appropriate adjustment of the number of basis functions 
employed in the LCAO expansion. We distinguish here three types 
of basis sets commonly encountered: (1) Minimal basis sets, com
prised of those atomic orbitals up to and including the orbitals of the 
valence shell o each atom of the system; (2) extended basis sets, 
amounting to a minimal basis set plus any number of atomic orbitals 
lying outside the valence shell for each atom; (3) valence basis sets, 
comprised of just those orbitals of the valence shell of each atom in 
the system. For example, the valence basis set for the LiH molecule 
would be the 2s, 2px, 2pv, and 2pz lithium atomic functions plus the 
hydrogen Is function. Adding the Is lithium orbital brings the 
valence basis set to a minimal basis set. Adding 3s, 3p, 3d, . . . 
functions on lithium and 2s, 2p, 3s, . . . functions on hydrogen would 
give an extended basis set. 

At this point it is useful to write down the expression for the 
electron charge density in the LCAO approximation. The charge 
density p at position R is obtained by working out the expectation 
value of the charge density operator p(R) defined in Table 1.1. The 
operator p(R) is a one-electron operator, and the algebraic reduction 
proceeds analogously to that developed previously for the one-electron 
contribution to the total energy in Sec. 2.2. Proceeding in this 
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manner, 
occ 

p(R) = <*|<?(R)|*> = 2 | ^*(R)^(R) (2.48) 
i 

Using Eq. (2.45), 

P(R) = ^ P , ^ M ( R ) ^ ( R ) (2.49) 

where 
occ 

PM, = 2 J c*(cyi (2.50) 
i 

The integral of p(R) over all R should be equivalent to the total num
ber of electrons in the system, i.e., 

2n = Jp(R) dR = £ P„ J0M(R)0,(R) dR = J P ^ , (2.51) 

By means of Eq. (2.51), the electronic charge distribution may be 
decomposed into contributions associated with the various basis func
tions of the LCAO expansion. This provides a convenient interpre
tation of the wavefunction in terms of constituent atoms and their 
orbitals. A quantity P^S^ may be considered the electronic popu
lation of the atomic overlap distribution </>M<£„, and diagonal terms such 
as P^S^ may be associated with the net electronic charges residing in 
orbital <tfy An indication of contributions to chemical binding is given 
by off-diagonal terms P^S^y with <£M and <t>v centered on different atoms. 
The matrix of elements PMV is thus known as the density matrix. A 
detailed analysis of Eq. (2.51) constitutes a population analysis, devel
oped by Mulliken [7]. 

The total electronic energy can also be written in terms of inte
grals over atomic orbitals if we substitute the linear expansion of Eq. 
(2.45) in the molecular orbital integrals. Thus 

Ha = X <%e*H,„ (2.52) 

where H^ is the matrix of the core hamiltonian with respect to atomic 
orbitals 

H,v = J>M(1)H«-<^(1) d*x (2.53) 

Similarly we may write 

yi\va 

Ka = X c5c*ic« ,c^(/ iXlwr) 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 
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where (»v\\<r) is the general two-electron interaction integral over 
atomic orbitals, 

M M = J J * M ( D * * ( D r " *x(2)*,(2) dti d*2 (2.56) 
' 1 2 

This six-dimensional integral gives the coulomb interaction between 
two local product densities <£M0„ and faQ*-

If these expressions are substituted in Eq. (2.22) for the total 
electronic energy, we obtain 

8 = £PM,#M, + M X JVVK/u'M - K(MX|KT)] (2.57) 

If all the integrals H^ and ( M H ^ ) can be evaluated, Eq. (2.57) gives 
8 as a quadratic function of the density matrix elements PM„ or, using 
Eq. (2.50), as a quartic function of the coefficients cMt. 

The next important step is to find the optimum values of the 
coefficients cMt, leading to a set of self-consistent LCAO or LCAO self-
consistent field (SCF) molecular orbitals. Using the criterion of lowest 
calculated total energy, such orbitals will be the best for any partic
ular set of basis functions <£M. This can be carried out by methods 
similar to the Hartree-Fock procedure described in the previous sec
tion. The small variation of the molecular orbital \pi is now given as 

8fo = £ 5cMt0M (2.58) 
M 

and the condition for a stationary point in the function (?, Eq. (2.26), 
becomes 

occ 

&G = 2 V bcifi«H„ 
X 

occ 

+ X X (5c*»c*>c"^' + c*5c^cwcay)[2(M |̂X(r) - (n\\v<r)] 
ij nv\<r 

— 2 V V Sijdc^CyjS^ + complex conjugate = 0 (2.59) 
ij M" 

The equations determining the optimum values of the cMt are obtained 
by recognizing that since the 8c*{ are arbitrary, the complete coefficient 
of each 8c*{ must equate to zero, leading to 

occ 

£ {cyiH^ + £ £ c*yc"c*>[2WM - (MXM]| 
v j \va 

= Je*I>A, (2-6°) 
j v 
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Just as in the previous section, we are at liberty to choose the 
off-diagonal lagrangian multipliers e# to be zero, to assure unique 
specification of the molecular orbitals. The equations then take the 
final form 

X (F„ - e*S,,)c» = 0 (2.61) 

where the elements of the matrix representation of the Hartree-Fock 
hamiltonian operator F are 

F„ = H,v + £ PXff[(^\\a) - y2{n\\ve)] (2.62) 

I t is seen that the equations for the LCAO self-consistent field molecu
lar orbitals, Eq. (2.61), differ from the Hartree-Fock equations of the 
preceding section in that they are algebraic equations rather than 
differential equations. They were originally set forth independently 
by Hall [8] and by Roothaan [9], and are now generally known as the 
Roothaan equations. 

The Roothaan equations for the LCAOSCF coefficients are cubic, 
since the Fock matrix F^ is itself a quadratic function of the cMt. This 
is the mathematical consequence of the fact that the potential experi
enced by one electron will depend on the number and distribution of 
other electrons in the system. As a result, the equations have to be 
solved by an iterative procedure. 

If we write the equations in the matrix form 

FC = SCE (2.63) 

where E is the diagonal matrix of the e», they may be usefully 
transformed by defining new matrices 

F' = S-KFS-a (2.64) 
C* = S*C (2.65) 

where S** is the square root of S (corresponding to all positive eigen
values). Then Eq. (2.63) becomes 

F'C r = C'E (2.66) 

and is in the form of a standard eigenvalue problem. The elements 
6» of E will be roots of the determinantal equation 

| *V - e«„| = 0 (2.67) 

the lowest roots corresponding to the occupied molecular orbitals. 
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For each root e», the coefficients cMt
T can be found from the linear 

equations 

X (*V - e^K*T = 0 (2.68) 
V 

and the coefficients then determined from 

C = S-*C' (2.69) 

The matrix elements of the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian operator 
are dependent on the orbitals through the elements PM„, and the 
Roothaan equations are solved by first assuming an initial set of 
linear expansion coefficients cMt, generating the corresponding density 
matrix PM„ and computing a first guess at PM„. The diagonalization 
procedure is effected by standard matrix eigenvalue techniques, and a 
new matrix of linear expansion coefficients C is obtained. The whole 
process is then repeated until the coefficients no longer change within 
a given tolerance on repeated iteration. 

2.5 AN LCAOSCF EXAMPLE: HYDROGEN FLUORIDE 

At this point, it may be helpful to give a numerical example of an 
LCAO self-consistent field wavefunction. We shall describe a simple 
calculation on hydrogen fluoride published by Ransil in 1960 [10]. 

Cartesian axes may be chosen with the fluorine nucleus at the 
origin and the proton at the point (0,0,JB), where R is the bondlength. 
The actual value of R used is 1.733 a.u. (0.9171 A). The first step in 
the quantum-mechanical calculation is to specify the atomic orbital 
basis set <£M. This is a minimal set consisting of Is, 2s, 2pxy 2py, 2pz 
on the fluorine atom and Is on hydrogen. The following Slater func
tions are used (see Sec. 1.8). 

Fluorine: 

0! = 0(F;ls) = n-LJ exp ( - f t r ) 

@D"' <t>2 = *(F;2s) = ( ^ - ) r e x p ( - f 2 r ) 

- GT 4>3 = <t>(F;2pz) = r—) z exp ( - j y ) (2.70) 

*« = <t>(F;2px) = (^Txexp ( - J y ) 

* ( = <t>(F;2py) = ( ^ T y exp ( - J y ) 
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Hydrogen: 

06 = <£(H *•> - ( 9 B exp ( - f 3 r ) (2.71) 

The values of the exponents are chosen according to Slaters rules 
(Sec. 1.8) so that 

fi = 8.7 
f2 = 2.6 
fi = 1.0 

(2.72) 

Using these functions, we may calculate the overlap integrals 
(see Appendix B) leading to the following 6 X 6 overlap matrices: 

S = 

'1.0000 
0.2377 

0 
0 
0 

0.2377 
1.0000 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

1.0000 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

1.0000 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1.0000 

0.0548 
0.4717 
0.2989 

0 
0 

0.0548 0.4717 0.2989 1.0000 

(2.73) 

The one-electron core hamiltonian has the form 

Hcore = - J ^ V 2 9rF rH~ (2.74) 

where r? and rn are the distances of the electron from the fluorine and 
hydrogen nuclei. All integrals of the type H^ can be evaluated by 
elementary methods and lead to the core hamiltonian matrix. 

-41.0320 
-9.4019 
-0.0162 

0 
0 

-2.1798 

-9.4019 
-11.1462 
-0.1775 

0 
0 

-4.3051 

-0.0162 
-0.1775 
-8.9692 

0 
0 

-2.2822 

0 
0 
0 

-8.8548 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

-8.8548 
0 

-2.17981 
-4.3051 
-2.2822 

0 
0 

-5.2499 J 
(2.75) 

I t should be noted that zeros appear in the matrices #M„ and H^ 
in off-diagonal positions between atomic orbitals of different symmetry. 
The four functions 0i, </>2, <t>z, and </>6 have <r symmetry (axially sym
metric), while 04 and </>5 are two components of T symmetry. As a 
consequence of these symmetry properties, the matrices separate into 
blocks. 

The most difficult part of the calculation is the evaluation of the 
two-electron integrals (iiv\\o) defined in Eq. (2.56). Many of these 
vanish by symmetry and there are a number of other clear equalities 
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Table 2.1 Two-electron integrals (MV\\<T) for 
hydrogen fluoride 

M 

1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

V 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 

X 

1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
6 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
6 
6 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
6 
6 
6 
4 
4 

<r 

2 
3 
3 
3 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
1 
2 

(HX*) 

5.43750 
0.79103 
0.14633 
1.29075 
0.29564 
0.94453 
0.03104 
0.04683 
0.20877 
1.29075 
0.29564 
0.94453 
1.01766 
0.05484 
0.90797 
0.19478 
0.03452 
0.06818 
0.00120 
0.00234 
0.06835 
0.06809 
0.00825 
0.44958 
0.10438 
0.36762 
0.00611 
0.04344 
0.37464 
0.36411 
0.02442 
0.16424 
0.23671 
0.05581 
0.21070 
0.01567 
0.09473 
0.22809 
0.20200 
0.01371 
0.11704 
0.11216 
0.01255 
0.06914 
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Table 2.1 Two-electron integrals (nv\\<r) for 
hydrogen fluoride (continued) 

M 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

V 

4 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

X 

4 
6 
1 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
6 
6 
6 
6 

a 

3 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
3 
6 

(HJ>\\<T) 

0.00955 
0.02771 
0.52693 
0.12466 
0.50168 
0.01059 
0.10245 
0.52778 
0.48863 
0.02939 
0.27072 
0.23056 
0.62500 

[for example, (42|51) = (32|51) and (33|21) = (55|21)]. A list of 
independent nonvanishing integrals is given in Table 2.1. We shall 
not give details of methods used to evaluate two-electron integrals. 
Those listed were obtained using a computer program written by 
Corbato and Switendick [11]. 

Having specified all the integrals needed, the next step is to make 
an initial guess at the LCAO coefficients to initiate the self-consistent 
cycling. The simplest way to do this is to use the eigenvectors of 
the core hamiltonian. This is equivalent to completely neglecting the 
field of the other electrons as a zero level of approximation. The 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of H^ are listed in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Eigenvalues (e) and eigenvectors of core hami l ton ian for hydrogen f luor ide 

Molecular 
orbital \pi 

Atomic\ - 4 1 . 0 3 7 
orbital ^\ 

2<T 

- 9 . 7 4 0 

3<r 

- 8 . 9 3 8 

ITT 

- 8 . 8 5 5 

ITT 

- 8 . 8 5 5 

4<r 

- 4 . 2 7 2 

1 1.003 -0 .014 -0 .001 0 0 0.004 
2 -0 .227 1.051 0.407 0 0 -0 .208 
3 0.079 -0 .335 0.953 0 0 -0 .072 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1.000 1.000 0 
6 0.036 -0 .434 -0 .238 0 0 1.188 
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These molecular orbitals are listed in order of increasing energy. 
To obtain the molecular orbital configuration, the ten electrons are 
assigned in pairs to the five orbitals with lowest energy, leading to 
the electronic configuration 

(lcr)2(2cr)2(3(T)2(l7r)4 (2.76) 

Since the ordering of energy levels using the core hamiltonian may 
differ from that using the full Fock matrix, there is some danger that 
electrons may be assigned to the wrong molecular orbitals by this 
process. In this case, the configuration given in (2.76) is the one 
leading to lowest calculated total'energy and no difficulty arises. 
However, possible necessity of taking other configurations at this stage 
of the calculation should be borne in mind. 

Given that the first five molecular orbitals in Table 2.2 are 
occupied, the next step is the calculation of the first approximation 
to the 6 X 6 density matrix PM„ from 

5 

i — l 

From this matrix and the lists of integrals, it is now possible to calcu
late the first approximation to the electronic energy from Eq. (2.57) 
and the first approximation to the Fock hamiltonian matrix F^ from 
Eq. (2.62). The second approximation to LCAOSCF coefficients is 
then obtained from the eigenvectors of F^ and the cyclic procedure 
continues according to the scheme 

H->C-+P-+E->F-+C->P->E^>, etc. (2.78) 

The total electronic energies calculated in successive iterations 
are: 

Iteration 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

-103.93973 
-104.66070 
-104.67176 
-104.67184 
-104.67184 
-104.67184 

from which it is clear that convergence is rapid. However, in some 
other cases, convergence can be slow or oscillatory behavior can take 
place; special extrapolation procedures are then required. 

The final set of molecular orbitals and the final density matrix 
are given in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. 
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Table 2.3 Eigenvalues (e) and eigenvectors of SCF Fock matrix for hydrogen fluoride 

Molecular 
orbital \pi U 2a 3<r I T ITT 4cr 

-26.139 -1 .476 -0 .566 -0 .465 -0 .465 0.477 

0.9963 
-0.2435 
0.0839 
0 
0 
0.0800 

0.0163 
0.9322 
0.4715 
0 
0 
-0.5599 

0.0024 
0.0907 
0.6870 
0 
0 

-0.8065 

000 
000 

-0.0046 
0.1606 
0.5761 
0 
0 
1.0502 

Table 2.4 Density matrix for hydrogen fluoride 

1 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

2.1178 
-0.5005 
0.0760 
0 
0 
0.0093 

-0.5005 
2.1830 

-0.4787 
0 
0 

-0.2440 

0.0760 
0.4787 
0.9603 
0 
0 
0.8206 

0 
0 
0 
2.0000 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2.0000 
0 

0.0093 
-0.2440 
0.8206 
0 
0 
1.0502 

2.6 MOLECULAR ORBITALS FOR OPEN-SHELL SYSTEMS 

The construction of orbital wavefunctions for open-shell systems was 
discussed in some detail in Sec. 1.8, and it was noted that in general 
linear combinations of Slater determinants were involved. However, 
a spin-correct wavefunction for at least one component of the lowest 
energy state of an open-shell configuration can be written as a single 
Slater determinant, and for the calculation of self-consistent field 
molecular orbitals we focus on this component. For a system with 
q P electrons and p (>q) a electrons, this wavefunction is 

P - * + I * = |^1(l)a(l)^1(2) i8(2) 

• • • *,(2«)j8(2g)^1(2g + l)a(2q + 1) 
• • • +(p + qMp + q)\ (2.79) 

where the multiplicity is p — q + 1. Wavefunctions of this type are 
termed restricted single determinants because the a electron associ
ated with one of the doubly occupied orbitals ^i , ^2, . . . , $q is 
described by the same spatial function as the 0 electron with which 
it is paired. However, since the total number of a electrons differs 
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from the total number of {$ electrons, the environment of these two 
electrons is not the same and their assignment to the same spatial 
orbital involves a restriction on the wavefunction and, consequently, 
a restriction on their spatial distribution. 

A more general wavefunction is one in which the p a electrons 
and the q P electrons are assigned to two completely independent sets of 
molecular orbitals ^ i a , ^2a, . • . , ^P

a and if/^, $£, . . . , ^ / . The 
corresponding determinantal wavefunction is 

P - * + I * = |^1-(l)«(l)^(2)|8(2)^«(3)a(3) 
• • • W(2q)P(2q)r«.i&q + 1)«(2« + 1 ) ^ ( 2 « + 2)a(2g + 2) 

' ' ' +a
P+q(p + q)«(p + q)\ (2.80) 

Such a wavefunction is described as an unrestricted single determinant. 
In diagrammatic terms, it may be said to represent a configuration of 
the type shown in Fig. 2.1b rather than Fig. 2.1a. 

Since the restricted determinantal function is a particular case 
of the unrestricted function, it follows from the variational theorem 
that use of unrestricted functions must lead to lower (or possibly 
equal) calculated total energies. In this sense, the unrestricted 

* a 

*P 

*< -M-

+* *« 

*, a 

* -Mf - *°>+ _L_J, * 

(a) (b) 

2 

*> 

Fig. 2.1 
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wavefunction is superior. On the other hand, it can be shown that 
the unrestricted wavefunction is not generally an eigenfunction of the 
spin operator S2. Thus, if p — q = 1, the unrestricted single deter
minant does not describe a pure doublet state, but has "contami
nating" components of other multiplicities [12]. However, it is still 
an eigenfunction of Sz, the total spin component in the z direction, 
with eigenvalue p — q. I t follows that the contaminating states are 
of higher multiplicity only. If p — q = 2, for example, where there 
are two extra a electrons, an unrestricted function would be an eigen
function of Sz with eigenvalue unity. I t can therefore have no singlet 
character and the contaminating components must be quintets, septets, 
and so forth. As a leading approximation, such contamination may 
be neglected, and we shall be principally concerned with unrestricted 
functions as approximations to pure spin states. 

The self-consistent field approach to unrestricted molecular 
orbitals was set forth by Slater [13] and Pople and Nesbet [14]. The 
development of an expression for the total electronic energy using the 
unrestricted determinantal wavefunction of Eq. (2.80) follows similar 
lines to the closed-shell theory given in Sec. 2.2. Again, we may 
carry out linear transformations among the ^ a orbitals to ensure that 
they are mutually orthogonal, and similarly with the ^ set. The 
functions ^fa and ^//3 will automatically be orthogonal by virtue of 
the spin functions. 

As in the restricted formalism, the total electronic energy can be 
conveniently calculated by separating the hamiltonian into a one-
electron part 3Ci and a two-electron part 3C2 as in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9), 
respectively. The expectation value of the one-electron part is given 
directly as 

<*|*Ci|*)= X Hii ( 2 ' S I ) 

1 = 1 

which is an immediate generalization of Eq. (2.15). In this equation, 
the i summation is over a and 0 orbitals. The two-electron part can 
also be handled in a similar manner, it being necessary only to replace 
the spatial function \f/ by \j/a when it is multiplied by an a spin factor 
and by \f/P when it is multiplied by a £ spin factor. Thus (2.17) is 
replaced by 

<¥|«,|¥> = V2(p + q)(p + q ~ l X * ^ " 1 ! * ) 
= HI(P + Q - 2)!]-122(-l)*(-l) '7 ' • ' I 

p p> 

P ( ^ ( l ) a ( l ) ^ ( 2 ) ^ ( 2 ) • • •}»•„-» 
XP'(fi«(l)«(l)W(2)(i(2) • • • }«* , ! dt , • • • d v * (2-82) 
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As before, the only pairs of permutations that need be considered are 
(1) those with P = P' and (2) those in which electrons 1 and 2 are 
assigned to different spatial orbitals but with the same spin. Gener
alization of the previous argument leads to the following expression 
for the electronic energy: 

P + q P+q P + q P P q q 

5 = % H« + y2( l I J(i -tlKif-llKi/) (2.83) 
i i j i j i j 

p q 
Here the sums V and V are over a and 0 orbitals, respectively, and 

i i 

the molecular orbital exchange integrals are given by 

Kif = JM«(1)&«(2) — ^ ( 1 ) ^ ( 2 ) d n dx2 (2.84) 

and similarly for Kif. I t is easily confirmed that Eq. (2.83) reduces to 
Eq. (2.22) if the set of functions ^ a is identical with the set \f/^. 

If we define a set of one-electron energies for a orbitals by 

e« = Hu
a + J Va - Ktf) + J J a (2.85) 

3 3 

and a similar set s / for the & orbitals, then the total energy may be 
written 

6 = ^ | tea + #»*) + V2 I W + Hi%*) (2.86) 
i % 

f 

In the LCAO approximation, both sets of molecular orbitals are 
written as linear combinations of atomic orbitals <£M, 

(2.87) 

A separate electron density function can be obtained for a and ft elec
trons, and we may write 

p«(R) = | ^ ( R ) V . " ( R ) = 2 / V < t f ( R ) * , ( R ) 

(2.88) 

p"(R) = | ^ ( R ) V / ( R ) = £ i V < ( R ) * , ( R ) 
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where PM„a and P M / are density matrices defined by 

v 7 

P*»a = S V c ' * a n d * V = X c^cj (2.89) 

The full density matrix P is the sum of these two 

P , , = * V + P M / (2.90) 

I t is also possible to define a spin density function which is the excess 
of a electron density over ft electron density at a given point. This is 
given by 

pspin(R) = p« ( R) _ ^(R) = 2p , /P in 0 ; (R) 0 , (R) (2.91) 

where the elements of spin density matrix are given by 

PMvBpin = PMva - P,/ (2.92) 

For a closed-shell system, PM„a = P M / and the spin density is zero 
everywhere. However, for radicals and triplet states, pM„8pin provides 
detailed information about the distribution of electron spin through
out the molecule. 

If the LCAO molecular orbitals of Eq. (2.87) are used, the elec
tronic energy expression of Eq. (2.83) can be rewritten in terms of 
integrals over atomic orbitals, 

8 = £pM,ffM, + y2 £ (P^Pu - p*aPv*
a - P*'P,S)QIVM 

fiv pv\<r 

(2.93) 

This can now be used to find equations for the optimum values of the 
coefficients c^a and cM/ by carrying out independent variations of the 
a and P orbitals. This leads to two sets of coupled equations 

J (F^ - SfS^Cn" = 0 

* (2.94) 

V 

where there are two Fock hamiltonian matrices with elements given by 

(2.95) 
i V = H>, + 2) [Px,(H\<r) - i V ( M * M ] 
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These are generalizations of the Roothaan equations derived in Sec. 
2.4, and have to be solved by a similar iterative procedure. Given 
an initial guess for the density matrices PM„a and P M / , first approxi
mations to the two Fock matrices FM„a and F^/ may be computed. 
The two sets of Eqs. (2.95) may then be solved for two sets of coef
ficients by the method described in Sec. 2.3. This leads to a,pair of 
new density matrices and the cycling procedure may be continued 
until self-consistency is achieved within a specified level of accuracy. 

From the point of view adopted herein, the unrestricted 
approach to molecular orbital wavefunctions is more suitable than 
other approaches since a more realistic description of the unpaired 
spin density in the system is obtained. This is of considerable impor
tance in the application of molecular orbital theory to the study of 
coupling constants obtained by electron spin resonance (cf. Sec. 4.3) 
and nuclear magnetic resonance (Sec. 4.4). Other methods for treat
ing open-shell systems are available, and these have been concisely 
reviewed by Berthier [15]. 
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3 
Approximate Molecular 
Orbital Theories 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Up to this point we have considered molecular orbital theory from an 
ab initio viewpoint, with the calculation of a wavefunction involving 
the evaluation of a number of integrals followed by an algebraic self-
consistent procedure. In this chapter we shall use this theory as a 
framework for the development of a more approximate approach 
which avoids the evaluation of many difficult integrals and which 
makes some use of experimental data in selecting values of others. 
Approximate molecular orbital theories are by nature semiempirical, 
in that one no longer attempts to derive molecular properties directly 
from the principles of quantum mechanics, but rather seeks to inter
pret correlations within experimental data. 

Before describing the simplifying approximations in detail, it is 
pertinent to note some of the general conditions that should be satis
fied by an approximate molecular orbital treatment if it is to provide 

57 
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a critical qualitative background for simple discussions of the elec
tronic structure of large molecules. These may be listed as follows: 

1. The methods must be simple enough to permit application to 
moderately large molecules without excessive computational effort. 
Although quite accurate molecular orbital wavefunctions now exist 
for many diatomic and polyatomic molecules, it is unlikely that com
parable functions will be readily available in the near future for larger 
molecules. To be widely accessible, a quantum-mechanical theory 
necessarily has to be approximate. 

2. Even though approximations have to be introduced, these 
should not be so severe that they eliminate any of the primary physi
cal forces determining structure. For example, the relative stabilities 
of electrons in different atomic energy levels, the directional character 
of the bonding capacity of atomic orbitals, and electrostatic repulsion 
between electrons are all gross features with major chemical conse
quences and they should all be retained in a realistic treatment. 

3. In order to be useful as an independent study, the approxi
mate wavefunctions should be formulated in an unbiased manner, so 
that no preconceived ideas derived from conventional qualitative dis
cussions are built in implicitly. For example, a critical theoretical 
study of the localization of a two-electron bond orbital ought to be 
based on a quantum-mechanical theory which makes no reference to 
electron-pair bonds in its basis. Molecular orbital theories satisfy 
this type of condition insofar as each electron is treated as being free 
to move anywhere in the molecular framework. 

4. The theory should be developed in such a way that the results 
can be interpreted in detail and used to support or discount qualitative 
hypotheses. For example, it is useful if the electronic charge distri
bution calculated from a wavefunction can be easily and realistically 
divided into contributions on individual atoms which may then be 
compared with qualitative discussions. As a rule, approximate quan
tum-mechanical treatments are more easily interpreted in this manner 
than complex, accurate wavefunctions in cases where the latter are 
available. 

5. Finally, the theory should be sufficiently general to take 
account of all chemically effective electrons. Normally, this means 
all electrons in the valence shell. Extensive theories have been devel
oped, of course, for the T electrons of conjugated planar systems, but 
those apply only to a limited class of molecules, and even then are 
subject to frequent uncertainty because of lack of knowledge about the 
remaining electrons which are not treated explicitly. The extension 
of quantum-mechanical techniques to apply to all valence electrons of 
a general three-dimeiiHional molecule must be a major objective. 
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The theories which are the main topic of the remainder of this 
book attempt to provide general methods which are consistent with 
these conditions. These are approximate self-consistent field methods 
and take explicit account of the electrostatic effects of ionic and polar 
groups. They are simple enough to be applied to moderately large 
molecules (molecular weight up to about 300) using only modest 
amounts of computer time and can be applied extensively to series of 
organic and inorganic compounds in many configurations. Once com
pletely specified, such a method constitutes a mathematical model 
which simulates chemical behavior and which can be examined in 
quantitative detail at any stage. 

I t should be clear from the discussion in Chap. 2 that the most 
difficult and time-consuming part of LCAO self-consistent molecular 
orbital calculations is the evaluation and handling of a large number 
of electron repulsion integrals. I t is well known that many of these 
electron repulsion integrals have values near zero, especially those 
involving the overlap distribution </>M(l)</>v(l), with /x TA V. Thus, in 
developing approximate self-consistent field molecular orbital schemes, 
a useful approach is the systematic neglect of electron repulsion inte
grals having uniformly small values. This is effected by means of the 
zero-differential overlap approximation [1], whereby electron repulsion 
integrals involving the overlap distributions are assumed negligibly 
small. Under the zero-differential overlap approximation, 

(fjLv\\(r) = (MM|X\)5M»5X<T (3.1) 

where 5^ is the Kronecker delta. In addition, the corresponding over
lap integrals 

S„ = J0„(1)*,(1) dii (3.2) 

are neglected in the normalization of the molecular orbitals. The 
core integrals 

H„ = J*M(1)H~»*, (1) d n (3.3) 

which involve an overlap distribution are not neglected but may be 
treated in a semiempirical manner to accommodate the possible bond
ing effect of the overlap. The various levels of approximate self-
consistent field theory to be discussed differ mainly in the extent to 
which the zero-differential overlap approximation is invoked in elec
tron repulsion integrals. 

If the zero-differential overlap approximation is used for all 
atomic orbital pairs, the Roothaan equations (2.61) for the LCAO 
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coefficients for a closed-shell molecule simplify to 

^F^Ci = eiC^i (3.4) 
V 

where the elements of the Fock matrix F^ are now given by 

#MM - K^MM(MMIMM) + X ^XX(MM|XX) (3.5) 
X 

H^y — }iPvV(w\w) fjL j* v (3.6) 

These approximations greatly simplify the computation of wave-
functions, largely because they eliminate many of the difficult two-
electron integrals. In particular, all three- and four-center integrals 
become zero. Although individually they may introduce considerable 
error, there is some consistency between these approximations, and 
the neglect of the overlap integral ASM„ in the normalization involving 
the associated charge distribution <£M<£„ is consistent with the neglect 
of electron repulsion integrals involving a similar 0M<£„ distribution. 
In the succeeding sections we shall describe the various levels at which 
zero-differential overlap approximations can be made. 

3.2 INVARIANT LEVELS OF APPROXIMATION [2] 

An important aspect of LCAO molecular orbitals is their behavior 
under transformations of the set of basis functions <£M. If a molecu
lar orbital ^ can be written as a linear combination of the atomic 
orbitals <£M 

& = X cMitfv (3.7) 

then \f/i can also be written as a linear combination of another basis 
set <t>'a if these are linear combinations of the original <£M, 

<t>* = X W M (3.8) 

Here ^« is any nonsingular square matrix (i.e., with nonzero determi
nant). In fact, the whole calculation could be formulated in terms 
of the set <b'a to begin with, and the final set of molecular orbitals 
would be the same. 

Let us suppose that the original set <£M is a set of s, p, d, . . . 
atomic orbitals centered on the various nuclei in the molecule. Then 
we may classify possible transformations in order of increasing com-

F = 
1 uu 

and 
F = 
A. UV 
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plexity in the following manner: 

1. Transformations which only mix together orbitals on the same atom 
which have the same principal and azimuthal quantum numbers 
n and Z. For example, such a transformation might mix the 
three orbitals 2px, 2py, and 2pz, or the five 3d functions. A 
particularly important transformation of this kind is rotation of 
the cartesian axes used to define the atomic orbitals. 

2. Transformations which mix any atomic orbitals on the same atom. 
If different azimuthal quantum numbers I are involved, the result
ing orbitals <t>'a are usually known as atomic hybrid orbitals. For a 
carbon atom, for example, the four atomic orbitals 2s, 2px, 2py, 
2pz may be replaced by four spz hybrids along tetrahedral direc
tions. The same molecular orbital can be expressed as a linear 
combination of either set. 

3. Transformations which mix atomic orbitals centered on different 
atoms. These lead to a nonatomic basis set. One important 
example of this type is the transformation of atomic orbitals to 
group orbitals which belong to one of the symmetry species of 
the molecular point group. 

We have already noted that the full calculation of the LCAO 
molecular orbitals will give the same total wavefunction and calcu
lated molecular properties whether or not transformations such as 
these are applied to the basis set <£M. However, if we are dealing with 
approximations to the full Roothaan equations, it becomes important 
to study whether this invariance still applies. The next step, there
fore, is to examine the zero-differential overlap approximation under 
these transformations. 

The zero-differential overlap approximation will be used for 
atomic orbitals only, where it is most appropriate. The differential 
overlap <£M0„ involving two atomic orbitals may be monatomic or 
diatomic, depending on whether </>M and </>„ are on the same or different 
atoms. Clearly the intra-atomic transformations of types 1 and 2 
will transform a diatomic differential overlap </>M</>„ into another 
diatomic type <t>'a<l>p. Thus, if the diatomic differential overlap is 
systematically neglected for any pair of atoms, it will automatically 
be neglected for the orbitals obtained after such transformations. 
The approximation may then be said to be invariant to such 
transformations. 

For the monatomic differential overlap <£M0„ involving the prod
uct of two different orbitals on the same atom, the situation is less 
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simple. Consider, for example, a rotation of 45° about the z axis, 
leading to new cartesian coordinates 

x' = 2-*(s + y) (3.9) 
y> = 2 - * ( - a + y) 

Then the product of 2px and 2py atomic orbitals referred to the new 
axes is given by 

(2Vx'){2Vyf) = V2[(2pyy - (2ps)»] (3.10) 

Thus the differential overlap <£M0„ for one set of axes corresponds to 
something involving only squared quantities <£M

2 for the other axes. 
Clearly, the approximation is not invariant to rotation unless the 
right-hand side of Eq. (3.10) is also neglected. 

To find the effects of the transformation generally, we need to 
know the way in which the various integrals transform. Under the 
transformation of Eq. (3.8), the overlap matrix, the core hamiltonian, 
and the two-electron integrals become 

Sap = 2j tiictvpSnv (3.11) 

Hap = 2} tn<*tvpHM„ (3.12) 

and 

(aP\y6)' = J) W W ^ U M H M (3.13) 

Approximate LCAOSCF computations will only be invariant insofar 
as they satisfy these transformation conditions. We shall require 
invariance under all transformations of types 1 and 2. Invariance 
with respect to rotation of local axes is an essential feature, especially 
for molecules of low symmetry where there is no unique choice. 
Invariance to hybridization is less essential, but it is desirable as it is 
sometimes convenient to interpret molecular orbitals in these terms. 

In the following sections we shall consider various ways in which 
the zero-differential overlap approximation can be applied in a manner 
invariant under transformations of types 1 and 2. These methods 
differ mainly in the degree of approximation involved. 

3.3 COMPLETE NEGLECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OVERLAP (CNDO) [2, 3] 

The most elementary theory retaining the main features of electron 
repulsion is the complete neglect of differential overlap method 
(CNDO) introduced by Pople, Santry, and Segal [2]. Only valence 
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electrons are treated explicitly, the inner shells being treated as part 
of a rigid core, so that they modify the nuclear potential in the one-
electron part of the hamiltonian. The atomic orbital basis set 0M is 
then a valence set (Is for hydrogen, 2s, 2px, 2pyf 2pz for carbon, 
nitrogen, etc.). 

The basic approximation is that the zero-differential overlap 
approximation is used for all products of different atomic orbitals #M</>„ 
so that the simplified Eqs. (3.4) to (3.6) apply. However, we have 
already noted that, by itself, this is not invariant to rotation of the 
axes. To restore rotational invariance, we make the additional 
approximation of making the remaining two-electron integrals depend 
only on the nature of the atoms A and B to which <£M and <t>\ belong 
and not on the actual type of orbital. Thus 

( , . } all M on atom A 
( M / x | X X ) = T A B ( a l U o n a t o m B (3.14) 

YAB is then an average electrostatic repulsion between any electron on 
A and any electron on B. For large interatomic distances RAB, TAB 
will be approximately equal to i?AB-1. 

To prove that zero-differential overlap, together with Eq. (3.14), 
leads to integrals which transform according to Eq. (3.13), we first 
consider a local transformation on atom A, 

*: = 2Aw>, (3.15) 

If the original atomic orbitals are normalized and orthogonal, the new 
set will have the same property provided that t^ is an orthogonal 
matrix. (This is always true for a simple rotation of axes.) If the 
old orbitals </>M and <f>v on atom A transform into new orbitals <t>f

a and 
00 and if <£\ and 4>ff are two orbitals on another atom B, then the 
general electron repulsion integral (remaining after neglecting diatomic 
differential overlap) is given by 

M\cr) = £A W^(/"M (3.16) 

Now if the additional condition of Eq. (3.1) applies for the old basis 
set, the integral (HV\\<T) will vanish unless /x = v and X = a. If both 
these conditions are satisfied, the integral is TAB and Eq. (3.16) becomes 

(<XP\\<T) = TAB^Xa ^ A
 WM/3 = yXB^Jafi (3.17) 

M 

using properties of an orthogonal matrix. If a local transformation is 
now applied to the orbitals <t>\ and <j>ff of B, giving 4>y and <f>'s, & similar 
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argument applies and we obtain finally 

(aP\yd) = T A B M T I (3-18) 

Thus the same result would have been obtained if the approximations 
had been applied directly to the new set of orbitals. These approxi
mations are therefore equivalent to the complete neglect of differential 
overlap for all sets of orthonormal atomic orbitals. 

Using Eq. (3.14), the CNDO expressions for the Fock hamil-
tonian matrix elements given in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.6) now simplify to 

F^ = H^ - K ^ V K A A + £ PBBTAB 0M on A (3.19) 
B 

and 

Fnw = H^ - H ^ V T A B 0M ° n A> 0* on B (3.20) 

Here we have used the symbol PBB for the total electron density 
associated with atom B, 

PBB = XB pxx (3.21) 
x 

where the summation is over all atomic orbitals on B. 
The next step is to apply a related series of approximations to 

the matrix elements H^ of the core hamiltonian operator, 

H = - ^ v 2 - £ V B (3.22) 
B 

where — VB is the potential due to the nucleus and inner shells of 
atom B. The diagonal matrix elements H^ are conveniently sepa
rated into one- and two-center contributions. If 0M is on atom A, 
we write 

#MM = U„ - V GI|VB|M) (3.23) 
B(*A) 

where C/MM is the one-center term 

U„= ( M | - K V 2 - V A | M ) (3.24) 

and is essentially an atomic quantity (the energy of 0M i*1 ̂ n e bare field 
of the core of its own atom). U^ is obtained semiempirically from 
atomic data by methods to be discussed in the following sections. 
The remaining terms in Eq. (3.23) give the electrostatic interaction 
of an electron in 0M with the cores of other atoms B. We shall con
sider approximations for these terms shortly. 

Next we consider the off-diagonal core matrix elements H^v 

between different atomic orbitals 0M
 a n d 0* o n ^ n e same atom A. This 
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may again be separated into two parts analogously to (3.23), 

#Mv = U^ - V (M|VB|JO fa, fa on A (3.25) 
B ( * A ) 

where again t/M„ is the one-electron matrix element using only the local 
core hamiltonian. If 0M, <£„ are functions of the s, p, d, . . . type, 
£/„„ is zero by symmetry. On the other hand, if a hybrid basis is 
used, this is no longer so. However, we shall restrict ourselves to 
s, p, d, . . . sets in the following development. The remaining terms 
in Eq. (3.25) represent the interaction of the distribution fa<t>p with 
cores of other atoms. 

In the CNDO method, the two-center terms (M|VB|M) and (M|VB|J>) 

in Eqs. (3.23) and (3.25) have to be approximated in a manner which is 
consistent with the way the two-electron integrals are treated. Thus, 
neglect of monatomic differential overlap fa<f>v (^ 9* v) on atom A 
means that (/Z|VB|J>) is taken to be zero. Further, the invariance con
ditions also require that the diagonal elements (/X|VB|M) are the same 
for all fa on A [for reasons comparable to those already given for 
replacing (nn\vv) by TAB]. Consequently, we shall write 

(M|VB|M) = ^AB (3.26) 

where — FAB is the interaction of any valence electron on atom A 
with the core of atom B. I t should be noted that the matrix F A B is 
not necessarily symmetric. However, for large internuclear distances 
RAB, it is approximately equal to i?AB_1. 

As a result of these approximations, we now have 

tfM„ = U„ - V VAB fa on A (3.27) 
B ( P * A ) 

H„v = 0 fa j± 4>„ both on A (3.28) 

To complete the specification of the calculation, we need the 
off-diagonal core matrix elements H^, where fa and <j>v are on different 
atoms A and B. As discussed previously, we do not neglect differ
ential overlap here, since these elements take account of the basic 
bonding capacity of the overlap between the orbitals. However, we 
may separate the cores of atoms A and B and write 

H>, = ( M | - H V 2 - VA - VBW - X M W <3*29) 
C(^A,B) 

where the second part gives the interaction of the distribution with 
the cores of third atoms C. These integrals will be neglected, since 
they are comparable to three-center, two-electron integrals which have 
already been omitted. The first part of Eq. (3.29) then depends only 
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on the local environment and is a measure of the possible lowering of 
energy levels by an electron being in the electrostatic field of two atoms 
simultaneously. I t is commonly referred to as a resonance integral 
and denoted by the symbol ft,„. 

In the CNDO method, the resonance integrals ft,„ are handled in 
a semiempirical manner. However, this has to be done in a manner 
which satisfies the required invariance conditions. This will be done 
by assuming that ft,, is proportional to the overlap integral 

#MV = ft.* = 0AB°SM„ (3.30) 

This assumption is not unreasonable since the bonding capacity of the 
overlap will increase as the overlap increases. Approximations of this 
sort have frequently been used in independent electron calculations, 
following the original suggestion by Mulliken [4]. For the calculations 
to be invariant under transformations of the atomic basis sets, it is 
required that the proportionality factor between ffM„ and £M„ is the 
same for all atomic orbitals. This is necessary since £M„ itself trans
forms correctly. The constant is written /3AB° and will be chosen to 
depend only on the nature of the atoms A and B. I t could depend 
on the AB distance without altering the invariance, but this possible 
flexibility has not been used in CNDO schemes thus far. The numeri
cal choice of /?AB values will be discussed in the following section. 

This completes the basic approximations of the CNDO method. 
It is useful to recapitulate them at this point. In summary, they are: 

Approximation 1: Replacing the overlap matrix by the unit matrix 
in the Roothaan equations and neglecting the overlap integrals 
S^ in normalizing the molecular orbitals 

Approximation 2: Neglecting differential overlap in all two-electron 
integrals so that 

(HV\\<T) = aMA,(MM|X\) (3.31) 

Approximation 3: Reducing the remaining set of coulomb-type inte
grals to one value per atom pair, 

(MMI^X) = 7AB </>M on A, </>x on B (3.32) 

Approximation 4-' Neglecting monatomic differential overlap (in an 
invariant manner) in the interaction integrals involving the cores 
of other atoms 

(M|VB|IO = ^ 7 A B (3.33) 
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Approximation 5: Taking diatomic off-diagonal core matrix elements 
to be proportional to the corresponding overlap integrals 

H^ = j8AB°iS,, </>„ on A, 0, on B (3.34) 

Using all these approximations, the matrix elements of the Fock 
hamiltonian reduce to the following simple form (0M belonging to 
atom A and <£„ to atom B): 

F„ = U„ + (PAA - HP^hAA + V (PBBTAB - 7AB) (3.35) 

F„ = 0ABOSM„ - HP^JAB v * v (3.36) 

The off-diagonal expression, Eq. (3.36), applies even if </>M and 4>„ are 
both on the same atom A, when £M„ = 0 and TAB is replaced by 7AA. 

The expression given in Eq. (3.35) for the diagonal matrix ele
ment can be rearranged in the form 

Fan — Uw + (PAA — M^>MM)'VAA 

+ X [ -QBTAB + (ZBYAB - FAB)] (3.37) 
B ( * A ) 

where QB is the net charge on atom B, 

QB = ZB- PBB (3.38) 

The two-center terms in Eq. (3.37) are then easily interpreted. 
— QBTAB represents the effect of the potential due to the total charge 
on atom B (and will vanish if this atom is neutral in the molecular 
environment). The quantity ZBJAB — FAB represents the difference 
between the potentials due to the valence electrons and core of the 
neutral atom B. Following Goeppert-Mayer and Sklar [5], such a 
term is usually referred to as a penetration integral 

Once a set of CNDO coefficients cM» and a corresponding density 
matrix PM„ have been obtained, the total energy can be found from 

Stoui = Y* X P»(P„ + F„) + X ZAZBBAB'1 (3.39) 
nv A<B 

using the appropriate expressions for #M„ and PM„. 
One useful feature of a CNDO calculation is that every term in 

the total energy expression is associated with one or two atoms, so that 
an energy breakdown into monatomic and diatomic contributions is 
possible 

8totai = X 8A + X 8 A B (3-4°) 
A A<B 
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The detailed expressions for 8A and 8AB are 

SA = XA P~U„ + y2 l
A XA (p>»p» - M*V) (3-4D 

and 

8AB = XA lB (2P*^ ~ H ^ V Y A B ) 

+ (ZAZB^AB- 1 - PAAFAB - PBBFBA + PAAPBBTAB) (3.42) 

For large intermolecular separations, the potential integrals FAB> V'BA, 
and 7AB all approximate to i?AB-1 so that the last group of terms in 
Eq. (3.42) becomes QAQB^AB - 1 . This shows that the theory takes 
proper account of the electrostatic interaction between charged atoms 
in a molecule. 

The CNDO method is easily extended to open shells of electrons 
if a single-determinant wavefunction is used with different molecular 
orbitals for a and 0 electrons. This is the unrestricted molecular 
orbital type of function described in Sec. 2.5. As indicated there, 
if the number of a electrons exceeds the 0 electrons by one, this gives 
a component of the doublet state of a free radical with one unpaired 
electron. If there are two extra a electrons, the wavefunction corre
sponds to a component of the lowest triplet state. 

Recapitulating from Sec. 2.5, two sets of molecular orbitals are 
used, 

and there are corresponding density matrices 

occ occ 

i i 

The total density matrix P„v and the spin density matrix p^ i n are given 
by 

P>v = f V + * V (3.45) 
and 

PIT = P>v° - PJ (3.46) 

The LCAO coefficients cMt
a and c^ satisfy the general equations 

(2.93), and the elements of the two Fock matrices F^" and F^f can 
be easily simplified by the general CNDO approximations used for 
closed shells in the previous section. The results are 

F„* = V^ + (PAA - iV)7AA + X (̂ AATAB " ^A B) (3.47) 
B(*A) 

F^ = 0AB°ASM, - * V T A B M * v (3.48) 
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and corresponding expressions for the fi matrix. Equations (3.47) and 
(3.48) reduce to Eqs. (3.35) and (3.36) if a and 0 orbitals are identical. 

The total energy, using the unrestricted wavefunction, is 

+ 1 
A<B R** 

(3.49) 

and again this can be split into monatomic and diatomic parts as in 
Eq. (3.40). Full expressions for 8A and 8AB are 

&A = 2, *nnUw 

+ H XA XA (P""P" ~ p»ap»a ~ *V*V)TAA (3.50) 

and 

8AB = l A l B [2P„h, - ( P , / ) 2 7 A B - ( / V ) 2 7 A B ] 

+ (ZAZB^AB" 1 - PAAVAB - PBBFBA + PAAPBBTAB) (3.51) 

3.4 THE CNDO/1 PARAMETERIZATION [3] 

A full specification of a CNDO calculation requires values for the 
overlap integrals £M„, the core hamiltonian elements C/MM, F A B , the 
electron repulsion integrals 7AB and the bonding parameters /3AB°. 

Two procedures for obtaining these have been proposed which will 
be referred to as CNDO/1 and CNDO/2. The second type is rather 
more successful and has been more widely applied. However, we 
shall describe CNDO/1 first as this was the original formulation. 

The CNDO/1 method can be used for atoms up to fluorine. 
The basis set </>M consists of Slater-type atomic orbitals for the valence 
shell (Is for hydrogen and 2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz for lithium to fluorine). 
Exponents are chosen according to Slater's rules except that for hydro
gen we use a value of 1.2, close to the optimum value for this con
stant in an LCAO calculation for the hydrogen molecule. I t should 
be noted that the Slater 2s functions are nodeless and are not orthogo
nal to the inner-shell orbitals. However, since inner-shell electrons 
are not treated explicitly, no complications result. 

The overlap integrals #M„ are calculated explicitly using formulas 
discussed in Appendix B. The electron repulsion integral 7AB, which 
represents an average interaction between electrons in valence atomic 
orbitals on atoms A and B, is calculated as the two-center coulomb 
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integral involving valence s functions, 

TAB = //*A1(l)(rn)-1*B1(2) dti d*2 (3.52) 

The evaluation of these is also discussed in Appendix B. The param
eter FAB, representing the interaction between a valence electron on 
atom A with the core (nucleus and inner-shell electrons) of another 
atom B, is also calculated using the A valence s orbital sA. Further, 
the B core is treated as a point charge at the B nucleus. Thus, we take 

VAB = Z B K ^ D ^ I B ) - 1 d*i (3.53) 

where ZB is the core charge of B and riB is the distance of electron 1 
from the B nucleus. Integrals of this type can be handled by the 
same method as overlaps. 

The U^ are atomic matrix elements of the one-electron hamil-
tonian, i.e., kinetic energy plus core potential of the atom to which 
0M belongs. These could be calculated from atomic orbitals, but in 
view of the importance of accommodating in the theory the relative 
energies of 2s and 2p electrons, and the difficulty in reproducing this 
without an adequate treatment of inner shells, it is preferable to obtain 
these parameters from observed atomic energy levels. At the level of 
approximation used in CNDO theory, the energy of an atomic core 
and valence electrons for an atom or ion X (Li to F) with an electronic 
configuration (2s)m(2p)n is given by 

E(X,2sm2pn) = mU2s,2s + nU2p,2p 
+ V2(m + n)(m + n - 1)7AA (3.54) 

since all electron-electron repulsion integrals are equal to TAA. In 
general, there will be several states arising from the configuration 
2sm2pn, but in this level of approximation, the states are all degen
erate due to the neglect of atomic exchange integrals. In making use 
of experimental data to calculate £/M/1, it is therefore necessary to either 
arbitrarily select the state to which Eq. (3.54) refers or consider an 
average energy of all the states arising from the same configuration. 
The latter is clearly the preferable choice, and one takes a multiplicity 
weighted average of all the states involved. For the carbon atom, for 
example, the configuration 2s22p2 gives rise to a 3P, ID, and *S state, 
and thus we take 

E(C,2s\2p*) = %E{C*P) + VsEiCSD) + y15E(C,lS) (3.55) 

The core integrals t/2«,2« and U2P,2P can be related to ionization 
potentials or electron affinities referred to these states. We may, for 
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example, write an expression analogous to Eq. (3.54) for the energy of 
the atomic cation X+ formed on ionization of a 2p electron. Thus, 

E(X+,2*»2p»-1) = mU28,2s + (n - l)U2p,2P 

+ y2{m + n - l)(m + n - 2 ) 7 A A (3.56) 

The atomic ionization potentials from 2s and 2p orbitals are then 
given by 

Ia(X,2sm,2pn) = E(X+,2sm~12sn) - E(X,2sm2pn) 
= -U23,2s - (m + n - l ) 7 x x (3.57) 

Ip{X,2s™,2pn) = ^(X+,25^2^-1) - E(X,2sm2pn) 
= -U2Pt2p - (m + n - l ) 7 x x (3.58) 

Equations (3.57) and (3.58) relate the atomic ionization poten
tials to the U and y parameters. Since we have already specified a 
theoretical procedure for calculating the y integrals, these equations 
can be used to estimate the C/MM from the experimental values of I8 

and Ip. This is the procedure followed in CNDO/1. The only excep
tion is for the Is orbital of hydrogen, where the U value is taken to be 
— 13.06 ev, the theoretical value for f = 1.2 rather than the experi
mental value. The complete set of numerical values is given in 
Table 3.1. 

The only remaining quantities required for a complete specifi
cation of the calculation are the bonding parameters /?AB°. TO reduce 
the amount of empirical parameterization, these are assumed to have 
the form 

0AB° = y2(0A° + /3B°) (3.59) 

Here 0A° depends only on the nature of the atom A, so only a single 
semiempirical parameter is selected for each element. The values 
used are given in Table 3.2 and are selected to give the best overall 

Table 3.1 "Average" ionization potentials (electron volts) used to fix U^ in CNDO/1 

Atom 

Is 
2s 
2p 

H 

13.06 

Li 

5.39 
3.54 

Be 

9.32 
5.96f 

B 

14.05 
8.30 

C 

19.44 
10.67 

N 

25.58 
13.19 

O 

32.38 
15.85 

F 

40 
18 

.20 

.66 

t Obtained from the excited configuration Be(2s2p). 
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Table 3.2 Bonding parameters /3A° (electron volts) 

Atom 

-0A° 

H 

9 

Li 

9 

Be 

13 

B 

17 

C 

21 

N 

25 

0 

31 

F 

39 

fit with accurate LCAOSCF calculations using a minimal basis set. 
The details of this comparison are described below. 

Given a complete set of parameters specified in this way, the 
LCAOSCF equations may be solved by a series of steps comparable to 
those used in the full calculations described in Sec. 2.4: 

1. An initial guess is made at the molecular orbital coefficients. This 
is best done by a "Huckel-type" calculation in which the diago
nal elements FMM are replaced by the appropriate ionization poten
tials, Eq. (3.57) or (3.58), and the off-diagonal elements F^ are 
replaced by /3AB°>SM„. 

2. Electrons are assigned in pairs to the molecular orbitals with lowest 
energies (i.e., lowest eigenvalues of FM„). 

3. The density matrix PM„ is calculated from the coefficients of the 
occupied molecular orbitals and then used to form a new Fock 
matrix Fp,. 

4. Diagonalization of the FM„ matrix then leads to a new set of 
coefficients 

5. Steps 2, 3, and 4 are repeated until self-consistency is achieved. 
This may be done by comparing coefficients, but this is not 
altogether satisfactory, since these are not uniquely defined if 
the Fock matrix has degenerate eigenvalues (as in molecules with 
n-fold rotation axes where n is greater than 2). A better pro
cedure is to test for convergence on the density matrix, as by 
requiring the root-mean-square change to be less than some speci
fied parameter 5. Thus, the process is terminated if 

[II (p» - p'»y]H <s <3-6°) 
A value of 10~4 for 8 is sufficient for most applications. Lower 
values can be used, although more self-consistent cycles will be 
needed. A lower limit on 8 will, of course, be imposed by the 
details of the computational equipment used. A third possibility 
is to examine the change in the calculated electronic energy. If 
this differs by less than some specified amount A in successive 
cycles, the cyclic process can be stopped. 
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We now turn to the comparison of the CNDO/1 theory with 
ah initio minimal basis calculations for small molecules. As mentioned 
above, this is used to calibrate the bonding parameters /?A°. How
ever, the coefficients obtained by the accurate methods are based on 
normalization of molecular orbitals using correct overlap integrals, 
whereas the CNDO coefficients will be normalized neglecting overlap. 
To make a comparison more realistic, it is necessary to cast the accu
rate results into a different form. 

Under the assumption of neglect of overlap, the original Roothaan 
equation 

F ' C = SC'E' (3.61) 

becomes 

FC = CE (3.62) 

which is the form used in the CNDO treatment. The full equations 
become comparable to Eq. (3.62), however, if the transformation 

C = S*C (3.63) 

is applied. Equation (3.61) then becomes (after premultiplication 
by S-») 

(S-^F'S-^)C = CE (3.64) 

The transformation given in Eq. (3.63) is equivalent to replacing the 
original basis of atomic orbitals <[>' by a set of orbitals <]> orthogonalized 
by the procedure first proposed for molecules by Lowdin [6]. Thus 

cj> = $'S-W (3.65) 

As <[> is the closest set of orthogonal orbitals (in the least-squares sense) 
to the original atomic orbitals <[>', it is appropriate to compare the 
coefficients of the CNDO calculations with those of the reference cal
culation after multiplication by the matrix S^ according to Eq. (3.63). 

The actual values of the bonding parameters /3A° (Table 3.2) 
were chosen by comparison with reference calculations on diatomic 
molecules. Table 3.3 shows typical results for the OH and BH sys
tems. These have molecular orbital configurations 

BH: (ler)'(2<02(3<r)2 

OH: (ltr)2(2er)2(3(7)2(l7r)3 V*.°o; 

The l<r orbital is closely identified with the inner shell of the heavy 
atom and is not treated in the CNDO calculation. This molecular 
orbital (and the small coefficients of the Is atomic orbital in the higher 
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molecular orbitals from the reference calculations) is omitted in Table 
3.3. The remaining atomic orbital functions are 2s, 2p<r, and 2pw on 
the heavy atom and ISH on the hydrogen. The I T molecular orbitals 
have to be identical with the 2pw atomic orbitals in this approximation. 
The remaining molecular orbitals 2cr, 3c, and an unoccupied one 4a- are 
linear combinations of 2s, 2p<r, and ISH, and these are the coefficients 
listed in the table. The OH radical is not a closed-shell system, of 
course, but a rough calculation can be carried out by localizing the 2p 
electrons and taking their coulomb interactions into proper account 
with the appropriate 7AB integral. 

The overall agreement between the CNDO/1 coefficients and 
those obtained from the reference calculations is fairly good. The 
CNDO/1 orbital energies u are consistently more negative than those 
obtained by the full calculations, but the differences (ey — ez) are well 
reproduced. These conclusions are valid over a wider range of com
parisons as reported in the original publication. In addition, fairly 
good agreement was obtained in a similar comparison for HCN using 
the |3 parameters selected for diatomic molecules. This provides some 
check on the use of diatomic calibration for the application of the 
theory to larger polyatomic systems. 

A number of detailed studies of polyatomic molecules using the 
CNDO/1 method were reported in Ref. [3]. However, these will not 
be described here as improved versions of the techniques are now 
available. 

3.5 THE CNDO/2 PARAMETERIZATION [7] 

The second version of the CNDO method differs from CNDO/1 in the 
way it handles penetration integrals and the one-center atomic core 
integrals. The modifications were made to correct certain evident 
deficiencies of the earlier method and lead to a more satisfactory 
scheme for the calculation of molecular properties. 

If CNDO/1 calculations are carried out as a function of distance 
for diatomic molecules, it is found that the predicted equilibrium dis
tance is much too small and the dissociation energy correspondingly 
too large. Detailed breakdown of the total energy using Eqs. (3.41) 
and (3.42) indicates that this is primarily due to a "penetration" 
effect in which electrons in an orbital on one atom penetrate the 
shell of another leading to a net attraction. Mathematically this is 
described by the penetration integrals (ZBTAB — ^AB) appearing in 
Eq. (3.37). 

These penetration terms give rise to calculated bonding energies 
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even when the bond orders connecting two atoms are zero. Thus, if 
the energy of the first triplet state (32M+) of H2 with the electronic 
configuration (lag)(l<ru) is calculated by the CNDO/1 method, the 
theoretical interaction energy is 

EAB = TAB - 27 A B + BAB" 1 (3.67) 

If TAB and F A B are calculated using Slater orbitals with effective 
charge 1.2 (as specified by CNDO/1), EAB has a minimum of 0.637 ev 
at a distance of 0.85 A, whereas accurate calculations show this state 
to be repulsive (except for weak van der Walls attraction at large 
distances). 

In the CNDO/2 method this deficiency is corrected in the sim
plest possible way by neglecting the penetration integrals. Thus the 
electron-core potential integrals FAB are no longer evaluated sepa
rately but are related to the electron repulsion integrals by 

FAB = ZBTAB (3.68) 

The core-core repulsion energies, however, will still be taken to be 
equal to ZAZBRABT1. With this change, the H2 triplet interaction 
energy, Eq. (3.67), becomes 

EAB = RAB-1 - TAB (3.69) 

and is repulsive at all distances. 
No really satisfactory theoretical justification for this neglect of 

penetration can be given, but it does appear to compensate errors of 
the opposite sign introduced by the neglect of overlap integrals. We 
shall see in the next chapter that the CNDO/2 method (and the 
closely related INDO method) does predict equilibrium bondlengths 
quite well. 

The second change in CNDO/2 concerns the way that the local 
core matrix element C/MM is estimated from atomic data. In CNDO/1, 
this was obtained from the ionization potential 7M of the appropriate 
average atomic state by the relation 

- h = U„ + (ZA - DTAA (3.70) 

the atomic orbital <£M belonging to atom A. An alternative procedure 
would have been to use atomic electron affinities A^ for which the 
corresponding relation is 

- A M = U„ + ZATAA (3.71) 

In a comprehensive molecular orbital theory, we wish to be able to 
account satisfactorily for the tendency of an atomic orbital both to 
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acquire and lose electrons, so that the new procedure adopted in 
CNDO/2 is to use the average of Eqs. (3.70) and (3.71). 

- * * ( / , + 4 . ) = U„ + (ZA - 3^)TAA (3.72) 

Using Eqs. (3.35), (3.36), (3.68), and (3.72), the basic equations 
for the Fock matrix in the CNDO/2 method can now be written 

F» = -V2(h + A,) + [(PAA - ZA) - y2(P^ - 1)]7AA 

+ £ (PBB - ZB)TAB (3.73) 
B(^A) 

F„ = /3AB°£M, - HP^AB (3.74) 

This form for F^ shows up the self-consistent character of the 
theory in a very simple manner. The first term is a fundamental 
electronegativity for the atomic orbital, closely related to the scale 
introduced by Mulliken [8]. The remaining terms show how this is 
modified by the charge distribution in the actual molecular environ
ment. The diagonal element FMM reduces to — KC^M + A J if the 
orbital <£M contains one electron (PMM = 1 ) and if all atoms have zero 
net charge (PAA = ZA, P B B = ZB). 

In relating the molecular theory to Mulliken-type atomic electro
negativities K(^M + A,) rather than the ionization potentials JM, the 
CNDO/2 method departs somewhat from a calibration on full a priori 
minimal basis calculations on diatomics. This is because Slater 
orbitals (using Slater rules for effective screening constants) give a 
poorer account of atomic electron affinities than of ionization poten
tials. Since an atomic calculation with Slater orbitals underestimates 
the electron affinity of fluorine, for example, a CNDO/1 molecular 
calculation will underestimate the electron-attracting power of fluorine 
orbitals. This deficiency is corrected in CNDO/2, and we shall see in 
the next chapter that the new method gives a better description of 
polarity. 

The numerical values used for the electronegativities — J^(/M + 
AJ are listed in Table 3.4. Since the energies of monatomic negative 
ions are less well known than those of the positive ions, these values 

Table 3.4 Matrix elements from atomic data (electron volts) 

H Li Be B C N O F 

Y2{It +Aa) 7.176 3.106 5.946 9.594 14.051 19.316 25.390 32.272 
KA(IV+AV) 1.258 2.563 4.001 5.572 7.275 9.111 11.080 
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involve some assumptions, details of which are given in Ref. [7]. 
However, the broad features of the theory are not highly sensitive 
to choice of these parameters. 

Other features of the CNDO/2 method are the same as CNDO/1. 
Slater atomic orbitals are used to calculate the overlap integrals (with 
an effective charge of 1.2 for hydrogen) and the TAB are obtained theo
retically from valence s orbitals. The parameters J3A° are identical 
with those used in CNDO/1. The detailed numerical calculations 
can be carried out using the computer program listed in Appendix A, 
starting from the charges and cartesian coordinates of the nuclei, total 
net charge, and spin multiplicity. .-Initial estimates of the LCAO 
coefficients may be obtained by a Htickel-type theory using matrix 
elements 

*V 0 ) = - K ( / u + A,) (3.75) 
V > = /3AB°SM, M * v (3.76) 

and the final solution is approached by an iterative scheme as described 
in Sec. 3.4. If the spin multiplicity is unity (a singlet ground state), 
this is based on the P-matrix elements of Eqs. (3.73) and (3.74). 

For higher multiplicities (doublets, triplets, etc.), an unrestricted 
calculation is required and the corresponding expressions are 

K»a = - K ( / , + A,) + [(PAA - ZA) - (*V - M)]7AA 

+ 2 (PBB - ZB)yAB (3.77) 
B(?*A) 

and 

F„" = 0AB°£M, - PM,*7AB (3.78) 

with similar expressions for F„/ and FM / . Computational details for 
the unrestricted procedure require little elaboration. Each self-con
sistent cycle consists of diagonalization of both ^-matrices using the 
P^y* and P M / density matrices from the previous cycle. The pro
cedure can be terminated either on the basis of the root-mean-square 
change in the density matrices Pa and P& or on the basis of the energy 
change. 

The extension of the CNDO methods to heavier atoms presents 
a number of difficulties. In the first place, fewer satisfactory sets of a 
priori calculations for calibration exist. Secondly, a satisfactory descrip
tion of the valence electronic structure of heavier atoms is likely to 
require 3d atomic orbitals in the basis set and the corresponding 
atomic energy levels required to obtain electronegativities are mostly 
unavailable. Nevertheless, a preliminary extension of the CNDO/2 
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method to the second-row elements sodium to chlorine has been made 
by Santry and Segal [9]. 

Santry and Segal consider three possible basis sets for a second-
row atom referred to as sp, spd, and spd'. The sp set consists of 3s 
and Sp functions only and is analogous to the calculations on first-row 
atoms. The spd set also includes five 3d atomic orbitals with the same 
radial part as the 3s and 3p functions, while spd' has d functions which 
are more diffuse. The orbital exponents adopted are those collected in 
Table 1.5. The spd' calculations involve a number of modifications 
to the equations of the previous section and will not be described in 
detail here. Only the sp and spd type can be carried out with the 
program given in Appendix A. 

The sp and spd calculations are based on the CNDO/2 Eq. (3.73) 
or (3.74) with new values for the parameters. Table 3.5 gives the 
values used for the atomic electronegativities. The bonding parameters 
0AB° are approximated by 

0AB° = V2K (0A° + 0B°) (3.79) 

where /3A° for second-row elements are estimated from the correspond
ing first-row values 0c° by the proportionality relation 

W = fc« j ^ f f i t ft-'ffi (3-80) 

This leads to the values listed in Table 3.5. An additional constant K 
is introduced into Eq. (3.79) which is given the value 0.75 if either A 
or B is a second-row element (and unity otherwise). This empirical 
modification is found to improve the overall performance of the theory 
and partially corrects the inadequacy of Eq. (3.80). 

All other details of the theory are the same as for the first-row 
calculations. The sp and spd type of calculations differ only by the 
omission of 3d functions from the basis set in sp. 

Table 3.5 CNDO parameters for second-row elements (electron volts) 

Na Mg Ae Si P S CI 

'•£(/. +Aa) 2.804 5.125 7.771 10.033 14.033 17.650 21.591 
xi(Ip+A9) 1.302 2.052 2.995 4.133 5.464 6.989 8.708 
lWd+Ad) 0.150 0.162 0.224 0.337 0.500 0.713 0.977 
-J8A° 7.720 9.447 11.301 13.065 15.070 18.150 22.330 
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3.6 INTERMEDIATE NEGLECT OF DIFFERENTIAL OVERLAP (INDO) [10] 

The complete neglect of differential overlap (CNDO) approximation 
discussed in previous sections introduces electron-electron repulsions 
in the simplest possible manner. I t does not make adequate allowance, 
however, for the different interactions that actually take place between 
two electrons with parallel or antiparallel spins, particularly if they are 
on the same atom. We have already seen, in Chap. 2, that the anti
symmetry of a complete wavefunction requires that electrons of 
parallel spin may not occupy the same small region of space and that, 
consequently, two electrons in different atomic orbitals on the same 
atom will have a smaller average repulsion energy if they have parallel 
spins. Mathematically, this difference shows up as a two-electron 
exchange integral of the type 

(jiv\w) = J7<*V(1)4>M(2) — *,(1)*,(2) d n dz* n 9± v (3.81) 

where <t>» and <t>v are on the same atom. In CNDO theory such 
integrals are neglected, and all interactions between two electrons on 
atom A are replaced by 7AA irrespective of their spin. As a result, 
CNDO calculations are frequently unable to give an account of the 
separation of states arising from the same configuration. Two 
examples are the 3P, 1D) and x£ states from the configuration 
(ls)2(2s)2(2p)2 of the carbon atom and the 3S~ and XA states of the NH 
radical. Also, when applied to the NH triplet state or to aromatic 
free radicals, the CNDO method cannot lead to any spin density in a 
orbitals as do the full unrestricted calculations described in Sec. 2.6. 
All such effects are closely associated with electron interaction integrals 
of the exchange type. 

To take some account of exchange terms, the simplest procedure 
(which retains rotational invariance) is to retain monatomic differential 
overlap, but only in one-center integrals. This is less approximate than 
CNDO but not as accurate a theory as one which retains monatomic 
differential overlap completely (see Sec. 3.7). I t is referred to as the 
method of intermediate neglect of differential overlap (INDO). The 
version of the method described here was introduced by Pople, 
Beveridge, and Dobosh [10]. A closely related method was also put 
forward by Dixon [11]. We shall see in the following chapter that the 
INDO method is a substantial improvement over CNDO/2 in any 
problem where electron spin distribution is important. At the same 
time, the additional computation required is negligible. 

The INDO and CNDO/2 methods are closely related, for the 
basic approximations are the same except for monatomic terms. The 
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general expressions for the unrestricted P-matrix elements without 
approximations for the one-center integrals are then 

+ £ (PBB - ZB)yAB /x on atom A (3.82) 
B(*A) 

F„* = U„ + £ A [ P x , ( / " M - Pxr"(/iX|wr)] 
X«T 

n 5* v, both on atom A (3.83) 

*V" = 3^(0A° + 0B°)SM, - P „ * 7 A B 

/x on atom A, v on atom B (3.84) 

The P M / elements have similar form. Corresponding expressions for 
the closed-shell matrix elements follow by putting P^" = P M / = 

HP*. 
If an s, p, d, . . . basis set is used (no hybrids), many of the 

one-center integrals vanish by symmetry. Since there is only one 
atomic orbital of each symmetry s, px, py, pz in the basis set, all off-
diagonal core elements vanish. Further, the only nonvanishing types 
of one-center, two-electron integrals are (MM|MM)> (M\VV), and (tiv\nv), 
with /x j* v. Consequently (3.82) and (3.83) reduce to 

PMM
a = U„ + XA [pxxWXA) " ^XX-(MX|MX)] 

X 

+ V (PBB - £B)XAB M on atom A (3.85) 
B(*A) 

and 

F„* = (2PMV - P,9")(jiv\fiv) - P>v"{nn\w) (3.86) 

I t now only remains to specify the one-center integrals. We deal 
with the two-electron integrals first. Using the notation of Slater, and 
assuming 2s and 2p orbitals to have the same radial parts, we may 
write the nonvanishing integrals 

(ss\ss) = (ss\xx) = P° = TAA (3.87) 
(sx\sx) = MG1 (3.88) 
(xy\xy) = % 5 P 2 (3.89) 
(xx\xx) = P° + ^ 5 P 2 (3.90) 
(xx\yy) = P° - y2bF* (3.91) 

and similar expressions for (ss\zz), etc. The Slater-Condon param
eters [12] P°, G1, and F2 are two-electron integrals involving the radial 
parts of the atomic orbitals. We may note that if F2 is given a non-
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Table 3.6 Empirical values for G1 and F2 

Element 

Li 
Be 
B 
C 
N 
0 
F 

G1 

0.092012 
0.1407 
0.199265 
0.267708 
0.346029 
0.43423 
0.532305 

F* 

0.049865 
0.089125 
0.13041 
0.17372 
0.219055 
0.266415 
0.31580 

zero value, Eqs. (3.90) and (3.91) show that the interaction between 
electrons in different p orbitals are distinguished. 

In order to make the theory as close as possible to CNDO/2, the 
integral F° (or 7AA) is again evaluated theoretically from Slater atomic 
orbitals. The values for G1 and F2, on the other hand, are chosen 
semiempirically. The values are listed in Table 3.6 and correspond 
to those given by Slater [12] to give best fits with experimental atomic 
energy levels. 

Values for the monatomic core integrals C/MM are again found 
semiempirically by subtracting electron interaction terms from the 
mean of the ionization potential / and electron affinity A of appropriate 
average atomic states. However, details differ somewhat from the 
CNDO method because of the F1 and F2 constants. The energy of the 
average states of X associated with the configuration (2s)m(2p)n may 
be written at this level of approximation 

E(X,2sm,2pn) = mUu.u + nU2p,2P + %(m + n)(m + n - 1)F° 
- isimnG1 - Y^n(n - \)F2 (3.92) 

Defining / and A as the differences between appropriate energies of 
this type, we can deduce the following relations between the orbital 
electronegativities and the core integrals C/MM. 

Hydrogen: 

-MV + A). = U„ + y27HR (3.93) 

Lithium: 

-Md + A)* = U„ + V2F° (3.94) 
-Hd + A)p = U„ + y2F» - ( K 2 ) G 1 (3.95) 
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Beryllium: 

-Y2{I + A). = U„ + y2F° - V12G1 (3.96) 
-H(I + A), = U„ + %F» - Y^ (3.97) 

Boron to fluorine: 

-Y2{I + A). = U„ + (ZA - y2)F« - }i(ZA - y2)G
l (3.98) 

- M ( / + A), = u„ + (zA - M)^° - K ^ 1 

-HMJL-K)** (3-99) 

where ZA is the core charge of atom A. Values used for J^(7 + A) are 
given in Table 3.4, and values of Uaa and Upp can be deduced. This 
completes the specification of the method. All other details are the 
same as in CNDO/2, to which this method reduces if the one-center 
exchange integrals G1 and F2 are omitted. INDO calculations can 
be carried out for first-row elements using the program listed in 
Appendix A. 

3.7 NEGLECT OF DIATOMIC DIFFERENTIAL OVERLAP (NDDO) [2] 

The next level of invariant approximate self-consistent field theory 
features neglect of differential overlap only for atomic orbitals on 
different atoms. The principal extra feature at this level of approxi
mation is the retention of dipole-dipole interactions, since integrals 
of the type (SAPA|SBPB), roughly proportional to R~z, are included. 
These integrals may be calculated directly from given atomic orbitals 
or, if chosen empirically, must satisfy the invariance condition, Eq. 
(3.13), if the transformation is between orbitals on the same atom. 
The matrix elements of the Hartree-Fock hamiltonian operator at the 
NDDO level of approximation are 

F,v = Hllv + ^ XB PtofaM ~ V* XA J V M ' X ) M, v both on A 
B X<r X«r 

FMV = H>,-V2 £ A £ B PA„(M<H">0 M on A, v on B (3.100) 

Calculations at this level of approximation have been imple
mented by Sustmann et al. [13]. 
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4 
Applications of Approximate 
Molecular Orbital Theory 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters, the basic principles of molecular orbital 
theory were presented, leading up to the specification of the various 
forms of approximate molecular orbital theory acceptable from the 
point of view of invariance criteria. This chapter deals with the 
various applications of invariant CNDO and INDO molecular orbital 
theory reported to date, including consideration of molecular geom
etries, electronic charge distributions, electron-spin-nuclear-spin inter
actions, and nuclear-spin-nuclear-spin interactions. This is followed 
by a survey of other methods and applications in the recent scientific 
literature. 

4.2 MOLECULAR GEOMETRIES AND ELECTRONIC CHARGE DISTRIBUTIONS 

In this section, we consider the calculation of equilibrium molecular 
geometries and electronic charge distributions by means of the approxi
mate self-consistent field methods introduced in the preceding chapter. 

85 
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The equilibrium molecular geometry of a molecule is defined as the 
geometry corresponding to an absolute minimum in the total energy 
of the system. The theoretical calculation of the equilibrium geometry 
for a molecule involves systematically minimizing the total energy of 
the system with respect to all independent internal displacement 
coordinates of the molecule. The binding energy of a molecule is then 
the difference between the total energy of the molecule at equilibrium 
geometry and the sum of the atomic energies of the component atoms. 

While the position of the absolute minimum in the total energy 
of the system is specified by the equilibrium geometry, the shape of 
the potential curve in this region is-reflected in the various force 
constants characteristic of each of the normal modes of vibration of 
the system [1]. The theoretical nature of the force constants is 
revealed by expanding the total energy of the system E in a Taylor 
series about the minimum energy E0 in terms of the atomic displace
ments characteristic of each of the normal coordinates Qi, 

E = E, + y2%^-2Q*+ • • • (4.1) 

Here the terms linear in Qi have vanished by definition of an energy 
minimum. The coefficients d2E/dQi2 of the term quadratic in Qi are 
directly proportional to the curvature of the potential function experi
enced by the system on the displacement of atoms as specified by Qi 
and define the force constants of the system. Force constants may 
be calculated quantum mechanically by evaluating the total energy of 
the system at several points along a normal coordinate and fitting the 
values to a polynomial. The coefficients of the quadratic term, with 
appropriate units, are the calculated force constants. Experimentally, 
force constants are deduced from the vibrational frequency of the 
characteristic normal mode as obtained from an analysis of the infrared 
or Raman absorption spectra of the molecule. 

The electronic charge distribution p(R) at any point R in a 
molecule is calculated as the expectation value of the charge density 
operator 2/ 5(R — r»), which is just a summation of Dirac delta 

i 

functions. This is a simple one-electron operator, and matrix elements 
are evaluated in a manner analogous to that developed for the core 
hamiltonian operator in Chap. 2. Proceeding in this manner for a 
spin-unrestricted single determinant wavefunction, 

p(R) = <¥ | £ 5(R - Ti) | ¥> 

= 2 (JV + *V) *,(R)*»(R) (4.2) 
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where the PM„a and P M / are density matrix elements denned in Eq. 
(2.89). The interpretation of the density matrices in terms of molec
ular electronic structure is accomplished by means of a population 
analysis [2]. For LCAO molecular orbital wavefunctions calculated 
with the zero-differential overlap approximation, the diagonal elements 
PMM

a and P M / give the a and 0 electron populations of atomic orbital </>„. 
The summation of electron populations of all atomic orbitals centered 
on a given atom A is the gross electron population of atom A, PAA, 

PAA = lA (PM„* + PJ) (4.3) 

The corresponding quantities for a spin-restricted wavefunction are 
a special case of Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) for PMM

a = P M / . Another useful 
quantity is the net atomic charge APAA, 

APAA = ZA - PA A (4.4) 

where ZA is the core charge. This gives a quantitative measure of the 
charge transferred from neutral atoms on molecule formation. 

A molecular property closely related to the charge distribution 
in the molecule is the electric dipole moment y. In calculations 
carried out on the CNDO and INDO level of approximation, dipole 
moments are calculated as the sum of two contributions [3], 

I* = t»chg + V*hyb (4.5) 

The first contribution, ychg, is obtained from the net charges located 
at the nuclear positions, 

Vchg = 2.5416 X APAARA debyes (4.6) 
A 

where RA is the position vector of nucleus A and APAA is the net atomic 
charge denned in Eq. (4.4). The second contribution ^hyb is essentially 
a hybridization term and measures the contribution due to the dis
placement of charge away from the center of the nuclear position. 
This effect is proportional to the off-diagonal density matrix elements 
P28A2pA between 2s and 2p atomic orbitals centered on atom A, a typical 
component being 

(Vhyb)x = -14.674 X* U~1P2sx2PxA debyes (4.7) 
A 

Here f A is the orbital exponent of valence orbitals centered on atom A, 
and the asterisk on the summation indicates that the sum is restricted 
to atoms other than hydrogen. I t should be noted that dipole integrals 
involving the product of two atomic orbitals on the same atom are used 
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explicitly in the calculation of the electric dipole moment, even though 
analogous electron repulsion integrals are neglected in calculations by 
CNDO theory (but not INDO theory). 

The square of the derivative of the dipole moment with respect 
to a displacement of atoms in the manner of a normal vibration of the 
system is also a quantity of interest, it being proportional to the 
intensity of the infrared absorption band characteristic of the normal 
vibration. 

With the molecular properties to be considered in this section 
thus denned, we proceed now to a survey of the results of approximate 
molecular orbital calculations on these properties. For diatomic 
molecules, the results are summarized in Tables 4.1. Generally 

Table 4.1a 

Molecule 

H2 

Li2 

B2 

c2 
N 2

+ 

N 2 

o2
+ 

o2 
F2 

LiH 
BeH 
BH 
CH 
N H 
OH 
FH 
BF 
LiF 
BeF 
BeO 
BO 
CO 
NO 
BN 
CN 

CNDO 

Configuration 

w 
2<r„2 

2<r«,2Wu
32<ru 

2<rg
2Uu

42<ju
2 

2ag
22aJl<n-u

4Sag 

2<Tg
22<ru

2Uu
4Z<Tg

2 

2ag
22au

2liru
4Sag

2lTrg 

2vg
22<Tu

23<Tg
2lwu

4lwg
2 

2<Tg
22au

2Uu
43<rg

2l<n-g
4 

2a2 

2(T23<r 

2<T2Z(T2 

2<r2Sa2lw 
2<r2S<r2U2 

2v2Sa2l7r* 
2<r23<r2l7r4 

3<r24cr2l7r45<r2 

3(r2lir44(r2 

3<r24<r2l7r45<r 

3cr24<r2l7r4 

3(T24<r2l7r45<r 

3<r24(r2lir45<72 

3<r24cr2l7r45<r26<r 

3<r2l7r44<r5<r 

3er2lir44<r25<r 

State 

% + 

% + 

3n, 
V 
% + 

% + 

2n, 
% -
% + 

1 2 + 
2 S + 

*2+ 
2nr 3s-
2nt 
1 2 + 
1 2 + 

1 2 + 
2 2 + 

! 2 + 

2 2 + 

*2+ 
2 2 + 

3 2+ 
2 2 + 

INDO 

Configuration 

w 
2<r„2 

2(T0
2Uu32<Tu 1 

2<Tg
2Uu*2<Tu

2 

2<rg
22<ru

2lTTu
A3vg 

2<rg
22au

2liru
43ag

2 

2ag
22au

2lwu
43ag

2lTrg 

2vg
22<ru

23<Tg
2l<n-u

4lwg
2 

2ag
22au

2lTTuA3ag
2lTrg

4 

2<T2 

2<r23a 
2<r23*2 

2<r23<r2lir 

2<r23(r2l7r2 

2<r23<r2l7r3 

2<723<72lx4 

3<r24<r2lir45<r2 

3<r2l7r44(T2 

3<r24<r2lir45<7 

3<r 2 4<7 2 l 7T 4 

3<r24<r2l7r45<r 

3(r24<r2l7r45<r2 

3<r24<r2lx45<r26o-

3<r2l7r44<r5<r 

3a2l7r44<r25<r 

State 

% + 

% + 

3n, 
% + 

% + 

% + 

2n„ 
3sr 
^Z 
*Z + 

2 2 + 

! S + 

2nr 
3 2 " 
2nt 
! 2 + 

*2 + 

* 2 + 

2 2 + 

* 2 + 

2 2 + 

* 2 + 

2 2 + 

3 2 + 

2 2 + 

06s. t 

% + 

x Sa + 

32<T 
1 V t 
2 V 
% + 

2n, 
3s<r 
XV 
»s+ 
2 2 + 

! 2 + 

2nr 
3 2 " 

2n< 
1 2 + 

1 2 + 

(1s+) 
2 2 + 
1 2 + 
2 S + 

i 2 + 

2n^ 
3n 
2 2 + 

f G. Herzberg, "Diatomic Molecules," D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc., Princeton, 
N.J., 1950, except where noted. 
t Ballik and Ramsey, J. Chem. Phys., 31:1128 (1959). 
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speaking, the equilibrium bondlengths and dipole moments are well 
accommodated, and the results of CNDO and INDO calculations are 
quite similar. The correlations for stretching force constants, binding 
energies, and ionization potentials are not very good, with the binding 
and ionization energies consistently too large. The complete results 
are presented in order to give a quantitative idea of what one may 
expect from a molecular orbital theory at this level of approximation. 

Turning now to polyatomic molecules, calculations on the CNDO 
and INDO level of approximation have been carried out for a series 
of AB2 and AB3 molecules, and the equilibrium bond angles have been 
calculated for assumed bondlengths., • 

The results of CNDO/2 calculations [3] on a number of AB2 

molecules are collected in Table 4.2. For the AH2 molecules, the 
calculations always order the valence-shell molecular orbitals 2ai < 
162 < 4ai < l&i < 3ai with respect to orbital energies. In linear AH2 

molecules, the 3a! and lbi become a degenerate lwu pair, concentrated 
entirely on the central atom with the ordering then denoted 2<rg < 
\<ru < \iru < 3ag. Electronic configurations for a given AH2 molecule 
follow by filling these orbitals according to an aufbau principle. Of 
particular interest are the two Renner molecules BH2 and NH2. BH2 is 
a free radical with ground state3A i and low-lying excited state 2B i arising 
from the configurations (2ai)2(162)

2(3ai) and (2ai)2(162)
2(l?>i), respec

tively. In the linear form, these two states each correlate with one 
of the Renner half-states which together form the doubly degenerate 2II 
state. By appropriate specification of occupied molecular orbitals, it 
is possible to obtain spin-unrestricted molecular orbital wavefunctions 
for both 2Ai and 2Bi states, and it was found that the 2Ai state was 
below the 2Bi. The total energy of the system is presented as a 
function of B—A—B bond angle in Fig. 4.1. The equilibrium geom
etry of the ground state 2Ai is bent, and the equilibrium geometry of 
the excited state is linear 2II. Analogous considerations apply to the 
NH2 radicals, where the two low-lying states are 2Bi and 2Ai, arising 
from the configurations (2ai)2(162)

2(3ai)2(16i) and (2ai)2(162)
2(3ai) 

(l&i)2, respectively. The calculations predict both states to be bent, 
with 2Bi lowest in energy and having a smaller B—A—B bond angle 
as shown in Fig. 4.2. The equilibrium angle for the upper state was 
calculated to be 145.1° with a barrier height of 1,103 cm -1 . Early 
experimental work [5] suggested that the upper state is linear, but a 
recent reconsideration of these data gave an equilibrium angle of 144° 
± 5° and a barrier height of 777 ± 100 cm -1 . (For complete refer
ences to experimental work, see Table 4.2 and Ref. [3].) 

The water molecule has the closed-shell configuration (2ai)2(162)2 
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-4 .830 

-4.950, 
180 200 220 240 
0 

260 280 

Fig. 4.1 Total energy as a function of H—B—H bond angle 0 in BH2. 

(3ai)2(16i)2 leading to a xAi state, and the calculations predict that a 
bent molecule with a bond angle of the correct order of magnitude. 
In this case, the breakdown of the total energy into monatomic and 
diatomic parts using Eqs. (3.40) to (3.42) has been carried out. The 
results (relative to corresponding quantities for the linear form) are 

-12.830 

-12.860 h 

o5 -12.890h-

-12.920 

-12.950 

Fig. 4.2 Total energy as a function of H—N—H bond angle 0 in NH2. 
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Fig. 4.3 Energy components as a function of H—O—H bond 
angle 0 in H20. 

shown in Fig. 4.3. From this diagram, it is clear that the monatomic 
parts of the energy decrease as the molecule bends away from the 
linear form, but this is partly offset by a rise in the oxygen-hydrogen 
diatomic part. This corresponds to the accepted qualitative picture. 
As the molecule deviates from linearity, the population of the oxygen 
2s orbital increases (one of the lone pairs acquiring s character), and 
this is the primary "driving force" causing the Molecule to be bent. 
On the other hand, the oxygen-hydrogen bonding energy is weaker in 
the bent molecule, primarily because the overlap between digonal 
hybrids and hydrogen (in the linear form) is more effective than overlap 
i n volving hybrids with more p character (in the bent form). According 
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to Fig. 4.3, there is some direct hydrogen-hydrogen bonding favoring 
the bent form, but this is not the main factor involved. 

The calculations on H20+ predict an opening of the H—0—H 
bond angle by about 12° on the ionization of water. This may be 
because the increased net charge on the hydrogen atoms leads to 
hydrogen-hydrogen repulsion. 

Calculations on AB2 molecules, where B is oxygen or fluorine, 
are also listed in Table 4.2, from which it is clear that the theory is 
fairly successful in predicting equilibrium bond angles along these 
series. This angle is strongly dependent on the number of valence 
electrons as noted by Walsh [6], Dipole moments and bending force 
constants are in moderately good agreement with experimental values 
with the exception of BeF2 which is calculated to have a much lower 
force constant than observed. 

Calculations on some AH3 and AB3 molecules are summarized 
in Table 4.3, which again show good agreement with experimental 
bond angles where available. I t is interesting to note that H 3 0 
(assuming the same bondlengths as H20) is calculated to be planar 
so that, as in the AH2 systems, the addition of an ai antibonding 
electron restores the more symmetrical configuration. At this level 
of approximation, CH3 is calculated to be planar (experimental evidence 
suggests that this is probably so), while CF3 is pyramidal consistent 
with the experimental findings. 

A comparison of molecular properties calculated by CNDO 
theory and INDO theory is shown in Table 4.4. The equilibrium 

Table 4.4a Comparison of CNDO and INDO calculated bond angles and dipole 
moments for AB3 molecules 

No. of 
valence 
electrons 

6 
7 
8 

9 
24 

25 
26 

Molecule 

BH3 

CH3 

CH3
+ 

NH 3 

H 3 0 
co3-
BF 3 

N 0 3 -
CF3 

NF 3 

Equilibrium angle 
(BAB) 

CNDO/2 

120.0 
120.0 
113.9 
106.7 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
113.5 
104.0 

INDO 

120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
109.7 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
111.6 
101.0 

Dipole moment, 
debyes 

CNDO/2 

0 
0 

2 .08 
0 

0 

- 0 . 1 7 
0.05 

INDO 

0 
0 

1.90 
0 

0 

- 0 . 6 8 
- 0 . 4 8 

Bond-
length, 

1.180 
1.094 
0.960 
1.020 
0.970 
1.313 
1.300 
1.243 
1.320 
1.370 
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Table 4.46 Comparison of CNDO and INDO calculated bond angles and dipole 
moments for AB2 molecules 

No. of 
valence 
electrons 

4 
5 

6 

7 

8 
9 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 
20 

Molecule 

BeH2 

BH2 

BH2 

CH2 

CH2 

NH 2 

NH 2 

OH2+ 
OH2 

FH2 

B 0 2 

C02+ 
C 0 2 

BeF2 

N0 2 + 

co2-
N 0 2 

BF2 

N 0 2 ~ 

o3 CF2 

NF 2 

OF2 

Equilibrium angle 
(BAB) 

CNDO/2 

180.0 
136.6 
180.0 
108.6 
141.4 
107.3 
145.1 
118.7 
107.1 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
142.3 
137.7 
124.6 
118.3 
114.0 
104.6 
102.6 
99.2 

INDO 

180.0 
130.0 
180.0 
107.2 
132.4 . 
107.2' 
140.3 
123.4 
108.6 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
180.0 
140.8 
138.5 
122.9 
118.6 
115.5 
103.6 
101.7 
99.0 

Dipole moment, 
debyes 

CNDO/2 

0 
0.51 
0 
2.26 
0.75 
2.16 
0.87 

2.08 
0 
0 

0 
0 

- 0 . 7 5 
0.05 

- 1 . 2 6 
0.53 

- 0 . 1 2 
- 0 . 2 1 

INDO 

0 
0.32 
0 
2.17 
0.53 
2.12 
0.79 

2.14 
0 
0 

0 
0 

- 0 . 7 9 
- 0 . 2 9 

- 1 . 0 9 
0.26 

- 0 . 3 8 
- 0 . 4 0 

Bond-
length, 

1.343 
1.180 
1.180 
1.094 
1.094 
1.024 
1.024 
0.960 
0.960 
0.920 
1.250 
1.176 
1.162 
1.360 
1.154 
1.200 
1.200 
1.300 
1.236 
1.278 
1.320 
1.350 
1.410 

bond angles calculated by the CNDO and INDO methods are all 
similar and both reproduce experimental trends well, and it is clear 
that the theoretical bond angles are generally insensitive to the 
inclusion of one-center exchange integrals. The principal difference 
between the two sets of calculations is observed in the calculations on 
methylene, CH2. For the linear CH2, the electronic configuration is 
(2^)2(lcrw)2(l7rw)2 and leads to % " , ^ and l2g+ states. The CNDO 
method theory fails to predict any separation between these states 
due to the neglect of one-center exchange integrals. The effect is 
introduced by the INDO method, as shown in Fig. 4.4. I t should be 
noted that both the triplet and the singlet states are predicted to be 
bent by INDO theory, whereas the experimental evidence is that the 
triple methylene is linear. 
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Fig. 4.4 Total energy as a function of H—C—H bond angle in CH2. 

Considering further the calculation of equilibrium molecular 
geometries for polyatomic molecules, a systematic study [7] has been 
made of molecules containing the atoms H, C, N, 0 , and F with INDO 
theory with only one or two polyvalent atoms (C, N, or 0 ) . If we 
denote polyvalent atoms by the symbols A, B and other atoms (H or F) 
by X, Y, the classes of molecules considered are AX2, AXY, AX3, 
AX2Y, AX4, AX3Y, AX2Y2, XAB, X2AB, XAAX, X2ABX, X2AAX2, 
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X3ABX, X3ABX2, and X3AAX3. The following constraints were 
placed on the nuclear configurations: 

AX2, AX2Y2: C2B symmetry 
AX3, AX3Y: Czv symmetry 
AX2Y, X2AB: at least C8 symmetry 
AX4: Td 

XAAX, X2AAX2: at least C2 symmetry 
X2ABY: X2AB fragment restricted to C, symmetry; 

that is, the two XA bondlengths are 
assumed equal as are the two XAB bond 
angles 

X3ABY: X3AB fragment restricted to Czv symme
try; that is, the three XA bondlengths, 
XAB angles, and XAX angles are assumed 
equal 

X3ABY2: X3AB fragment restricted to C3* sym
metry as above; ABY2 fragment restricted 
to at least Ca symmetry; that is, the two 
BY bondlengths are assumed equal as are 
the two ABY angles 

X3AAX3: X3AA and AAX3 fragments restricted to 
C3» symmetry 

For the first five groups of molecules listed above, the symmetry 
restrictions are simply those inherent in the molecules. All other 
degrees of freedom were varied to find the lowest calculated total 
energy. In principle, some further relaxation is possible in some 
molecules without altering overall molecular symmetry. For exam
ple, the three C—H bonds in methyl alcohol (class X3ABY) may not 
have the same length; however, these possibilities were not considered 
in order to reduce the total amount of computation. 

The calculations were performed by starting with an initial guess 
of the nuclear configuration and varying individual parameters (bond-
lengths and bond angles) in turn until a minimum in the total INDO 
energy was found. In most cases, bond angles were varied initially 
with steps of 1° and bondlengths with steps of 0.1 A. After one com
plete cycle through all parameters, the step sizes were decreased by a 
factor of 10 for a second cycle. A third cycle was carried out in some 
cases. Calculated equilibrium geometries are given and compared 
with experimental data (when available) in Tables 4.5 to 4.15. The 
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numbers in parentheses are values assumed in the experimental 
analysis. 

AH2f AHFf AF2 molecules (Table 4.5) The results shown in this table 
parallel those obtained previously when bondlengths were fixed at 
the experimental values and only the angles varied. When bond-
lengths are also varied in the calculation, good values are obtained 
except for OF and NF. 

For the carbon compounds CH2, CHF, and CF2, all calculated 
bondlengths agree well with experiment, and the valence angles for 
the singlet states are also in good agreement. The bond angle in 
the triplet state of CH2 is correctly predicted to be larger than that 
in the singlet; however, the INDO-optimized calculations still lead to 
a bent triplet form rather than the linear form suggested on the basis 
of spectroscopic evidence. 

For the oxygen compounds, we may note that the experimental 
geometry of water is well reproduced. However, the theory incor-

Table4.5 Calculated and experimental geometries for AH2 , AHF, and AF2 molecules f 

Molecule 

Singlet states: 
CH2 

CHF 
CF2 

OH2 

OHF 
OF2 

Doublet states: 
NH 2 

N H F 
NF 2 

Triplet states: 
CH2 

CF2 

#AH,A 

Calc. 

1.17 
1.13 

1.03 
1.04 

1.07 
1.08 

1.10 

Exptl. 

1.12 
(1.12) 

0.98 

1.02 

1.04 

# A F , A 

Calc. 

1.30 
1.31 

1.18 
1.18 

1.23 
1.23 

1.31 

Exptl 

1.31 
1.30 

1.41 

(1.37) 

Angle 

Calc. 

106.0 
105.7 
103.8 
104.7 
106.9 
106.6 

104.8 
106.4 
105.7 

131.8 
122.4 

Exptl. 

103.2 
101.8 
104.9 
104.3 

103.3 

103.3 

104.2 

180.0 

Reference 

a 
b 
c 
d 

e 

f 

g 

a 

t Values in parentheses were assumed in the experimental analysis. 
a G. Herzberg, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A262:291 (1961). 
6 A. J. Merer and D. N. Travis, Can. J. Phys., 44:1541 (1966). 
• F. X. Powell and D. R. Lide, / . Chem. Phys., 45:1067 (1966). 
•' V. W. Laurie and D. R. Herschbach, / . Chem. Phys., 37:1687 (1962). 
• L. Pierce, R. H. Jackson, and N. DiCianni, J. Chem. Phys., 35:2240 (1961). 
f K. Dressier and D. A. Ramsay, Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), A251:553 (1959). 
• M. D. Harmony and R. J. Myers, / . Chem. Phys., 36:1129 (1961). 
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APPLICATIONS OF APPROXIMATE MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 101 

rectly predicts the FOF angle in F 20 to be larger than the angle in 
water. This may be connected with the fact that INDO gives too 
small a value for the 0—F bondlength. If experimental bondlengths 
are used, these two angles come out in the correct order. The calcu
lated angle in OHF is probably also too large for similar reasons. The 
N—F bondlength in NF2 is also probably underestimated in this 
theory, but for NH2 and NF2 the bond angles are given well and in the 
correct order. 

AH3, AH2F, AHF2, and AF3 molecules (Table 4.6) The calculated geom
etries in this class of molecules are in overall agreement with the 
experimental data that are available. The N—F bondlength is again 
underestimated in NF3 . However, the theory correctly predicts that 
the HNH angle in NH3 is larger than the corresponding angle in NF3 , 
although the difference is less than that observed experimentally. 
The intermediate molecules NH2F and NHF 2 indicate that successive 
fluorine substitution on ammonia causes the molecule to become 
increasingly nonplanar. 

The methyl radical is calculated to be slightly nonplanar by this 
method, but trifluoromethyl CF3 is predicted to be much more so, in 
agreement with the experimental ESR evidence. Along the series, 
increasing fluorination leads to increasing deviation from the planar 
form. The theory of the hyperfine constants of these species has been 
discussed elsewhere [8]. 

CHnF4_„ molecules (Table 4.7) This series of molecules shows a num
ber of trends which are qualitatively reproduced by the theory. 

Table 4.7 Calculated and experimental geometries for CHnF4 -n molecules 

Molecule 

CH4 

CH 3F 
CH2F2 
CHFa 
CF4 

RCH, A 

Calc. 

1.116 
1.120 
1.130 
1.124 

Exptl. 

1.093 
1.105 

(1.093) 
1.098 

RCF, A 

Calc. 

1.348 
1.345 
1.342 
1.338 

Exptl. 

1.385 
1.36 
1.332 
1.317 

0HCH 

Calc. 

109.5 
109.8 
111.1 

Exptl. 

109.5 
109.9 

(109.5) 

0FCF 

Calc. 

105.7 
107.2 
109.5 

Exptl. 

108.5 
108.8 
109.5 

Reference 

a 
b 
c 
d 
e 

a H. C. Allen and E. K. Plyler, J. Chem. Phys., 26:972 (1957). 
h C. C. Costain, J. Chem. Phys., 29:864 (1964). 
» S. P. S. Porto, N. Mol. Spec, 3:248 (1958). 
d S. N. Ghosh, R. Trambarulo, and W. Gordy, J. Chem. Phys., 20:605 (1952). 
• O. W. W. Hoffmann and It. W. Livingston, J. Chem. Phys., 21:5656 (1953). 
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Table 4.8 Calculated and experimental geometries for XAB molecules 

Molecule XAB 

HCC 
HCN 
HCO 
HNO 
HOO 
FCC 
FCN 
FCO 
FNO 
FOO 

RAX, A 

Calc. 

1.09 
1.09 
1.11 
1.09 
1.05 
1.32 
1.32 
1.32 
1.24 
1.19 

Exptl. 

1.063 
1.08 
1.063 

1.262 

1.52 

RAB, A 

Calc. 

1.19 
1.18 
1.22 
1.19 
1.19 
1.19 
1.18 . 
1.23 
1.19 
1.19 

Exptl. 

1.155 
1.198 
1.212 

• 1.159 

1.13 

0XAB 

Calc. 

180 
180 
131.2 
111.2 
110.7 
180 
180 
129.4 
111.6 
110.6 

Exptl 

180 
119.5 
108.6 

180 

110 

Reference 

a 
b 
c 

a 

d 

a J. K. Tyler and J. Sheridan, Trans. Faraday Soc, 69:2661 (1963). 
6 D. A. Ramsey, Advan. Spectry., 1:1 (1959). 
c F. W. Dalby, Can. J. Phys., 36:1336 (1958). 
d R. L. Cook, J. Chem. Phys., 42:2927 (1965). 

Experimentally, there is a marked decrease in CF bondlength with 
increasing fluorination. The INDO calculations do give such an 
effect but its magnitude is too small. There is also a tendency for the 
FCF angle to be less than the tetrahedral value in CH2F2 and CHF3 

which is also reproduced. 

HAB and FAB molecules (Table 4.8) Molecules of this type may be 
either linear or bent, and the correct configuration is given by the 
theory in all cases where there is experimental evidence. The ethynyl 
and fluoroethynyl radicals are both predicted to be linear as are HCN 
and FCN, the calculated bondlengths in the latter two molecules 
being also quite good. The formyl radical is correctly calculated to 
be nonlinear, whereas fluoroformyl is predicted to be slightly more 
bent. HNO and FNO are calculated to be strongly bent as observed, 
although the NF bondlength is underestimated. Only limited experi
mental evidence is available for the HOO and FOO radicals, both of 
which are predicted to be considerably bent in INDO theory. 

H2AB and F2AB molecules (Table 4.9) All the molecules listed in Table 
4.9 are predicted to be planar. The calculated geometries for H2CO 
and F2CO agree quite well with experiment, the HCH angle being 
larger than FCF but significantly less than 120°. H2CN and F2CN 
are predicted to behave in a similar manner. 
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Table 4.10 Calculated and experimental geometries for XAAX molecules 

Molecule XAAX 

HCCH 
HNNH 
HOOH 
FCCF 
FNNF 
FOOF 

RAA, A 

Calc. 

1.20 
1.22 
1.22 
1.19 
1.22 
1.23 

Exptl. 

1.2087 

1.475 

1.214 
1.217 

RAX, A 

Calc. 

1.10 
1.08 
1.04 
1.32 
1.25 
1.19 

Exptl. 

1.0566 

0.95 

1.384 
1.575 

i ' 

0AAX 

Calc. 

180.0 
117.0 
108.8 
180.0 
116.0 
108.4 

Exptl. 

180.0 

94.8 

114.5 
109.5 

ftXAAXf 

Calc. 

0.0 
83.5 

0.0 
85.8° 

Exptl. 

111.5 

0.0 
87.5 

Reference 

a 

b 

c 
d 

t Dihedral angle between XAA planes, zero corresponding to the cis configuration. 
« W. J. Lafferty, E. K. Plyler, and E. D. Tidwell, J. Chem. Phys., 37:1981 (1962). 
* R. H. Hunt, R. A. Leacock, C. W. Peters, and K. T. Hecht, J. Chem. Phys., 42:1931 (1965). 
« P. L. Kuczkowski and E. B. Wilson, Jr., J. Chem. Phys., 39:1030 (1963). 
* R. H. Jackson, J. Chem. Soc, 1962:4585. 

HAAH and FAAF molecules (Table 4.10) Acetylene is correctly cal
culated to be linear, and difluoroacetylene is predicted to have the 
same configuration. The cis form of N2F2 is found to be more stable 
than the trans as observed experimentally. Although the relative 
stabilities of the cis and trans rotamers of N2H2 have not been estab
lished experimentally, INDO predicts cis to be more stable. 

The equilibrium geometry of hydrogen peroxide is correctly cal
culated to be nonplanar with barriers to internal rotation via either 
the cis or trans configurations. However, the O—O bondlength is 
considerably underestimated, and the very small HOO angle observed 
experimentally is not reproduced in the calculations. The nature of 
the theoretical potential curve for internal rotation (variation of the 
dihedral angle 0XAAX) is sensitive to the choice of the O—O bondlength 
and the HOO angle. If these two quantities are fixed at their experi
mentally observed values (rather than the values which give the lowest 
INDO total energy), the minimum occurs in the trans configuration. 

The molecular FOOF is also calculated to have a skew configura
tion, and the theoretical geometry is in good agreement with experi
ment. However, it should be noted that the theory does not repro
duce the marked shortening of the O—O bond that is reported on 
going from HOOH to FOOF. Nor does it reproduce the reported 
lengthening of the OF bond on going from F20 to FOOF. 

H2ABH and F2ABF molecules (Table 4.11) There are comparatively few 
experimental data on this series of molecules. The local geometries 
of the CH2 and CF2 groups in H2CCH, H2CNH, F2CCF, and F2CNF 
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are predicted to be very similar to those in C2H4 and C2F4. On the 
other hand, the calculated CCH angle on the a carbon for the vinyl 
radical is predicted to open out considerably from the ethylene value. 
The corresponding CCF angle in C2F3 behaves in a similar, but less 
marked, manner. The only significant evidence about the structure of 
vinyl comes from the ESR data, and these appear to be consistent 
with a valence angle comparable with the ethylene value. 

The H2COH and F2COF radicals are predicted to be nonplanar 
at the carbon atoms. As in other comparable systems, the fluorinated 
compound shows the effect more strongly. For both H2NOH and 
F2NOF, the theory predicts a cis-staggered (co = 0) configuration. 

H2AAH2 and F2AAF2 molecules (Table 4.12) The experimental geom
etries of these molecules are well reproduced by the theory. The 
HCH and FCF in C2H4 and C2F4 are correctly calculated to be less 
than 120°, the FCF being the smaller. The carbon compounds are 
calculated to be planar, but the nitrogen compounds are not. Both 
N2H4 and N2F4 are predicted to have skew configurations with 
equilibrium dihedral angles in good agreement with experiment. 
Good agreement is also obtained for the NNH and NNF angles. 

H3COH, F3COH, and F3COF molecules (Table 4.13) Experimental data 
have only been found for methanol, for which agreement between 
theory and experiment is fairly good. I t should be noted that the 
experimental data show a slight tilting of the CH3 group relative to 
the CO axis. Deviations of this type are not allowed for in the present 
calculations. 

H3ABH0 and F3ABF0 molecules (Table 4.14) The geometries of C2H6 

and C2F6 are not known experimentally, but the predictions of INDO 
theory are seen to be similar to those for CH3 and CF3. Thus the 
a carbon is nearly planar in C2H5 but much less so in C2F5. The 
calculated geometry of methylamine is in good agreement with exper
iment, the nitrogen being nonplanar and the HNH bisector eclipsing 
one of the CH bonds. H3CNF2 and F3CNF2 are predicted to have 
similar structures, with fluorination of the nitrogen causing more devi
ation from planarity. Again, for these molecules, some tilting of 
CH3 is found, but this was not allowed in the calculations. 

C2H6 and C2F6 molecules (Table 4.15) Both these molecules are cor
rectly predicted to be in the staggered configuration with HCH and 
FCF angles less than tetrahedral as observed. 
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110 APPROXIMATE MOLECULAR ORBITAL THEORY 

STANDARD GEOMETRICAL MODELS 

The calculations discussed up to this point in this section have all 
involved some extent of energy minimization with respect to molecular 
geometry. Although this is a desirable feature, the procedure rapidly 
becomes impractical as the size of the molecules under consideration 
increases. An alternative procedure is to establish a set of standard 
geometrical models [9] for commonly occurring structural parameters in 
polyatomic molecules and assume these are close enough to the 
equilibrium parameters to give generally useful results for molecular 
properties. 

For molecules without closed rings, the complete geometry can 
be defined by three types of information: (1) bondlengths for all bonds 
specified by the chemical formula, (2) bond angles specifying the 
complete stereogeometry of the neighboring atoms bonded to each 
atom in the molecule, and (3) dihedral angles specifying internal rota
tion about appropriate bonds. If rings are present, these quantities 
are not independent and an alternative type of specification will be 
needed in some cases. 

In setting up rules for all these quantities, it will be convenient 
to use a notation Xn for an atom with elemental symbol X being 
bonded to n neighbors. Here n may be referred to as the connectivity 
of X. For example, the carbon atoms in ethane, ethylene, and acety
lene will be described as C4, C3, and C2, respectively. 

BONDLENGTHS 

Four principal types of bond are distinguished—single, double, triple, 
and aromatic—the last for use in benzene-type rings. Dative (or 
partially dative) bonds will also be handled in certain special groups 
such as nitro. In all molecules discussed here, the assignment of 
bond type will be unambiguous. Numerical standard values used 
for lengths of bonds involving H, C, N, 0 , and F atoms are shown in 
Table 4.16. These are selected as suitable average values from avail
able experimental data. 

BOND ANGLES 

Five types of local atomic geometry are distinguished. If the connec
tivity is 4, tetrahedral angles are used. For connectivity 3, the three 
bonds are either taken to be planar with bond angles of 120° or pyrami
dal with bond angles of 109.47° (the tetrahedral angle). Atoms with 
connectivity 2 are taken as linear (angle 180°) or bent (with a bond 
angle of 109.47°). 
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Table 4.16 Standard bondlengths 

Bond 

H—H 
C4—H 
C3—H 
C2—H 
N3—H 
N2—H 
02—H 
Fl—H 
C4—C4 
C4—C3 
C4—C2 
C4—N3 
C4—N2 
C4—02 
C4—Fl 
C3—C3 
C3—C2 
C3—N3 

C3—C3 
C3—C2 
C3—N2 
C3—01 
C2—C2 
C2—N2 

Triple 

C2—C2 
C2—Nl 
Nl—Nl 

Length, A 

Single 

0.74 
1.09 
1.08 
1.06 
1.01 
0.99 
0.96 
0.92 
1.54 
1.52 
1.46 
1.47 
1.47 
1.43 
1.36 
1.46 
1.45 
1.40f 

Bond 

bonds 

C3—N2 
C3—02 
C3—Fl 
C2—C2 
C2—N3 
C2—N2 
C2—02 
C2—Fl 
N3—N3 
N3—N2 
N3—02 
N3—Fl 
N2—N2 
N2—02 
N2—Fl 
02—02 
02—Fl 
Fl—Fl 

Double bonds 

1.34 
1.31 
1.32 
1.22 
1.28 
1.32 

bonds 

1.20 
1.16 
1.10 

C2—01 
N3—01 
N2—N2 
N2—01 
01—01 

Length, A 

1.40 
1.36 
1.33 
1.38 
1.33 
1.33 
1.36 
1.30 
1.45 
1.45 
1.36 
1.36 
1.45 
1.41 
1.36 
1.48 
1.42 
1.42 

1.16 
1.24J 
1.25 
1.22 
1.21 

Aromatic bonds 

C3—C3 
C2—N2 
N2—N2 

1.40 
1.34 
1.35 

11.32 used in N—C=0 group. 
t Partial double bonds in N0 2 and N0 3 groups. 

The nature of the local atomic geometry frequently depends on 
the presence of unsaturation in a neighboring group. Although this 
cannot always be handled satisfactorily, some account can be taken 
by considering the total excess valence of the neighboring atoms (the 
excess valence being the normal valence minus the connectivity). In 
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Table 4.17 Standard atomic geometry and bond angles 

Atom 

C4 
C3 
C2 

N4 
N3 

N2 

03 

02 

Total excess 
valence of 
neighbors 

All values 
All values 
0,1 
2 ,3 ,4 
All values 
0 
1, 2, 3, 4 
0 ,1 ,2 
3,4 
0 
1, 2, 3, 4 
All values 

Examples 

CH4 
C2H4 
CH2, CHO 
C02, HCN 
NH4+ 
NH3 
H2N—CHO 
H2CHN 
HNC 
H3O+ 

03, H20 

Geometry 

Tetrahedral 
Planar 
Bent 
Linear 
Tetrahedral 
Pyramidal 
Planar 
Bent 
Linear 
Pyramidal 
Planar 
Bent 

Bond angle 
degrees 

109.47 
120 
109.47 
180 
109.47 
109.47 
120 
109.47 
180 
109.47 
120 
109.47 

allene, for example, the excess valence of the neighbors of the central 
atom is 2. 

The rules adopted for selecting the atomic local geometry are 
given in Table 4.17. Inevitably, the model will give the incorrect 
type of geometry in some cases. For example, the equilibrium struc
ture of the CF3 radical is probably nonplanar, although taken as 
planar in the standard model. However, the rules given provide a 
broadly correct picture of the dependence of local geometry on the 
atomic arrangement. 

These models as defined can only be used for cyclic compounds 
if no strain is involved. This will be true only if the bondlengths and 
bond angles are consistent with the cyclic structure. Benzene and 
chair cyclohexane rings belong to this category. 

DIHEDRAL ANGLES 

In an open-chain molecule, dihedral angles have to be specified for 
each bond joining atoms with connectivity greater than 1 (unless 
they are linear). Values of 0, 60, and 180° will be used for cis, gauche, 
and trans arrangements in accordance with usual nomenclature. 

Rules used for dihedral angles are as follows: (1) staggered con
figurations are used for bonds connecting atoms with tetrahedral 
angles; (2) for bonds between tetrahedral and trigonal atoms, as in 
propene, one of the other bonds on the tetrahedral atom is in the tri
gonal plane, single bonds being trans where appropriate; (3) neighbor-
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ing trigonal atoms are taken to be coplanar. These rules conform 
closely to most known data on equilibrium configurations. 

With these conventions, one may proceed to the calculation of 
the cartesian coordinates of each of the atoms in the molecule, which 
is a necessary starting point for the molecular orbital calculations. 

The CNDO/2 method has been used to calculate LCAO molecu
lar orbitals, charge distributions, and electric dipole moments for a 
number of organic molecules using standard geometries described 
above [9]. The dipole-moment results are compared with available 
experimental values in Tables 4.18 and 4.19 using microwave data 
where possible. For directions, comparison is made for the angle 
between the dipolar axis and a particular bond. This involves some 
arbitrary selection, since the standard bond angles used in the calcula
tion will differ from experimental bond angles determined by micro
wave spectral data. Figures 4.5 to 4.8 show the calculated net atomic 
charge densities for a selection of these molecules in units of 10~3 

electron charges. (Owing to rounding errors and limitations of the 
method of computation, these numbers are subject to some uncertainty 
in the last figure.) 

The general level of agreement between calculated and observed 
dipole moments is evidently good, few molecules being seriously in 
error. In Table 4.19 some calculated dipole directions are compared 
with the directions that would follow from a simple bond dipole addi-
tivity model. In almost all cases the deviation from the bond additive 
direction is calculated in the right sense. This overall level of agree
ment provides some general support for the validity of the calculated 
charge densities. We shall discuss some of these in detail and the 
bearing they have on theories of electron displacement. 

HYDROCARBONS 

The three simple nonpolar hydrocarbons—ethane, ethylene, and acety
lene—show increasingly positive hydrogen atoms in line with the usual 
qualitative picture of more C~—H+ character as the s character of the 
bond increases. If the hydrogen atoms in any of these are replaced 
by substituents, we need to consider changes in charge relative to the 
parent molecule. 

The paraffins, propane and 2-methylpropane, show small experi
mental dipole moments, but these are not interpreted by the theory 
(using the standard model) which gives vanishingly small calculated 
values. 

Propene has a calculated dipole in good agreement with experi
ment, and it is clear from Fig. 4.5 that this arises from a considerable 
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Table 4.18 Dipole moments 

Compound 

Hydrocarbons: 
Propane 
Propene 
Propyne 
2-Methylpropane 
2-Methylpropene 
2-Methyl-l,3-butadiene 
Toluene 

Fluorine compounds: 
Hydrogen fluoride 
Methyl fluoride 
Methylene fluoride 
Fluoroform 
Ethyl fluoride 
1,1-Difluoroethane 
1,1,1-Trifluoroethane 
Fluoroethylene 

czs-l,2-Difluoroethylene 
Fluoroacetylene 
n-Propyl fluoride (trans) 
Jrems-1-Fluoropropene 
cis-l -Fluoropropene 
2-Fluoropropene 
3-Fluoropropene (s-cis) 
3,3,3-Trifluoropropene 
3,3,3-Trifluoropropy ne 
2-Fluoro-l,3-butadiene 
Fluorobenzene 

Oxygen compounds: 
Water 
Methanol 
Dimethyl ether 
Formaldehyde 
Acetaldehyde 
Propionaldehyde 
Acetyl acetylene 
Acetone 
Acrolein (s-trans) 
Methyl vinyl ketone 
Ketene 
Methyl ketene 
Formic acid 
Phenol 

Dipole moment, debyes 

Calc. 

0.00 
0.36 
0.43 
0.00 
0.65 
0.25 
0.21'" 

1.85 
1.66 
1.90 
1.66 
1.83 
2.23 
2.18 
1.51 
1.02 
2.83 
1.04 
1.84 
1.67 
1.59 
1.69 
1.83 
2.34 
2.48 
1.65 
1.66 

2.10 
1.94 
1.83 
1.98 
2.53 
2.46 
2.85 
2.90 
2.63 
2.92 
1.30 
1.35 
0.87 
1.73 

Obs. 

0.083° 
0.364* 
0 .75 c d 

0.132" 
0.503/ 
0 .292' 
0.43* 

1.8195* 
1.855* 
1.96* 
1.645' 
1.96™ 
2.30" 
2.32° 
1.427* 
1.37° 
2.42' 
0.75* 
2.05' 
1.85" 
1.46" 
1.60" 
1.765* 
2.45" 
2.36' 
1.417*° 
1.66» 

1.846" 
1.69°"°" 
1.30" 
2.339' 
2 .68/ / 
2 . 5 2 " 
2Ahh 

2.90" 
3 . 1 1 " 
3.16** 
1.414" 
1.79mTO 

1.415™ 
1.55* 
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Table 4.18 Dipole moments (continued) 

Compound 

Nitrogen compounds: 
Ammonia 
Methylamine 
Dimethylamine 
Trimethylamine 
Hydrogen cyanide 
Methyl cyanide 

Mixed compounds: 
Nitrogen trifluoride 
Difluoramine 
Nitrous acid 
Nitric acid 
Cyano fluoride 
Formyl fluoride 
Carbonyl fluoride 
Acetyl fluoride 
Acetyl cyanide 
Isocyanic acid 
Methyl isocyanate 
Formamide 
Nitromethane 
Nitrobenzene 

Dipole moment, debyes 

Calc. 

1.97 
1.86 
1.76 
1.68 
2.48 
3.05 

0.43 
2.13 
2.27 
2.24 
1.55 
2.16 
1.42 
2.84 
2.80 
1.88 
1.80 
3.79 
4.38 
5.33 

Obs. 

1.46800 

1.326PP 

1.03«« 
0.612" 
2.986" 
3 . 9 2 c d 

0.235" 
1.93tttt 

1.85" 
2 . 1 6 ^ 
1 . 6 8 " 
2.02™ 
0.951" 
2.96 a a o 

3A5m 

1 . 59* ,ecc 

2.81d d d 

3.71 c " 
3 . 4 6 ' " 
4.28'™ 
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Table 4.19 Dipole-moment or ientat ions 

Molecule Anglet Calc.% Obs.$ 

Propene from C—C toward C—C 
Ethyl fluoride from C—F toward C—C 
1,1-Difluoroethane from C—Me toward C—H 
Fluoroethylene from C—F toward C = C 
n-Propyl fluoride (trans) from C—F toward C—Et 
cts-1-Fluoropropene from C—F toward C = C 
2-Fluoropropene from C—F toward C—C 
3-Fluoropropene (s-cis) from C—F toward C—C 
2-Fluoro-l,3-butadiene from C—F toward C = C 
Acetaldehyde from C = 0 toward C—C 
Propionaldehyde (s-cis) from C = 0 toward C—C 
Acrolein (s-trans) from C = 0 toward C—C 
Methyl ketene from C = C toward C—C 
Formic acid from C—O toward C—O 
Difluoramine from N—H toward bisector 

of N—F bonds 
Nitrous acid (trans) from N—O toward N—O 
Formyl fluoride from C = 0 toward C—F 
Acetyl fluoride from C = 0 toward C—F 
Acetyl cyanide from C = 0 toward C—CN 
Formamide from C = 0 toward C—N 
Methyl amine from C—N toward C—H 

t The convention used for direction is specification of an angle with a bond C—A in the sense of a 
rotation toward another bond C—B from the same atom C. If the angle is positive (and less than 
the ABC bond angle) the resulting direction lies between the bonds C—A and C—B. 
X Values in parentheses correspond to a vector additive bond moment model with zero moments for 
all C—C and C—H bonds. 
i Superscripts refer to Table 4.18 references. 
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- 5 . 4 (0) 
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Fig. 4.5 Electron distribution in hydrocarbons (units of 10"3 electrons). 

rearrangement of charge. However, if we consider the process of 
replacing one of the hydrogens in ethylene by a methyl group, the 
rearrangement of charge is mainly a "polarization" within the vinyl 
group rather than a net transfer of charge from methyl to vinyl. Thus 
the total vinyl charge in ethylene is —0.015, and this only changes to 
— 0.012 in propene. The most significant change, however, is the 
redistribution of charge between the two carbon atoms in vinyl, the 
methyl group "driving" electrons away from the atom to which it is 
attached onto the /3 position. A further breakdown can be effected 
into charge distribution in T and a atomic orbitals. The T electron 
charges on the vinyl carbons are 

0.972 1.043 

M e - C a = C^ 

The corresponding figures are unity in ethylene, so that there is a 
small donation of w electrons from methyl to vinyl, but again the 
main effect is a redistribution within the vinyl group, the 0 position 
acquiring the greater electron density. In fact, most of the total 
redistribution between Ca and Qj occurs in the T system. 

These theoretical results have some bearing on discussions of 
the role of hyperconjugation in determining the polarity of propene 
by means of a charge displacement of the type 

H 3 = C ^ - C = C 
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Recently, Dewar [10] has argued that the dipole moment may alter
natively be due to the polarity of the C(sp3)—C(sp2) bond, this being 
more sensitive to hybridization changes than C—H bonds. The pres
ent calculations favor the hyperconjugative explanation insofar as the 
origin of the calculated moment lies mainly in the ir orbitals. How
ever, the polarity occurs without major charge migration into the 
double bond. 

The origin of the dipole moment in methyl acetylene (the methyl 
end of the molecule being positive) can be interpreted in a similar 
manner. There is little overall charge transfer into the ethynyl group 
when hydrogen is replaced by methyl, but there is again a large 
redistribution between the a and 0 carbons. The w electron charges 
are 

1.968 2.066 

Me— Ca = Q, 

so the redistribution is again mainly associated with the w orbitals. 
FLUORINE COMPOUNDS 

The agreement between experimental dipole moments of fluorocarbons 
and those calculated by this model is very good, all the main effects 
being well reproduced. Examination of the atomic charge densities, 
however, reveals surprising features (Fig. 4.6). In methyl fluoride, 
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Fig. 4.6 Electron distribution in fluorocarbons (units of 10~2 electrons). 
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the main effect is a transfer of electrons from carbon to the more 
electronegative fluorine, but a secondary feature is that the hydrogens 
are slightly more negative than in methane. This negative character 
of atoms separated by two bonds from the substituting fluorine is also 
apparent in fluoroform and becomes more evident for ft carbon atoms 
as in ethyl fluoride and 1,1,1-trifluoroethane. 

These results challenge the common interpretation of fluorine as 
an inductive-type substituent leading to positive character in a satu
rated hydrocarbon which diminishes steadily with the distance down 
the chain [11], 

8- S+ 88+ 888+ 

F «- C +- C <- C 

The calculations rather suggest that the induced charges alternate 
in a decaying manner, so that the 0 position is normally negative: 

8- 8 + 88- 88 + 

F «- C <- C <- C 

Experimental dipole moments do not, of course, provide a direct 
test of these two charge distributions. However, certain trends evi
dent in the data are consistent with the alternating hypothesis. 
According to this, a fluorine substituent leads to a polarization of the 
hydrocarbon in which the atom 2 removed from the fluorine is 
relatively negative, 

[(C or H)-—C+]—F 

This corresponds to a dipolar distribution in the hydrocarbon which is 
opposed to the primary dipole of the bond to fluorine. For a CF3 sub
stituent, on the other hand, the alternating hypothesis predicts a 
charge distribution 

[(C or H)+— C-]—CF3 

leading to a hydrocarbon dipole which reinforces the primary moment. 
If we now compare the experimental dipole moments of HX and CH3X, 
where X is F or CF3, we find that CF3 does have a considerably larger 
dipole when attached to CH3 compared with H, but the two compounds 
with X fluorine have very similar moments, in spite of the fact that 
methyl is a larger polarizable group. 

Another piece of evidence supporting the CNDO charge distri
butions of Fig. 4.6 is the fact that the experimental and calculated 
dipole directions in ethyl fluoride are external to the F—C—C angle 
(Table 4.19). This is consistent with the alternating hypothesis which 
leads to an additional polarization in the methyl group H3+—C~. 
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Some insight into the origin of the calculated charge alternation 
in fluoroparaffins may be obtained by breaking down the electron dis
tribution of methyl fluoride into <r and T parts relative to the C—F 
bond. If this is the z axis, the population of the 2px atomic orbitals 
on carbon and fluorine and the corresponding hydrogen group orbital 
are 

1.035 0.986 1.979 

H 3 E = C — F 

The bond order between the carbon and fluorine T orbitals is 0.147. 
The fact that the fluorine figure is less than 2 implies a "back-dona
tion" effect by the fluorine T lone pairs which could be represented by a 
valence structure 

H 3 - = C = F + 

This leads to additional charge in the hydrogen 7r-type group orbital. 
In fact, this group orbital contains more electrons then in methane 
where the corresponding population is 1.002. In summary, fluorine 
behaves as a strong a electron attractor, removing electrons from the 
carbon to which it is bonded; but it is also a weak T electron donor, 
and these electrons go to the hydrogens in methyl fluoride (or the 0 
position in larger molecules). This type of back-donation has also 
been proposed in a theory of geminal proton-proton spin coupling 
constants [12]. 

Similar, but stronger, alternation effects are shown in the calcula
tions on vinyl fluoride and ethynyl fluoride. In both cases, the /3 car
bon acquires considerable negative charge, leading to a relatively small 
dipole moment. CF3 substituents, on the other hand, lead to large 
dipoles (3,3,3-trifluoropropene and 3,3,3-trifluoropropyne). The small 
dipoles of vinyl fluoride and ethynyl fluoride are often attributed to 
T electron donation from a fluorine lone pair into the unsaturated group 
leading to a structure 

C = C ^ F 

This suggestion is supported by the CNDO calculations on vinyl 
fluoride which give T densities 

1.076 0.973 1.951 

C = C — F 

Clearly, most of the increase in electron density on the 0 carbon 
is due to T electron donation from the fluorine. On the other hand, 
a CF3 group polarizes the C = C in the opposite direction, leading to 
the large moment of 3,3,3-trifluoropropene. 
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OXYGEN COMPOUNDS 

There is less satisfactory agreement between experimental and calcu
lated dipole moments for the oxygen compounds listed in Table 4.18, 
but the theory does reproduce a number of significant trends. 

The calculated values for water, alcohols, and ethers are too high, 
but the observed ordering 

M(H20) > M(MeOH) > M(Me20) 

is correctly reproduced. According to the CNDO/2 charge distribu
tion shown in Fig. 4.7, the reason why methyl alcohol has a lower 
moment than water is again charge alternation, two of the methyl 
hydrogens having a negative charge. This is also a result of back-
donation from the 7r-type lone pair of the oxygen, for the population 
of the 2pw atomic orbital on oxygen (with a node in the oxygen valence 
plane) is 2.000, 1.976, and 1.951 for the series water, methyl alcohol, 
and methyl ether. 

The observed decrease of moment along this series is rather 
larger than calculated. Part of the decrease may be due to the open-
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ing out of the bond angle in ethers. However, this does not seem to be 
very important, for CNDO/2 calculations with experimental (rather 
than standard) bond angles give \i = 2.14 debyes for water (angle 
104.5°) and \x = 1.80 debyes for methyl ether (angle 111.6°). 

A corresponding series for the carbonyl group shows the opposite 
ordering of dipoles 

M(H2CO) < M[(CH3)HCO] < M [ ( C H 3 ) 2 C O ] 

and this is also reproduced by the calculations. However, the theory 
incorrectly gives a dipole moment for formaldehyde less than that of 
water. The increase in dipole moment of a carbonyl compound with 
methyl substituents is again consistent with an alternating charge 
effect 

H3
M+ 

\ 

c*+=o«-
and this is reflected in the CNDO/2 atomic densities (Fig. 4.7). The 
direction of the dipole in acetaldehyde is also consistent with this. 
The total charge on the oxygen increases from 6.188 in formaldehyde 
to 6.233 in acetaldehyde and 6.266 in acetone. The population of the 
2p oxygen atomic orbital has values 1.160, 1.208, and 1.241 along the 
same series, and so these changes are again mainly associated with the 
T system. The corresponding charges on the 2pir atomic orbital of 
the carbonyl carbon are 0.840, 0.828, and 0.823. These decreases 
are less than the oxygen w charge increases, and so there is a transfer 
of w electrons from CH3 into the carbonyl group by hyperconjugation 
in this theory. A similar w electron transfer is also noted in acrolein, 
although the calculated dipole moment for this molecule is rather too 
small. 

The theory also predicts the observed low dipole moment of 
ketone compared with formaldehyde. The CNDO/2 charge distribu
tion in ketene (Fig. 4.7) clearly shows alternation due primarily to 
back-donation of the oxygen n electrons into the -K atomic orbital of 
the methylene carbon atom. (It should be noted that in ketene, the 
oxygen lone pair is in a x-type orbital with a node in the molecular 
plane.) 

NITROGEN COMPOUNDS 

The comparison between calculated and experimental dipoles for 
compounds containing nitrogen shows similar trends. The experi-
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mental moments for ammonia and methylamines have the order 

M(NH3) > M(MeNM2) > M(Me2NH) > M(Me3N) 

and this progression is reproduced by the theory. As with correspond
ing oxygen compounds, the theory does not give the full magnitude 
of the decrease along the series. There is a slight opening of the angle 
in trimethylamine (from 107.1° in ammonia to 108.7°), but this is not 
sufficient to account completely for the very low dipole moment of 
this molecule. 

The cyanide group — C = N behaves in the opposite manner, 
having a larger dipole when attached to methyl instead of hydrogen. 
This effect is also reproduced by the theory, and the CNDO/2 densities 
shown in Fig. 4.8 suggest that this is associated with charge alternation. 
The total w densities on the carbon and nitrogen atoms in HCN and 
Me—CN are 

1.898 2.102 

H— C = N 
1.882 2.170 

Me— C = N 

Comparison with the total atom densities (Fig. 4.8) again indicates 
that most of the rearrangement on methyl substitution is in the T 
system and that there is considerable hyperconjugation. 
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MIXED COMPOUNDS 

Dipole moments for a number of mixed compounds with nitrogen, 
oxygen, and fluorine are also given in Tables 4.18 and 4.19 including 
some that contain two groups already considered. Both magnitudes 
and directions are given fairly satisfactorily by the theory. 

The high dipole moment of formamide is clearly due to the 
increased polarity of the carbonyl group when conjugated with the 
neighboring nitrogen. The charge in the T lone pair of nitrogen (the 
bonds to this atom being coplanar according to model A) is reduced 
from 2.00 in planar NH3 to 1.82 in this molecule. The corresponding T 
bond order of the C—N single bond is 0.47 indicating a large amount 
of double-bond character. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn from these calcula
tions is that current qualitative theories of inductive charge displace
ment may need modification. The general pattern of charge distribu
tions calculated by the molecular orbital method of this paper suggest 
a classification of substituents (attached to hydrocarbon fragments) 
in terms of the following two characteristic features: 

1. Electrons may be withdrawn from or donated to the hydrocarbon 
fragment as a whole. According to the usual nomenclature, 
such substituents would be described as inductive — I and + / 
types, respectively. 

2. The distribution of electrons remaining in the hydrocarbon frag
ments may be polarized so that electrons are drawn to or from the 
site of substitution. These two possibilities could be denoted by 
— and + superscripts, respectively, leading to four types of 
substituent —1~, —I4", +I~, and + / + . 

The double-classification bases on these criteria are illustrated sche
matically in Fig. 4.9. 

When the substituents dealt with are of the — / type, this further 
subdivision is useful: 

- / + type: F, OR, NR2 

- / - type: CF3, R C = 0 , C N, N0 2 , COOR 

In all these cases, the —1 + substituents are those with the most electro
negative atom directly attached to the hydrocarbon, while the —1~ 
types have the electronegative atom one position removed. This is a 
consequence of the widespread charge alternation noted in Figs. 4.5 to 
4.8. 
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-I" + 1" 

+ I + ( -

Fig. 4.9 Schematic representation of types of inductive substituent. 

I t may be noted that the + superscript of this classification 
corresponds to the label used for a "mesomeric displacement" if the 
substituent is attached to an unsaturated system. Thus the usual 
charge-displacement diagram 

c=c^x 

for a +M mesomeric substituent leads to a high-electron density on 
the carbon as shown for a —1 + group in Fig. 4.9. The CNDO calcula
tions confirm this behavior but also suggest that this feature of the —1 + 

substituent and the consequent charge alternation apply even in 
saturated molecules. In both cases the alternation is associated with 
back-donation of lone pair electrons in molecular orbitals of T type 
relative to the C—X bond (that is, with a nodal plane through the 
C—X bond). 

The application of CNDO theory to second-row atoms has been 
considered by Santry and Segal as discussed in Sec. 3.7, and calcula
tions have been reported on a series of compounds containing such 
elements [13]. The results are summarized in Table 4-20, where a 
comparison of results of the sp} spd, and spd' basis sets is presented. 
The bond angles of second-row compounds are found to be accommo
dated with just s and p functions on the heavy atom. However, in 
all molecules considered, the inclusion of 3d orbitals causes a consider
able redistribution of electrons among the orbitals of the second-row 
atom and has a significant effect on the dipole moment. A general 
description of the electronic structure of these compounds must include 
d orbital participation. 
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4.3 ELECTRON-SPIN-NUCLEAR-SPIN INTERACTIONS [14] 

In the preceding section, calculations on the CNDO and INDO level 
of approximation were shown to give a reasonably satisfactory account 
of molecular geometry, electronic charge distributions, and dipole 
moments of a number of polyatomic organic and inorganic molecules. 
In this section, we consider applications to paramagnetic molecules, 
i.e., free radicals, radical cations, and radical anions. Here in addition 
to the total electronic charge distribution, which is the sum of the 
density of a and fi electrons at any point in the system, it is possible 
to study the unpaired electron distribution, known as the spin density, 
which is essentially the difference in d electron density and 0 electron 
density at any point in the system. 

The spin density at or near any magnetic nuclei in a paramag
netic molecule is related to the hyperfine interaction between electron 
and nuclear magnetic moments and is measured experimentally by 
the hyperfine coupling constants obtained from the electron spin 
resonance (ESR) spectrum. In an LCAO theory, the isotropic (orien-
tationally averaged) part of the hyperfine coupling constants of a given 
magnetic nucleus reflects the unpaired electron population of 5 atomic 
orbitals centered on the nucleus, and the anisotropic part of the hyper
fine coupling constants reflects the unpaired electron population of p 
or d orbitals of the atom. Since there are generally several magnetic 
nuclei in a paramagnetic organic molecule, it is possible to determine 
experimentally the spin density at several points in the system. 

The isotropic hyperfine coupling constant a^ of magnetic nucleus 
N is related to the electronic wavefunction of the system SF by 

<*N = y g0yxh(Sz)-\*\9*^(Rv)\*) (4.8) 

where g is the electronic g factor, 0 is the Bohr magneton, 7N is the 
gyromagnetic ratio of nucleus N, and RN is the position vector of 
nucleus N. The quantity p8pin(RN) is the spin density operator evalu
ated at the nuclear position of atom N, defined as 

P8pin(rN) = £ 2s2fc5(RN - r*) (4.9) 
k 

where rjfc is the position vector of the fcth electron, sZk is the component 
of the electron spin angular-momentum operator, and 5(r) is the Dirac 
delta function. With ^ defined as in Eq. (2.78), the expectation value 
of the spin density operator becomes 

< * I P 6 ^ ( R N ) | * > = X PM,flpin^(R)*,(R) (4.10) 
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where pMV
8pin is the unpaired electronic population, 

P„„spin = * V - * V (4-H) 

As discussed in Sec. 2.5, the matrix of elements p^/p in is usually called 
the spin density matrix. 

Electronic wavefunctions based on spin-unrestricted determi
nants of molecular orbitals are not in general eigenfunctions of the S2 

operator, and they contain contaminating contributions from states 
of higher multiplicity. An extensive study of the effect of the con
taminating spin components on calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling 
constants has been carried out for calculations on the level of approxi
mation considered herein [15]. I t appears that no serious errors were 
introduced in hyperfine coupling constants by assuming that the effect 
of the contaminating spin components is negligible. 

In the preceding section of this chapter, calculations on the CNDO 
and INDO levels of approximation were shown to be capable of accom
modating electronic charge distribution in a satisfactory and generally 
useful manner. In the calculation of unpaired electron densities, the 
CNDO approximations are too extreme to give a proper account of the 
spin polarization contribution to the unpaired electron density. Here 
it is important to retain the one-center atomic exchange integrals as 
they introduce quantitatively the effect of Hund's rule, according to 
which electrons in different atomic orbitals on the same atom will have 
a lower repulsion energy if their spins are parallel. This type of inter
action has important consequences on the unpaired electron distribu
tion in the system, for it means that the attracting power of a particular 
atomic orbital for electrons of a particular spin will depend on the 
unpaired electron population of other orbitals on the same atom. In 
fact for 7r electron radicals (planar molecules with the odd electron 
occupying a molecular orbital of T symmetry), retention of one-center 
exchange integrals is necessary to introduce any spin density at all 
into the a system, as required for a nonzero isotropic hyperfine coupling 
constant. In the INDO method, differential overlap is neglected 
in all polycenter interelectron repulsion integrals, but one-center atomic 
exchange integrals are retained. This is the lowest level of approxi
mation that one may hope to accommodate hyperfine coupling phe
nomena generally} and thus calculations considered in this section are 
of the INDO type. I t is important to note that none of the disposable 
parameters involved in the determination of the molecular orbitals is 
chosen on the basis of experimentally observed hyperfine coupling 
constants. 

In order to evaluate Eq. (4.10) at a level of approximation com-
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mensurate with the approximations involved in integral evaluation 
in the wavefunction determination, we assume that all contributions 
to the summation are negligible unless both <£M and <f>v are centered on 
atom N. Of the atomic functions centered on atom N, only s func
tions have nonvanishing densities at the nucleus and contribute to the 
isotropic hyperfine coupling constant. With these approximations, 
the expectation value of the spin density operator at the nucleus of 
atom N reduces to the single term 

<*|P»P»(RN)|*> = P £ > . N ( R N ) | 2 (4.12) 

where p ^ is the unpaired electronic population of the valence s orbital 
of atom N and |<£fiN(RN)|2 is the density of the valence s orbital of atom 
N evaluated at the nucleus. Substituting Eq. (4.12) into Eq. (4.8), 
the final expression for the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant is 

aN = T y ^ T N ^ S ^ - ^ . ^ R N ) ! 2 ] pSfe (4.13) 

The quantity in brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.13) is 
a constant for each type of magnetic nucleus to be considered. The 
quantities involved in this term are all fundamental constants with 
the exception of |<£8N(RN)|2 which involves some special consideration. 
The integrals calculated in the wavefunction determination were 
evaluated over Slater orbitals. In this analytical form for atomic 
functions, all radial nodes are collapsed to a point node at the nucleus, 
and thus spurious values for |0SN(RN)|2 are obtained. Alternatively, 
one may evaluate this quantity using SCF atomic orbitals, but 
since the calculations were not carried out in this basis these are not 
strictly appropriate. The procedure adopted for determining |08N(RN)|2 

involves recognizing the linear relation implied by Eq. (4.13) and 
selecting this quantity to give the best linear relation between the 
observed a^ and calculated p^JJ in a least-squares sense. This is the 
only disposable parameter involved which was selected on the basis 
of experimentally observed hyperfine coupling constants. The values 
adopted for |<£SN(RN)|2 for each magnetic nucleus considered are listed 
in Table 4.21 along with the statistics of the least-squares calculations 
involved. 

INDO molecular orbital calculations have been carried out on a 
variety of molecules composed of first-row atoms, and XH, 13C, 14N, 
1 70, and 19F isotropic hyperfine coupling constants considered [14]. 
As with the study of charge distributions and dipole moments in the 
preceding section, standard bondlengths and bond angles were used 
for the molecular geometries. The standard models proposed pre
viously are, however, not really suitable for radicals and radical ions, 
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Table 4.21 Analysis of linear relationf between observed a N and calculated p*p£n 

„ h , ^ W < S , > - | < M * N ) | ° ,
 Stanfard 

Number of 3 deviation, % Correlation |<£«N(RN)|2, 
gauss coefficient § a.u. - 3 Nucleus data points gauss 

m 141 
i»C 26 
!4 N 29 
1 70 5 
"F 9 

t Constrained to origin. 

X Calculated as \/x(a -

539.86 
820.10 
379.34 

- 8 8 8 . 6 8 
44829.20 

• acalc)2/(n - 1) 

7.29 
23.78 

2.34 
2.67 

22.22 

0.8797 
0.9253 
0.7561 
0.5188 
0.9224 

0.338 
2.042 
3.292 

41.082 
29.840 

§ Calculated as (nSpo - 2 p 2 a ) / V f a 2 p 2 - (2p)2][n2a2 - (2a)2]. 

where it is frequently difficult to classify bonds by type (single, double, 
etc.). We shall, therefore, adopt for the present study a rather 
cruder scheme in which the internuclear distances chosen depend 
entirely on the nature of the two atoms involved. We shall hence
forth refer to these geometries as model By with those of the previous 
section being model A. The bondlengths for model B are listed in 
Table 4.22 with the rules for bond angles being the same as in model A. 

Molecules chosen were generally those for which a reasonable 
knowledge of the molecular geometry could be inferred from chemical 
intuition, and molecules which required explicit consideration of 
several interconverting conformations were not included, with the 
exception of ethyl radical. Even with these limitations a number of 
exceptions to the standard model were necessary. 

Using the values for |0,N(RN)2| listed in Table 4.21 and the p«p,}SN 

computed from the INDO molecular orbitals for each molecule, 
isotropic hyperfine coupling constants aN were calculated for each 
atomic nucleus in each compound. A comparison of the calculated 
aN with observed values is presented for XH, 13C, 14N, 170, and 19F in 
Tables 4.23 to 4.27. In preparing these tables, assignments were made 

Table 4.22 Standard bondlengths (model B) 

H N O 

H 
C 
N 
O 
F 

0.74 1.08 
1.40 

1.00 
1.37 
1.35 

0.96 
1.36 
1.30 
1.48 

0.92 
1.35 
1.36 
1.42 
1.42 
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Table 4.23 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for *H 

Radical Atom A calc, gauss A exptl., gauss 

Methyl 
Fluoromethylmm 

Difluoromethylmm 

Ethyl™ 

Vinyl 

Formyl 
Ethynyl 
Allyl 

Phenyl 

Cyclopentadienyl00 

Tropyl00 

Benzyl 

Phenoxy 

Cyclohexadienyl00 

Perinaphthenyl 

Benzene -

Cyclooctatetraene-00 

tfrans-Butadiene-

Naphthalene" 

Anthracene -

Anthracene"1" 

Phenanthrene -

CH2 

CH3 

a. 

01 
02 

1 
1' 
2 
2 
3 
4 

—CH2 

2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 

CH 2 PP 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 

1 
1' 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
9 
1 
2 
9 
1 
2 
3 
4 
9 

- 2 2 . 4 
- 7 . 8 
21.9 

- 2 0 . 4 
27.6 
17.1 
55.1 
21.2 
74.9 
32.7 

- 1 4 . 6 
- 1 4 . 9 

6.9 
18.7 

6.1 
3 .9 

- 4 . 8 
- 3 . 2 

- 1 7 . 0 
- 6 . 4 

3 .6 
- 5 . 6 
- 4 . 1 

2 .2 
- 3 . 4 
97.6 

- 1 1 . 1 
5.1 

- 9 . 8 
- 7 . 5 

4 .3 
- 3 . 6 
- 2 . 6 
- 9 . 8 

- 1 0 . 3 
- 0 . 8 
- 5 . 3 
- 0 . 9 
- 2 . 7 
- 0 . 6 
- 6 . 8 
- 2 . 9 
- 0 . 6 
- 6 . 6 
- 4 . 6 

2.1 
- 3 . 8 

0.6 
- 5 . 0 

( - ) 2 3 . 0 4 « 
( - ) 2 1 . 1 0 6 

(+)22.20 & 

( - ) 2 2 . 3 8 ° 
(+ )26 .87° 
(+)13 .40« 
(+)65 .00° 
(+ )37 .00° 

(+ )137 .00 c 

( + ) 1 6 . 1 0 d 

( - ) 1 3 . 9 3 ° 
( - ) 1 4 . 8 3 a 

( + ) 4 . 0 6 * 
( + ) 1 9 . 5 0 c 

( + ) 6 . 5 0 c 

( - ) 5 . 6 0 ' 
( - ) 3 . 9 5 * 

( - ) 1 6 . 3 5 A 

( - ) 5 . 1 4 * 
(+ )1 .75* 
( - ) 6 . 1 4 * 
( - ) 6 . 6 0 i 

(+)1 .96* 
( - )10 .40* 
(+)47 .71« 

( - ) 8 . 9 9 « 
(+)2.65° 

(-)13.04« 
(-)7.30> 
(+)2.80>' 
(-)3.75* 
(-)3.21« 
( - )7 .62* 
(-)7.62™ 
(-)2.79™ 
(-)4.90» 
(-)1.83» 
(-)2.74° 
(-)1.51° 
(-)5.34° 
(-)3.08* 
(-)1.38* 
( - ) 6 . 4 9 P 
(-)3.60« 
( + )0.72* 
(-)2.88« 
(+)0.32« 
(-)4.32« 
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Table 4.23 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for *H 
(continued) 

Radical Atom A calc, gauss A exptl., gauss 

Pyrene -

9 

Stilbene -

Biphenylene" 

Azulene -00 

Fluoranthrene-00 

Benzonitrile~«« 

Phthalonitrile-«« 

Isophthalonitrile~M 

Terephthalonitrile~«« 
1,2,4,5-Tetracy anobenzene-«« 
p-Nitrobenzonitrile~M>rr 

Nitrobenzene-"" 

ra-Dinitrobenzene_rr 

p-Dinitrobenzene~rr 

ra-Fluoronitrobenzene-rr 

p-Fluoronitrobenzene_rr 

3,5-Difluoronitrobenzene~rr 

1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
1 
2 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
7 
8 
2 
3 
4 
3 
4 
2 
4 
5 

2 
3 
2 
3 
4 
2 
4 
5 

2 
4 
5 
6 
2 
3 
2 
4 

- 5 . 5 ( 
2 .5 ( 

- 1 . 9 ( 
- 3 . 7 ( 

2 .0 ( 
- 3 . 9 ( 

1.9 ( 
- 3 . 4 ( 
- 5 . 2 ( 

0 .2 ( 
- 2 . 1 ( 

0 ( 
- 3 . 0 ( 
- 7 . 0 ( 

3 .9 ( 
- 9 . 4 ( 
- 4 . 4 

2 .2 ( 
- 6 . 4 

0 .2 
- 0 . 9 
- 3 . 3 ( 

1.1 
- 8 . 0 

1.5 
- 4 . 0 { 

1.5 
- 7 . 6 

2.6 
- 1 . 0 

2 .2 
1.8 

- 3 . 5 
- 3 . 6 

1.9 
- 3 . 8 ( 

0 .4 
- 7 . 8 

3 .2 
- 1 . 0 
- 3 . 7 ( 
- 3 . 7 ( 

1.8 ( 
- 3 . 4 
- 3 . 8 

2 .2 
- 3 . 5 
- 3 . 6 

- ) 4 . 7 5 ' 
+ ) 1 . 0 9 r 

- ) 2 . 0 8 ' 
- ) 1 . 9 0 « 
+)0 .86* 
- )3 .80» 
+ ) 0 . 3 2 ' 
- )2 .96» 
- ) 4 . 3 6 * 
+)0.21< 
-)2 .86< 
+ )0 .27" 
- ) 3 . 9 5 « 
- ) 6 . 2 2 « 

;+)1.34« 
; - ) 8 . 8 2 « 
( - )3 .90» 
[+)1.30» 
; - ) 5 . 2 0 v 

; - ) 3 . 6 3 " 
;+)o.30w 

[ - )8 .42» 
:+)0.33 a ; 

[ - )4 .24* 
;+)o.o8^ 
[ - )8 .29« 
; + ) i . 4 4 » 
: - ) i . 5 9 » 
;+ ) i . n w 

[ + )().76* 
; - ) 3 . i 2 ^ 
[-)3.39« 
:+) i .09« 
; - )3 .97« 
;+)3.naa 

; - ) 4 . i 9 ° a 

; + ) i . 0 8 ° ° 
; - ) i . i 2 a a 

; - ) 3 . 3 0 6 b 

; - )3 .30 o f t 

; + ) i . i o 6 6 

;-)3.oo66 

; - ) 3 . 5 6 » 
[+)1.16» 
; - ) 3 . 2 6 « 
[ - )3 .98 c c 
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Table 4.23 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperffine coupling constants for lH 
(continued) 

Radical Atom A calc, gauss A exptl., gauss 

o-Benzosemiquinone~ 

p-Benzosemiquinone~ 
2,5-Dioxo-l,4-semiquinone-
1,4-Naphthosemiquinone~ 

9,10-Anthrasemiquinone" 

Pyrazine" 
iV,i\T-Dihydropyrazine+ 

Pyridazine" 

s-Tetrazine~ 
1,5-Diazanaphthalene~ 

Phthalazine" 

Quinoxaline" 

Dihydroquinoxaline+ 

Phenazine-

1,4,5,8-Tetraazaanthracene~ 

p-Nitrobenzaldehyde~" 

p-Cyanobenzaldehyde~«*«« 

4-Cyanopyridine~M 

3 
4 

2 
5 
6 
1 
2 

NH 
CH 
3 
4 

2 
3 
4 
1 
5 
6 
2 
5 
6 
1 
2 
5 
6 
1 
2 
2 
9 
2 
3 
5 
6 

CHO 
3 
2 
6 
5 

CHO 
2 
3 

- 1 . 9 ( 
0.2 ( 

- 0 . 9 ( 
2.4 ( 

- 1 . 0 ( 
0.6 ( 

- 0 . 1 ( 
0.8 ( 

- 0 . 2 ( 
- 2 . 0 ( 

- 1 0 . 1 ( 
- 2 . 1 ( 

1.1 ( 
- 3 . 6 ( 

2.5 ( 
- 0 . 6 
- 1 . 5 
- 3 . 8 
- 6 . 4 
- 5 . 2 
- 0 . 9 
- 1 . 8 
- 2 . 0 

0.4 
- 9 . 8 
- 2 . 3 
- 0 . 5 
- 0 . 7 
- 1 . 7 
- 0 . 4 
- 1 . 0 
- 4 . 4 
- 0 . 6 
- 0 . 4 
- 0 . 4 
- 0 . 6 

1.4 
1.2 

- 2 . 5 
- 2 . 5 

1.3 
- 1 . 8 
- 1 . 3 
- 1 . 5 

-)3.65<™ 
+)0.95d d 

- ) 2 . 3 7 " 
+ ) 0 . 7 9 " 
- ) 3 . 2 3 " 
+)0 .65" 
- ) 0 . 5 1 " 
+)0.96« 
- )0 .55 M 

r - ) 2 . 6 4 " 
;-)8.30AA 

;-)3.26** 
;+)0 .16" 
; - ) 6 . 4 7 " 
;+)o.2i" 
; - ) i .69" 
:-)2.95*'» 
t-)5.77» 
(-)5.91" 
(-)4.64" 
(-)2.14™ 
(-)2.32» 
(-)3.32» 
(-)1.00»' 
(-)7.17** 
(-)3.99** 
(-)0.78** 
(-)1.38** 
(-)1.93» 
(-)1.61" 
(-)2.73» 
(-)3.96» 
(-)1.23» 
(-)0.44v 
(-)0.44* 
(-)2.37* 
(+)3.10v 
(+)0.19" 
(-)2.73» 
(-)3.14" 
(+)0.71« 
(-)5.56" 
(-)1.40» 
(-)2.62» 
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Table 4.23 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for *H 
(continued) 

* See Ref. [17]. 
6 R. W. Fessenden and R. H. Schuler, / . Chem. Phys., 43:2704 (1965). 
e F. J. Adrian, E. L. Cochran, and V. A. Bowers, J. Chem. Phys., 36:1661 (1962). 
d E. L. Cochran, F. J. Adrian, and V. A. Bowers, J. Chem. Phys., 40:213 (1964). 
* J. E. Bennett, B. Mile, and A. Thomas, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), 293A :246 (1966). 
' S. Ohnishi and I. Nitta, J. Chem. Phys., 39:2848 (1963). 
* D. E. Wood and H. M. McConnell, / . Chem. Phys., 37:1150 (1962). 
* A. Carrington and I. C. P. Smith, Mol. Phys., 9:137 (1965). 
* T. J. Stone and W. A. Waters, Proc. Chem. Soc, 1962:253. 
» P. B. Sogo, M. Nakazaki, and M. Calvin, J. Chem. Phys., 26:1343 (1957). 
* T. R. Tuttle, Jr., and S. I. Weissman, / . Am. Chem. Soc, 80:5342 (1958). 
1 T. J. Katz and H. L. Stevens, / . Chem. Phys., 32:1873 (1960). 
m D. H. Levy and R. J. Myers, / . Chem. Phys., 41:1062 (1964). 
n A. Carrington, F. Dravnieks, and M. C. R. Symons, / . Chem. Soc, 1969:947. 
* See Ref. [22]. 
*> I. C. Lewis and L. S. Singer, J. Chem. Phys., 43:2712 (1965). 
« S. H. Glarum and L. C. Snyder, J. Chem. Phys., 36:2989 (1962). 
r G. J. Hoijtink, J. Townsend, and S. I. Weissman, J. Chem. Phys., 34:507 (1961). 
* R. Chang and C. S. Johnson, Jr., J. Chem. Phys., 41:3273 (1964). 
1 A. Carrington and J. dos Santos-Veiga, Mol. Phys., 6:285 (1962). 
«I . Bernal, P. H. Rieger, and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 37:1489 (1962). 
* E. DeBoer and S. I. Weissman, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 80:4549 (1958). 
w P. H. Rieger, I. Bernal, W. H. Reinmuth, and G. K. Fraenkel, / . Am. Chem. Soc, 
86:683 (1963). 
* A. Carrington and P. F. Todd, Mol. Phys., 6:161 (1963). 
y A. H. Maki and D. H. Geske, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 83:1852, 3532 (1961). 
* D. H. Geske and A. H. Maki, / . Am. Chem. Soc, 82:2671 (1960). 
•• A. H. Maki and D. H. Geske, J. Chem. Phys., 33:825 (1960). 
66 P. B. Ayscough, F. P. Sargent, and R. Wilson, J. Chem. Soc, 1963:5418. 
cc M. Kaplan, J. R. Bolton, and G. K. Fraenkel, / . Chem. Phys., 42:955 (1965). 
ddB. Venkataremen, B. G. Segal, and G. K. Fraenkel, / . Chem. Phys., 30:1006 
(1959). 
" G. Vincow and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 34:1333 (1964). 
" D. C. Reitz, F. Dravnieks, and J. E. Wertz, / . Chem. Phys., 33:1880 (1960). 
» E. W. Stone and A. H. Maki, J. Chem. Phys., 39:1635 (1963). 
hh J. R. Bolton, A. Carrington, and J. dos Santos-Veiga, Mol. Phys., 6:465 (1962). 
« J. C. M. Henning, / . Chem. Phys., 44:2139 (1966). 
" A. Carrington and J. dos Santos-Veiga, Mol. Phys., 6:21 (1962). 
** B. L. Barton and G. K. Fraenkel, / . Chem. Phys., 41:1455 (1964). 
" P. H. Rieger and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 37:2813 (1962). 
mm Calculated equilibrium bond angles (Ref. [10]). 
nn Free rotation of methyl group simulated (Ref. [4]). 
00 Ring(s) assumed to be regular polygon. 
pp HCH angle 109.5°. 
« C—N bondlength 1.16. 
" N—O bondlength 1.24. 
" C—O bondlength 1.36 and O cis to H2. 
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Table 4.24 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for 13C 

Radical Atom A calc, gauss A exptl., gauss 

Methyl 
Fluoromethyl 
Difluoromethyl 
Trifluoromethyl 
Ethyl 

Vinyl 

Ethynyl 

Allyl 

Phenyl 

Cyclopentadienyl 
Tropyl 
Benzyl 

Phenoxy 

Cyclohexadienyl 

Perinaphthenyl 

Benzene" 
Cyclooctatetraene" 
Jrans-Butadiene" 

Naphthalene" 

Anthracene" 

Anthracene"1" 

—CH 3 
—CH 2 

a 

fi 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

—CH 2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
2 
3 
4 

—CH 2 

1 
2 
4 

13 

1 
2 
a 

0 
9 
1 
2 
9 

11 
2 
9 

11 

45 .0 
92.7 

145.1 
184.6 

- 1 2 . 4 
39.9 

178.0 
- 1 4 . 5 

- 2 . 5 
342.8 

28.0 
- 1 6 . 6 
151.3 
- 4 . 8 
10.7 

- 2 . 6 
4 .1 
3 .5 

- 1 2 . 3 
11.7 

- 8 . 5 
10.5 
32.6 

- 1 0 . 7 
7 .0 

- 5 . 5 
6 .3 

17.9 
- 1 3 . 7 

17.8 
- 1 7 . 6 

13.9 
- 1 0 . 3 

- 9 . 3 
6 .7 
4 .0 
3 .0 

18.6 
- 1 . 2 

9 .3 
- 0 . 3 
- 4 . 3 

4 .6 
0 

12.4 
- 3 . 4 

0 .2 
11.8 

- 3 . 3 

( + ) 3 8 . 3 4 ° 
(+)54 .80* 

(+)148 .80 6 

(+)271 .60 b 

( - )13 .57» 
(+)39 .07* 

(+)107.57« 
( - ) 8 . 5 5 * 

( + ) 2 . 8 0 c 

( + ) 1 . 2 8 d 

( + ) 7 . 1 0 -
( - )1 .2 (K 

3.57' 
- 0 . 2 5 ' 

8 .76' 
- 4 . 5 9 ' 

( + ) 0 . 3 7 ' 
8 .48' 

( - ) 4 . 5 0 ' 
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Table 4.24 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for 13C 
(continued) 

Radical Atom A calc, gauss A exptl., gauss 

Phenanthrene" 

Pyrene" 

Stilbene" 

Biphenylene" 

Azulene-

Fluoranthrene-

Benzonitrile-

Phthalonitrile" 

Isophthalonitrile" 

1 
2 
3 
4 
9 

11 
12 

1 
2 
4 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
2 

10 
1 
2 
9 
4 
5 
6 
1 
2 
3 
7 
8 

11 
12 
13 
14 
1 
2 
3 
4 

-CN 
1 
3 
4 

-CN 
1 
2 
4 
5 

-CN 

8.2 
- 5 . 7 

6.9 
- 2 . 2 

7.5 
- 3 . 8 

2.1 
9.9 

- 7 . 1 
2.9 
6.2 

- 5 . 2 
7.4 

- 4 . 9 
5.8 

- 3 . 2 
7.4 

- 3 . 0 
3.0 
5.2 

- 1 . 8 
4.9 
1.3 

11.7 
- 1 0 . 2 

16.9 
7.5 

- 6 . 4 
12.0 

- 1 . 2 
1.3 

- 7 . 0 
1.6 

- 0 . 4 
2.4 
8.4 
3.6 

- 5 . 2 
14.0 

- 6 . 6 
8.5 

- 6 . 1 
6.0 

- 6 . 4 
4.9 

- 5 . 8 
12.3 

- 9 . 1 
- 4 . 3 

(-)6.12* 
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Table 4.24 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for 13C 
(continued) 

Radical 

Terephthalonitrile" 

1,2,4,5-Tetr acyanobenzene-

p-Nitrobenzonitrile~ 

Nitrobenzene" 

m-Dinitrobenzene~ 

p-Dinitrobenzene~ 

o-Benzosemiquinone" 

p-Benzosemiquinone~ 

2,5-Dioxo-
1,4-Benzosemiquinone~ 

1,4-Naphthosemiquinone~ 

9,10-Anthrasemiquinone~ 

Pyrazine" 
iV,iNT-Dihydropyrazine+ 

Pyridazine" 

s-Tetrazine~ 
1,5-Diazanaphthalene~ 

Phthalazine" 

Atom 

—CN 
1 
2 
1 
3 

—CN 
1 
2 
3 
4 

—CN 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
2 
4 
5 
1 
2 
1 
3 
4 
1 
2 

1 
3 
1 
2 
5 
6 
9 
1 
2 
9 

11 

3 
4 

2 
3 
4 
9 
1 
5 

A calc, gauss 

- 6 . 7 
9.7 

- 0 . 7 
7.2 

- 7 . 3 
- 5 . 3 

7.5 
- 5 . 2 

5.5 
- 2 . 3 
- 4 . 5 
- 5 . 2 

6.1 
- 5 . 2 

7.1 
0.3 

- 2 . 4 
13.2 

- 9 . 4 
6.1 
0.1 

- 6 . 6 
3.2 

- 1 . 1 
- 6 . 9 

1.0 

3.1 
- 7 . 9 
- 8 . 3 

1.3 
- 1 . 5 

0.2 
1.4 

- 1 . 7 
0.4 

- 9 . 6 
1.8 

- 1 . 8 
0.1 

- 7 . 6 
5.1 

- 1 2 . 2 
- 2 . 5 

0.9 
6.5 

- 4 . 8 
11.9 
9.1 

A exptl., gauss 

( - )7 .83* 
8.81* 

(-)1.98* 

(-)0.59» 
(+)0.40* 

( - ) 2 . 8 8 ' 
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Table 4.24 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for 13C 
(continued) 

Radical Atom A calc., gauss A exptl., gauss 

Quinoxaline" 

Dihydroquinoxaline"1" 

Phenazine" 

1,4,5,8-Tetr aazaanthracene-

p-Dicyanotetrazine~ 

p-Nitrobenzaldehyde~ 
p-Cyanobenzaldehyde~ 

4-Cyanopyridine~ 

6 
9 
2 
5 
6 
9 
2 
5 
6 
9 
1 
2 

11 
2 
9 

11 
RING 
—CN 

—CHO 
—CHO 
—CN 
—CN 

- 0 . 2 
- 4 . 5 
- 1 . 2 

3.3 
- 0 . 2 
- 4 . 1 

0.2 
- 0 . 1 

0.2 
- 0 . 2 

2.6 
- 0 . 2 
- 3 . 8 
- 0 . 2 

8.4 
- 4 . 3 

- 1 0 . 6 
3.5 

- 9 . 5 
- 2 . 7 
- 4 . 1 

- 1 0 . 1 

° R. W. Fessenden, J. Phys. Chem., 71:74 (1967). 
6 R. W. Fessenden and R. H. Schuler, / . Chem. Phys., 43:2704 (1965). 
c J. R. Bolton, Mol. Phys., 6:219 (1963). 
d H. L. Strauss and G. K. Fraenkel, / . Chem. Phys., 36:1738 (1963). 
• T. R. Tuttle, Jr., and S. I. Weissman, J. Chem. Phys., 26:189 (1956). 
' T. R. Tuttle, Jr., / . Chem. Phys., 32:1579 (1960). 
° See Ref. [22]. 
h P. H. Rieger, I. Bernal, W. H. Reinmuth, and G. K. Fraenkel,J. Am. Chem. Soc, 
86:683 (1963). 
* M. R. Das and B. Venkatareman, Bull. Colloq. Amp. Eindhoven, 1962:21. 
>' E. W. Stone and A. H. Maki, J. Chem. Phys., 39:1635 (1963). 

on the basis of the calculated spin densities for cases where the assign
ment of experimentally observed hyperfine coupling constants was not 
unequivocally established. In addition, the signs of most of the 
hyperfine coupling constants listed are not known experimentally, and 
here again assignments were made entirely on the basis of the 
calculations. 

Considering the level of approximation involved, the overall 
results are seen to be quite satisfactory. An indication of the quality 
of the results follows from the linear relationship between the observed 
aN and calculated pSJlJ, as reflected in the standard deviations and 
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Table 4.25 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling constants for 14N 

A calc.y A exptl., 
Radical Atom gauss gauss 

Benzonitrile" 
Phthalonitrile -

Isophthalonitrile" 
Terephthalonitrile" 
1,2,4,5-Tetracy anobenzene -

p-Nitrobenzonitrile~ 

Nitrobenzene" 
ra-Dinitrobenzene~ 
p-Dinitrobenzene_ 

ra-Fluoronitrobenzene~ 
p-Fluoronitrobenzene~ 
3,5-Difluoronitrobenzene~ 
Pyrazine" 
iV,iV-Dihydropyrazine+ 

Pyridazine -

s-Tetrazine~ 
1,5-Diazanaphthalene_ 

Phthalazine" 
Quinoxaline-

Dihydroquinoxaline4" 
Phenazine" 
1,4,5,8-Tetraazaanthracene~ 
p-Dicyanotetrazine -

p-Nitrobenazaldehyde~ 
p-Cyanobenzaldehyde~ 
4-Cyanopyridine~ 

—CN 
— N 0 2 

RING 
—CN 

RING 
—CN 

2 .4 
1.9 
1.3 
2 .0 
1.4 
1.1 
4 .7 
7.1 
0.5 

- 0 . 0 
6.6 
7.1 
6.1 
8 .3 
7 .8 
7.7 
5 .8 
5.9 
0 .3 
7 .3 
7.7 
7 .2 
3 .3 
5.9 

- 0 . 9 
- 0 . 5 

1.0 
8 .3 
2.7 

( + ) 2 . 1 5 -
( + ) 1 . 8 0 b 

(+)1 .02» 
(+)1 .81« 
(+)1 .15« 
( + )0.76c 

(+)7.15« 
( + ) 1 0 . 3 2 c 

( + ) 4 . 6 8 d 

(-)1.74<* 
(+ )12 .60 e 

( + ) 9 . 9 5 ' 
( + ) 8 . 0 9 ' 
(+)7 .21f 
(+ )7 .60* 
(+ )5 .90* 
(+ )5 .28* 
(+)3.37< 
(+ )0 .88* 
(+)5.64» 
(+)6 .65* 
(+ )5 .14* 
(+)2AV 
(+)5.88« 
( - ) 0 . 1 6 ' 
(+)5.83« 
(+)1.40™ 
( + ) 5 . 6 7 ° 
( + ) 2 . 3 3 ° 

° P. H. Rieger, I. Bernal, W. H. Reinmuth, and G. K. Fraenkel, / . Am. Chem. Soc, 
86:683 (1963). 
b A. Carrington and P. F. Todd, Mol. Phys., 6:161 (1963). 
c A. H. Maki and D. H. Geske, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 83:1852, 3532 (1961). 
d A. H. Maki and D. H. Geske, J. Chem. Phys., 33:825 (1960). 
e P. B. Ayscough, F. P. Sargent, and R. Wilson, J. Chem. Soc, 1963:5418. 
' M. Kaplan, J. R. Bolton, and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 42:955 (1965). 
' E. W. Stone and A. H. Maki, / . Chem. Phys., 39:1635 (1963). 
h J. R. Bolton, A. Carrington, and J. dos Santos-Veiga, Mol. Phys., 6:465 (1962). 
*" J. C. M. Henning, J. Chem. Phys., 44:2139 (1966). 
» A. Carrington and J. dos Santos-Veiga, Mol. Phys., 6:21 (1962). 
* B. L. Barton and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 41:1455 (1964). 
1 A. Carrington, P. Todd, and J. dos Santos-Veiga, Mol. Phys., 6:101 (1963). 
m P. H. Rieger and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 37:2813 (1962). 
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Table 4.26 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling con
stants for 170 

Radical Atom 
A calc.j 

gauss 

8.7 
9.3 
9.9 
3.6 
4.3 

A exptl., 
gauss 

(+)9.53f 
(+)8.58f 
(+)7.53f 
(+)4.57t 
(+)8.84J 

p-Benzosemiquinone~ 
1,4-Napht hosemiquinone" 
9, 10-Anthrasemiquinone~ 
2,5-Dioxo-l, 4-semiquinone" 
Nitrobenzene-

t M. Broze, Z. Luz, and B. L. Silver, / . Chem. Phys., 46:4891 (1967). 
t W. M. Garlick and D. H. Geske, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 87:4049 (1965). 

correlation coefficients listed in Table 4.21. From Table 4.23, we 
observe that 92 percent of the proton hyperfine coupling constants are 
calculated within 3 gauss, evidence that calculations of this type will 
be predictive in a semiquantitative sense. For 13C, 14N, and 19F, the 
number of data points is not as large as for protons but the overall 
results are satisfactory, especially in light of the fact that contributions 
from inner shells and vibronic effects are neglected. The correlation 
is not as good for 1 70, where there is an insufficient number of data 

Table 4.27 Observed and calculated isotropic hyperfine coupling con
stants for 19F 

Radical 

Fluoromethyl 
Difluoromethyl 
Trifluoromethyl 
Monofluoroacetamide 
Difluoroacetamide 

m-Fluoronitrobenzene-

p-Fluoronitrobenzene-

3,5-Difluoronitrobenzene~ 

Atom 

1' 
1 

A calc, gauss 

71.3 
87.1 

159.5 
34.4 
31.5 
39.0 

- 4 . 0 
6.3 

- 3 . 8 

A exptl.} gauss 

( + )64.30° 
(+)84.20« 

(+)142.40° 
54.60* 
75.00" 
75.00c 

( - )3 .70 d 

(+)8.41« 
( - ) 2 . 7 3 ' 

B R. W. Fessenden and R. H. Schuler, / . Chem. Phys., 43:2704 (1965). 
h R. J. Cook, J. R. Rowlands, and D. H. Whiffen, Mol. Phys., 7:31 (1963). 
c R. J. Lontz and W. Gordy, J. Chem. Phys., 37:1357 (1962). 
d P. B. Ayscough, F. P. Sargent, and R. Wilson, / . Chem. Soc, 1963:5418. 
• A. H. Maki and D. H. Geske, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 83:1852, 3532 (1961). 
' M. Kaplan, J. R. Bolton, and G. K. Fraenkel, J. Chem. Phys., 42:955 
(1965). 
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points for a critical test. Also included in Tables 4.23 to 4.27 are a 
number of calculated hyperfine coupling constants for which no 
experimental data have been reported. 

Radicals and radical ions considered may be broadly divided 
into two classes. The first includes those in which the odd electron 
is primarily associated with a molecular orbital with nonvanishing 
amplitude at the nuclear positions (tr-type radicals such as vinyl, 
formyl, phenyl). The other, more numerous, class consists of planar 
systems in which the singly occupied molecular orbital is of TT type, and 
hyperfine interaction only occurs by means of indirect effects (a and /3 
electrons in the <T system experiencing different environments because 
of the different local a and 0 electron densities). Most previous 
theoretical calculations have treated these two types separately. 
Independent electron calculations of the extended Htickel type have 
given a partially satisfactory account of some of the a systems, but 
these methods are inherently incapable of giving true values for T 
systems. 

The second class of radicals is usually handled by considering the 
IT electrons in detail and then using the McConnell relation [16] con
necting the unpaired electron population of a carbon 2pir orbital with 
hyperfine interactions with carbon and hydrogen nuclei in the immedi
ate vicinity. The method presented here, on the other hand, since it 
treats all valence electrons on an equal footing, is able to give a 
comprehensive account of both types of radicals within a single 
theoretical framework. The fact that moderately good agreement is 
achieved for both classes without additional parameterization is one 
of the most encouraging features. 

The methyl radical, CH3, directly illustrates the significant 
difference between INDO theory and CNDO theory. The CNDO 
molecular wavefunctions for the 2A" ground state of a planar methyl 
radical (D3^) indicates that the molecular orbital configuration is 
(<h)2(e')4(o>2)' The a" and er molecular orbitals are linear combina
tions of the carbon 2s, 2px, 2py and hydrogen Is atomic orbitals and 
together describe the three carbon-hydrogen a bonds. The a2' orbital 
is singly occupied and is composed of only the/ carbon 2pz atomic 
orbital. Since the node of the carbon 2p2 orbital is coincident with 
the molecular plane, the unpaired spin density at both the carbon 
nucleus and the proton is zero. However, the experimentally observed 
[17] isotropic hyperfine coupling constants are ( + ) 38.5 gauss for 
carbon and ( —) 23.04 gauss for each of the protons, indicating that 
there exists considerable unpaired spin at these nuclei which is not 
properly accounted for by the CNDO wavefunction. 
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Table 4.28 Unpaired spin distribution in methyl radicalf 

Atomic p Observed isotropic 
orbital (S2) = 0.7553 hyperfine coupling constants\ 

Ci 2s 0.0542 38.5 
Ci 2Px 0.0336 
Cj 2Pu 0.0336 
Ci 2Pt 1.0000 
H2 Is - 0 . 0 4 0 5 - 2 3 . 0 4 
H3 Is - 0 . 0 4 0 5 - 2 3 . 0 4 
H4 Is - 0 . 0 4 0 5 - 2 3 . 0 4 

t Based on wavefunctions calculated in the INDO approxima
tion. 
t See Ref. [17]. 

The unpaired spin distributions for the methyl radical computed 
from an unrestricted INDO molecular wavefunction and the corre
sponding observed isotropic hyperfine coupling constants are given in 
Table 4.28. The majority of unpaired spin density still remains 
localized in the carbon 2pz atomic orbital, but a small amount has now 
been introduced into the atomic orbitals contributing to the a system. 
Most important, there is now a finite unpaired spin density in the 
carbon 2s and hydrogen Is orbitals, resulting in a finite spin density 
at the respective nuclei and allowing an isotropic hyperfine coupling 
between electron and nuclear spins. With an excess of a spin localized 
on the carbon atom, the a orbitals associated with fi spin tend to be 
polarized toward the hydrogens, resulting in a net negative spin 
density at the protons. Thus the calculated signs of the unpaired 
spin of the carbon nuclei and the protons agree with the signs of the 
observed coupling constants inferred from related experiments [18]. 

The example of methyl radical demonstrates that the INDO 
method is capable of giving wavefunctions that accommodate exchange 
polarization phenomena, which are commonly invoked to explain the 
mechanism of hyperfine coupling to a protons in w electron radicals. 
Another situation frequently encountered in organic systems is hyper
fine coupling to 13 protons, for which a hyperconjugative derealization 
of unpaired electron onto the $ proton has been proposed. We con
sider now the case of the ethyl radical, in which hyperfine coupling to 
both a and 0 protons is observed in the same system. 

Experimental measurements of hyperfine coupling constants for 
the ethyl radical [17] were taken under conditions such that the 
methyl group was rotating rapidly about the carbon-carbon <r bond. 
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Fig. 4.10 Conformations considered in calculations on C2H6. 

Thus INDO calculations were performed on the two configurations 
of the ethyl radical depicted in Fig. 4.10, and the final spin distribution 
was taken as the average of the spin densities computed from molecular 
wavefunctions for each configuration. The unpaired spin distributions 
in ethyl radical for both configurations based on INDO wavefunctions 
and the averaged spin distributions simulating the ethyl radical with 
a freely rotating methyl group are given in Table 4.29, together with 
the corresponding observed isotropic hyperfine coupling constants. 

According to these results, the unpaired spin in the ethyl radical 
is localized mainly in the carbon 2pir orbital of the methylene group, 
and the negative spin density is observed in the Is orbitals of the 
methylene protons and also in the 2s orbitals of the methylene protons 
and also in the 2s orbital of the methyl carbon, as expected from spin 
polarization. The unpaired spin density at the methyl proton is 
positive. This result could be attributed qualitatively either to a 
hyperconjugation mechanism in which the unpaired electron is delo-
calized in the T system or to a a electron spin polarization effect in which 
no direct T interaction is required. The importance of these mecha
nisms can be partly distinguished by noting that in conformation B 
proton 3 lies in the nodal plane of the methylene 2pir orbital, so that 
the spin density in the corresponding hydrogen orbital is a measure 
of the contribution of the a spin polarization effect. In fact this spin 
density is only +0.0035, an order of magnitude smaller than the spin 
density of the other protons. This figure indicates that the mechanism 
of hyperfine coupling to 0 protons is roughly 93 percent hypercon
jugation and 7 percent spin polarization. 
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Table 4.29 Unpaired spin distribution in ethyl radicalf 

145 

Atomic 
orbital 

Cx 2s 
C2 2s 
Cl 2px 

C2 2px 

Cl 2py 

C2 2py 

Ci 2pz 

C2 2pz 

H3 Is 
H4 Is 
H6 Is 
H6 Is 
H7 Is 

PA 
<S2) = 0.7573 

- 0 . 0 1 5 1 
0.0487 

- 0 . 0 4 6 1 
0.9255 

- 0 . 0 1 2 9 
0.0302 

- 0 . 0 3 3 3 
0.0282 
0.0989 
0.0272 
0.0272 

- 0 . 0 3 7 7 
- 0 . 0 3 7 7 

PB 
(S2> = 0.7573 

- 0 . 0 1 5 1 
0.0487 

- 0 . 0 4 6 0 
0.9255 

- 0 . 0 1 3 0 
0.0302 

- 0 . 0 3 3 3 
0.0282 
0.0035 
0.0749 
0.0749 

- 0 . 0 3 8 1 
- 0 . 0 3 7 3 

P 

- 0 . 0 1 5 1 
0.0487 

- 0 . 0 4 6 1 
0.9255 

- 0 . 0 1 2 9 
0.0302 

- 0 . 0 3 3 3 
0.0282 
0.0511 
0.0511 
0.0511 

- 0 . 0 3 7 7 
- 0 . 0 3 7 7 

Observed isotropic 
hyper fine coupling 

constant% 

- 1 3 . 5 7 
+ 3 9 . 0 7 

26.87 
26.87 
26.87 

- 2 2 . 3 8 
- 2 2 . 3 8 

t Based on wavefunctions calculated in the INDO approximation and correspond
ing observed isotropic hyperfine coupling constants. 
t See Ref. [17]. 

For fluorinated methyl radicals, the results quoted are for 
calculated equilibrium bond angles leading to significant nonplanarity 
at the carbon atom as discussed in the previous section. For the 
remaining a-type radicals, the theory reproduces a number of experi
mental features satisfactorily. The calculations on vinyl and formyl 
(using model B with all angles 120°) show the observed major differ
ence between the hydrogen constants at the a position. The theory 
also distinguishes between the two hydrogen positions, predicting that 
the interaction is greatest trans to the site of the unpaired electron. 
The carbon calculations predict that the C^ constant in vinyl is 
negative, as it is in ethyl. The theoretical results for ethynyl 
show similar features. The C^ constant is predicted to be small and 
negative, but this is sensitive to bondlengths. A more realistic choice 
of 1.2 A for the carbon-carbon triple bond gives positive constants for 
both Ca and Cp. 

Application of the theory to phenyl radical gives better agreement 
with experiment than previous calculations. The hydrogen spin 
densities are all positive, with magnitudes in the order ortho > meta > 
para. The carbon predictions are interesting, as they indicate sign 
alternation around the ring (a result which cannot be obtained by any 
independent-electron calculations of the Hiickel type). No experi-
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mental data on the carbon hyperfine constants for phenyl appear to 
be available. 

For the 7r-type hydrocarbon radicals, the results of this theory 
mostly parallel previous calculations [19] which treat T electrons 
separately and handle <T-T interactions on a local basis. As previously 
mentioned, the McConnell relation in its simplest form 

aH = QpcT
8pin (4.14) 

implies a direct proportionality between the unpaired electron popula
tion of the carbon 2pw orbital of a conjugated carbon atom pc*Blpin and 
the Is orbital unpaired electron population pH.spin of hydrogen atoms 
bonded to the carbon atom in the principal valence structure, with Q 
being the constant of proportionality and usually taken to be about 
— 23 gauss. Since both pcT

8pin and pH,spin are calculated explicitly in 
the course of an INDO molecular orbital calculation, the extent to 
which the McConnell relation holds up on this level of approximation 
may be directly examined. The quality of the linear relation obtained 
in plotting pc/ p i n versus the corresponding pHa

8pin for a number of 
positions in a variety of molecules reflects the extent to which the 
McConnell relation holds. A plot of this type, including all appro
priate cases taken from the molecules listed in Table 4.23, is given in 
Fig. 4.11. The McConnell relation is observed to hold remarkably 
well, and the slope of the line leads to a theoretical value for Q of 
— 22 gauss. 
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Fig. 4.11 Correlation of quantities entering McConnell relation. 
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Another notable feature of the calculations on w radicals is that 
the two hydrogens in the 1-position of allyl are separated in this theory, 
the prediction being the 1' (cis to the third carbon atom C3) has the 
hyperfine constant of larger magnitude. However, the calculated 
separation between the two positions is considerably smaller than that 
observed experimentally. The results for benzyl predict that the 
magnitude of the proton hyperfine interaction at the para position is 
smaller than the corresponding magnitude at the ortho position. The 
experimental results show the opposite ordering. This failure of self-
consistent field theories has also been noted in TT electron treatments, 
and its origin is not yet understood. The theoretical results for the 
phenoxy radical show up the same difficulty. 

The radicals cyclopentadienyl (C5H5) and tropyl (C7H7) were 
treated as having carbon structure as regular polygons. Both these 
systems are predicted to be in degenerate electronic states and are 
therefore distorted according to the Jahn-Teller theorem. This dis
tortion is neglected, and the theoretical values quoted are averages 
over the two components of the Jahn-Teller state. The calculated 
proton hyperfine constants are approximately in the ratio 5:7 as 
observed experimentally. 

Cyclohexadienyl shows a large hyperfine constant for the meth
ylene protons. I t was pointed out by Whiffen [20] that this was best 
interpreted in terms of a delocalized 7r-type molecular orbital in the 
pentadienyl fragment which interacted strongly with the CH2 group. 
The results of the INDO calculations (using a regular hexagon for the 
carbon atoms and a tetrahedral H—C—H angle) overemphasize this 
effect and give too large a proton hyperfine constant. This is probably 
due to the unsatisfactory nature of the geometrical model which 
assumes a C—C bondlength of 1.40 A for all C—C bonds. If the 
calculations are repeated with the same geometry for the pentadienyl 
C5 fragment but with a length of 1.48 A for the C—C bond to the 
CH2 group, the predicted value of aH (methylene) falls to 71.5. 

The next section of the table deals with hydrocarbon anions and 
cations, for which there is an extensive body of experimental data. 
The calculations on butadiene anion give a rather smaller value for the 
proton constant at the 2-position than that observed. This may again 
be partly due to the unsatisfactory geometrical model which assumes 
three equal C—C bondlengths. Using model A geometry (a C—C 
single bondlength of 1.46 A and a double bondlength of 1.34 A), the 
calculated two-proton constant changes to —1.24 gauss. The carbon 
hyperfine constant in position 2 is predicted to be slightly negative, but 
this is also sensitive to bondlength and becomes positive if model A is 
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used. The INDO calculations again differentiate between the two 
hydrogens in the 1-position, the 1' (cis to C3) having the hyperfine 
constant of largest magnitude. 

For polycyclic anions and cations, the results of the present 
theory agree for the most part with previous x electron treatments. 
For naphthalene and anthracene, the general agreement is good for 
both carbon and hydrogen, the negative carbon constants observed in 
anthracene being correctly reproduced. However, calculated values 
at the 2-position are rather too small. For some of the higher poly
cyclic ions, assignments are still somewhat uncertain. Those given in 
the tables are made to give the best fit between the experimental data 
and the calculations of this paper. I t may be noted that the assign
ment for phenanthrene anion differs from that proposed by Colpa and 
Bolton [21]. The results for the cations parallel those of the corre
sponding anions fairly closely, indicating that the pairing results 
discussed by Bolton and Fraenkel [22] hold well at this level of 
approximation. 

The good results for the azines and cyanobenzenes ions in the 
tables are very encouraging, particularly since the calculations involve 
no additional parametrization to fit the data. The agreement covers 
hydrogen, carbon, and nitrogen constants in all the compounds 
considered. We are not able to report the results for some other 
nitrile anions studied experimentally (such as tetracyanoethylene) 
because of convergence difficulties with the calculations. The experi
mental data on nitrobenzene and dinitrobenzene anions are also fairly 
well reproduced. I t is particularly interesting that the sharp drop in 
the nitrogen hyperfine constant from nitrobenzene to paradinitro-
benzene is accounted for. The standard model for all these compounds 
is planar, and so this effect can be interpreted without appealing to 
nonplanarity at the nitrogen atoms as proposed by Symons. The 
calculations on metadinitrobenzene suggest that the assignment of the 
two- and five-proton hyperfine constants by Maki and Geske may be 
incorrect. 

The results for quinones are less satisfactory. Calculated proton 
hyperfine constants for hydrogens in parabenzosemiquinone ion are 
less than experimental values as are those of the corresponding protons 
(2,3) in 1,4-naphthosemiquinone. Fairly large negative carbon con
stants are predicted for the carbon atoms in the carbonyl groups, but 
only a small value is found experimentally in parabenzosemiquinone. 

The fluorine isotropic hyperfine coupling constants are generally 
well reproduced with the notable exception of the two fluoroacetamide 
radicals, which are calculated to be much lower than the observed 
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values. Although these radicals are thought to be planar in the 
crystal, the fluorine coupling constants observed for the monofluoro 
and difluoro species are quite comparable with those observed for 
fluoromethyl and difluoromethyl radicals, respectively, and the latter 
are almost certainly nonplanar. Thus the planar model B geometry 
may be an inappropriate choice for these molecules. 

On the basis of the agreement between calculated and observed 
hyperfine coupling constants listed in Tables 4.23 to 4.27, one may 
conclude that spin-unrestricted molecular orbital calculations carried 
out with the INDO approximations for atomic and molecular integrals 
are quite capable of accommodating isotropic hyperfine coupling 
phenomena in polyatomic molecules. Calculations on this level of 
approximation should be useful in providing a basis for the assignment 
of positions and signs of hyperfine coupling constants when used in 
close conjunction with the available experimental data. I t also seems 
likely that wavefunctions of this type could be used to calculate and 
interpret anisotropic hyperfine coupling constants, g tensors, and other 
features of the electronic structure of free radicals. 

4.4 NUCLEAR-SPIN—NUCLEAR-SPIN INTERACTIONS [23] 

We turn now to the calculation of nuclear spin-nuclear-spin interac
tions via approximate molecular orbital theory. The study of the elec
tron coupled interactions between nuclear spins in a molecule, as observed 
in the NMR spectra of fluids, can be a powerful aid in understanding 
molecular structure. The theory of these couplings, as originally 
formulated by Ramsey [24], is based on three types of interaction 
between electron and nuclear spins: (1) a magnetic dipole-dipole inter
action between the magnetic dipoles of the spinning electron and the 
nuclear spin, (2) an orbital-dipole interaction between the magnetic 
fields due to the orbital motion of the electrons and the nuclear 
magnetic dipole, and (3) a Fermi contact interaction between the 
electron and nuclear spins. Of these three basic interactions, the 
Fermi contact term seems to be predominant (especially if protons are 
involved), and most attempts at calculating coupling constants are 
based on this term alone. In the present treatment, we also consider 
only this interaction. Since the nuclear spin coupling constants 
involve the distortion of the electron distribution through these 
interactions, they are a second-order property and must be treated 
either variationally or by perturbation theory. 

Although there have been successful variational calculations of 
nuclear spin coupling constants for small molecules [25], problems of 
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mathematical complexity and choice of a trial function seem to preclude 
extension of such methods to larger systems at this time without 
introducing severe approximations. Consequently, most studies of 
nuclear spin coupling in larger molecules are based on second-order 
perturbation theory in which the coupling constant between two atoms 
A and B is expressed as (assuming a Fermi contact interaction only) 

/Q \ 2 M , <*° I I 8^)Sk !*»> * <*» I I 6^)Sk I *»> 
v (8T\2 802

 v T T 
*AB = " \j) Tj ET^To 

(4.15) 
where the summation over n extends over all the excited states of the 
molecule. 0 is the Bohr magneton, and 5(rfcA) is the Dirac delta 
function representing the "contact" between electron k and nucleus A. 
sk is the spin angular momentum of electron k, and E0 and En are the 
energies of the ground and nth excited states, respectively. KAB is 
the reduced isotropic coupling constant between atoms A and B which 
is denned as the proportionality constant between the interaction 
energy of the two nuclear spins and the product of their magnetic 
moments, 

Eint = KABMAMB (4.16) 

the magnetic moments being taken to be directed along the positive 
z axis. The relation of the reduced coupling constant 2£AB to the 
usual value JAB (measured in cycles per sec) is 

./AH = T^TATBKAB (4.17) 

where y& and yB are the nuclear magnetogyric ratios for the nuclei A 
and B, respectively. 

Early calculations of spin-spin coupling constants [26] use an 
average excitation energy approximation in the perturbation expression 
(4.15). Although this approximation greatly simplifies the treatment 
and gives good results in many cases, there is a certain degree of 
arbitrariness in the choice of an appropriate energy value. Further
more, in single-determinant molecular orbital theory, this approxima
tion necessarily always leads to positive coupling constants, whereas 
many negative values are known experimentally. More recent 
calculations, using both the valence bond and molecular orbital 
methods, do not make this approximation and improved results are 
obtained [27]. Problems arise, however, due to the sensitivity of the 
computation to cancellation of large terms of opposite sign in the 
summation over n [28]. 
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An alternative perturbation method which avoids the necessity of 
using expressions such as Eq. (4.15) with its associated difficulties has 
recently been proposed [29], and this method, known as finite perturba
tion theoryy may be readily used with self-consistent molecular orbital 
wavefunctions. In the present paper we apply this technique to the 
calculation of nuclear spin coupling constants using simplified CNDO 
and INDO self-consistent molecular orbital methods. 

The application of the finite perturbation method as to the 
calculation of nuclear spin coupling constants proceeds as follows. If 
we only consider the Fermi contact effect, the total hamiltonian is 

3C = 3 C 0 + ^ / 3 V y 5(r*N)s* • MN (4.18) 
6 * N 

where 3Co is appropriate for the unperturbed system and /XN are the 
nuclear magnetic moments. I t is convenient to consider a molecule 
with two nuclear moments MA and /XB both directed along the z axis, 
so that the hamiltonian becomes 

3C = 3C0 + MA*CA + MB3CB (4.19) 

where 

rcA=^V$(R*A)s*2 (4.20) 

and similarly for 3CB. 
Now from Eqs. (4.16) and (4.15) and the Hellman-Feynman 

theorem [30], it can be shown that the reduced coupling constants can 
be written 

KAB = ^ (<*(MB)|rcA|^MB)))MB=o (4.21) 

where >F(MB) ^S the wavefunction when only the nuclear moment is 
present, so that the hamiltonian used is 

JC(MB) = 3C0 + MBSC'B (4.22) 

Equation (4.21) is the basis of our method of calculating coupling 
constants. 

The wavefunction ^(/XB) will be calculated as a spin-unrestricted 
self-consistent molecular orbital function, as is necessary, in order to 
accommodate the uneven distribution of a and 0 electrons induced by 
the perturbation /XB3fCB. 
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If the perturbation is present, the spin-unrestricted SCF equa
tions (2.93) are modified only by a change in the one-electron core part 
of the Fock matrices, and Eqs. (2.93) are modified to the form 

F^ = #M„core + ^ /W<M(rB)</>„ dr 

+ I [PuM^f) - PxS(na\\v)] (4.23) 

F„f = #M /o r e - y /W* ,* ( rB)* , dr 

+ £ [ P x ^ M - Px/ (^ |X, ) ] (4.24) 

where i/M„core and (IIV\\(T) have the usual meanings. Using this type 
of wavefunction, the expression (4.21) for the coupling constant 
becomes 

KAB = y 0 X J** . (RA)*, (RA) dR ' T ^ PM,8pin(MB)l 
MH=0 

(4.25) 

This formula can be used with unrestricted LCAOSCF wave-
functions for any basis set and at any level of approximation. The 
IN DO method was used for the calculations reported herein. 

Within the framework of the approximation of the INDO method, 
the integral in (4.25) becomes 

J"</>M5(RB)<£„ dr = sB
2(0) if 0M = <£„ <£M being a valence 

s orbital on atom B (4.26) 
= 0 otherwise 

where $B2(0) is the density at the nucleus of the valence s orbital of 
atom B. This means that the perturbation matrix elements in Eqs. 
4.23 and 4.24 are zero unless /z = v = a valence s orbital of atom B. 
Thus, in this theory, the implementation of the perturbation involves 
simply the addition of a quantity 

hB =y/3MB*B2(0) (4.27) 

to the diagonal matrix element representing the s orbital of atom B of 
the core hamiltonian for a orbitals. At the same time ( — hB) is added 
to the corresponding matrix element of the 0 core hamiltonian. 

The expression for the coupling constant now becomes 

XAB = (jfj SA2(0)SB'(0) I" J L pfpj;(M ] tB=o (4.28) 
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i.e., it is just proportional to the derivative of the diagonal element of 
the spin density matrix corresponding to the valence s orbital of atom 
A. 

The derivative in Eq. (4.28) was evaluated using the method of 
finite differences described in detail in Ref. [29]. Since PV&QIB) is 
an odd function of h, only one value of h was used in calculating \F. 
The expression (4.28) for the coupling constant is then approximated by 

KAB = ( ^ ) V ( 0 ) ^ ) (4.29) 

If an independent electron molecular orbital model is used (that 
is, a Htickel-type method in which the LCAO eigenfunctions are deter
mined from a one-electron hamiltonian), the derivative can be evalu
ated explicitly. In fact, since the a and /3 densities behave independ
ently, this derivative is equivalent to the mutual polarizability 7T«A,8B as 
introduced by Coulson and Longuet-Higgins [31], 

occ unocc 

TI> = 4 2) X (£* "~ £ J ) _ 1 V W C W C , / (4.30) 
i 0 

Si being the one-electron eigenvalues. Evaluation of (4.28) is then 
identical with that used in an earlier independent electron treatment 
of spin coupling [27, 28]. 

In this study all coupling constants were calculated directly 
from Eq. (4.29). If one makes the reasonable assumption that the 
valence s orbital densities sA

2(0) are invariant from molecule to 
molecule and depend only on the nature of-atom A, then in the INDO 
approximation the derivatives in Eq. (4.28) or their approximate 
values PsAsA(hB) /hB give a complete electronic description of the contact 
contribution to nuclear spin coupling. All trends can be studied by 
looking at these derivatives. For the purpose of making a general 
comparison of our results with experiment, the s orbital densities were 
treated as parameters which were adjusted (in the least-squares sense) 
to give the best overall fit of the calculated couplings KAB to the 
available experimental results. Calculations were done on a large 
number of molecules containing hydrogen, carbon, and fluorine. The 
s orbital densities obtained are shown in Table 4.30. Boron, nitrogen, 
and oxygen values were chosen so that the constants for B, C, N, O, 
and F form a geometric series. This procedure is preferred at present 
because there is considerably less experimental data on these other 
nuclei. The values of s2(0) used for hydrogen is close to the theoretical 
value (0.318), but the others are somewhat greater than the Hartree-
Fock values and also different from the optimum values for treating 
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Table 4.30 s orbital den
sities at the nucleus 
(a0~3) for nuclear spin 
coupling calculations 

A «A*(0) 

H 0.3724 
B 2.2825 
C 4.0318 
N 6.9265 
O 12.0658 
F 21.3126 

electron nuclear hyperfine interactions (cf. Table 4.21). The reason 
for these discrepancies is not altogether clear at present, although 
it may be associated with the neglect of Is orbitals in this simplified 
treatment. 

Calculated coupling constants involving H, 13C, 14N, 170, and F 
(J values in cycles per sec) for some simple molecules are given in 
Table 4.31. These are all based on the standard geometrical model 

Table 4.31 Calculated and experimental values of coupling constants / , cycles/sec 

Hydrogen H—H 
Water H—0—H 
Methane H—C—H 
Ethane Geminal H—C—H 
Methyl Fluoride H—C—H 
Ethylene H—C—H 
Formaldehyde H—C—H 
Ethane H—C—C—H (gauche) 
Ethane H—C—C—H (trans) 
Ethane H—C—C—H (average) 
Ethylene H—C—C—H (cis) 
Ethylene H—C—C—H (trans) 
Acetylene H—C—C—H 
Allene H—C—C- C—H 
Benzene H—C—C—H 
Benzene H—C—C—C—H 
Benzene H—C—C—C—C—H 
Methane C—H 
Ethane C—H 
Ethylene C—H 
Acetylene C—H 
Benzene C—H 
Ethane C—C 

Calc. 

408.60 
- 8 . 0 7 
- 6 . 1 3 
- 5 . 2 2 
- 1 . 8 6 

3.24 
31.86 
3.25 

18.63 
8.37 
9.31 

25.15 
10.99 

- 9 . 6 9 
8.15 
2.13 
1.15 

122.92 
122.12 
156.71 
232.65 
140.29 
41.45 

Exptlj 

+280° 
(~)7.2» 
-12.4* 

- 9 . 6 d 

+2.5* 
+40.2/ 

+8* 
+11.7-
+19.1* 

+ 9 . 5 ' 
- 7 . 0 ' 
+7.54* 
+1.37* 
+0.69* 

+ 125* 
+ 124.9* 
+ 156.4* 
+248.7* 
+ 157.5* 
+34.6* 
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Ethylene C—C 82.14 + 6 7 . 6e 

Acetylene C—C 163.75 +171.5« 
Ethane C—C—H - 7.20 - 4.5« 
Ethylene C—C—H - 1 1 . 5 7 - 2.4« 
Acetylene C—C—H 2.52 + 4 9 . 3« 
Benzene C—C—H - 4.94 + 1 . 0 ' 
Benzene C—C—C—H 9.40 + 7 . 4> 
Benzene C—C—C—C—H - 2.27 - 1 . 1 > 
Ammonia N—H 30.40 ( + ) 4 3 . 6* 
Water O—H - 1 2 . 8 4 ( - J 7 3 . 5 1 

Hydrogen Fluoride F—H - 1 5 0 . 2 2 ( - )521™ 
Nitrogen Trifluoride N—F - 2 3 9 . 1 6 ( - ) 1 5 5 n 

Methyl Fluoride C—F - 237.15 - 1 5 8 ° 
Methyl Fluoride H—C—F 4.68 +46 .4? 
Vinyl Fluoride H—C—F 16.61 +84.7« 
Vinyl Fluoride H—C—C—F (CM) 26.7 +20.1« 
Vinyl Fluoride H—C—C—F (trans) 66.20 +52.4« 
1,1-Difluoroethylene F—C—F - 1 3 . 4 2 + 3 6 . 4 r 

1,2-Difluoroethylene (cis) F—C—C—F 10.28 +18.7* 
1,2-Difluoroethylene (trans) F—C—C—F - 3 2 . 4 2 - 1 2 4 . 8 * 

t Only limited experimental evidence is available on the absolute signs of coupling 
constants. Those signs given without parentheses are mostly based on the 
assumption that directly bonded C—H constants are positive. In some cases, 
there is only evidence about the sign in molecules other than the one quoted. 
Signs in parentheses are not experimental at all, but are chosen to agree with the 
values calculated by this theory. 
• T. F. Wimett, Phys. Rev., 91:476 (1953). 
6 J. R. Holmes, D. Rivelson, and W. C. Drinkard, J. Chem. Phys., 37:150 (1962). 
c M. Karplus, D. H. Anderson, T. C. Farrar, and H. S. Gutowsky, J. Chem. Phys., 
27:597 (1957). 
d H. J. Bernstein and N. Sheppard, / . Chem. Phys., 37:3012 (1962). 
• R. M. Lynden-Bell and N. Sheppard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A269:385 (1962). 
' B. L. Shapiro, R. M. Kopchik, and S. J. Ebersole, J. Chem. Phys., 39:3154 (1963). 
' E. B. Whipple, J. H. Goldstein, and W. E. Stewart, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 81:4761 
(1959). 
h J. M. Read, R. E. Mayo, and J. H. Goldstein, J. Mol. Spectry., 22:419 (1967). 
i N. Muller and D. E. Pritchard, / . Chem. Phys., 31:768 (1959). 
> F. J. Weigert and J. D. Roberts, J. Am. Chem. Soc, 89:2967 (1967). 
• R. A. Bernheim and H. Batiz-Hernandez, J. Chem. Phys., 40:3446 (1964). 
1 J. Reuben, A. Tzalmone, and D. Samuel, Proc Chem. Soc, 1962:353. 
m C. MacLean and E. L. Mackor, Proc XI Colloq. Ampere, 1962:571. 
n J. H. Noggle, J. D. Baldeschwieler, and C. B. Colburn, J. Chem. Phys., 37:182 
(1962). 
0 N. Muller and D. T. Carr, / . Phys. Chem., 67:752 (1963). 
*S . G. Frankiss, J. Phys. Chem., 67:752 (1963). 
« C. N. Banwell and N. Sheppard, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), A263:136 (1961). 
r G. W. Flynn and J. D. Baldeschwieler, J. Chem. Phys., 38:226 (1963). 
• G. W. Flynn, M. Matsushima, and J. D. Baldeschwieler, J. Chem. Phys., 38:2295 
(1963). 
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used in previous calculation on electric dipole moments. From this 
set of results it is clear that a number of well-established experimental 
trends are reproduced by the theory. Geminal H—H constants 
(separated by two bonds) are calculated to be negative in molecules 
with tetrahedral angles in agreement with observation. Positive 
values, however, are obtained for trigonal H—C—H groups, the 
calculated value in formaldehyde being much larger than ethylene as 
observed experimentally. For vicinal H—H constants (separated by 
three bonds), all calculated values are positive and greatest in the 
trans configuration. For longer-range H—H couplings, the results 
also appear promising. A large value is obtained for allene, and both 
meta and para couplings in benzene are calculated to be positive. 

The theoretical values for directly bonded C—H constants 
increase along the series ethane, ethylene, and acetylene, with approxi
mate proportionality to the s character of the bond in a simple hybrid
ization picture. The directly bonded C—C constants behave in the 
same way. For the directly bonded series CH, NH, OH, and FH, 
there is a predicted trend toward negative values (note that the signs 
of J and K are opposite for 0—H constants). A similar trend was 
noted previously in a simple independent electron treatment [28]. 
However, the absolute signs for NH3, H 20, and HF are not known 
experimentally. Directly bonded C—F and N—F constants are 
predicted to be negative and large in magnitude. This fits experi
mental evidence for C—F. 

Longer-range coupling constants involving nuclei other than 
hydrogen are less well reproduced on the whole. Calculated two-bond 
C—C—H constants are less positive (or more negative) than experi
mental values, but the longer-range (three- and four-bonds) constants 
in benzene are given well. Similar deviations show up for H—F 
constants. Those for atoms separated by two bonds (H—C—F) are 
calculated to be positive but much smaller than experimental numbers. 
On the other hand, the positive three-bond H—C—C—F constants 
in vinyl fluoride are well reproduced. For F—F the sign of the two-
bond F—C—F constant in 1,1-difluoroethylene is given incorrectly, 
but the different signs of cis and trans F—C—C—F are reproduced 
satisfactorily. 

By modifying certain features of the underlying molecular 
orbital theory, it is possible to test some hypotheses that been have 
put forward about the mechanism of spin coupling. One such 
hypothesis is the suggestion that one-center atomic exchange integrals 
must be included in a molecular orbital description of spin coupling if 
a negative constant for the geminal H—H coupling in methane is to 
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be obtained. The qualitative reason for this is that this type of 
integral lowers the energy of configurations with parallel-spin electrons 
in different orbitals on the same atom. In valence bond terms, this 
should lead to alternation of the coupling constant sign with the 
number of bonds between the coupled atoms. To test this hypothesis, 
some of the coupling constants of Table 4.31 were recalculated using 
the CNDO/2 method which is essentially the same as the INDO 
method except that the one-center exchange integrals are not included. 
Table 4.32 shows the result of these calculations. 

As expected, all geminal proton-proton coupling constants 
(protons separated by two bonds) are calculated to be more negative 

Table 4.32 Comparison of coupling constants calculated by the 
INDO method with those calculated by the CNDO method 

Water H—0—H 
Ammonia H—N—H 
Methane H—C—H 
Ethane H—C—H 
Ethylene H—C—H 
Ethane H—C—C— 
Ethane H—C—C— 
Ethylene H—C—C-
Ethylene H—C—C-
Acetylene H—C—C 
Benzene H—C—C— 
Benzene H—C—C— 
Benzene H—C—C— 
Methane C—H 
Ethane C—H 
Ethylene C—H 
Acetylene C—H 
Benzene C—H 
Ethane C—C—H 
Ethylene C—C—H 
Acetylene C—C—H 
Benzene C—C—H 
Benzene C—C—C— 
Benzene C—C—C— 
Ammonia N—H 
Water 0—H 
Hydrogen fluoride F 
Methyl fluoride H— 
Methyl fluoride C— 

[ 

H (gauche) 
H (trans) 
- H (cis) 
—H (trans) 
—H 
-H 
-C—H 
-C—C—H 

-H 
-C—H 

'—H 
-C—F 
F 

J (CNDO) 

1.31 
1.60 
1.17 
2.02 
8.48 
2.43 

15.43 
8.04 

19.50 
6.55 
7.55 
1.90 
0.44 

93.19 
93.30 

127.63 
205.49 
116.00 
- 2 . 5 6 
- 3 . 8 5 

5.51 
- 0 . 1 7 

5.51 
- 0 . 0 6 
21.95 
17.91 
19.67 

- 0 . 8 9 
- 1 6 6 . 9 9 

J (INDO) 

- 8 . 0 7 
- 6 . 3 7 
- 6 . 1 3 
- 5 . 2 2 

3.24 
3.25 

18.63 
9.31 

25.15 
10.99 
8.15 
2.13 
1.15 

122.92 
122.12 
156.71 
232.65 
140.29 
- 7 . 2 0 

- 1 1 . 5 7 
2.52 

- 4 . 9 4 
9.40 

- 2 . 2 7 
30.40 

- 1 2 . 8 4 
- 1 5 0 . 2 5 

4.68 
- 2 3 7 . 1 6 
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(or less positive) by the INDO method compared with the CNDO 
method, some of the results even changing sign. A similar effect is 
noted for the C—C—H coupling constants. On the other hand, the 
results for directly bonded C—H and vicinal H—C—C—H and 
H—C—C—C coupling constants are more positive (or less negative) 
when calculated by the INDO method rather than CNDO. Thus, it 
appears from the results of Table 4.32 that not only is the inclusion of 
the one-center exchange integral consistent with the tendency of the 
signs of the coupling constant to alternate with the number of bonds 
separating the coupled atoms, but that this integral is an important 
contribution to the magnitude of the calculated coupling constants, 
at least for couplings involving hydrogen and carbon. 

The results involving atoms other than hydrogen and carbon are 
not as straightforward. Although the directly bonded N—H coupling 
constant in ammonia becomes more positive in going from CNDO to 
INDO, the opposite is true for the 0—H coupling constant in water 
and the HF constant in hydrogen fluoride. Further the C—F directly 
bonded constant in methyl fluoride becomes more negative in INDO 
and the two-bond H—C—F value becomes more positive. Clearly, 
the simple arguments that rationalize coupling constants involving 
carbon and hydrogen cannot be directly extended to other atoms. 

A comparison of CNDO/2 and INDO calculations is also of value 
in studying the contribution of -K electron spin polarization to long-
range coupling. This mechanism, in which a spin density is induced 
in a local T orbital, transmitted through the T electron system and 
back to the cr electrons, was originally suggested by McConnell [32]. 
Since nonzero T spin density can only be induced by <T-TT exchange 
integrals, such an effect is not taken into account in a CNDO theory. 
The smaller magnitudes of the long-range meta- and para-constants 
in benzene calculated by CNDO give an indication of the importance 
of this contribution. 

From the study and calculations presented above, one may con
clude that (1) the self-consistent finite perturbation method is a power
ful and practical approach to the theory of nuclear spin coupling and 
the associated electron spin polarization. I t requires only a single 
SCF calculation on an unrestricted determinantal wavefunction for 
all the coupling constants from a particular nucleus. In combination 
with the simplified integral treatment used in the INDO theory, it 
becomes possible to make calculations on couplings in large molecules 
with only modest computational effect. (2) The agreement between 
calculated and experimental coupling constants involving carbon and 
hydrogen is promising, most experimental trends being well repro-
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duced. I t should be possible to make a detailed study of the depend
ence of these constants on structural features, such as conformation 
and substitution. (3) Coupling constants involving fluorine nuclei 
are less well reproduced by this simple treatment although the observed 
negative values for directly bonded C—F are described satisfactorily. 
Longer-range couplings to fluorine are poorly calculated (particularly 
H—C—F), and further studies with more satisfactory wavefunctions 
are needed. 

4.5 FURTHER APPLICATIONS OF APPROXIMATE MOLECULAR ORBITAL 

THEORY 

The applications discussed in the preceding section were principally 
those which were organized in the course of the development and test
ing of the methods. In recent months, a number of applications of the 
CNDO method have been reported in the recent chemical literature, 
facilitated by the digital computer programs submitted to QCPE 
(Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange) by G. A. Segal [33]. In this 
section, we mention the work in this category in order to give an indica
tion of articles of possible interest to the reader and to show the diverse 
directions that applications of approximate molecular orbital theory are 
taking. The literature survey was terminated on June 1,1968. 

Most of the research reported to date has been in the area of 
ground-state properties of organic molecules. Wiberg [34] has applied 
CNDO theory to a study of heats of formation of hydrocarbons and 
their cations; he achieves encouraging results after reparameterization. 
Another application by Wiberg [35] is concerned with cyclopropyl-
carbinyl and cyclobutyl cations and also bicyclobutane. Substituted 
benzenes have been treated by Davies [36], Bloor and Breen [37], 
and Kuznesof and Shriver [38], the latter study including some bora-
zines as well. Calculations on heterocyclic systems have been reported 
by Hush and Yandel [40], and by Bloor and Breen [39]. These 
included azine, guanidines, furan, and pyrrole. Further work on 
pyrrole, indole, furan, and benzofuran has been published by Herrman 
[41], and Song [42] has treated some halogenated purines, pyrimidines, 
and flavins. The application of CNDO theory to some hydrogen-
bonded systems has been reported by Devirk, Azman, and Hadzi [43], 
and Clark [44] has studied d orbital participation in the thiophene mole
cule. A study of optical rotatory power in methylcyclohexanones is 
due to Santry and Pao [45], and CNDO calculations of proton hyperfine 
constants have been published by Atherton [46]. Berthod, Gassner-
Prettre, and Pullman [47] have reported CNDO calculations on uracil 
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and flurouracil. In the area of molecular vibrations, the calculation 
of infrared intensities by the CNDO method has been studied by 
Segal and Klein [48], and INDO study of vibronic effects on the iso
tropic hyperfine coupling constants in isotopically substituted methyl 
radicals has been reported by Beveridge and Miller [49]. 

A number of papers have been concerned wholly or in part with 
excited electronic states of molecules. Calculations in the virtual 
orbital approximation have been reported by Kroto and Santry [50], 
followed up by a paper dealing with applications of an open-shell self-
consistent field procedure in the CNDO approximation [51]. A con
sideration of the electronic excited states of benzene and ethylene has 
been studied by Clark and Ragle [52]; isomerization mechanism of 
diazacumulenes is due to Gordon and Fischer [53]; and calculations on 
cyclopropane, ethylene oxide, and ethylenimine have been reported by 
Clark [54]. A series of papers has been inaugurated by Del Bene 
and Jaffe [55] entitled "Use of the CNDO Method in Spectroscopy," 
and calculations on benzene, pyridine, and the diazines have been 
published with several more papers in the series in press. 

This survey would not be complete without mentioning the 
approximate methods other than the CNDO, INDO, and NDDO 
methods presented in Chap. 3. Extensive work in this area has been 
reported by Klopman [56] and Dewar and Klopman [57]. Approxi
mate molecular orbital schemes including overlap have been set forth 
by Manne [58], and also Yonezawa, Kato, and collaborators [59]. A 
nonempirical molecular orbital method intended to reproduce self-
consistent field calculations with appropriate parameterization at the 
Huckel level has been reported by Newton, de Boer, and Lipscomb [60]. 
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appendix A 

A Fortran-IV Computer 
Program for CNDO 
and IN DO Calculations1 

We present here a program written for the IBM System 360/65 digital 
computer for the calculation of CNDO and INDO molecular orbitals.J 
The program is capable of computing CNDO wavefunctions for open-
and closed-shell molecules containing the elements H to CI and INDO 
open- and closed-shell calculations for molecules containing H to F. 

The matrices in the program are large enough to allow molecules 
containing up to 35 atoms or 80 basis functions (whichever is smaller). 
One atomic orbital basis function is allowed for hydrogen (Is), four 
each to the elements Li through F (2s, 2pX) 2pv, 2pz), and nine each to 
the elements Na through CI (3s, 2px, 3py, SpZ) 3dz*f 3dXZ) 3dyZ) 3dx*^, 
Sdxy). 

t Prepared in collaboration with Dr. Paul A. Dobosh. 
X Card copies of this program may be obtained from the Quantum Chemistry 
Program Exchange, Department of Chemistry, Indiana University, Bloomington, 
Ind. 47401. A FORTRAN-63 version allows for annihilation of the largest 
contaminating spin component in unrestricted calculations. 
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OPERATION OF THE PROGRAM 

In MAIN, input data for a calculation is read in the following format: 
First Card: identification and comments; Second Card: method. Col
umns 1 to 4 should contain either "CNDO" or " INDO" and columns 
6 to 11 should contain either "OPEN" (left justified) or "CLSD" 
depending on the type of calculation desired. Third Card: NATO MS 
(Number of Atoms), CHARGE and MULTIP (Multiplicity), Format 
(314); Next NATOMS Cards: AN (Atomic number), X, Y, Z (cartesian 
coordinates) of each atom, one atom to a card. Format (14, 3 (3X, 
F12.7)). After reading the molecular data, the main program calls 
the subroutines (COEFFT and INTGRL) which compute the integrals 
needed for a molecular orbital calculation. I t then calls the sub
routines which perform the MO calculation (HUCKCL, SCFCLO, 
CPRINT for a closed-shell molecule; HUCKOP, SCFOPN, OPRINT 
for an open-shell molecule). 

The following is a qualitative description of the operation of each 
subroutine: 

COEFFT assigns the coefficients used in the calculation of overlap 
and coulomb integrals. In subroutine INTGRL the overlap matrix 
(stored in the first array of COMMON/ARRAYS/) and the coulomb 
integral (TAB) matrix (stored in COMMON/GAB/) are computed. 
The method of integral evaluation is discussed in detail in Appendix 
B. Integrals are calculated for pairs of atoms using a local diatomic 
coordinate system. Then the rotation matrix formed in subroutine 
HARMTR is used to transform the overlap integrals to the molecular 
coordinate system. 

Subroutine HUCKCL first forms a ZDO extended Hiickel-type 
approximation to the Fock matrix with diagonal elements formed from 
— %(I + A) a n d off-diagonal elements formed from (0A° + j3B°)£M„/2. 
This matrix is diagonalized and an initial density matrix is constructed. 
At this point corrections to the hamiltonian are added for CNDO and 
INDO calculations if one of these options is chosen. Since EIGN only 
works on the lower half of the matrix to be diagonalized, the core 
hamiltonian in the closed-shell segments is stored in the upper half of 
matrix A with the diagonal terms stored in a separate 80-element 
linear array. 

Subroutine SCFCLO takes as input the initial density matrix 
and the CNDO or INDO core hamiltonian. The Fock matrix is 
formed by first adding the CNDO integrals and then the INDO cor
rections to these integrals depending upon which option is used. The 
Fock matrix is diagonalized and a new density matrix is formed which 
is used to construct a new Fock matrix. The procedure is repeated 
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until the electronic energy converges to 10~6. At this point, the Fock 
matrix is printed, then diagonalized once more, and the resulting 
eigenvectors are printed. The electronic energy is computed after 
each new Fock matrix is formed and before it is diagonalized. A 
limit of 25 iterations is allowed (IT = 25). 

Subroutine CPRINT computes dipole moments, atom densities, 
and nuclear repulsion energy. 

HUCKOP is similar to HUCKCL except that a and /3 density 
matrices are formed from the initial Htickel eigenvectors. The core 
hamiltonian is stored in its entirety in the third matrix of COMMON/ 
ARRAYS/. The symmetrical a and (3 density matrices are stored by 
putting Pa in the lower-left triangle (including the diagonal elements of 
the second matrix in COMMON/ARRAYS/), while P* is stored in 
the upper triangle with its diagonal terms stored in PDIAG. 

SCFOPN has the same structure as SCFCLO except that it has 
to handle Pa, Pp, Fa, and Fp. All are stored as described above for 
the P matrices. The Fock matrices are formed simultaneously and 
then each half is separately diagonalized. 

Subroutine OPRINT calculates the same properties as CPRINT. 
In addition, this segment forms a spin density matrix and from this 
computes isotropic hyperfine coupling constants (for H, C, N, 0 , F). 
The proportionality constants relating spin density to coupling con
stant are those listed in Table 4.31. These constants are for INDO 
calculations only. 

The subroutines SS, HARMTR, RELVEC, FACT, BINTGS, 
AINTGS, and MATOVT are called only by INTGRL. EIGN, 
SCFOUT, and EIGOUT are needed in the subroutines HUCKCL 
through OPRINT. 
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BLOCK DATA 
C0MM0K/0RB/0RB(9) 
C0MM0N/PERTBL/BL(18) 
COMMOK/OPT I ON/OPT I ON, 0PNCl_0.HUCKEL# CNDO, INDO, CLOSED .OPEN 
INTEGER OPTION,OPNCLO.HUCKEL,CNDO,INDO.CLOSED,OPEN 
INTEGER ORB.EL 
DATA CNDO/'CNDO'/ 
DATA INOO/'INDO1/ 
DATA CPEN/'OPENV 
DATA CLOSED/'CLSD1/ 
DATA CRB/ ' S \ ' PX', ' P Y V P Z , » , D Z 2 V DXZ V DYZVDX-V', 

1 ''DXY'/ 
DATA EL/ • H*.' HE •, ' L'l1.1 BE f, ' B V C'.1 N V 0*. 

1 ' F», ' NE '. N A V MO',* AL ' , ' S l V P V S V CL* , 
2 «• AR*/ 

END 

C PROGRAM CNINDO 

IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON/ARRAYS/ABCU9200 ) 
COMMON/INFQ/NATOMS,CHARGE.MULT IP.AN(33),C(35,3).N 
C0MM0N/PERTBL/EL(18) 
C0MM0N/0RB/0RB(9) 
COMMON/GAB/XYZ(2000) 
COMMON/INF01/CZ(35),U(80)'.ULIM(35),LLIM(35)»NELECS,CCCA,OCCB 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT ION,OPNCl'0,HUCKEL#CNDO,INDO,CLOSED,OPEN 
COMMON/AUXINT/A(17),B<17> 
INTEGER OPT ION,OPNCLO,MU&KEL,CNDO,INDO,CLOSED,OPEN 
INTEGER ORB.EL,AN,CHARGE,CZ.U»ULIM,OCCA,OCCB 

C INPUT IS READ IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER 
C (1)AN IDENTIFICATION CARD WHICH IS PRINTED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE RUN 
C <2)0PTI0N(WAVE FUNCTION OPTION) AND OPNCLO(OPEN OR CLOSED SHELL) 
C THE FORMAT IS A4,1X,A4 AND THE KEY WORDS ARE-
C FOR THE WAVEFUNCTI0NU4) CNDO INDO 
C FOR THE OPEN-CLOSED 0PTI0N(A6) OPEN CLSC 
C (3)NATOHS,CHARGE,MULT IP F0*MAT(3I4) 
C (4)AT0MIC NUMBER, X COORDINATE, Y COORDINATE, Z COORDINATE - 1 CARD/ATOM 
C F0RMAT(I4,3(3X,F12.7)) 

READ<5,20) <AN<!),I«1,20> 
WRITE<6.30) (AN(I),Isl,20) 
READ(5,40) OPTION,OPNCLO 
WRITE<6.43) OPTION.OPNCLO 
READ<3.50) NATOMS.CHARGE,MULTTP 
WRtTE<6,60) NATOMS,CHARGE.MULTIP 
DO 10 I « 1,NATOMS 
READ(3,70) AN(I),C(I,1).C(1,2)*C(I#3) 
WRITE(6.70) AN<I).C(I,1),C(I,2>.C(J,3) 

C CONVERSION OF COORDINATES FROM ANGSTROMS TO ATOMIC UNITS 
DO 9 J»li3 

9 C(I,J) * C(I,J)/.529l*7D0 
10 CONTINUE 

IT (OPTION.EO.CNDO) GO TO 6 
1 DO 3 I»l,NATOMS 

IF (AN(I).LE,9) GO TO 4 
2 WRITE<6,3) 
3 F0RMAT(3X,46HTHIS PROGRAM DOES NOT DO INDO CALCULATIONS FOR, 
1 51H MOLECULES CONTAININfl ELEMENTS HIGHER THAN FLUORINE) 
STOP 

4 CONTINUE 
5 CONTINUE 
6 CONTINUE 

CALL COEFFT 
CALL INTQRL 
IF (OPNCLO.EO.OPEN) GO TO 90 
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SO CALL HUCKCL 
CALL SCrCLO 
CALL CPRINT 
QO TO 100 

•0 CALL HUCKOP 
CALL SCFOPN 
CALL OPRINT 

100 CONTINUE 
20 FORMAT(20A4> 
30 FORMAT(1H1,5X.20A4> 
40 F0RMAT(A4,1X,A4) 
45 F0RMAT(5X,A4,1X,A4> 
30 F0RMAT(3I4> 
60 F0RMAT(/5X,I4,18H ATOMS CHARGE «,I4#18H MULTIPLICITY «,I4/> 
70 F0RMAT(I4,3(3X,F12.7)) 

CALL EXIT 
STOP 
END 

SUBROUTINE COEFFT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z> 
COMMON/ARRAYS/S(80#80)#Y(Q135)#Z( 765>#XX<2900> 
DO 1 1*1*9135 

1 Y(I)s0.0O0 
DO 2 I«l#765 

2 Z<I>»0.0D0 
C LOAD NON-ZERO Y COEFFICIENTS 

Y(7039)« 64.D0 
Y(7040>c 64.D0 
Y(7049)« -64,DO 
Y(7032)« -128,DO 
Y(7041)a -64,DO 
Y(7033)s -128,DO 
Y(7042)» 128,DO 
Y(7025)« 64.D0 
Y(7034)» 128,DO 
Y( 7(526)* 64, DO 
Y(7035)» -64,DO 
Y<7027>* -64,00 
Y(6904>» -96.DO 
Y(6913)= 32,DO 
Y<6896>» -192,DO 
Y(6905)» 192,00 
Y(6906)= 288,DO • 
Y(6915>= -96,DO 
Yf6889>= 192,DO 
Y(6907)= -192,DO 
Y(6890>= 96,DO 
Y<6899>« -288,00 
Y(689l)« -192,00 
Y(6900)= 192,00 
Y(6892)= -32,DO 
Y(6901)= 96,DO 
Y(2854)s -16,00 
Y<2863>» 16,00 
Y(2847)« 32,00 
Y(2856>» -16.DO 
Y(2865)« -16,00 
Y(2840)s -16,00 
Y(2849)« -16,DO 
Y(2858)3 32,00 
Y<2842>* 16,00 
Y(285l)« -16.00 
Y(2710)» 48,00 
Y(2719)» -48.00 
Y(2711>" 48,DO 
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Y<2720)« 
Y<2729)« 
Y(2703>« 
Y(2712)« 
Y(2721)« 
Y(2704)» 
Y(2713*« 
Y(2722)» 
Y(273l>» 
Y<2705)= 
Y<2714)= 
Y<2723>= 
Y<2706)= 
Y(2715)= 
Y<2724)= 
Y<2707)= 
Y<2716)= 
Y<5329)= 
Y<5322)= 
Y<5340)= 
Y<5315)= 
Y<5333)= 
Y<5326>= 
Y(5l85)= 
Y<5l94)= 
Y(5l86>= 
Y(5l95)= 
Y(5204)= 
Y(5l78)= 
Y<5l87)= 
Y(5l96)= 
Y<5179)= 
Y(5l88)= 
Y(5l97)= 
Y<5206)= 
Y(5l80)= 
Y<5189)= 
Y(5198)= 
Y(5l8l)= 
Y(5l90)= 
Y<5199)= 
Y<5l82)= 
Y(5l9l)= 
Y<4375)= 
Y<4384)= 
Y<4393)= 
Y(4368)= 
Y(4386)= 
Y<4395>= 
Y(4370)= 
Y(4379)= 
Y<4397)= 
Y<4372>-
Y<4381)= 
Y(4390)= 
Y<1900)= 
Y<1909)= 
Y<1893)= 
Y<1920)= 
Y<1895>= 
Y<1922)= 
Y<1906)= 
Y(1915)= 
Y( 955)= 
Y( 964)= 
Y( 973)= 
Y( 948)= 
Y( 966)= 

-96.DO 
48,00 

-48,DO 
-48.DO 
96.DO 
•48.DO 
48.DO 
48,DO 

-48,DO 
96,DO 
-48.DO 
-48,DO 
48.DO 

-96.DO 
48,DO 

-48,DO 
48.DO 
64,DO 

•128.DO 
•64,DO 
64.DO 

128.DO 
-64,DO 
•96.DO 
32.DO 

-96.DO 
64,DO 
32.DO 
96,DO 
32,DO 
64,DO 
96,DO 

•32.DO 
32,DO 
-96,DO 
-64,DO 
-32,DO 
•96,DO 
-32,DO 
-64,DO 
96,DO 

-32,DO 
96.DO 

-144.D0 
96,DO 

-16,DO 
144,DO 
-48.DO 
96.DO 

-96,DO 
48.DO 

-144.DO 
16,DO 

-96.DO 
144.DO 
144.DO 

-144,DO 
-144,DO 
144.DO 
144,DO 

-144,DO 
•144,DO 
144,DO 
-16,DO 
32,DO 
-16,DO 
16,00 

-46.DO 

Y( 975)= 
Y( 950)= 
Y( 959)= 
Y( 977)= 
Y( 952)= 
Y( 961)= 
Y( 970)= 
Y(8l55)= 
Y(8l56)= 
Y(8l65)= 
Y(8l4e)= 
Y(8l57)= 
Y(8l49)= 
Y(8l58)= 
Y(8l50)= 
Y(8020)= 
Y(8029)= 
Y(8021)= 
Y(8013>= 
Y(803l)= 
Y(8014)= 
Y(8015)= 
Y(8024)= 
Y(7084)= 
Y(7076)= 
Y(7085)= 
Y(7086)= 
Y(7069)= 
Y(7070)= 
Y(7079)= 
Y(707l)= 
Y(3205)= 
Y(3214)= 
Y(3206)= 
Y(3215)= 
Y(3198)= 
Y(3216)= 
Y(3199)= 
Y(3217)= 
Y(3200)= 
Y(3209)= 
Y(3201)= 
Y(3210)= 
Y(7579)= 
Y(7580)= 
Y(7572)= 
Y(7573)= 
Y(7565)= 
Y(7566)= 
Y(5680)= 
Y(568l)= 
Y(5673)= 
Y(569l)= 
Y(5674)= 
Y(5692)= 
Y(5684)= 
Y(5685)= 
Y(7435)= 
Y(7444)= 
Y(7436)= 
Y(7445)= 
Y(7428)= 
Y(7437)= 
Y(7446)= 
Y(7429)= 
Y(7438)= 
Y(7447)= 
Y(7430)= 

32.00 
-32.DO 
48.DO 

-16,00 
16,00 

-32,00 
16,00 
64,00 

-64,00 
-64,00 
-64,00 
64.00 
64,00 
64.DO 

-64,DO 
-96,00 
32,00 

128,DO 
96.DO 

-96,00 
-128,00 
-32.DO 
96.00 

-64,00 
-128,00 

64,00 
128.DO 
128,00 
64.00 

-128.00 
-64.DO 
-16.00 
16.DO 
16.DO 

-16.DO 
16.DO 

-16.DO 
-16,DO 
16.DO 

-16.DO 
16.DO 
16.DO 

-16.DO 
64.DO 

-64,DO 
-128,DO 
128,DO 
64.DO 

-64,DO 
64,00 

-64,00 
-64,DO 
-64,DO 
64.DO 
64,DO 
64,DO 

-64,DO 
-96,DO 
32,DO 

-96,DO 
160,00 
96,00 

128,DO 
•96,DO 
96.DO 

-128.DO 
-96,DO 

-160,DO 
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Y<7439>= 
Y(743l>= 
Y(7440)= 
Y<5545>= 
Y(5554)= 
Y(5546>= 
Y(5555)= 
Y<5538>= 
Y(5556>= 
Y<5539>= 
Y(5?57)= 
Y(5540)= 
Y(5?49>= 
Y(554l)= 
Y(5550)= 
Y(3070)= 
Y<3079>= 
Y(307l)= 
Y(3080>= 
Y(3063>= 
Y(308l)= 
Y(3064)s 
Y(3082)= 
Y(3065)= 
Y(3074>= 
Y<3066>= 
Y(3075)= 
Y(8200)= 
Y(8201)= 
Y(8193>= 
Y(8i94)= 
Y(7615)= 
Y<7616>= 
Y(7625>= 
Y(7608)= 
Y(7617)= 
Y(7609)= 
Y(7618)= 
Y(7610)« 
Y(3250)= 
Y(3259)= 
Y(3243)= 
Y(326l)= 
Y(3245)= 
Y(3254)= 
Y(5725)= 
Y<5718>= 
Y(5736)= 
Y(5729)= 
LOAT NON-
Z(341)a 
Z<343>= 
Z(345)= 
Z(347)s 
Z(664)= 
Z(665)= 
Z(666)= 
Z(667)= 
Z(668)s 
Z(669)= 
Z(154)= 
Z(156)= 
Z(158)= 
Z<160>* 
Z(162)= 
Z(1A4)3 
Z(222)» 
Z(2?3)« 
Z(224)« 
Z(225)« 

96,DO 
-32.DO 
96,DO 

-96,00 
32. DO 
32.DO 
32,DO 
96,DO 
32,DO 

-32,DO 
-96,00 
-32,DO 
-32,DO 
-32.DO 
96,DO 
48.DO 
-48.DO 
-48,DO 
48,DO 

-48,DO 
48,DO 
48,DO 

-48,00 
48,DO 

-48,00 
-48,DO 
48,DO 

-64,DO 
64,DO 
64.DO 

-64.00 
-64.DO 
-64.DO 
64,DO 
64.DO 
64.DO 
64,DO 
-64,00 
-64,DO 
16,DO 

-16.DO 
-16,DO 
16.DO 
16.DO 

-16,DO 
-64.DO 
64,00 
64,00 

-64,DO 
ZERO Z COEFFICIENTS 

-l.DO 
3.DO 

-3.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
5.DO 

-10,DO 
10.DO 
-5.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
5.DO 

-10.DO 
10.DO 
-5.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
l.DO 
4.DO 

-4.DO 

Z(226)= 
Z(227)a 
Z(228)= 
Z(229)a 
Z(230)= 
Z<231>* 
Z<307>* 
Z(308)«, 
Z<309>* 
Z(310)= 
Z(312)« 
Z(313)« 
Z(314)= 
Z(3l5)s 
Z(409)s 
Z(4lO)s 
Z(411)s 
Z(412)= 
Z(4l3)s 
Z(4l4)s 
Z(415)= 
Z(416)» 
Z(52B)» 
Z(529)» 
Z(530)= 
Z(532)s 
Z(533)s 
Z(534)s 
Z(562)= 
Z(563)a 
Z(565)a 
Z(566)s 
Z(732)= 
Z(733)s 
Z(545)= 
Z(546)= 
Z(547)= 
Z(548)= 
Z(549)s 
Z(550)« 
Z(579)s 
Z(580)= 
Z(581>* 
Z(582)= 
Z(596)s 
Z(598)s 
Z(443)» 
Z(444)s 
Z(445)s 
Z(446)» 
Z(447)= 
Z(448)» 
Z(698)» 
Z(699)s 
Z(700)= 
Z(701)= 
Z(324)s 
Z(325)« 
Z(326)» 
Z(327)s 
Z(328)s 
Z(329)s 
Z(330)s 
Z(331)s 
Z<460>* 
Z(462)» 
Z(464>« 
RFTURN 
END 

-6.DO 
6.DO 
4.DO 

-4.DO 
-l.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
2.DO 
2.DO 

-6.DO 
6.DO 

-2.DO 
-2.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
3.DO 

-l.DO 
-5.DO 
5.DO 
l.DO 

-3.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
4.DO 
-5.DO 
5.DO 
-4.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
2.DO 
-2.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
l.DO 
l.DO 
-3.DO 
2.DO 
2.DO 

-3.DO 
l.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
-l.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
l.DO 
2.DO 
-2.DO 
-l.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
3.DO 

-3.DO 
l.DO 
l.DO 

-l.DO 
-3.DO 
3,DO 
3.DO 

-3.DO 
-l.DO 
l.DO 
l.DO 

-2.DO 
l.DO 
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SUBROUTINE 1NTQRL 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
ATOMIC INTEGRALS FOR CNDO CALCULATIONS 
CPMMON/ARRAYS/S(80#80>,Y(9,5,?03),Z(17,45),XX<2900) 
C0MM0N/INF0/NAT0MS,CHARGE.MULTIP,AN(35>,C(35,3>*N 
COMMON/INF01/CZ(35),U(80).ULIM(35),LLIM(35)#NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
COMMON/GAB/XXX<400),GAMMA(35,35),T<9,9),PAIRS(9»9>,TEMP(9,9) 

1 ,CK3>,C2<3),YYY<126) 
COMMON/AUXI NT/A(17),8(17) 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT I ON,OPNCt'0,HUCKEL#CNDO,INDO,CLCSED,OPEN 
DIMENSION MU(l8),NC(18),Lr(9),MC(9),E(3) 
DIMENSION P(80,80) 
EQUIVALENCE (P(1),Y(1>) 
RFAL*8 MU,NUM,K1,K2 
INTEGER AN, UL I M,ULK,ULL,C7,U, CHARGE, ANL, ANK»OCCA,OCCB 
IN'TEGER OPTlON,OPNCLO,HUf-KEL,CNDO,INDO,CLOSED»CPEN 
DETERMINATION OF SIZE OF AO BASIS IN AND CORE CHARGE CZ 
N = 0 
DP 60 I=l,NATOMS 
LLIM(I) = N*l 
K = l 
IF (AN(I).LT.H) GO TO 20 

10 N=N*9 
CZ(I)=AN(I)-10 
GO TO 50 

20 IF (AN(I).LT.3) GO TO 40 
30 N=N*4 

C7(I) » AN( I)-2 
GO TO 50 

40 N = N*1 
C7(I)= AN(I) 

50 CONTINUE 
ULIM(I) = N 

60 CONTINUE 
FILL I ARRAY---U(J) IDEN'TTFIES THE ATOM TO WHICH ORBITAL J IS 
ATTACHED E.G. ORBITAL 32 ATTACHED TO ATOM 7, ETC. 
DO 70 K=l,NATOMS 
LLK = LLIM(K) 
ULK = ULIM(K) 
LTM = ULK+1-LLK 
DO 70 1=1,LIM 
J « LLK-M-1 

70 U(J) = K 
ASSIGNMENT OF ORBITAL EXPONENTS TO ATOMS BY SLATERS RULES 
MU<2)=1.7D0 
MU(1)=1.2D0 
NC<1)=1 
NC<2)»1 
DO 80 1=3,10 
NC<!>=2 

80 MU(I)=,325D0*DFLOAT(I-l) 
DP 90 1=11,18 
N C ( M = 3 

90 MU<I>=(.65D0*DFLOAT(I)-4.95D0)/3,D0 
ASSIGNMENT OF ANGULAR MOMPNTUM QUANTUM NOS. TO ATOMIC ORBITALS 
LC(1)=0 
LC(2)=1 
LC(3)=1 
LC(4>=1 
LC(5)=2 
LC(6)=2 
LC(7)=2 
LC(8)=2 
LC(9)=2 
MC(1)=0 
MC(2)=1 
MC(3)=-1 
MC(4)rQ 
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M C ( 5 ) = 0 
M C < 6 > n 
M C ( 7 > = - 1 
MC<8>=2 
M C < 9 ) = - 2 

C STEP THRU PAIRS OF ATOMS 
DO 3 2 0 Ks l ,NATOMS 
DO 320 L=K,NATOMS 
DO 1 0 0 1 = 1 . 3 
Ct(!) » C(K.I) 

100 C2(I) a C(L» I) 
C CALCULATE UNIT VECTOR ALOwG I N T E R A T O M AXIS.E 

CALL RELVEC<R,E,C1»C2> 
LLK s LLIM(K) 
LLL * LLIM(L) 
ULK = ULIM(K) 
UI.L = ULIM(L) 
N0RBK=ULK-LLK*1 
NCRBL=ULL-LLL*1 
AK'K>AN(K) 
A M L s A N U ) 

C LOOP THRU PAIRS OF BASIS FUNCTIONS, ONE ON EACH ATOK 
DO 200 I=l»NORBK 
DO 200 J=l,NORBL 
IF(K.EQ.L) GO TO 160 

110 IF(MC(I).NE.MC<J>> GO TO 150 
120 IF(MC(!).LT,G) GO TO 140 
130 PAlRS(I»J)sDSORT((MU(ANK)*R)**(2*NC(ANK)*l)*(MU(ANL)*R)**(2*NC(ANL 

1)*1)/(FACT(2*NC(ANK))*FACT(2*NC(ANL))))*<-1.D0)**<LC(J)+MC(J)) 
2*SS(NC(ANK)»LC(I),MC(I),NO(ANL) ,LC(J),MU(ANK)*R,MU(ANL)*R) 
GO TO 190 

140 PAlRS(I#J)sPAIRS(I-l.J-l) 
GO TO 190 

150 PAIRSCI#J)s0.0D0 
GO TO 190 

160 IF CI.EQ.J) GO TO 170 
180 PAlRSdt J)s0.0D0 

GO TO 190 
170 PAIRS(I»J)sl.0D0 
190 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE 

LCULK=LC(NORBK) 
LCULL=LC(NORBL) 
MAXL=^AX0(LCULK,LCULL) 
IF(R.GT.O.OOOOOIDO) GO TO 220 

210 GO TO 250 
C ROTATE INTEGRALS FROM DIATOMIC BASIS TO MOLECULAR BASIS 

220 CALL HARMTR(T.MAXL.E) 
DO 230 I*l,NORBK 
DO 230 Jsl.NORBL 
T E M P U . J ) • 0.D0 
DO 230 KK=l,NORBL 
TEMP(I.J) s TEMPU#J)*T<J.KK)*PA!RS(!.KK> 

230 CONTINUE 
DO 240 I=l,NORBK 
DO 240 J=l,NORBL 
PAIRS(I#J) s 0.D0 
DO 240 KKsl,NORBK 
PAIRS(NJ) « PA!RS(!.J>*TfI»KK)»TEMP<KK,J> 

240 CONTINUE 
C FILL S MATRIX 

250 CONTINUE 
DO 260 I«l,NORBK 
LLKP=lLK*I-l 
DO 260 J=l,NORBL 
LLLP«LLL*J-1 

260 S(LLKP,LLLP)»PAIRS<I»J> 
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C COMPUTATION OF 1-CENTER CrtULOMB INTEGRALS OVER SLATER S FUNCTIONS 
Nl=NC(ANK) 
N?sNC(ANL) 
KlsMU(ANK) 
K2BMU(ANL) 
IF(K.NE.L) GO TO 290 

270 TFRM1 « FACT<2*Nl - l ) /< (2 ,n0*K2>**<2*Nl>> 
TFRM2 * 0.D0 
LIM e 2*N1 
DO 280 Js i .L IM 
NUM a C F L 0 A T ( J ) * ( 2 . D j * K D * * ( 2 * N l - J ) * F A C T < 4 * N i - J - l ) 
DEN = FACT(2*N1-J)*2.DO*DFLOAT(N1)*(2.DO*(K1*K2))** (4*N1-J) 
TFRM2 a TERM2 • NUM/DEN 

280 CONTINUE 
GO TO 310 

C COMPUTATION OF 2-CENTER COULOMB INTEGRALS OVER SLATER S FUNCTIONS 
290 TFRM1=(R/2.D0)** (2*N2)*SS<0»0.0»2*N2-1,0#0.D0,2.D0*K2*R) 

TFRM2 * 0.D0 
LIM * 2*N1 
DO 300 J=1,LIM 

300 TERK2 » TERM2*(DFLOAT(J)*r2.D0*KD**(2*Nl-J)*(R/2.D0)**(2* 
1N1-J*2*N2>>/ (FACT(2*Nl-J)*2.n0*DFLOAT(Nl))*SS<2*Nl-J#0»0.2*N2-l,0 
2,2.D0*K1*R,2.D0*K2*R) 

310 GAMMA(K,L) « (<2.D0*K2)*M2*N2*1>/FACT<2*N2))#<TERM1-TERM2> 
320 CONTINUE 

C SYMMETRIZATION OF OVERLAP AND COULOMB INTEGRAL MATRICES 
J)0 330 1 = 1,N 
DO 330 J=I,N 

330 S(J,I) = S(I,J> 
DO 340 I=l,NATOMS 
DO 340 J*!,NATOMS 

340 GAMMA(J*I> = GAMMA<I,J> 
WRITE(6»350) 

350 FORMAT(1H1,1X»23HOVERLAP INTEGRAL MATRIX) 
CALL KATOUT(N.l) 

C TRANSFER GAMMA TO 80X80 MATRIX P FOR PRINTING 
DO 360 I=l,NATOMS 
DO 360 J=l,NATOMS 

360 P(I.J)«GAMMA(I,J) 
WRITE(6*370) 

370 F0RMAT(1X,23HC0UL0MB INTEGRAL MATRIX) 
CALL MAT0UT(NAT0MS,2) 
RFTURN 
END 

FUNCTION SS(NN1.LL1,MM,NNJ.LL2,ALPHA,BETA) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

C PROCEDURE FOR CALCULATING REDUCED OVERLAP INTEGRALS 
COMMON/ARRAYS/S<80»80),Y(9,5,203),Z(17#45)#XX<2S00) 
C0MM0N/AUXINT/A(17)»B(17) 
INTEGER ULIM 
N1=NN1 
L1=LL1 
M = MM 
N2=NN2 
L2»LL2 
P =(ALPHA • BETA)/2.D0 
PT=<ALPHA - BETA)/2.D0 
X s 0.D0 
M=IABS(M) 

C REVERSE QUANTUM NUMBERS IF NECESSARY 
lF((L2.LT.Ll).0R.((L2.E0.ri).AND.(N2.LT.Nl))) GO TO 20 

10 GO TO 30 
20 K * Nl 

Nl« N2 
N2« K 
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K= LI 
Ll= L2 
L?x K 
PT=-PT 

30 CONTINUE 
K s M0D<(N1*N2-L1-L2>.2> 

C FIND A AND B INTEGRALS 
CALL AINTGS(P.N1*N2> 
CALL BINT6S<PT,N1*N2> 
IF((L1.GT.O).OR.(L2.GT.O)) GO TO 60 

C BFGIN SECTION USED FOR OVFRLAP INTEGRALS INVOLVING S FUNCTIONS 
C FIND Z TABLE NUMBER L 

40 L s <90-17*Nl*Nl**2-2*N2>/2 
ULIM = N1+N2 
LLIM = 0 
DO 50 I=LLIM,ULIM 
NNUaNl*N2-I*l 

50 XsX*Z(I*l,L)*A(I*l)*B(NNIi)/2.D0 
SS = X 
GO TO 80 

C BFGIN SECTION USED FOR OVFRLAPS INVOLVING NON-S FUNCTIONS 
C FIND Y TABLE NUMBER L 

60 L=<5-M)*(24-10*M*M**2>*<83-30*Mf3*M**2)/120* 
1 <30-9*Ll*Ll**2-2*Nl)*<2A-9*Ll*Ll**2-2*Nl>/8* 
2 <30-9*L2*L2**2-2*N2>/2 
LLIM = 0 
DO 70 I=LLIM,8 
ULIM»4 - M0D(K*I,2> 
DO 70 J=LLIM,ULIM 
1 III=2*J*M0D(K*I.2)*1 

70 X=X*Y<I*1»J*1.L>*A<I*1>*B(IIII> 
SS x X*(FACT<M*l)/8.D0>**?*DSnRT<DFLOAT<2*LH-l)*FACT<Ll-M>* 

1 OFLOAT(2*L2*i)*FACT(L2-M)/<4.D0*FACT<LH-M)*FACT<L2*M>)> 
80 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HARMTRCT,MAXL,F) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H»0-Z> 
DIMENSION T(9,9),E(3) 
COST = E(3) 
IF<(1.D0-COST**?).GT.0.00n0000001> GO TO 20 

10 SINT = 0.D0 
GO TO 30 

20 STNT=CSQRT(l.D0-COST**2) 
30 CONTINUE 

IF(SINT.GT.0.000001DO) Gft TO 50 
40 COSP = 1.D0 

SINP = 0.D0 
GO TO 70 

50 COSP = E(1)/SINT 
60 SINP = E(2)/SINT 
70 CONTINUE 

DO 80 1=1,9 
DO 80 J=l,9 

80 T(I,J) = 0.D0 
T(l,l) =1.D0 
IF (MAXL.GT.l) GO TO 100 

90 IF (MAXL.GT.0) GO TO 110 
GO TO 120 

100 COS2T « C0ST**2-SINT**2 
SIN2T x 2.D0*SINT*COST 
COS2P « COSP**2-SINP**2 
SIN2P » 2.D0*SINP*COSP 
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TRANSFORMATION MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR D FUNCTIONS 
SCRT3=DSORT(3,D0) 
T(5.5) = <3.D0*COST**2-l.O0>/2.D0 
T(5,6) = -S0RT3 *SIN2T/?.D0 
T(5,8> = S0RT3 *SlNT**2/2.DO 
T(6,5) = S0RT3 *SIN2T*CnSP/2.DO 
T(6,6) = C0S2T*C0SP 
T<6,7> = -COST*SINP 
T(6,8) =-T(6,5)/SQRT3 
T(6,9) = SINT*SINP 
T(7,5) = S0RT3 *SlN2T*S?NP/2.DO 
T(7,6) = C0S2T*SINP 
T<7.7) = COST*COSP 
T<7,8> = -T(7.5)/SQRT3 
T<7,9) = -SINT*C0SP 
T(8,5) = S0RT3 *SlNT**2*COS2P/2.DO 
T(8,6) = SIN2T*COS2P/2,D0 
T(8,7) = -S!NT*SIN2P 
T(8,8) = <l.D0*COST**2)*rOS2P/2.D0 

T(8,9) = -C0ST*SIN2P 
T(9,5> = S0RT3 *SINT**2*SIN?P/2.DO 
T(9,6) = SIN2T*SIN2P/2.D0 
T(9,7) = SINT*COS2P 
T(9,8) = <l.D0*COST*#2)*STN2P/2.D0 
T(9,9> = C0ST*C0S2P 

110 CONTINUE 
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX ELEMENTS FOR P FUNCTIONS 
T(2.2) = COST*COSP 
T(2,3) = -SINP 
T(2,4> = SINT*COSP 
T(3,2) = COST*SINP 
T(3.3) = COSP 
T<3,4> = SINT*SINP 
T<4,2) = -SINT 
T(4,4) = COST 

120 CONTINUE 
RFTURN 
END 

SUBROLTINF RELVECCR,E,C1,r.2) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
DIMENSION E(3)»C1(3),C2(3) 
X = 0.D0 
DC 10 1=1,3 
E(I) = C2(I)-C1(I) 
X s X*E(I)**2 

10 CONTINUE 
R=DSQRT(X) 
DO 40 1=1,3 
IF (R.GT..000001D0) GO TO 30 

20 GO TO 40 
30 E(I) =E(I)/R 
40 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

FUNCTION FACT(N) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
PRODT « 1.D0 

20 DO 30 1=1,N 
30 PPODT=PRODT*DFLOAT(I) 
40 FACTePPODT 

RFTURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE BINTGS(X,K) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z> 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 

10 
40 
70 

100 

110 

80 
90 

50 
60 

20 
30 

FILLS ARRAY OF B-INTEGRAL*. 
USUAL NOTATION 
FOR X.QT.3 
FOR 2.LT.X.LE.3 AND K.LE.i'O 
FOR 2.LT.X.LE.3 AND K.GT.iO 
FOR l.LT.X .E.2 AND K.LE.7 
FOR 1.LT.X.LE.2 AND K.GT.7 
FOR .5.LT.X.LF.1 AND K.LE.5 
FOR .5.LT.X.LE.1 AND K.GT.5 
FOR X.Lb. .5 

COMMON/AUX I N'T/AC 17 >,B< 17) 
10 = 0 
ARSX=CABS(X) 
IFUBSX.GT.3.D0) GO TO 120 
IF(ABSX.GT.2.D0) GO TO 20 
IF(ABSX.GT.l.DO) GO TO 50 
IFUBSX.GT..5D0) GO TO 80 
IF(ABSX.GT..000001DO) GO TO 
Gf TO 170 
LAST=6 
GO TO 140 
IFCK.LE.5) GO TO 120 
LAST=7 
GO TO 140 
IF(K.LE.7) GO TO 120 
LAST=12 
GO TO 140 
IF(K.LE.IO) GO TO 120 
LAST=15 
GO TO 140 

NOTF THAT B(I) IS B<I-1> 

EXPONENTIAL FORMULA IS 
EXPONENTIAL FORMULA IS 
15 TERM SERIES IS USEC 
EXPONENTIAL FORMULA IS 
12 TERM SERIES IS USEC 
EXPONENTIAL FORMULA IS 
7 TERM SERIES IS USEC 
6 TERM SERIES IS USEC 

110 

IN THE 

USED 
USED 

USED 

USED 

120 EXPX=CEXP(X) 
EXPMX=1.D0/EXPX 
B(l)s(EXPX-EXPMX)/X 
DO 130 I=1#K 

130 B(I*l)«(DFLOAT(!)*B(!)*(.i,D0)**I*EXPX"EXPMX)/X 
GO TO 190 

140 DO 160 1 = 10.K 
YsO.DO 
DO 150 MsIO.LAST 

150 YsY*<-X)**M*(l,D0-(-l,D0)#*(M*I*l))/(FACT(M)#DFLOAT(M*l*l)) 
160 B(I*1)«Y 

GO TO 190 

170 DC 180 I=I0*K 
180 B(I*l)a(l.D0-(-l.D0)**(I*i ))/DFLOAT(Ul) 
190 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE AINTGS(X,K) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
C0MM0N/AUXINT/A(17),B(17) 
A(l) =DEXP(-X)/X 
DO 10 1=1,K 

10 A(I*1) =<A(I)*DFLOAT(I)*DFXP<-X))/X 
RFTURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE MATOUT(N,MATOP) 
IMPLICIT RFAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
COMMON'/ARRAYS/A(80#80i3) 
DO 80 M=l,N,li 
K=M*10 
IF (K.LE.N) GO TO 30 

20 K = N 
30 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6<40) <J,J=M,K) 
40 FORMAT <//, 7X, 11 <4X, 12, 3X )'.//> 

DO 60 1=1*N 
WRITE(6.50) I,<A<I#JiMATOP).J=M.K> 

50 FORMAT(1X,!2,4X,50(F9,4)) 
60 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,70) 
70 FORMAT<//) 
80 CONTINUE 

RFTURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HUCKCL 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z> 

C EXTENDED HUCKFL THEORY FOR CLOSED SHELLS 
C OVERLAPS ARE IN MATRIX A, COULOMB INTEGRALS (GAMMA) ARE IN MATRIX G 

COMMON/ARRAYS/A(80#80>»B(A0»80)»D(80»80> 
COMMON/INF0/NAT0MS,CHARGE.MULTIP,AN(35)»C(35,3),N 
COMMON/INF01/CZ(35)»U(80)'.ULIM(35)#LLIM(35)»NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
COMMON/GAB/XXX(400)#G(35,?l5),O(80)iYYY(80)»ENERGY,XXY(214) 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT I ON,OPNCl'0,HUCKEL*CNDO,INDO,CLOSED*OPEN 
DIMENSION ENEG(18,3),BETA0(18) 
DIMENSION G1(18),F2(18) 
INTEGER CHARGE,OCCA,OCCB,l')L,AN,CZ,U,ULlM,ANI 
INTEGER OPTION,OPNCLO,HUrKEL,CNDO,INDO.CLOSED,CPEN 
Gl(3) = .0921)12 DO 
61(4)=.1407 DO 
Gl(5)=,199265 DO 
Gl(6)=.267708 DO 
Gl(7)=.346029 DO 
Gl(8)=.43423 DO 
Gl(9>=.532305 DO 
F2(3)=.049865 DO 
F2(4)=.089125 DO 
F2(5)=.13041 DO 
F?(6)=.17372 DO 
F2(7)=.219055 DO 
F?(8)=.266415 DO 
F2(9)=.31580 DO 
ENEG(1»1)=7.1761 DO 
ENEG(3,1)=3.1055 DO 
ENEG(3,2)=1.258 DO 
ENEG(4,1)=5.94557 DO 
EN'EG(4,2) = 2.563 DO 
ENEG(5»1)=9.59407 DO 
ENEG(5,2)=4.001 DO 
ENEG(6,1)=14.051 DO 
ENEG<6#2)=5.572 DO 
EN'EG(7,1) = 19.31637D0 
ENEG(7,2)=7.275 DO 
ENEG(8,1)=25.39017D0 
ENEG(e,2)=9.111 DO 
ENEG(9,1)=32.2724 DO 
ENEG<9,2)=11.08 DO 
E N E f i ( l l # l ) s 2 . 8 0 4 DO 
EN'EG(11»2)*1.302 DO 
ENEG(11#3)=0.150 DO 
E N E G ( 1 2 . 1 ) B 5 . 1 2 5 4 DO 
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ENEG<12*2>=2.0516 DO 
EN'EG<12.3) = 0.16195D0 
ENEG(l3»l)s7.7706 DO 
ENEG<l3*2)c2.9951 DO 
EN'EG(13#3) = 0.22425D0 
EK'EG(l4,l)rlo.0327DO 
ENEG(l4,2)r4.l325 DO 
EN'EG<14,3> = 0.337 DO 
ENEG(l5,l)sl4.0327D0 
EN'EG(l5#2>=5.4638 DO 
EKEG(l5#3)s0.500 DO 
EK'EG(l6#l)sl7.6496D0 
E N ' E G ( 1 6 * 2 ) B 6 . 9 8 9 DO 
ENEG(l6»3)s0.71325D0 
ENEG(l7,l)r2l.5906D0 
EMEG(l7»2)r8.70fll DO 
EN'EG(l7,3) = 0.97695D0 
BFTA0<1>= -9. DO 
BFTA0<3>= -9. DO 
BETA0(4)= -13. DO 
BFTA0(5)= -17. DO 
BFTA0<6>= -21. DO 
BFTA0<7>= -25. DO 
BFTA0(8)= -31. DO 
BFTA0(9)= -39. DO 
BFTA0(ll)=-7.7203 DO 
BFTA0(12)=-9.4471 DO 
BFTA0(13)=-11.3011D0 
BFTA0(14)=-13.065 DO 
BFTA0(15)=«15.070 DO 
BFTA0(16)=-18.150 DO 
BFTA0(l7)=-22.330 DO 

C FIND NELECS AND FILL W CORE(DIAGONAL) WITH <I*A>/2 
NFLECSsO 
DO 60 I=l,NATOMS 
NFLECS=NELECS*CZ<I) 
LL =LLIM(I) 
UL «ULIM(I) 
ANlsAN(I) 
L = 0 
DO 50 J=LL,UL 
L = L*1 
IF (L.EO.l) GO TO 10 

20 IF (L.LT.5) GO TO 40 
30 A(J,J)=-ENEG(ANI,3)/27,2in0 

GO TO 50 
40 A(J,J)«-ENEG(ANI,2)/27.2inO 

GO TO 50 
10 A(J,J) =-ENEG(ANI#l)/27.?lD0 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 

NFLFCSsNELECS-CHARGF 
0CCA=NELECS/2 

C FORK HUCKEL HAMILTONIAN IN A (OFF DIAGONAL TWO CENTER TERMS) 
DO 90 1=2,N 
K=U(1) 
L=AN(K) 
UL=I-1 
DO 90 J=1»UL 
KK=U(w) 
LL=AN(KK) 
IF <(L.GT.9).0R.(LL.GT,9)) GO TO 70 

80 A(I,J)=A<I,J)*(BETA0(L>*BFTA0(LL>>/54,42D0 
A(J,I)«A(I,J) 
GO TO 90 

70 A(I,J)x0.75D0*A(I,J)*(BETA0<L)*BETA0<LL>)/54.42D0 
A(J,I)sA(IJ) 
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90 CONTINUE 
DO 100 1=1,N 

100 G(I>=A(I,I> 
RH0cl.D-6 
CALL EIGN(N,RH0> 

C EIGENVECTORS (IN B) ARE CONVERTED INTO DENSITY MATRIX (IN B) 
DO 140 1=1,N 
DO 120 J=I,N 
XXX(J)=0.0D0 
DO 110 K=l,OCCA 

110 XXX(J)« XXX(J)+2.D0*B(I,K>*B(J,K> 
120 CONTINUE 

DO 130 J=I,N 
130 B(I,J)= XXX(J) 
140 CONTINUE 

DO 150 1=1,N 
DO 150 J=I,N 

150 B(J,I)«B(I,J) 
C ADD V(AB) TO HCORE--TJNDO 

00 170 I«1,M 
J=U(I) 
Q(I)=C(I> •0.5D0*G(J,J> 
DC 160 K=l.NATOMS 

160 Q(I)=C(I)-DFLOAT(CZ(K))*G(J,K) 
170 CONTINUE 

C EXIT SEGMENT IF ONLY CNDO APPROXIMATIONS ARE DESIRED 
IF (OPTION.EQ.CNDO) GO TO 290 

C iNiDO MODIFICATION (CORRECTION TO U<I,I> ) 
180 DO 280 l=l,NATOMS 

K=AN(I> 
J = LLIM1> 
IF ((K.GT.D.AND.(K.LT.IO)) GO TO 190 
GO TO 280 

190 IF (K.LE.3) GO TO 210 
200 Q(J)=C(J> •(DFLOAT(CZ(I))-1.5D0>*Gl(K)/6.D0 
210 IF(K.EQ.3> GO TO 220 
230 IFCK.EQ.4) GO TO 240 
250 TFMP = GKK)/3.n0*(DFLOAT(C7(I))-2.5D0)*2.D0*F2(K)/25.D0 

GO TO 260 
240 TFMP=G1<K)/4.D0 

GO TO 260 
220 TFMP = GKK) /12 .D0 
260 CONTINUE 

DO 270 L=l,3 
270 Q(J*L)=Q(J+L)*TFMP 
280 CONTINUE 
290 CONTINUE 

DO 310 1=1,N 
DO 300 J=I,N 

300 A(J,I)«A(I,J) 
310 A(I,I)sO(I) 

WPITE<6»320> 
320 F0RMAT(1X,18H CORE HAMILTONlAN /) 

CALL SCFOUT(0,1) 
RFTURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE SCFCLO 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H.0-Z) 

C CN'DO/INDO CLOSED SHELL SCF SEGMENT 
C GAMMA MATRIX CONTAINED IN G, CORE HAMILTONIAN CCNTAINED IN Q AND 
C UPPER TRIANGLE OF A, AND TNITIAL DENSITY MATRIX CONTAINED IN B 
C OPTIONS CNDO OR INDO 

COMMON/ARRAYS/A(80,80),B(A0,80),D(80,80> 
COMMON/GAB/XXX(400>»G(35,*5>,Q(80>#YYY<80).ENERGY.XXY(214) 
COMMON/INFO/NATOMS,CHARGE.MULT IP,AN(35).C(35,3),N 
COMMON/INF01/CZ(35),U(80).ULIM(35),LLIM(35),NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
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COMHON/OPT I ON/OPT I,ON,OPNCrO,HUCKEL#CNDO. INDO, CLOSED* OPEN 
INTEGER OPTION,OPNCLO,HUrKEL»CNDO,INDO,CLOSED#CPEN 
INTEGER CHARGE,OCCA,OCCB.YiL,ULlM,U,AN,CZ,Z 
DIMENSION G1(18 ) ,F2 (18 ) 
Gj (3)=.092012D0 
G l ( 4 ) = . 1 4 0 7 DO 
Gj (5)=.199265D0 
G l (6 )= .267708n0 
Gj (7)=.346029D0 
G l (8 )= .43423 DO 
G K 9 ) = .532305D0 
F2(3)=.049865D0 
F2(4 )s .089 j25D0 
F2<5> = .13041 DO 
F?<6>=.17372 DO 
F2(7)=.219055D0 
F2 (8 )c266415D0 
F2(9)= .31580 DO 
ZrO 
IT = 25 
RH0«l .D-6 

10 CONTINUE 
Z s z * l 
ENERGY = 0.D0 

C TRANSFER CORE HAMILTONIAN TO LOWER TRIANGLE OF A 
DO 20 1=1,N 
A ( I , I ) x Q ( I ) 
DO 20 J = I , N 

20 A ( J , I ) s A ( I , J ) 
DO 3 0 1 = 1 , N 
I I = U ( I ) 
A( 1 , 1 ) = A ( I . I ) - B ( I , I ) * G ( I I . I I ) * 0 . 5 D 0 
DP 30 K=1,N 
JJ=U(K) 

30 A ( I , I ) = A ( I , I ) * B ( K , K ) * G ( I I . J J ) 
NM=N-1 
DO 40 1=1,NM 
I I = U ( I ) 
L L = I * 1 
DO 40 J=LL,N 
JJ=U(J) 

40 A ( J , I ) « A ( J , I ) - B ( J , I ) * G ( I I , J J ) * 0 . 5 D O 
C INDO MODIFICATION 

IF (OPTION.EQ.CNDO) GO TO 90 
50 DO 80 II=l»NATOMS 

KcAN( I I ) 
I s L L I M H ) 
IF (K.EQ.l) GO TO 80 

60 PAA*B< I# I)*B( 1*1, I*1>*B< 14-2. I+2)*B(!*3# !*3> 
A(I,I)aA(I,I)-(PAA-B(I,M) •Gl<K)/6,D0 
DO 70 J = l*3 
A(I*J,I*J)«A(I*J#I+J)-B(I,I)*G1(K)/6.D0-CPAA-B<!»I))*7,D0* 

1F2(K)/50.D0*B(I*J,UJ)*11.D0*F2(K)/50.D0 
70 A(!*v'#I)=A(l*J,I)*B(!#!*,.i)*GKK)/2.Dfl 

Il»I*l 
12=1*2 
13*1*3 
A(I2,I1) = A(I2,U)*B(I2,U)*11.D0*F2(K)/50,D0 
A(I3,I1) = A(I3,I1)*B(I3,U')*11.D0*F2(K)/50.D0 
A<I3.I2> = A(I3,I2>*BM3,I2)*11.D0*F2<K)/50,D0 

80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 

DO 100 1=1,N 
100 ENERGY*ENERGY+0.5D0*B(I,I)*(A<I,I>+Q(I)> 

DO 105 1*1,NM 
LL=I*1 
DO 105 J»LL,N 
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105 E N E R G Y « E N E R G Y * B ( I . J ) * ( A ( I . J ) * A < J , I > ) 
WRITE(6.110) ENERGY 

110 FORMAT*//,10X.22H ELECTRONIC ENERGY ,Fl6.1Q) 
IF(DABS(ENERGY«OLDENG).GE..000001D0) GO TO 150 

120 Z«26 
130 WRITE(6.140) 
140 F0RMAT(5X,18H ENERGY SATISFIED /) 

GO TO 170 
150 CONTINUE 
160 OLDENG'ENERGY 
170 CONTINUE 

IF (Z.LE.IT) GO TO 210 
SYMMETRIZE F FOR PRINTING (MATRIX A) 

180 DO 190 1=1.N 
DO 190 J=I.N 

190 A(I,J)xA(J,I) 
WRITE<6.200) 

200 F0RMAT(1X,27H HARTREE-FOCK ENERGY MATRIX) 
CALL SCFOUT(0,1> 

210 CONTINUE 
CALL EIGN(N,RHO) 
IF (Z.LE,IT) GO TO 240 

220 WRITE<6»230> 
230 F0RMAT(1X,28HEIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS) 

CALL SCF0UT(1.2) 
240 CONTINUE 

EIGENVECTORS (IN B) ARE CONVERTED INTO DENSITY MATRIX (IN B) 
DO 280 1=1,N 
DO 260 J=I.N 
XXX(J)=0.0D0 
DO 250 K=l,OCCA 

250 XXX(J)= XXX(J)*B(1,K)*B(J.K)*2,0D0 
260 CONTINUE 

DO 270 J=I,N 
270 B(I,J)= XXX(J) 
280 CONTINUE 

DO 290 1=1,N 
DO 290 J=I,N 

290 B(J,I)=B(I,J) 
IF (Z.LE.IT) GO TO 10 

300 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE CPRINT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
CNDO-INDO SCF CLOSED SHELl'- PRINTOUT SEGMENT 
COMMON/ARRAYS/A(80,80),B(A0,80>,D(80,80) 
COMMON/GAB/XXX(400),G(35,j5)»Q(80),YYY(80),ENERGY,XXY(214) 
COMMON/INFO/NATOMS. CHARGE'. MULT IP. AN (35) ,C(35,3).N 
COMMON/INPOi/CZ(35).U(80)'.ULIM(35),LLlM(35),NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
C0MM0N/PERTBL/EL(18) 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT I ON,OPNCJ'O, HUCKEL, CNDO.INDO,CLOSED.OPEN 
INTEGER OPTION.OPNCLO,HUnKEL.CNDO,INDO,CLOSED*OPEN 
INTEGER CHARGE,AN,U,ULIM,PL.OCCA.OCCB.UL.CZ,AN I 
DIMENSION DPM(3).DM(3),DM«5P(3),DMPD(3) 
DIMENSION ATENG(18) 
IF (OPTION.EQ.CNDO) GO TO 20 
ATENG(D»-0.6387302462 Dfl 
ATENG(3)=-.2321972405 Do 
ATENG(4)=-1.1219620354 Dn 
ATENG(5)=-2.8725750048 Dn 
ATENG(6)=-5,9349548261 Dh 
ATENG(7)=-10.6731741251 Dn 
ATENG(8)*-17.2920850650 Do 
ATENG(9)»-26.2574377875 Dn 
GO TO 30 
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20 CONTINUE 
ATENG(D=-0.6387302462 Dp 
ATENG<3)=-.2321972405 DO 
ATENG<4)i-i,1454120355 DO 
ATENG(5)=-2.9774239048 DO 
ATENG(6)«-6.1649936261 DO 
ATENG(7)s-ll.0768746252 DO 
ATENG(8)=-18.0819658651 Do 
ATENG(9)=-27.5491302880 Do 
ATENG(11)=-,1977009568 Dn 
ATENG(12)=-.8671913833 Dn 
ATENG(l3)=-2.0364557744 Dp 
ATENG(l4)=-3.8979034686 Dn 
ATENG(15)s-6.7966009163 Dn 
ATENG(16)=-10.7658174341D0 
ATENG(l7)r-i6.0467017940D0 

30 CONTINUE 
K«NAT0MS-1 
WRITE<6,40) 

40 F0RMAT(1X,15H DENSITY MATRIX) 
CALL SCFOUT(0.2> 
DO 50 1=1,K 
L=I*1 

DO 50 J=L,NATOMS 
RAD*DSQRT<<C<I,1)-C(J,1)>#*2*<C<I»2>*CU,2))**2 

1 •<C<I,3)-C(J,3)>#*2> 
50 ENERGY»ENER6Y*(DFL0AT(CZ(T))*DFL0AT(CZ(J)))/RAD 

WRlTE<6,60) ENERGY 
60 FORMAT(//,10X.16H TOTAL ENERGY = F16.10) 

DO 70 I=l,NATOMS 
ANI*AN(I) 

70 ENERGYaENERGY-ATENG(ANI) 
WRITE(6»80) ENERGY 

80 FORMAT(//,10X,16HBINDING FNERGYs ,Fl6.10,5H A.U.) 
DO 110 I=l,NATOMS 
TCHG = 0.D0 
LL'LLIMd) 
UL=ULIM(I) 
DO 90 J=LL,UL 

90 TPHG = TCHG*B(J»J> 
AN'I=AN(I) 
WRITE<6,100) I,EL(ANl),TCwG 

100 F0RMAT(I3,A4,8X.F7.4) 
XXX(I)=TCHG 

110 CONTINUE 
DO 120 1=1,3 
DM(I)=0.0D0 
DHSP(I)=0.0D0 

120 DMPD(I)=0.0D0 
DO 200 J=l,NATOMS 
IF (AN(J).LT.3) GO TO 180 

130 IF (AN(J).LT.ll) GO TO 14n 
160 SLTRl=<.65D0*DFLOAT(AN(J)>-4.9500)^3.DO 

FACTOR»2.541600*7.DO/(DSQRT(5.DO)*SLTR1) 
IK'DEX = LLIM(J) 
DO 170 K=l,3 

170 DMSP(K)=DMSP(K)-B(INDEX,INDEX+K)*10,27175D0/SLTR1 
DHPD(1)=DMPD(1)-FACTOR*<B(INDEX+2»INDEX*8)*B(1NCEX+3,INDEX+5) 

1 +B<INDEX*1,INDEX*7)-l.Dn/BSQRT<3,D0>*B(INDEX*l,INDEX*4)) 
DMPD(2)=DMPD< 2)-FACTOR* (BMNDEX + 1, INDEX*8)*B< INCEX«-3. INDEX*6) 

1 •B<INDEX*2,!NDEX*7)-1.DB/DSQRT<3.D0>*B<INDEX*2»INEEX*4>> 
DHPD(3)=DMPD(3)-FACT0R*(BMNDEX*1,INDEX*5)*B(INCEX*2,INDEX*6) 

1 *2.D0/DSQRT(3.D0)*B(INDPX*3,INDEX*4>) 
GO TO 180 

140 INDEX=LLIM(J) 
DO 150 K=l,3 

150 DHSP(K)=DMSP(K)-B(INDEX,INDEX+K)*7.33697D0/ 
1 ( .325D0*DFLOAT(AN(J)-D) 
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160 DO 190 1*1.3 
190 DM(I)sDM(I)*(DFLOAT(CZ(J))-XXX(J))*C(J,I)*2.5416D0 
200 CONTINUE 

DO 210 1=1,3 
210 DPM(I)*DM(I)+DMSP(I)+DMPD(I> 

WRITE<6.220) 
220 FORMAT(//,20X.16H DIPOLE MOMENTS./) 

WRITE(6*230> 
230 F0RMAT(5X,11H COMPONENTS, 3X. 2H X.8X,2H Y,8X,2H 2) 

WRITE(6.240)DM(1),DM(2).DM(3) 
240 FORMAT(5X,10H DENSITIES.3fIX,F9.5 )) 

WRITE(6.230)DMSP(D.DMSP(*)»DMSP(3) 
230 F0RMAT(5X,4H S,P,6X,3(IX,F9.5)) 

WRITE(6.260)DMPO(1),DMPD(9).DMPO(3) 
260 F0RMAT(5X,4H P.D.6X,3(1X,F9.5)) 

WRITE(6.270)DPM(1),DPM(2).DPM(3) 
270 F0RMAT(5X.6M TOTAL.4X,3(IX,F9.5),/) 

DPsDSCRT(DPM(l)**2*DPM(2)i*2+DPM(31**2) 
WRITE<6.280) DP 

280 F0RMAT(3X.15H DIPOLE M0MEwT«,F9.5,7H DE&YES.//) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE HUCKOP 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 
EXTENDED HUCKEL THEORY FOP OPEN SHELLS 
OVERLAP IS IN A. GAMMA MATRIX IS IN G 
AN INITIAL F MATRIX IS FORMED FROM -<I*A)/2 AND S(U,V)*(1/2)* 
<BETA0A*BETA0*). THIS F MATRIX IS USED TO GENERATE AN INITIAL 
DENSITY MATRIX. AT THIS POINT, ADDITIONAL INTEGRALS AND COR
RECTIONS ARE ADDED TO THE F MATRIX TO FORM EITHER THE CNDO OR INDO 
CORE MMILTONIAN. THESE ADDITIONS ARE THE INTEGRALS V(AB)FOR CNDO 
AND CORRECTIONS TO U(I,I) FOR INDO, 
COMMON/ARRAYS/A(80.80).B(A0.80).Q<B0.A0) 
COMMON/GAB/XXX(400).G(35,J5),FDIAG(80)»PDIAG(80).ENERGY.YYY(214) 
C0MM0N/INF0/NAT0MS,CHARGE'.MULTIP,AN(33).C(35,3).N 
COMMON/INF01/CZ(35),U(80)'.ULIM(35)#LLIM(35).NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT I ON,OPNCI'O.HUCKEL,CNDO,INDO,CLOSED.OPEN 
DIMENSION ENEG(l8,3).BETAfj(18) 
DIMENSION G1(18),F2(18) 
INTEGER OPT I ON,OPNCLO,WUfKEL,CNDO,INDO,CLOSED.OPEN 
INTEGER CHARGE,OCCA,OCCe.t')L.AN.CZ.U.ULlM.ANI 
GK3> = .092012 DO 
Gl(4)s,1407 DO 
Gl(5)«,199269 DO 
Gl(6)=.267708 DO 
01(7)3.346029 DO 
Gl(8>».43423 DO 
Gl(9)=.532305 DO 
FJ>(3)». 049865 DO 
F2(4)=.089125 DO 
F2(5)=.13041 DO 
F?(6)»,17372 DO 
F2(7)=.219055 DO 
F2(8)=.266415 DO 
F?(9)=.31580 DO 
ENEG(1.1)=7.1761 DO 
ENEG(3.1)=3.1055 DO 
EK'EG(3,2) = j ,258 DO 
ENEG(4,1)=5,94557 DO 
ENEG(4,2)«2.563 DO 
ENEG(5.D=9.59407 DO 
ENEG(5.2)s4.001 DO 
ENEG(6,l)sl4.05l DO 
ENEG(6.2)«5.572 DO 
ENEG(7,1)«19,31637D0 
ENEG(7,2)=7.275 DO 
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ENEG<8,1)=25.39017D0 

20 
30 

40 

10 

EK'EG(e.2>* 
E M E G ( 9 , 1 ) B 

ENEG(9,2)3 
ENEG(ll»l) 
EK'EG<11»2> 
ENE6(ll»3> 
ENEG(12.1> 
ENEG(12»2> 
EMEG(12»3) 
ENEG<13*1> 
ENEG(13»2) 
ENEG<13,3> 
ENEG(14.1) 
ENEG(14>2) 
ENEG<14,3> 
ENEG<15>1) 
ENEG<15,2> 
ENEG<15,3> 
ENEG(16,1) 
ENEG(16,2> 
ENEG(16,3) 
ENE6<17,1> 
ENEG<17,2> 
ENEG(17.3) 
BPTA0<1>= 
BPTA0(3)= 
BPTA0(4)n 
BeTA0(5)» 
B E T A 0 ( 6 ) B 

BPTA0(7)« 
BFTA0(8)= 
BPTA0<9>* 
BPTA0<11>« 
BPTA0(12)> 
BPTA0(13)» 
BETA0(14)« 
BPTA0(15)« 
BPTA0(16)e 
BPTA0(17)« 

9.111 DO 
32.2724 DO 
11.08 DO 
=2.804 DO 
si.302 DO 
= 0.15(5 DO 
•5.1254 DO 
"2.0516 DO 
*0.16195D0 
•7.7706 DO 
•2.9951 DO 
•0.22425D0 
•10.0327D0 
•4.1325 DO 
•0.337 DO 
•14.0327D0 
•5.4638 DO 
•0.500 DO 
•17.6496D0 
•6.989 DO 
•0.71325D0 
•21.5906D0 
•8.7081 DO 
•0.97695D0 
-9. DO 
-9. DO 
•13. DO 
•17. DO 
•21. DO 
•25. DO 
•31. DO 
•39, DO 
•7.7203 DO 
•9.4471 DO 
•11.3011D0 
•13.065 DO 
•15.070 DO 
•18.150 DO 
-22.330 DO 

FIND K'ELECS AND FILL H CORECDIAGONAL> WITH (UA)/2 
NELECS«0 
DO 60 I=l,NATOMS 
NELECS»NELECS*C7<I> 
LL -LLlMd) 
UL • ULIMU) 
ANI-AMI) 
L«0 
DO 50 J=LL,UL 
L = L*1 
IT (L.EO.l) GO TO 10 
IF (L.LT.5) GO TO 40 
A(J,J)B-ENEG(ANI,3)/27,2inO 
GO TO 50 
A(J,J)»-ENEG(ANI,2)/27.2inO 
GO TO 50 
A (J, J) »-ENEG(ANI,l)/27.nD0 

50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 

NELECS-NELECS-CMARGE 
0CCA«(NELECS*MULTIP-l)/2 
OCCB«(NELECS-MULTIP*i)/2 
FORM HUCKEL HAMJLTONIAN IN A (OFF DIAGONAL TWO CENTER TERMS) 
DO 90 I«2,N 
K.U(I) 
L«AN(K> 
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U L = ! - 1 
DC 90 J = 1 , U L 
K K « l l ( v ) 
L t = A N ( K K ) 
IF < < L . G T . 9 ) . 0 R . ( L L . G T , 9 > > GO TO 70 

80 A < I , J ) * A ( I , j ) * ( B E T A 0 ( L > * B e T A Q ( L L > > / 5 4 . 4 2 D 0 
A ( J , I ) = A ( I , J ) 
GO TO 90 

70 A ( I . J ) 3 0 , 7 5 D 0 * A < I , J ) * < B E T A 0 < L ) * B E T A 0 < L L > > / 5 4 , 4 2 C 0 
A ( J , I ) » A ( I , J ) 

90 CONTINUE 
Dp 1 0 0 1 = 1 , N 
DO 1 0 0 J = 1 , N 

1 0 0 Q ( I , J ) * A ( I , J ) 
RHO = l . D - 6 
CALL E IGN(N .RHO) 
DO 1 1 0 1 = 1 , N 
P P I A G U > = 0 . 0 D 0 
DO 110 J = 1,N 
A(I,J)=B(I,J) 

110 B(I,J)=0.0D0 
DO 160 1=1,N 
DO 120 K=i,OCCA 

120 B(I,I)sB(I,I)+A(I,K)*A(!,K) 
DO 130 K=l,OCCB 

130 PPlAG(I)=PniAG<I)*A(I.K)*A<I,K> 
LL=I*1 
DO 160 J=LL,N 
DO 140 K=l,OCCB 

140 B(I,J)=B(I,J)*A(I,K>*A(J,K> 
DO 150 K=l,OCCA 

130 B(J.I)=B(J,I)*A(I,K)*A(J,K) 
160 CONTINUE 

C ADD V(AB) TO HCORE--CNDO 
DO 180 1=1,N 
JsU(I) 
Q(I,I)*Q(I, I)+0.5D0*G(J,J> 
DO 170 K=l,NATOMS 

170 Q(I,I)=Q(I,I)-DFLOAT(CZ(K)>*G(J,K> 
180 CONTINUE 

C EXIT SEGMENT IF ONLY CNDO APPROXIMATIONS ARE DESIRED 
IF (OPTION.EQ.CNDO) GO TO 300 

C IMDO MODIFICATION (CORRECTION TO U(I,I> ) 
190 DO 290 I=l»NATOMS 

KrAN(I) 
JcLLIMl) 
IF ((K.GT.l).AND.(K.LT.lOW GO TO 200 
GO TO 290 

200 IF (K.LE.3) GO TO 220 
210 Q(J,J)«Q(J,J)+(DFLOAT(CZ(T)>-1.5D0>*Gl<K)/6.D0 
220 IF(K.E0.3> GO TO 230 
240 IF(K.E0.4) 60 TO 250 
260 TFMPs Gl(K)/3.D0*(nFLOAT(CZ<I))-2.5D0>*2.D0*F2<K>/25.DO 

GO TO 270 
250 TFMP=G1(K)/4.D0 

GO TO 270 
230 TEMP«G1(K)/12,D0 
270 CONTINUE 

DO 280 1=1,3 
280 Q(J*L.J*L)«Q<J*L#J*L)*TEMF 
290 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,310) 
310 F0RMAT(1X,18H CORE HAMILTftNlAN //) 

CALL SCFOUT(0,3) 
RPTURN 
END 
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OLBROLTINE SCFOPN 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z> 

C CN'DO/INDO OPEN SHELL SCF SEGMENT 
C GAMMA MATRIX CONTAINED IN G. CORE HAMILTONUN CONTAINED IN 0, 
C INITIAL DENSITY MATRICES IN P 
C OPTIONS CNDO OR INDO 
C AND THE APPROPRIATE CORE MAMILTONIAN, THE TWO ELECTRON INTEGRALS 
C APE ADDED TO THE F MATRIX (A) IN TWO PARTS - FIRST THE CNDO GAMMAS 
C ARE ADDED AND THEN THE INPO CORRECTIONS TO THE ONE-CENTER INTEGRALS 
C TME PROCEDURE IS THAT F(Al'PHA) AND F(BETA) ARE FORMED. THEN 
C THE ELECTRONIC ENERGY IS COMPUTED.EIGN IS CALLED TO DIAGONALIZE 
C THE TWO F MATRICES AND THP ALPHA AND BETA BONDORDERS ARE FORMED. 
C THESE ARE USED TO FORM NEw F MATRICES AND THE CYCLE IS REPEATED 
C UNTIL THE ENERGY CONVERGES TO THE DESIRED VALUE (.000001 IN THIS 
C PROGRAM). 
C AN UPPER LIMIT OF 25 CYCLFS IS INCLUDED (IT) 

CGMMOK/ARRAYS/A(80>80)*B(A0»80)»Q(80»80) 
COMMON/GAB/XXX<400),G(35,*5),FDIAG<80),PDIAG(80),ENERGY,YYY(214) 
COMMON/INFO/NATOMS,CHARGE.MULT IP,AN(35),C(35,3),N 
CCMMON/INFOl/CZ(35),U(80).ULIM(35),LL!M(35).NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT I ON,OPNClO,HUCKEL#CNDO,INDO,CLOSED,OPEN 
DIMENSION G1(18),F2(18) 
INTEGER OPT I ON, OPNCLCHUCKEL, CNDO, INDO, CLOSED, OPEN 
IN'TFGER CHARGE,0CCA,0CC8,uL,AN,CZ,U,ULlM,Z 
G1 (3)=.092012DQ 
Gl(4)=.1407 DO 
Gi <5) = ,199265D0 
Gi(6)=.267708D0 
Glf7)=.346029D0 
Gl(8)=.43423 DO 
G K 9 ) = .53?305D0 
F?(3)=.049865D0 
F?(4)=,089125D0 
F?(5)=.13041 DO 
F?(6>=.17372 DO 
F?(7)=.219055D0 
F2(8)=.266415D0 
F2(9)=.31580 DO 

C INITIALIZE COUNTER Z AND REGIN SCF CYCLE AT 10 
Z = 0 
IT = 25 
RH0=l.D-6 

10 CONTINUE 
Z = Z*l 
ENERGY = 0.D0 

C TRANSFER CORE HAMILTONIAN TO A 
DO 20 1*1,N 
FDIAG(I)-0(I,I) 
DO 20 J = 1,N 

20 A(I,J)sQ(I,J) 
DO 30 1=1,N 
IJ=U(I) 
A(I,I)=A(I,I)-B(I,I)*G(II.II) 
FniAG(I)=FDlAG(I)-PDIAG(I)#G(II,II) 
DO 30 K = 1,N 
JJ=U(K) 
A(I,I)*A(I,I)* <PDIAG(K)*B(K,K))*G(II,JJ) 

30 FDIAG(I)=FDIAG(!)+<PDIAG(K)*B(K,K))*G(I!.JJ) 
NMaN-1 
DO 50 1=1,NM 
II=U(I) 
LL=I+1 
DO 40 J=LL,N 
JJ=U(J) 
A(I.J)sA(I,J)-B(I,J)*G(II.JJ) 

40 A(J,I)»A(J.I)-B(J,I)*G(II.JJ) 
50 CONTINUE 

C INDO MODIFICATION 
IF (OPTION.FQ.CNDO) GO TO 100 
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60 Dfi 90 IUl,NATOMS 
K B A N ( I I ) 

U L L I M I I ) 
IF (K.EQ.l) GO TO 90 

70 PAA = B< I, I)+B< 1+1, I+1)*B<U2, I*2)*B< 1*3* I+3> 
PAB=PCIAG(I)*PniA6<I*l)*PnIAG(I*2)*PDIAG<1*3) 
A(I,I>sA<I,!)-(PAA-B<I,m*Gl(K>/3»D0 
FniAG(I)=FDlAG(I)-(PAB-PDTAG(T))*G1<K)/3.DO 
DP 80 J = l,3 
A ( U J , I*J)« A(I*J,I*J)*(B< I*J. I*J)-(PAA-B(I#I)))*F2(K)/5.D0-B(I,I) 

l*Gl(K)/3.D0*(6.n0*PniAG( U J) -2 . DO* (PAR-PDI AG( I) ) ) *F2 ( K)/25, DO 
FnlAG<I*J)=FDIAG<I*J)*<PD?AG<I*J)-<PAB-PDIAG<I)))*F2<K)/5.D0 

1 -PPlAG<I)*6l<K)/3.D0<M6.n0*B<I«-J.I*J)-2.D0»<PAA-B<I,I))) 
2 *F2(K)/25.D0 
A(IlI*J)sA(!,!*J)*(B(I,I*j)*2.D0*B<!*J#!))*Ql(K)/3,C0 
AM*J,I>=A<I + J,I)*<B(I*J.T)*2.D0*B<I#I*J>)*Gl<K)/3,D0 
DO flO L = l,3 
IF (J.EQ.L) GO TO 80 

75 A(I*L.I*J)«A(!*L,I*J)*<5.n0*B(!*L,WJ)*6.b0*B(I*J#I*L)) 
1 *F2(K)/25.D0 

80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 

100 CONTINUE 
DO 110 1=1,N 

110 EN'ERGY = ENERGY*0.5D0*(<A(I. I) *.Q< I, I) ) *B< I • I >• < FDI AG( I ) *Q< I, I)) 
1 * P D I A G ( D ) 
DO 115 1=1,NM 
LL=I*1 
DO 115 J=LL#N 

115 ENERGY=ENERGY*<<A<I»J)*Q(T,J))*B<I,J)•(A(J,I)*Q(J,I))*B(J,I)) 
WR!TE(6,120> ENERGY 

120 FORMAT*//,10X,22H ELECTRONIC ENERGY ,Fl6.10> 
IF<PAPS<ENERGY»0LDENG).GE.l,D-6) GO TO 160 

130 Z = 26 
140 WPITE(6,150) 
150 F0RMAT(5X,18H ENERGY SATISFIED /) 

GO TO 180 
160 CONTINUE 
170 OLDFNG=ENERGY 
180 CONTINUE 

IF (Z.LE.IT) GO TO 240 
C TRANSFER F(ALPHA) TO O FOR PRINTING 

190 DO 200 1=1,N 
DO 200 J=I,N 
Q(I,J)=A(J,J ) 

200 Q(J,I)=A(J,I) 
WRITE(6»210) 

210 F0RMATUX.42H HARTREE-FOCK ENERGY MATRIX FOR ALPHA SPIN//) 
CALL SCFOUT(0,3) 

C TRANSFER F(BETA) TO Q FOR PRINTING 
DO 220 1=1,N 
Q(I,I)«FD!AG<n 
LL«I*1 
DO 220 J=LL»N 
Q(I,J)«A(I,J) 

220 Q(J,I)«A<I,J) 
WRITE(6,230) 

230 F0RHAT(1X,41H HARTREE-FOCK ENERGY MATRIX FOR BETA SPIN//) 
CALL SCFOUTC0.3) 

240 CONTINUE 
CALL EIGN(N,RHO) 
IF (Z.LE.IT) GO TO 270 

250 HRITE(6,260) 
260 F0RHAT(1X,43HEIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS FOR ALPHA SPIN//) 

CALL SCF0UT(1,2) 
270 CONTINUE 
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C TRANSFER F(BETA) TO LOWER HALF OF A 
00 280 1=1,N 
A(I,I)rFDIAG<I) 
F|)IAG<I) = 0.0D0 

00 280 J = K,N 
A(J,I)«A<I,J) 

280 A(I,J)=0.0D0 
C F0RH ALPHA BONDORDERS IN TOP HALF OF A AND IN FDIAG - TEMPORARY 

DO 300 1=1,N 
LL=I*1 
DO 290 K=l,OCCA 

290 FDIAG(I)=FDIAG(I)*B(I,K)*R(I,K) 
DO 300 J=LL,N 
DO 300 K=l,OCCA 

300 A(I,J)*A(I,J)*B(I,K)*B(J,K) 
CALL EIGN(N,RHO) 
IF (Z.LE.IT) GO TO 330 

310 WRITE(6,320> 
320 F0RMAT<1X,43HEIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS FOR BETA SPIN //) 

CALL SCF0UT<1,2> 
330 CONTINUE 

C FORM BETA BONDORDERS IN LOWER HALF OF A AND IN PDIAG 
DO 350 1=1,N 
LL«I*1 
PDIAG<I)=0.0D0 
DO 340 Ksl.OCCB 

340 PBIAG(I)=PDIAG(I)*B(I.K)*R(I,K) 
DO 350 J=LL,N 
A(J,I)=0.0D0 
DO 350 K=l,OCCB 

350 A(J,I)aA(J,I)*B(I,K)*B(J,K) 
C TRANSFER BONDORDERS FROM A TO B 

DO 370 1=1.N 
DO 360 J=1,N 

360 B(I,J)=A(J,I) 
370 B(I,I)=FDIAG(I) 

IF (Z.LE.IT) GO TO 10 
380 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE OPRINT 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z> 

C CN'DO-INDO OPEN SHELL PRINTOUT SEGMENT 
COMMON" / ARR AYS/A (80,80 )#B<«0, 80 ),0<80» 80) 
CnMMON/GAB/XXX(400)»G(35,^5),FDIAG(80),PDIAG(80),ENERGY,YYY(214) 
C0MM0N/INF0/NAT0MS,CHARGE.MULTIP,AN(35)»C(35,3),N 
CPMMON/INF01/CZ(35),U(80).ULIM(35),LLIM(35),NELECS,CCCA,OCCB 
COMMON/OPT I ON/OPT I ON, OPN'd'O, HUCKEL, CNDO, INDO, CLOSED, OPEN 
C0MM0N/PERTBL/EK18) 
DIMENSION CISO(IO) 
DIMENSION DPM(3),DM(3),DMSP(3),DMPD(3> 
DIMENSION ATENG(18) 
INTEGER OPT I ON,OPNCLO,HUCKEL,CNDO,INDO,CLOSED,OPEN 
IN'TFGER CHARGE,AN,U,ULIM,PL.OCCA,OCCB,UL,CZ,ANl 
IF (OPTION.EQ.CNDO) GO TO 20 
ATENG(l>=-0.6387302462 Do 
ATENG(3)=-.2321972405 Dn 
ATENG(4)=-1.1?19620354 Dn 
ATENG( 5) =-2. 8725750 048 Dn 
ATENG(6)=-5.9349548261 Dn 
ATENG(7)=-10.6731741251 Dn 
ATENG(8)=-17.2920850650 Dn 
ATENG(9)=-26.2574377875 Dn 
GO TO 30 
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20 CONTINUE 
ATENG(l)=-0.6387302462 Dn 
AT£NG(3)=-.2321972405 Dn 
ATENG<4)s-1.1454120355 DO 
ATENG<5)=-2.9774239048 Dn 
ATENG(6>«-6.1649936261 Dn 
ATENG(7)*-11.0768746252 Dh 
ATENG(8)=-1«.0819658651 Dn 
ATENG(9)=-27.5491302880 Dn 
ATEK'GdDe-. 1977009568 Dn 
ATENG(12)=-.8671913833 Dn 
ATENG(l3)r.2.0364557744 Dn 
ATENG(14)s-3.8979034686 Dn 
ATENG(l5)=-6.7966009163 Dn 
ATENG(16)=-10.7658174341Dn 
ATENG(l7)=-16,04670l7940Dn 

30 CONTINUE 
KBNATCMS-1 

C BONDORDER HALF MATRICES APE NOW BEING STORED IN FULL MATRICES FOR 
C PRINTING---ALPHA IN B AND BET* IN A 

DO 40 1=1,N 
A(I,I)«PDIAG(I) 
LL=!*1 
DO 40 J=LL,N 
A(I,J)sB(I,J) 
A(J,I)=B(I,J) 

40 B(I,J)«B(J, I ) 
WRITE(6.50) 

50 F0RKAT(1X.23H ALPHA BONCOPDER MATRIX//) 
CALL SCFOUT(0,2) 
WRITE<6,60) 

60 FpRMAT(lX,22H BETA BONDORflER MATRIX//) 
CALL SCFOUT(0,1) 

70 CONTINUE 
DO 80 1=1,N 
DC 80 J=1»N 
B(I,J)=A(I,J)*B(I,J) 

80 A(I,J)sB(I,J)-2.D0*A(I,J) 
WPITE(6,90) 

90 F0RMAT(1X»25H SCF TOTAL DFNSITY MATRIX//) 
CALL SCFOUT(0.2) 
MRITE(6,100) 

100 F0RMAT(1X,24H SCF SPIN DENSITY MATRIX//) 
CALL SCFOUT(0,1) 
DO 110 1=1,K 
L=I*1 
DO 110 J=L,NATOMS 
RAD = DSQRT<(C<I,1)-C<J,1)U*2*(C<I,2>-C<J,2)>**2 

1 + <C(I,3)-C(J,3))**2) 
110 ENERGY = ENERGY4.(nFLOAT(CZ(T))*DFLOAT(CZ(J)>)/RAD 

WRITE(6,120) ENERGY 
120 FORMATC//10X.16H TOTAL ENFRGY = F16.1Q) 

DO 130 Ul.NATOMS 
AM • AM I ) 

130 EMERGY»ENERGY-ATENG(ANI) 
WRITE(6,140) ENERGY 

140 FORMAT(//10X,16HBINDING EMERGY= ,F16,l0,5H A.U.) 
CISC(I) = 539.8635D0 
C!S0(6) = 820.0959D0 
CTSO(7) = 379.3557D0 
C!S0(8) = 888.6855D0 
CISC(9) = 44829.2 DO 
WRITE(6,150) 

15C FORMAT(15X,7HVALENCE,10X,9HS ORBITAL#10X,9HHYPERFINE) 
WPITE(6,160) 

160 FORKATC10X,55H*ELECTRON DFNSITY* *SPIN DENSITY* ^COUPLING CONSTA 
INTO 
WPITE(6,170) 
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170 FORMATC80X) 
DO 200 I=1,NAT0MS 
TCHG = 0.D0 
LL=LLIM<I> 
Ul =ULI*<I) 
AN I s AMI ) 
HFC«CISO(AN!)#A(LL»LL> 
IF (OPTION.EQ.INDO) GO TO 2 

1 HFC«0.0 
2 CONTINUE 

DO 180 J=LL.UL 
180 TCHG = TCMG*B(J.J) 

WRITE(6.190) I,EL(ANI),TCuG,A(LL,LL),HFC 
190 FORMAT(I3,A4,8X,F7.4,10X,r7.4.12X,F9,4) 

XXX(I)=TCHG 
200 CONTINUE 

DO 210 1=1,3 
DM(I)=0.0D0 
DKSP(I)=0.0D0 

210 DHPD(I)=0.0D0 
DO 290 J=l,NATOMS 
IF (AN(J).LT.3) GO TO 270 

220 IF (AMJ).LT.ll) GO TO 23n 
250 SI TRl=(.65D0*DFLOAT(AN<J)>-4.95DQ)/3,D0 

FACTOR=2.54l6no*7.DO/(DSORT(5.DO)*SLTRl) 
IN'DEX = LLIM(J) 
DO 260 K=l,3 

260 DMSP(K)=DMSP(K)-B( INDEX* I K»DEX*K ) *1D , 27175D0/SLTR1 
DHPC(l) = DHPD(l)-FACTOR*(B(INDEX+2, INDEX*8)*B(INCEX*3,INDEX*5) 

1 *B<INDEX*!,INDEX*7)-l.Dn/DSORT(3.D0)*B(INDEX*l,INCEX*4)) 
D*PD< 2 )=DMPD(?) -FACTOR* (B< I NDEX + 1, INDEX*8)*B( INCEX*3, INDEX*6) 

1 •P(INDEX*2,INnEX*7)-l.Dn/DSORT(3,n0)*B(INDEX*2,INCEX*4)) 
DHPD(3)=DHPD(3)-FACT0R*(B(INDEX+1,INDFX*5)*B(INTEX*2,INDEX*6) 

1 *2.C0/DSORT(3.D0)*B(INDFX+3,INDEX*4)) 
GO TO 270 

230 IKDEX=LLIM(J) 
DO 240 Ksi,3 

240 DMSP(K)=DMSP(K)-B(INDEX,INDEX*K)*7,33697D0/ 
1 ( .325D0*DFLOAT(AN( J)-D) 

270 DO 280 1=1,3 
280 DM(I)=DM(I)4(DFLOAT(CZ(J))-XXX(J))*C(J.I)*2.5416D0 
290 CONTINUE 

DO 300 1=1,3 
300 DPM(I)«DM(I)*DMSP(I)*DMPD(I) 

WRITE(6,310) 
310 FORMT( / / , 20X ,16H DIPOLE MOMFNTS,/) 

WPITE(6»320> 
320 F0RMAT(5X,11H COMPONENTS»3X,2H X,8X,2H Y,8X,2H 2) 

WRITE(6,330)DM(1),DM(2),DM(3) 
330 FORKAT(5X,10H DENS ITIES»3(IX,F9.5)) 

WPITE(6,340)DMSP(1),DMSP(?),DMSP(3) 
340 F0R*AT(5X,4H S.P,6X,3<IX.F9.5)) 

WRITE(6.35C)DMPD(D.DMPD(?),DMPD(3) 
350 F0RPAT(5X,4H P.O.6X,3<1X,F9,5) ) 

WRITE(6.360)DPM(1)»DPM(2).DPM(3) 
360 F0RPAT(5X,6H TOTAL*4X,3(IX,F9.5),/) 

DP = PSCRT(DPM(D**2*DPM(2)i*2*nPM(3)**2) 
WRITE(6,370) HP 

370 F0RKAT(3X,15H DIPOLE MOKENT=,F9.5,7H DEBYES,//) 
RFTURN 
END 
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SUBROUTINE EIGN<NN,RHO) 
IMPLICIT REAL*6(A-H,0-Z> 

C RH0« IPPER LIMIT FOR 0FF-MAG0NAL ELEMENT 
C NN = SIZE OF MATRIX 
C A = F MATRIX (ONLY LOWER TRIANGLE IS USED • THIS IS DESTROYED) 
C EIQ = RETURNED EIGENVALUES IN ALGEBRAIC ASCENDING ORDER 
C VEC = RETURNED EIGENVECTORS IN COLUMNS 

CftMMON/ARRAYS/A<80,80>,VEr<80,80),X<80,80> 
COMMON/GAB/GAMMA < 80 >, BET A if 80 >» BET ASO < 80 >, EI G< 80 >,W< 80 >,XYZ< 1600) 

C THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONED VARIABLES ARE EOUIVALENCED 
DIMENSION P(80),Q(80) 
EQUIVALENCE <P<1),BETA<1)>,(Q(1),BETA(1)) 
DIMENSION IPOSV(80),IVPOS(80).IORD(80> 
ECU I VALENCE ( IPOSV (1), G A M M A ( 1) ), ( I VPOS< 1 ) , B E T A U ) ), 

1<I0RD<1),BETASQ<1)> 
RHOSQ=RHO*PHO 
NeNN 
IF (N .60, 0) GO TO 640 

10 Nj«N-l 
N?»N-2 
GAMMA(l)sA(l#l) 
IF(N2) 200,190,40 

40 DO 180 NR=1,N2 
B=A(NR+1,NR> 
SsO.DO 
DO 50 I=NR,N2 

50 SsS*A(I*2,NR)**2 
C PREPARE FOR POSSIBLE BYPASS OF TRANSFORMATION 

A<NR*l,NR)e0.D0 
IF (S) 170,170,60 

60 S=S*B*B 
SGN«*1.D0 
IF (B) 70,80,60 

70 SGN--1.D0 
60 SORTS=DSORT(S) 

D=SGN/(SORTS*SORTS) 
TPMP=CSQRT(.5D0*B*D> 
W(NR)=TEMP 
A(NR+1,NR)«TEMP 
D«D/TEMP 
B«-SGN*SQRTS 

C D IS FACTOR OF PROPORTIONALITY. NOW COMPUTE AND SAVE W VECTOR. 
C EXTRA SINGLY SUBSCRIPTED U VECTOR USED FOR SPEED. 

DO 90 I=NR,N2 
TeMP»D*A(I*2,NR) 
W(I*1)«TEMP 

90 A(I*2,NR)»TEMP 
C PREMULTIPLY VECTOR W BY MATRIX A TO OBTAIN P VECTOR. 
C SIMULTANEOUSLY ACCUMULATE DOT PRODUCT WP,(THE SCALAR K) 

WTAUeO.DO 
DO 140 I=NR,N1 
SUMcO.DO 
DO 100 J=NR,I 

100 SllM»SUM*A< 1*1, J*1)*W( J) 
Il=I*l 
IF(NI-Il) 130.110,110 

110 DO 120 J=I1,N1 
120 SlJMsSlM + A(J + l,I*l)*W(J> 
130 P(I)=SUM 
140 WTAW«WTAW*SUM*W(I) 

C P VICTOR AND SCALAR K NOui STORED. NEXT COMPUTE O VECTOR 
DO 150 I*NR,N1 

150 Q(I)sP(I)-wTAW*W(I) 
C NOW FCRM PAP MATRIX, REQUIRED PART 

DO 160 J=NR,N1 
Qj«0(w) 
Wj»W(v) 
DO 160 I»J,N1 
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160 A(I*1.J*l)xA<I*l»J*l)-2.Dft*<W<I>*QJ*WJ*Q<!>> 
170 BFTA(NR)=R 

B F T A S C ( N R ) B B * P 
180 GAMKA(NR*1)=A(NR*1#NR*1> 
190 BrA(N,N-l) 

BFTA(K-1)=B 
BFTASC(N-l)rB*B 
GAMMA(N)=A(N,N) 

200 BFTASC(N)=0.D0 
C AnJOIN AN IDENTITY MATRIX TO RE POSTMULTIPLIED BY ROTATIONS. 

DO 220 1=1,N 
DO 210 J = 1,N 

210 VFC<I,J>=0.D0 
220 VFC(I,I)=1.D0 

M = N 
SUMsO.DO 
NPAS=1 
GO TO 350 

230 SUMsSUM+SHIFT 
COSA=l.D0 
G=GAMKA(1)-SHIFT 
PP = G 
PPBS=PP*PP*BETASQ(1) 
PPBR=CSQRT(PPBS) 
DC 320 J=1»M 
COSAP=COSA 
IF (PPBS.GT.l.D-12) GO TO 250 

240 SINA=0.D0 
STNA2=0.D0 
COSA=l.D0 
GO TO 290 

250 SINA=EETA(J)/PPBR 
SJNA2=BETAS0(J)/PPBS 
CPSA=PP/PPBR 

C POSTMLLTIPLY IDENTITY BY P - T R A N S P O S E MATRIX 
NTsj^NPAS 
IF(NT .LT. N) GO TO 270 

260 NT=N 
270 DO 280 I=1,NT 

TFMP=COSA*VEC(I,J)*SINA*VFC<I»J*1> 
VFC<I,J*l)s-SINA*VEO<I,J)*COSA*VEC(I,J*l) 

280 VFC(I,J>=TEMP 
290 DIA=GAMMA(J^1).SHIFT 

U=SINA2*(G*DIA) 
GA.MMA( J)=G*U 
G=DIA-U 
PP=DlA*C0SA-SINA*C0SAP*8ETA(J) 
IT(J .NE. M) GO TO 310 

300 BFTA(J)=SINA*PP 
BFTASC(J)=SINA2*PP*PP 
GO TO 330 

310 PPBS=PP*PP*BETASQ(J*1> 
PPBR=CSQRT(PPBS) 
8 F T A U ) = S I N A * P P B R 

320 BFTASC(J )=S INA2*PPBS 
330 GAMMA(M*1)=G 

C TFST FOR CONVFRGENCE OF LAST DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
NPAS=KPAS+1 
IF(BETASQ(M) .GT. RHOSQ) GO TO 370 

340 ETG(M*l)=GAMMA<M4.i)*SUM 
350 BFTA(K)=0.D0 

8FTASC(M)=0.D0 
M = M-1 
IF(M .BO. 0) GO TO 400 

360 IF(BETASQ(M) ,LF. RHOSQ) QO TO 340 
C TAKE ROOT OF CORNER 2 BY ? NEAREST TO LOWER DIAGONAL IN VALUE 
C A? ESTIMATE OF EIGENVALUE TO USE FOP SHIFT 
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370 A2=GAKMA(M*1) 
R?=0.5D0*A? 
RlsQ.5D0*6AMMA(M) 
Rl2«Rl*R2 
D!F*R1-R2 
TFMP=CSQRT(Dir*DIF+BETASOrM)) 
Rl=R12*TEHP 
R?=R1?-TEMP 
DlFaDABS(A2-Rl)-0ABS(A2-R?) 
lF<niF .LT. 0.D0) GO TO 390 

380 SPIFT=R2 
GO TO 230 

390 SHIFT=R1 
GO TO 230 

400 EIG(1)=GAHMA(1)*SUM 
C INITIALIZE AUXILIARY TABLES RFOUIRED FOR REARRANGING THE VECTORS 

DC 410 J=1,N 
IP0SV(J)=J 
IVP0S(J)=J 

410 I O R D ( W ) = J 
C USE A TRANSPOSITION SORT TO ORDER THE EIGENVALUES 

MsN 
GO TO 450 

420 DO 440 J = 1,M 
IF (EIG(J) ,LF, EI G ( J * D ) GO TO 440 

430 TPMPaFlG(J) 
ETG(J)sEIG(J*i) 
EIG(J*1)=TEMP 
lTEMP=IORO(J) 
lPRC(w)=IORD(J*l) 
I0RD(J*1)=ITEMP 

440 CONTINUE 
430 MsM-1 

IF(M .NE. 0) GO TO 420 
460 IF(N1 .EO. 0) GO TO 510 
470 DO 500 L=1,N1 

NV«!ORD(L) 
NP«IPCSV(NV) 
IF(NP ;EQ. L) GO TO 500 

480 LVsIVPOS(L) 
lVPOS(NP)aLV 
lPOSV(LV)=NP 
DO 490 U l . N 
TEMP«VEC(I,L) 
VFC(I,D*VEC(I,NP) 

490 VPC(I»NP)=TEMP 
500 CONTINUE 
510 CONTINUE 

C BACK TRANSFORM THE VECTORS OF THE TRIPLE DIAGONAL MATRIX 
DO 570 NRRsl.N 
K*N1 

520 K B K - 1 
IF(K .LE. 0) GO TO 560 

530 SUM-0.D0 
DO 540 I»K,N1 

540 SlJM«SlM*VEC(I*l,NRR)*A(I*i,K) 
SUM«Sl'M*SUM 
DO 550 I=K,Nl 

550 VFC(!*l»NRR>sVEC(I*l.NRR)-SUM*A(I*l,K) 
GO TO 520 

560 CONTINUE 
570 CONTINUE 
640 RFTURN 

END 
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SUBROUTINE SCFOUT(OP,MOP) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

C TWIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE ARRAY IN COMMON/ARRAYS/ WHICH IS DESIGNATE 
C MOP, IF OP s 1 THE EIGENVALUES CONTAINED IN COMMON/1/ ARE ALSO 
C PRINTED. IF 0P= 0 THE EIGFNVALUFS ARE NOT PRINTED 

COMMON/ARRAYS/A(80»80,3) 
COMMON/GAB/XXX<2000) 
COMMON/INFO/NATOMS,CHARGE.MULT IP,AN<35)#C<35,3),N 
COMMON/INF01/CZ<35),U(80)'.ULIM(35),LLIM<35),NELECS,OCCA,OCCB 
CCMM0N/0R8/0RP(9) 
C0MM0K/PERTBL/EL(l8) 
INTEGER OP,AN,ANII,CZ.U,ORB,ULIM,EL,CHARGE,OCCA,OCCB 
DO 120 M=i,N,ll 
K=M*10 
IF (K.LE.N) GO TO 30 

20 K = N 
30 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6,100) 
IF (OP.EQ.l) GO TO 40 
GO TO 50 

40 CALL EIGOUT(M.K) 
50 CONTINUE 

WRITE(6#60) (I,I=M,K) 
60 FORMAT(13X,50I9) 

DO 110 1=1,N 
II=U(I> 
A M I = A N ( H ) 
LsI-LLIM(M)*l 

70 WRITE(6»80) I , I I, EL< AN I I ) *. ORB < L ) , < A < I, J, MOP), J=M , K ) 
80 FORMAT(1X,I2,I3,A4,1X,A4,RO(F9.4)) 

IF (I.EQ.ULIM(ID) GO TO 90 
GO TO 110 

90 WRITE(6*100> 
100 FORMAT(IX) 
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 

WR1TE(6#100> 
WRITE(6»100) 
RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE EIGOUT(M,K) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z) 

C THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED IN SCFOUT TO PRINT THE EIGENVALUES M TO K 
COMMON/GAB/XXX(240),EPS ILN(80)»YYY(1680) 
WRITE<6*10) (EPSILN(I).I»M,K) 

10 FpRMAT(//,l5H EIGENVALUES---,20(F9,4),// ) 
RFTURN 
END 



appendix D 

Evaluation of One- and 
Two-center Integrals 

This appendix is essentially a documentation of the integrals segment 
of the program presented in Appendix A, and covers the evaluation of 
overlap and coulomb integrals over Slater functions required for CNDO 
and INDO calculations. 

B.l BASIS FUNCTIONS 

The integrals discussed herein are based on the Slater-type analytical 
form for the atomic functions referred to as the spherical polar coor
dinate system (r,0,<£) centered on atom A. 

Xa(r,6,4>) = Nar"*-1 exp (-U)Yiam(0,<t>) (B.l) 

where na, la, and m are the principal, azimuthal, and magnetic quantum 
numbers, respectively, and fa is the orbital exponent. The radial 

194 
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normalization constant is 

Na = K ) a ) (B.2 
V(2n a ) ! 

and the Yim(0,<f>) are the real normalized spherical harmonics, 

Yr(0,4>) = &im(cos 0)<M«) (B.3) 

where 

^ = J (2r)-» m = 0 ( B ' 5 ) 

The quantities P*w(cos 0) are the normalized associated Legendre 
polynomials, taken in the form 

Pr(cos 6) = l ^ ; ' s i n - 0 £ CjmM cosM 0 (B.6) 
t* = 0 

B.2 COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

One-center integrals are referred to the spherical polar coordinate 
system (r,0,<£). The volume element is 

dr = r2 sin 0 dd d<t> dr (B.7) 

and the limits of integration are r: 0 to °o, 0: 0 to T, and <£: 0 to 27r. 
The two-center integrals are referred to the prolate spheroidal coordinate 
system (n,v,</>). The relations between the prolate spheroidal system 
and two spherical polar systems centered at atoms A and B separated 
by a distance R are 

_ rA +rB _ rA - rB _ ,„ ft. 
/* = — j j — ? = — ^ — * = <t> (B.8) 

as is illustrated in Fig. B.l Other useful relations in converting from 
spherical polar coordinates to prolate spheroidal coordinates are 

rA = *<!!+J:> r B = K±JZA (B.9) 

cos 0A = L ± ^ cos 0B = ^ ^ (B.10) 
M + v p — v 

rinfa-^'-^1-^ (B.l l) 
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• S^AS^B 

+*Z* 

The volume element for integration in prolate spheroidal coordinates is 

dr = — On2 — v2) d\i dv d<f> (B.12) 

and the limits of integration are /z:l to «>,*>:— 1 to 1, and <j>: 0 to 2w. 
I t is of interest at this point to express the product of two 

spherical harmonic functions centered on a and b in terms of a function 
of prolate spheroidal coordinates T(iiyv) 

Tfav) = e«.~(cos 0A)@*;*(COS 0B) (B.13) 

Substituting Eq. (B.6) into (B.4) and using (B.10) and (B.l l ) , 

0/a
m(cos 0A) 

+ 1)0. - m ) ! ! * (m + 1)! [(M2 - 1)(1 - v2)]™'2 = \&k 
2(la + m)\ 

\1H 

8 
la — m 

I 
u = 0 

/ ^ lamu 

(M + v)m 

(1 + nvY 
0* + vY 

(B.14) 

and an analogous expression may be developed for @z6
w(cos 0B). The 

product T(ii,v) may be written in the form 

la—m h — m 

TM = D(la,lb,m) I I Ct.muCltmv(l*
2 - l)m 

U V 

X (1 - v2)m{\ + HP)U(1 - ixvY(ii + v)-m~u(fi - v)-m~v (B.15) 
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where 

X[—^-JJ^m^\\ (B16) 

B.3 THE REDUCED OVERLAP INTEGRAL 

All the two-center integrals to be considered herein may be algebraically 
reduced to expressions involving one or more basic two-center integrals, 
known as reduced overlap integrals, denoted s. The general form of 
the reduced overlap integral is 

s(n0,ia,m,n6,Z6,a,/3) = J* y_ i (/* + v)n*(ji - v)n> 

X exp [-y2(oi + 0)/i - %(a - P)v]T(ji,v) dfjL dv (B.17) 
where 

a = {Jt p = f tR (B.18) 

Substituting Eq. (B.15) into Eq. (B.17), 

la—HI lb—tfl 

lamu^ lbmv 
u v 

X Si l-i e x p [ ~ ^ ( a + ft* ~ M" ~ 0)"](M* - D" 
X (1 - y2)m(l + JU1>)"(1 - flvYin + y)"a-m-"(M - „)»»-«-» dM dy 

(B.19) 
For a given Z0, Z&, and m, 

{ a — W l Zft—Tfl 

I I CKmuChmv(n
2 ~ D m ( l - "2)ro(l + MK)-(1 - M")» 

X (M + v)n^m-u(fx - v)**-™-' = £ Fax/iV (B.20) 
t ' j = 0 

where \ is a function of n0, n6, laj lb, and m and serves as an algorithm to 
reference the appropriate Y matrix. The development of the elements 
of the Y matrix was accomplished by systematic manipulation of the 
matrices representative of the various polynomials involved. 

The reduced overlap integral at this point can be expressed as 

s(rca,Za,ra,n6,Z6) = D(la,lb,m) £ Y^ J* tf 

X exp [ - M ( « + 0)M] dix jl_x Wexp [ - ^ ( a - fi)v] dv (B.21) 
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Introducing the auxiliary A and B functions [1], 

*+ 1 fcl 
_ D»(k ~ 

M = l 

and 

k\ 
„ oP(k -

Ak(p) = J* xk exp (-px) dx = exp ( - p ) £ „ _ ' + 1)! 

(B.22) 

_x xk exp ( -px) dx = - e x p ( - p ) £ ^ __ M + ^ j 

- ^ L ( L ; + D I (R23) 

with £*(()) = 2/(/fc + 1) for A; even and £*(()) = 0 for fc odd, the reduced 
overlap integral becomes 

s(na,Z0,m,n6;Z6,Q!,/3) = D(la,lb,m) £ YijxAi[}i(a + 0)]J3y 

X [ ^ ( a - « ] (B.24) 

and is programmed in this form as a subroutine in the segment 
INTGRL. 

For the case in which the reduced overlap integral is to be used 
to evaluate integrals involving only s functions (la = h = m = 0), 

2 W ) = ^ (B.25) 

and Eq. (B.17) reduces to 

s(na,0,0,n6,0,a,/3) = Y2 j ~ f^ (M + „)».(M - *)n> 

X exp [-V2{* + j8)/i - H ( « - 0)"] <*M ^ (B.26) 

Using the binomial expansion and collecting terms 

na-\-rib 

(/* + v)Hn - v)n* = X Z»J*vin<¥*>-*> (B.27) 

where 

The reduced overlap integral with I and m equal to zero may thus be 
written 

na-\-nb - w 

s(na,0,0,n6,0,a,/3) = y2 V Zkx I M* exp [-*$(« + P)A dp 
k 

X P_x vn*-n>-k exp [-V2(OL- flv] dp (B.29) 
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which in terms of the auxiliary A and B functions is 

na+nb 

s(ntt>0,0,nb,0,a,fi) = ^ £ Z^A" f ^ (« + W B*.+n>->< 
k 

X [ H ( « - / 3 ) 1 (B.30) 

The coefficients are stored in the Z matrix (segment 1 of the integrals 
program) and references via the index k and a second index I, the latter 
being an algorithm involving na and nb. 

A convenient equality to be used extensively in the subsequent 
discussion is 

JVA""-1 exp (-fa^rB 7 1"- 1 exp (-^rB)Ylam(6A}(t>) 

( R\na+nb+l 
2") s(na,la,m,nb,lb,a,l3) (B.31) 

B.4 OVERLAP INTEGRALS 

We now consider the general case of the evaluation of the overlap 
integral 

Sab = J M 1 ) * (B.32) 

where the charge distribution function 120& is a product of any two 
Slater functions Xa and x& specified by the quantum numbers (naylaim) 
and (nb,lb,m), respectively, 

M D = X.(D»(1) (B.33) 

with Xa on atom A and x& on atom B. 
For the case in which Xa(l) and x&(l) are both on the same center, 

A = B and 

Sab = (? Xa9£ Xb (B.34) 
( 1 Xa = Xb 

For the two-center case, the charge distribution may be written using 
Eq. (B.l) as 

M l ) = NaNbr^-hB**-1 exp ( - J V A ~ JVB) 
X 0/aWl(cos 0A)GWcos 6B)$m*(<t>) (B.35) 

Transforming the charge-distribution function to prolate spheroidal 
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coordinates, the overlap integral becomes 

&.-™(fy~7,* Af M 2 - v2 

X exp [-V2(a + ff)n - V2(a - /J)v]TW)S>ro
2(*) 0 Y 

X (M2 - i'2) <*M dv d<t> (B.36) 

where 

" • * * " [(2n.)!(2n,)l]» ( B - 3 ? ) 

The integration over <£ may be carried out directly, 

/ o
2 ' *m

2(*) d0 = 1 (B.38) 

The overlap integral then reduces to 

X exp [-y2(a + ftp - y2(a - 0)v]T(ji,v) dp dv (B.39) 

in which the integral involved is just the reduced overlap integral 
developed in Sec. B.3. Thus 

bab{na,la,m,nb,lb,<x,P) [(2w«)!(2w6)!]^ 

( R\na+nb+l 
~2) 8(na,la,m,rkfh,a,P) (B.40) 

and the overlap integral is programmed in this general form, using the 
subroutine for the reduced overlap integral. 

B.5 TWO-CENTER COULOMB INTEGRALS INVOLVING S FUNCTIONS 

Two-center electron-electron interaction integrals of the coulomb type 
over Slater s functions are used in CNDO and INDO approximate 
self-consistent field schemes. These are integrals of the form 

7(w.,w*,r.,f6,fi) = IS 0«.(l)rw-10»(2) dn dr2 (B.41) 

where the charge distribution fl0a(l) and ft&&(2) are products of Slater 
s functions. The interelectronic repulsion operator r ^ - 1 is developed 
according to the Laplace-Newman expansion [2] as 

r i 2 " 1 = I 2 ^irhYU0i,<t>)YU02,<l>) (B.42) 
l - 0 m - - I > 
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where r> and r< denote the larger and smaller of (ri,r2), respectively. 
Since the spherical harmonics are an orthogonal set, it is only necessary 
to carry the summation over I as far as the maximum I appearing in 
the electron density functions, which in the case of just s functions is 
zero. Thus Eq. (B.42) reduces to just one term, 

7-12"1 = f V 1 (B.43) 

Substituting Eq. (B.43) into Eq. (B.41) and rearranging slightly, the 
coulomb integral may be written in the form 

y(na,nb,{a,th,R) = Jfiao(l)/(n6,f6,l) dn (B.44) 

where 

/(W6,ft,l) = J>> -1 0»(2) dr2 (B.45) 

which represents the potential energy of electron 2 at the position of 
electron 1. The evaluation of the coulomb integral is accomplished 
in two steps: (1) evaluation of the potential by the integration of 
Eq. (B.45) over spherical polar coordinates centered on b and (2) 
multiplication of the expression for the potential by 120o(2) and inte
gration over the coordinates of electron 2 in prolate spheroidal coordi
nates according to Eq. (B.44). 

1. Evaluation of the potential. The density function flw,(l) is 
given by Eq. (B.35) with a = b, and substituting this into Eq. (B.45) 
results in 

J(n6,f6,l) = ^yAT $r>~lr»*2nb~2 e x P ( ~ 2 ^ B 2 ) dr2 

(2f6)2»>+ 
isr/o /. /. r>-W B l~ (2n»)! 

X exp (-24vB2)rB22 sin dB drm d6B d<f> (B.46) 

The integral from 0 to °° is divided into two regions, 0 to rB1, wherein 
r> = rBi, and rB1 to <x>, wherein r> = rB2. Thus Eq. (B.46) becomes 

I(nb,tb,l) = [(2f6)
2"»+V(2n6)!] far1 £ " rB2

2»»exp (-2ftrB i ) drB2 

+ f" rBi*»>-1 exp (-2f„rB2) drBi \ (B.47) 

With the transformation of variable rB2 = ^BI^, 

/Kr6 ,1 ) = {2{2n^ rBl2Ub Uo u2nb exp (~2au) du 

+ f" u2n>-1 exp (-2au) du} (BAH) 
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where a = JVBL The integral from 0 to 1 is readily evaluated in terms 
of the auxiliary A integrals given in Eq. (B.22), 

fo
X *«»> exp ( -2«u) du = ( I p ^ i - A2nb(2a) (B.49) 

Substituting (B.49) into (B.48), the expression for the potential reduces 
to 

7(n6)f6,l) = rB!"1 {1 - {2^)\ lA*nA2<x) - A2n6_1(2a)]J (B.50) 

I t may be shown that 

A2nb(2a) - A2nb.1(2a) = ^ 0 exp (-2a) 

X ^ (2a)l(2nb - l)\2nb
 ( R 5 1 ) 

and using Eq. (B.51) and rearranging, the final expression for the 
potential reduces to 

' T(n t n - r - i exp ( - 2 h r B i ) Y K2^)2"t-'rBi2">-t-1 , R ^ 
/(n*,f»,l) - rBi " ( 2 n > ) 2, (2n6-0! ( R 5 2 ) 

2. Evaluation of the coulomb integral. Substituting Eq. (B.52) 
into Eq. (B.44) and introducing the analytical expression for fiao(l) 
results, after integration over angular coordinates, in 

(2ra)2n°+i r 
(20!4TT L 

y(na,nbJaJb,R) = \ol\u JrBi-VA1
2^-2 exp (-2f arA 1) dn 

VA6 l(2th)inb-1 

X exp ( —2f«rAi) dn (B.53) dril 

The integrals in Eq. (B.53) are readily evaluated from Eq. (B.31) in 
terms of the reduced overlap integral, f 

t Note this treatment depends on Fim
2(0A,0) being equivalent to 

Yiam(eA,<t>)Yibm(eB)<t>) 

and thus holds only for s functions. For two-electron integrals involving p or 
higher functions, it is more convenient to use C functions [3], integrating over the 
Hpherical harmonics separately. 

file:///ol/u
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(41r)-1JrBi-1rA1
i!».-2 exp ( -2f . r A i ) dn 

s(2na - 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2{aR, 0) (B.54) 
" ( * ) ' " ' 

(47r)-1JrB22n^-1 exp (-2f6rB2)rA22n--2 exp (-2f0rA 2) dr2 

| J s(2na - 1, 0, 0, 2nb - I, 0, 2f0ft, 2f*fl) (B.55) 

Substituting (B.54) and (B.55) back into (B.53), the final general 
expression for the two-center coulomb integral over Slater s functions is 

y(na,nh£a,[b,R) = ^ pit*)) \\2J s ( 2 n° " *' °' °' °' °' 2!>aR' 0 ) 

__ Vb l(2£b)
2n<>-1 / ^ \ 2 n 6 " Z + 2 n a 

Zx (2n6 - /)!2n6V2/ 

X s(2na - 1, 0, 0, 2nb - Z, 0, 2fa#, 2f6JK) 1 (B.56) 

and the integral is programmed in this form in segment 5. 

B.6 ONE-CENTER COULOMB INTEGRALS INVOLVING s FUNCTIONS 

A general expression for one-center coulomb integrals over Slater s 
functions may be developed along lines similar to those described in 
the preceding section. The integral has the form 

7(n.,n*,fa,j6,0) = jn«a(l)Jr>-1fi66(2) dn dr2 (B.57) 

wherein the potential part is identical to the preceding Eq. (B.52), 
with the general expression for the integrated form given in Eq. (B.57). 
Multiplying Eq. (B.52) by flaa(l) and integrating over the coordinates 
of electron 2 results in 

(2t )2n«+i r 

7(n«,n6,fo,f6,0) = ^ZVAT ^Al2Wa"3 exP ("2f*rAi) dn 

~ I Vnb%2nb W — * exp [-2(fa + ft)rA1] dr.] (B.58) 
Integrating over 0 and </> in spherical polar coordinates, 

(2t >)2n«+i r /-oo 
7(w.,n.,r.,f.,0) = [2na)\ l /o r A l 2 n a _ 1 

X exp ( —2f«rAi) drA1 

2rt l(2tt,)2no-1 

Z, (2n6 - Z)!2rc6./o 
J - I 

X exp [-2(fi + f2)rAi] drAi (B.59) ] (B.59; 
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Both of these integrations are of a type tabulated in standard integrals 
{i.e., the C(k,g) given by Mulliken et al. [2]} 

fQ°° rA1*n.-i exp (-2f . rA 1) drA1 = ^ ^ ( B - ^ ) 

fQ°° rA2K
n'+^-l-i exp [-2(f0 + f6)rA«] drA2 

_[2(na + nb)-l-l]\ 

Substituting (B.60) and (B.61) into (B.59) and rearranging, the 
general form of the one-center coulomb integral over Slater s functions 
is 

7(na,n6,fa,f6,0) = - ^ y - [ (2ro)2Wa 

V *(2fb)
2"*-*[2(ri0 + n») - i - l ] M m . 

^ (2n6 - Z)!2n6[2(fa + f6)]«".+".-«) J ^ * D Z ; 

and is programmed in this form. 

B.7 IMPLEMENTATION OF INTEGRAL EVALUATIONS IN CNDO AND INDO 
MOLECULAR ORBITAL CALCULATIONS 

The integrals discussed in Sees. B.l to B.6 are used in parametric form 
in the course of molecular orbital calculations. Overlap integrals are 
required for all pairs of basis functions xM> Xv of the atomic orbital 
basis set, and comprise the elements of a two-dimensional array S, 
referred to the system in which coordinates of the atomic nuclei are 
specified (the molecular frame). In the evaluation of the elements of 
the overlap matrix, pairs of atoms A, B in the molecule are considered, 
and the complete set of S^ involving orbitals Xo on A and x& on B 
are evaluated with respect to the local atomic coordinate systems with 
the z axes of the respective atomic system parallel to the internuclear 
line. The overlap integrals in the local atomic frame are then trans
formed back to the molecular frame by an orthogonal transformation 
involving the matrix T 

oM„ = \ TMaSa&T&„ (B.63) 
ab 

The elements of the matrix T involved in such transformations for 
s, p, and d functions are generated by the subroutine HARMTR in 
the program. 
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The integral segment of the program is organized in the following 
manner for CNDO and INDO calculations: (1) Input data, comprised 
of the coordinates and atomic numbers of each of the atoms of the 
molecule, are obtained from MAIN via common; (2) the basis functions 
on each atom are specified by filling arrays indicating the atom number 
on which the basis function is centered, principal, azimuthal, and 
magnetic quantum numbers and orbital exponents; (3) the program 
then loops over pairs of atoms and computes all the overlap integrals 
between the sets of atomic functions centered on the two atoms under 
consideration, in the local atomic frame. Finally the overlap integrals 
in the atomic frame are transformed back to the molecular frame, 
using HARMTR; (4) the program then loops over pairs of atoms 
again, calculating the coulomb integrals over valence s function for 
each pair; (5) the overlap and coulomb matrices are printed out and 
made available to the subsequent segments of the system. These 
steps in the program are referenced in the source deck with comment 
cards. 
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